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PREFACE

This symposium, held in Neubiberg, Germany on 3-6 September 1979, was organised as
a follow-on action of a previous Flight Mechanics Panel sponsored symposium on Aircraft
Design Integration and Optimisation (Florence, October 1973, AGARD CP 147). The main
objective was to present the latest developments in computerised aircraft design.

Thirty-two papers were presented in the following sessions:

I - Specifications and Assessment of Requirements.
2 - Computer-Aided Design and Computer Graphics.
3 - Computational Aerodynamics and Design.
4- Structural Analysis and Design.
5 - Propulsion and System Design.

Due to time limitations, the discussions following the presentations were relatively short,

though compensated, at least partially, by the final round table discussion included "in extenso"
in the Technical Evaluation Report (AGARD Advisory Report No. 158). It appears that the-. 2 presented papers and the discussions covered equally the positive and negative aspects of
computerised aircraft design, the cost and technical effectiveness, the benefits, the difficulties

and limitations of the whole process.

7., The following important general conclusions are proposed:

* -- The designer, as a human being, plays and will continue to play an outstanding role
within the computerised aircraft design process.

- Large advances have been made in the last few years in each speciality in computer-
aided design. However, an integrated multi-disciplinary detailed design process
appears remote, and continues to require a substantial development effort.

- To meet the demands of various disciplines, principally computational aerodynamics,
computers of increased speed and with new architectures are required.

- Due to the rapid evolution and advances in computer hardware and software it is
highly desirable to bring together periodically design specialists, generalists and
computer experts in order to develop and improve the communication among these
groups.

J.CZINCZENHEIM

Dr J.M.KLINEBERG
Technical Programme Committee
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THE USE OF COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN METHODS
IN AIRBORNE SYSTEMS EVALUATION
P. Ebeling, E. Pfisterer

INDUSTRIEANLAGEN-BETRIEBSGESELLSCHAFT MBH
WEHRTECHNISCHE SYSTEME

OTTOBRUNN, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

INTRODUCTION

Computerized aircraft design is a well-established tool in aircraft systems design, both
civilian and military ones, manned or unmanned, as well as in all types of missile
systems. Starting form very first feasibility investigations in early phases of weapon
systems work down to detailed development efforts digital computer programs are used with
increasing complexity and accuracy. They are applied for design studies both in the air-
craft industry and in those government agencies concerned with weapon systems predesign
and evaluation work. This paper mainly deals with the application of computer aided design
methods for predesign and evaluation purposes of airborne systems, especially in early
phases. In order to provide a rough survey on the enormous amount of work already
completed in this field a list of references has been added to this paper containing an
extract from various sources applicable. This list should not be considered complete, it
might be helpful for readers especially interested in this topic in order to obtain

* additional details.

)m GENERAL DESIGN PROBLEM

First of all one has to analyze the general problem of systems design, i.e. the design
sequence ranging from the predesign to the development phase and to isolate those parts
of the procedure where the computer can relieve the design engineer from multiply repeated
routine operations. These time consuming activities are implied in any systems design work
unfortunately. The following objectives can be achieved by applying computer-aided design
methods

- Considerable time savings
- Relief of qualified engineering personnel from routine work

- To enable the engineer to focus on his specific, innovative design contributions
- Better, i.e. thoroughly optimized solutions, especially if multi-dimensional

optimiziation problems have to be analyzed
- Possibilities to perform parametric design work, in order to reduce the development

risk (especially in early phases). For instance the effects of different technology
assumptions on systems characteristics, performance and cost can be investigated in
order to determine risk and cost.

•, Figure 1 presents a general scheme how any.. ore OfTsk toeoed system is conveived. Normally it can be
APPJrieO assumed that at the very beginning at least
Cpreliminary objectives are already available*Co.,.*e, Aided SOI ,,.idea rlmnr r v ia lI- .Ias far as application, tasks to be performed

etc. are concerned. In systems realization
the first step consists from the engineer's

s -eO PO" idea, defined in terms of a drawing, the
Ssem rFy ., ) definition of its main characteristics and

Geometry principles and the selection of payloads,
(.g edpe g ,v.he) derived from the preliminary requirements.

-(.g. -ateri.1) Within this step and the subsequent one of
-Py o04 estimatinq effettiveness/performance/cost the

engineer has to be aware of the technological
Op ,izatio [ytem. Derivo characteristic, state of the art on which his design can be

-I M. based. This comprises the consideration of

-PerfOoacIFffeC|iVe*eS the development risk and the appropriate
-e forecast of the relevant technologies. After-- the systems characteristics have been

flVOIetit1 _-- I eqa.re. I determined the evaluation step follows. This
I "evaluation is based on the requirements, which

will become more specific with increasing
knowledge about the system. Subsequently
-according to the results of this evaluation
step- the system's characteristics are changed
in order to improve the fullfillment of the

I. lF%.1 Geerol Desigm Cycle of Syster s requirements.

-, 'This general sequence will be run through for many times. Various methods which imply
increasing accuracy of prediction as well as increasing manpower required are applied. At
the end of the development phase hopefully an optimum solution can be achieved.

-C -. .. .
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Computer aided design can be helpful in the areas hatched in Figure 1. Its application
could start when the basic idea is established which the engineer has to describe. If
computer aided design methods are used this basic solution has to be translated into an
appropriate set of input data for the computer program. Such a program can be helpful in
determining systems characteristics, especially if

- detailed requirements are not sufficiently fixed

- a large number of alternative solutions and parameter values have to be considered

- different technological assumptions have to be evaluated in their effects on the
systems characteristics.

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN METHODS FOR AIRBORNE SYSTEMS

In order to illustrate how the previously described scheme is followed in practice for
computer aided design, two methods are presented in this paper. The first one is the
aircraft design computer program APFEL (Reference 1) which is described in some detail.
The second application is the missile design program PROFET (Reference 2).
Both programs are extensively used within the Systems Engineering Division of IABG for
predesign and evaluation work of aircraft and missile weapon systems. Typical applications
including some results are presented in section 4.

AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

The block diagram given in Figure 2 is more or less representative for the aircraft design
procedure, it describes the different steps contained in the computer program. Provided
that the payloads (weapons etc.) have been defined and the respective requirements on the
target acquisition and fire control sysitem are established, size and mass of the target
acquisition sensors -properly matched to the weapons requirements- and of the avionics
system are determined. Now a first drawing of the aircraft is made

based on some rough assumptions onconfiguration, type of propulsion to be used,
]oh c ]structural principles to be applied etc. This
SSstep can be done on the drawing board, highly

sophisticated programs also utilize digigraphic
i ~displays. In this case the engineer directly[eweafe ccmiatiom] communicates with the computer, providing the
-tive m ie o Igeometric input data to the program.

.. [Starting with this first design, the
overall take-off mass is estimated and all
necessary input data are compiled. Advise is

Gie / bimtSim i (I.oi .et given to the computer whether an optimization
with respect to a carefully selected pay-off
function is intended, a parametric variation

=(c ,eFoalCote.t) of basic variables should be performed or
o Cwhether an iterative match of design

Fuselage (ce- sc~i) I  characteristics has to be done in order to
C,90 Sc~ic. a sei achieve prescribed performance values.

The next step consists of the geometric
I*ldescription of the aircraft. Its essential

elements as available in the APPEL program are
given in Figure 3. These different geometric
options are used in formulating the input
data. The computer program uses these data to

t. FolM0 HCoi*a OkS calculate volumes, lenghts, surfaces required
a Hg by subsequent steps, and to perform scaling

or other geometric changes if necessary. Wing
[e.n .WWC(Lift/DrO) geometry is treated first, thickness distribu-

tion, fuel volume and wing area are calculated.
Similar steps are made for the centre, forward
and aft fuselage sections respectively,

F; 0,mle| including horizontal and vertical tail size
SI required. If variable wing geometry is used theI Isweep axis is positioned properly. Based on the

RD/ U~it CO~t geometric characteristics and a number of other
input variables (maximum structural load factor,
speed etc.) a mass estimation of all subsystem
is performed by statistical methods and the
remaining fuel mass is calculated. If that fuel
mass does not fit into the fuel volume available,

Fig.2 both quantities are matched by scaling the

S Block Diagram for the Computer Prorgram APFEL centre section of the fuselage appropriately.

rKe
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Fig.S F AIRCRAFT GEOMETRY

The aerodynamic characteristics (drag vs. lift, Mach number, altitude) are determined by
a standard procedure (DATCOM) both for the clean and the external stores configuration.
Installed engine data (thrust and specific fuel consumption) are scaled, if necessary.
They are used for the subsequent performance and mission calculations. By means of a
statistical cost model applying standard cost estimation relationships (CERs), unit cost
are obtained.
These steps can be repeated as many times as necessary within very short time so that a
lot of aircraft with different characteristics can be treated for design purposes.
Typical applications are given in section 4.

MISSILE SYSTEMS

In a similar way computer programs can be used for missile synthesis. As a second example
figure 4 presents the main portion of the IABG program PROFET in a simplified block dia-
gram. A variety of different missile configurations (Figure 5) can be handled by the
program with up to three pairs of surface, different types of controls, nose sections etc.

CONFIGURATION I Conrd CoIt rol

COICi0e CONFIGURATION I Wi n.g Contl

C0J1'IGURATION 3 Tail Con.lof

W-2i Pllfio"W4

C0,IuRAION 4 Three Swfacee
PerormmceAnIy Mode Of CO,,ftO

A , Fig.5 Selectioi of Missile Cotifigtatio'is (PROFET)

Fig. 4
Block Diagram for ihe Comwptter Program PROFET



The propulsion section accounts for various
eBwrvier rocket engines, e.g. the conventional solid

igare1e Brrpropellant rocket engine with cigarette or

radial burner (figure 6). Thrust profile and
total impulse are determined together with the
proper nozzle design and other characteristics.
A mass and centre of gravity balance including

-"*C.G. shift due to engine burn-out is establis-
hed and the wing position is determined
according to static margin limits. The aero-

36olai, dynamic data (lift, drag, pitching moment) are
calculated using a semiempirical procedure of
both theoretical and experimental back-ground
information (Reference 48). If the target

MW ,o Nectio" trajectory is prescribed and provided to the
program, the missile performance in terms of

Radial Bwrmer the intercept volume is calculated by means
of a modified 3 DOF simulation program.
Different boundary criteria like maximum nor-

f, mal acceleration obtainable, speed, seeker
limits etc. are checked. As far as guidance
is concerned the program at this stage is
employing the kinematic guidance law without
considering the guidance and control loop in

6 detail. Again the assumption is made that this
subsystem of the missile, especially the
forward sensor (if required) has been investi-

Radial Hole gated prior to the application of the computer
program. In future, however, this program
section will be hopefully amended, same applies

Fig.6 to the cost estimating part. This main portion
1-ipes Of Rocket EI~lgi~es (Exc s) of the design program is imbedded in different

control loops, providing the capability for
parametric design studies or multi-variable
optimization applications.

APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS

So far the IABG computerized design methods have been explained, now some typical results
will be shown. First of all it should be stated that IABG ist not concerned with weapon
systems development. As mentioned previously, however, one of the main tasks of our
Systems Engineering Division consists of predesign and evaluation work for future airborne
systems.
One typical kind of tasks which have to be treated in our agency are parametric design
studies. Their main objectives are to assess the effect of different requirements on one
hand or of variations in technology assumptions on the other hand on weapon systems
characteristics. The results obtained provide the armament department of our MOD with the
background information necessary for establishing requirements as well as for international
talks. Futhermore these systems data serve as a first guess in terms of technical and cost
inputs for operational studies. In a later stage when various systems proposals are
available feasibility and relative value of these concepts have to be analyzed.

Extensive use of the design programs as described previously is being made.
A few examples and results of this work is illustrated in the following figures.
Figure 7 shows the result of a design analysis for an existinq fighter aircraft. Geometry
and stationary flight envelopes are compared with manufacturer data,they provide an
impression of the accuracy to be achieved by this method. Recently a new aerodynamic
subroutine with increased accuracy has been incorporated.

A18 -- . 1 A ,

/7: 0 6 a 0 i f 0 2 g f o 0 1 . I

Fig.7 Applicaton of Computerized A IC Des9a oil Existing A& (Examle)

* W .. . . .. . : . .. . .. . . . . . . . ... . . . - . , .
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-Nvwa,,ized U ,ct CA comparison between real and calculated
unit cost values for various fighter air-

S iVK craft is given in figure 8. Bearing in mind
II that cost estimation is a very complex taskI because of a number of uncertaintes

3 1 LZA AM(productivity, multi-source production etc.)
AITT this accuracy is sufficient for most design

Y, - investigations during early phases in the
I T 1 I life cycle, where these methods are applied

r /n to the greatest extent.

II I I 'A Ir

ALerage Uvkit Cost ,om/z)

4 -l! I I-H
0 f2 3

- Nor~lized U~it Cost

Fig. 8 COmparisOni Betwteeni Real and Calculated

Unit Cost

The result of a parametric design study for
is 000 kg mO.arOMSS a heavy fighter aircraft is shown in the
23000 kg thrust/mass ratio vs. wing loading diagram

(figure 9). In this case the whole area of
1.50 the diagram has been covered by a large

'h/mof IHSf Ratio number of design points, vatying engine size
(thrust) and wing area at three constant T/0

1.25 mass values. For each of these designs all

|wfa~e Ma.euwabi ,, performance parameters are available, so that
\lines of constant radius of action, maneuvra-

* bility, rate of climb and landing speed
1.00 respectively can be drawn. The hatched area

,\~in this picture represents those designs which
P Rf fullfill all the requirements. Due to the
0.75 major influence of aircraft mass on range this

area is rapidly reduced with decreasing mass.
The smallestaircraft just meeting the

TL. g Speed requirements will have approximately 15 500 kg
0500 250 500 750 1000 of T/0 mass, represented by the lowest corner

--- Wimg LOadimg (dCIO/M
I
) in the diagram.

Fig.9 Parametric A/C Desigm (Example)

Figures 10 through 12 show a fighter aircraft optimization, starting from a basic solution
(calculation step 0). The objective was to maximize a pay-off function composed from range

*R and substained turn ratecu, with weights of a,, a2 (see figure 12). The computer program
* was varying the following independent design variab es:

- Sweep of the wing quarterline V0,25

- Wing area AWI - Take-off gross mass mT/0
- Wing thickness dRoot

In addition the following contraints had to be taken into account

- Maximum mass less than 12.000 kg

- Maximum Mach number at least 0,85
- Positive sweep of the wing quarterline.

By means of the built-in gradient method the design had been optimized after about 180
, calculation steps, leading to a straight wing (because.of the low Mach number required),

the maximum possible mass (due to the heavily weighed range requirement), a 101 thick
wing and a nearly constant wing area of 16m3. The configuration is sketched in figure 12.

-A~
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-2500

1~ -25000

0 50 700 150 0
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Some corresponding examples have been treated in the guided missile case using the missile
design program PROFET.
Figure 13 gives a comparison between aerodynamic coefficients obtained by the computer pro-
gram and experimental data. In general the agreement is good and substantiates the
application of this method for other design purposes. The remaining discrepancies however
have led us to a replacement of the aerodynamics subroutine by a more up-to-date version,
which offers improved accuracy, especially in the high angle-of-attack and high M4ach
number regime.
Figure 14 shows a comparison of calculated intercept boundaries with data provided by the
manufacturer, both obtained by similar simulation methods. Again quite close agreement is
evident so that one can rely on this method for further applications.

I MAC NO. 0.7i

02- ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 0-

-0 '--1

Fig.13 Comlparison, betweei CalcLulafed Qm~d Experim~evital Aeroytiamic Data

Alif hde

Coosav- MTiaio.4a Speed
Coo~st~kt lbPRoF~t Res.uite

t kfrcp BOurocary

0 8gReoctioi Time

Acquisitio4

Fig. 14 Mximumw NormalI Accelerotiomo Limits (Excample)



A parametric study has been done on an existing ground-to-air missile investigating
* the influence of wing size and thrust level (at constant total impulse) on altitude

and down-range performance.
*Figure 15 presents the results of this work showing that increased wing area improves

altitude performance , while a reduced thrust level can be beneficial for increasing
down range.

1.00
Hi,- to UT

H/0 95

I~~~j ~0.90---..__ _ _

Rferen.'Ce 717'rUSt - - - - -

S.,,a~e, i&~.~q......... 1

L -- ~.. 7.1oai

1.0 TF F T

0.7 -. 1  -. & .

05*.- Z 02081 0
I 1 0.6 --

Redaced Th-rst0.- I
eeference flm.t 0.*

0 . 4 6 0 1 IO0 25 50 75 100 125 145

M.5Firivig Einveiopes Fig. 10 piiato tp

Varjaiaes aind Pay-off Fuwictiom versus QowhiZafioti Step

Figure 16 shows a final example,where a pay-off function conposed of intercept volume
and unit cost had to be maximized using wing area, thrust level and total impulse as
indepentent variables. The optimization resulted in a smaller and lighter missile design.
The initial and the final missile configuration are presented in figure 17.

3votial Missile Coiifigurationi

Fig. 17

$6~Flial Missile CoinigLoiratioi after Opiizatiovi
CONCLUSIONS

As shown in this paper computer aided design methods are a helpful tool, if properly
applied for engineering purposes during all phases of systems development, provided that
the computer program is sufficiently accurate to be able to represent the effects to be
investigated. Of course this degree of accuracy increases rapidly in later phases of
systemb development, leading to a large amount of computer software and calculation time
required. The application of those methods, however can help to solve problems the
engineer alone is not able to handle, especially in multidimensional optimization of
designs, An enormous time saving is possible. By parametric variation of the important
effects (especially technological assumpt ions) an increased confidence in the design
results can be achieved and development risk for airborne weapon systems could be
reduced.
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CRITERIA FOR TECHNOLOGY

by
R. L. HAAS

AIR FORCE FLIGHT DYNAmICS LABORATORY (AFFDL)
WRIGHT-PATTERSON APB OH 45433

ABSTRACT

The application of the computer to automation of the overall air vehicle synthesis process continues
to grow. Beginning with machine tool process control, progressing through layout drawings, structural
design and conceptual/preliminary design, the use of computers is now transitioning to and greatly
expanding the scope of the technology of systems.

The ever expanding realm of computational power and software is supporting the transition of the
application of computer aided design methodology to full system synthesis, with design representing only
one element in the overall process. The objective is no longer simply a point design aircraft but rather
a complete concept based on complex payoff functions having the nature of maximizing return on investment
based on new approaches to defining criteria (measures of merit) for technology development and military
capability.

A merger of operations research, mission needldefinition, cost analysis and design as an iterative
process is occurring in order to explore the relative merit of concepts, as a means of focusing development
of technology and to Initiate early definition and systems assessment of competitive alternatives,

This paper offers a perspective on the use of computers in an approach to technology program planning.
q } It presents a rationale for cost benefit assessment of technology to form the foundations for the tech-

nology of systems. An approach is defined which builds on techniques associated with computer aided design
capability and is analogous In form to process control. A description of the basic process applied to a

tactical fighter problem is discussed.

I" I Recent technology and systems programs have incorporated Iterative computer aided design, mission
analysis and cost analysis to assess payoff (return on investment) of concepts on a higher or global level
of evaluation. Classical figures of merit for aircraft design such as range/payload, maneuverability and
persistence and for technology such as L/D and stru-tural weight fraction are being augmented with higher
order criteria such as cost per target kill, exchange ratio, number of targets killed, and etc.

The problem of establishing the basic nature of system alternatives and selecting proper concept, air-
craft design and technology requirements is made particularly difficult because the creation and validity
of many options is strongly influenced by technology. The converse is also true; the benefit of many
technology options is strongly influenced by problem definition.

Elements essential to the solution of this complex interdependent problem include:

1. A knowledge of the technological options available and the resultant opportunities available
through development and application of technology.

2. An ability to assess the impact of requirements and technologies on basic characteristics
(i.e., cost, effectiveness, survivability) and associated elements; the parametrics and sensitivities of
the problem.

3. A measure of the benefit and the cost of any given element (e.g., maneuverability, cruise speed,

size) referenced to survivability and effectiveness (e.g., target coverage, target kill probability) as a
function of the problem definition.

4. A process for combining and assessing information at an appropriate level of military relevance
or global context wherein the effects of various alternatives can he comparatively evaluated. The top
level of assessment is overall military/economic victory or effective deterrence in probable confronta-

tions. The level of assessment actually employed is a challenge to the decision maker but should be
consistent with the problem and the objective.

5. An ability to transform (in both directions) cost/benefit Information between the technology and

military utility domains.

Sensitivities to various input assumptions, scenarios and other parametrics are determined as a
function of technology and concept and identified in order to provide an understanding of the effect of

9 analytical assumptions and possible changes in parametrics on the selected alternatives. The results are
used both to create and to assess concepts and to provide guidance for the next iteration of criterisl
technology/design/mission/scenario selections.

Insight to the problem and the role of technology in resolution of the problem is the goal. Appli-
cation of systems technology to identify viable alternatives Including sensitivities to variations in

,-, A parametrics is the approach.

INTRODUCTION

Thu opportunities and risks associated with the aggressive application of technology to (future)
military needs are great. The long lead time required to transition a flight vehicle system from concept
to operation results in great potential payoff if required technology can be identified and developed in a
timely manner. Worked as part of the problem, technology itself can impact the evolution of requirement
and help establish a balance between system capability, tactics, numbers, and etc.

a.
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Historically, the benefit of technology has been assessed through criteria (or measures of merit)
directly associated with technology itself and has only been constrained in a broad sense by cost. For
example, an advancement in aerodynamic technology may be quantified through an increase in L/D (effi-
ciency) which in turn may be manifested in an improvement in maneuverability and range. Such criteria
is invaluable for understanding accomplishment within a technological domain but does little to resolve
the issue of real impact on military capability or to identify the relative payoff of investing in aero-
dynamic technology in lieu of, or in addition to structural technology (nor is the relative importance
of each in providing a military capability identified).

The Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory is exploring the realm of the technology of systems and
developing approaches to increasing the effectiveness of its technology development planning (investment
strategy) through a direct cost/benefit analysis of the military utilization of technology. Utility is
measured with some form of return on investment criteria (estimation of future payoff of technology and
the required investment or cost). This approach begins with a generic definition of a problem and works
toward alternative solutions as compared to the more standard approach of beginning with a technology and
looking for an application (the two approaches are complementary and should be worked in parallel). The
analysis is accomplished in a "global" sense which encompasses all relevant (subjectively determined)
elements of a problem and is much broader in scope than classical aircraft performance (design) optimiza-
tion. The argument for the global approach results from consideration of a system having multirle elements
and the fact that optimization of the sum of elements (or whole system) is not equal to the sam of local
optimizations for each element. For convenience and ease of understanding, cost/benefit assessment is
viewed as a control process and the individual elements as blocks in that process. The process results in
a measure of overall return (payoff) on overall investment (cost) and does not, for example, automatically
result in emphasis on single airplane performance parameters such as speed, maneuverability or one on one
kill ratio (which lead to higher complexity and cost per aircraft). However, the process inherently
accommodates single element assessment.

q

The main purpose of any analysis is to provide sufficient Information about the alternatives under
study to make a rational decision. In this case the goal for the technologist is identification of

* strategies for maximization of return on investment where real quantification of return (payoff) increases
as problem insight is improved as a result of working the analysis process. The approach in its simplest
form is to address and understand the whole problem as an entity, each of the individual elements and the
interactions between elements while establishing sensitivities to constraints and changes in parameters
which exceed linear small perturbation variations. Insensitivity to change is frequently referred to as
robustness.

The general objective of technology cost/benefit assessment is to provide insight into the high payoff
technology areas and the associated system (aircraft, avionics and weapon) concepts and to provide initial
planning for timely development. Cost benefit assessment is the foundation of the technology of systems
and offers the following productivity:

(1) provides the opportunity for technology to impact the initially perceived requirement,

(7) stimulates the emergence of innovative concepts,

(3) aceommodates the identification of the probable set of competitive alternatives (and comparisons),
i.e., systems options,

(4) addresses the issue of whether the right problem was identified,

(5) results in a parametric data base,

(6) identifies the impact of constraints,

(7) identifies the sensitivity to change in any element or any parameter,

(8) ranks the dominance of parameters, and

(9) identifies and prioritizes technology development needs.

APPROACH

The challenge is to properly define or project a problem in the military context and then to effec-
tively apply technology to the resolution of the problem so that competitive alternatives merge under
conditions where perceived requirements and the problem definition itself are variables. This, by Its
nature, becomes a complex process which, somewhat analogous to optimization in the feedback control
process, involves a search for the global solution and encompasses many variables, constraints and
initial or starting conditions.

Conceptually, the process is simple, although the real problem is obviously far more complex because
of the large numbers of interrelated parameters and issues to be faced. The approach involves looking at
a large number of different design, technology, and mission alternatives and then conducting cost/benefit
analysis deriving integrated cost, survivability and effectiveness measures for each, using the results
of each successive pass through the (necessarily) iterative process to guide the selection of alternatives

' considered on the next pass. Finally, it inherently involves gaining insight to the nature of the pare-
metrics and sensitivity to change.

The output of the process forms a running account of the military relevant impact of technology which
can be used to create and support technology development/transition program and as a point of departure
for solving specific system needs. The approach is easily investigated if it is viewed as a feedback
control process with defined elements and a desired response for a given input (Figure 1). Then, because
of its nature, cost/benefit analysis functions as an optimal control process (a process of optimization or
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convergence maximizing return on investment) 
in which unique solutions are not expected.

The concept is an expansion of the familiar design loop iterations. Design itself becomes an
element (or inner loop) in the overall system concept synthesis. Problem complexity is readily apparent
when simple design convergence is viewed as a function of constrained parameters or performance goals
(Figure 2, which shows characteristics as a function of specified acceleration and ground roll). Imagine
the difficulty in convergence for the global problem.

The process lends itself to military relevant cost/benefit assessment of technology. Just as the
basic computer aided design process allows rapid iteration between sub-elements, the overall technology
assessment process is a massive iteration between the various elements including cost, benefit, system
synthesis, mission and threat. Emphasis for the application of the process is on the identification of
technology opportunities and benefits. The process is started with trial values and conditions which are
based on an initial subjective assessment and unfortunately, can and often induce a bias (which also is
true of the design process). It results In an overall closed loop approach to assessment and supplants the
previous largely open loop approach which measured inner loop results as payoff without measure of overall
payoff. The process leads to better defined, better understood alternatives along with the supportive
rationale. It also defines sensitivity to variation in parameters and provides the ability to respond to
the "what if" questions (what if the threat changes, what if the technology is not available, what if an
assumption is incorrect, etc.). The projection of the cost benefits of individual technologies is depend-
ent upon the success of other technologies and technology integration. The complexity of the process makes
it largely dependent on extensive computational power as applied to analysis and synthesis techniques.

The problem structure itself is crucial and must be open to the whole spectrum of alternatives. For
example, if the full capability being projected for long range air to air missiles Is realized a thought
process might conclude that increased acquisition and kill range (range advantage) results in first shot
and multiple shot firing opportunities. The emphasis on technology is then shifted from that associated
with high maneuverability to that associated with weapons and avionics. However, considering the opponent
has the ability to reduce his detectability, the problem is more appropriately viewed as one of time
advantage and the technology emphasis is not so clear. Full understanding of the contribution of new
technology requires parallel consideration of the sensitivity to changes in parameters such as the
effects of a variety of alternate performance goals and design concepts as they jointly influence opera-
tional effectiveness. The projections of benefits/costs of technology advancements with complex modern
weapons systems are interdependent with (1) the way the technologies are applied in specific air vehicle
designs, (2) the way the concept itself is militarily employed and (3) the choice of measure of merit
(how benefit is measured). In essence, no part of the technology cost/benefit picture can be adequately
evaluated in any relative or absolute sense without consideration of the relationship of each element to
all other elements (for large variations in parameters).

To see why this is the case, it is useful to address a simple example. Consider the weight and hence
the cost of a series of aircraft of different design types sized to meet different takeoff distance require-
ments, but with all other performance parameters held fixed.

Decreasing the design takeoff roll for each given type requires necessary increases in wing and engine
size which cause the aircraft to become larger and more expensive (Figure 3). However, the variation of
cost vs design takeoff distance is found to be different for each different basic type (CTOL, STOL, VTOL)
of aircraft and, also, for the same basic type of aircraft but for alternate mission types. Furthermore,

j It is found that individual technologies can influence the location (on the takeoff distance axis) of the
intersections that define which design concept is best for any given set of mission requirements. For
example, an improved high-lift system will extend to shorter takeoff distances the region where a conven-

*tional aircraft is superior to the p.wered-lift approaches. A full iteration of the rationale for the
requirement in the broader military sense may disclose different issues (lift and thrust not crucial).

0 The basis for the ground roll requirement may involve unexpected elements such as semi-prepared site
operations as the overriding military problem. Low speed control or some other parametric may then become
the truly dominant technical characteristic,

What then, is the right way to apply technology and then as a result, how are the "highest payoff"
technologies and concepts defined? Vectored thrust/powered lift may have no payoff at all on one set of
mission rules but still yield significant gains on alternate missions that are relatively similar in
nature. Can technology impact the requirement? The impact of technology is a function of the problem and
the structure of the problem is a function of the technology. Both are a function of the measures of merit.
If, for example, a breakthrough were made In Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) technology that could
greatly reduce the associated cost and performance penalties, then mission concepts using VTOL technology

would become much more attractive. Often, however, the technology will have the same relative impact on
more than one concept. In the global sense, the absolute benefits obtained are strongly influenced by
other variables such as the magnitude of the runway denial threat posed by potential adversaries. If the

crucial problem turns out to be operations from semi-prepared sites, landing gear/footprint considerations
along with simple solutions to deceleration and control will be key technical challenges while support,
supply and maintenance become the operational detractors,

Thus, the selection of high return on investment aircraft technology or design concepts is impossible
without at least some insight Into the overall problem including the relationship between goals, design,
technology, and military capability. The problem is closed loop: no rational decision in one area can be
made without some knowledge of its influence on the other areas. Development of such insights into the

'' -" t interrelationships between elements of the process is a continuing objective and a continuing advantage
of the process.
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* ITHE PROCESS

The simple control process perspective of cost/benefit assessment can be expanded in a number of ways.
For the purpose of discussion, the process is divided into the elements discussed below. The elements
and the interactions between elements are diagramed in Figure 4. Each element is itself divided into
sub-elements and so on. The basic elements of the concept and technology cost/benefit analysis process
include:

1. Threat and scenario definition - Defines the overall problem context in which the candidate
solutions are played. The element defines measures of merit and provides the structure for evaluation
models in order to project the return on investment.

* 2. Mission Model - Covers the mission profile (range, maneuvers, etc.), payload, design require-
ments and etc. The element is treated as a variable and the process is initiated with best judgment
values.

3. Candidate Technology - Identifies probable technology sets available to meet future mission
and other requirements, defines status/availability, cost and time for development. The element provides
the technical data base for concept definition.

4. Design Synthesis - Covers the methods employed to converge designs and corresponding character-
istics including cost and needed technology. The element is composed of subelements which consist of
aero, weights, stability and control performance, subsystem, structure, and etc.

5. Configuration tradeoffs - Includes identification of and performance/one-on-one type compari-
sons of alternative approaches to resolving the problem. The element encompasses the relative investment
in and contribution of the air vehicle, the avionics and the weapons.

C

6. Analysis (effectiveness, survivability, cost) - Provides the global evaluation of achieved
capability and the cost to accomplish.

7. Key Technology - Identifies high leverage technology and the relationship with concepts. The
element utilizes the comparison of concepts to document technological tradeoffs, parametrics and sensitivi-

ties. The element leads the way for the next iteration and provides the technology of systems data base,
including risk assessment.

8. Technology development plan/roadmap - Covers the accomplishment of plans for specific technology
development, including schedules, costs and criteria for transition.

The interactions between elements (the essence of the technology of systems) determines the nature of
and dominates the process (a feedback control process). Full understanding of these relationships is
therefore essential. For example, a mission requirement for an 8g Ps = 0 maneuver at design condition
might insure supremacy in a one on one dogfight but can result in excessive weight-cost penalty if the
relationship between maneuver g and gross weight is particularly sensitive (Figure 5). If design goals
are appropriately reduced, the savings (cost/benefit) can be applied in another manner such as the purchase
of greater numbers of aircraft or weapons which in turn could have a greater overall military impact.

A better understanding of the structure of the process and the nature of results obtained can be
gained from a brief review of the main considerations encountered in applying the process.

Development of the elements themselves leads to a major limitation of the process. Many of the
• elements and sub-elements are difficult to quantify. The credibility of the process becomes an issue as

a function of confidence in the definition and understanding of the elements and the interactions between
* elements. The process has greatest payoff if fully understood but greatest efficiency if fully automated.

The decision maker must consider both aspects and judgment based on experience predominates. The optimum
level of manual interface should be based on whatever stimulates the most thinking. Insight, innovation
and opportunity are the objectives. In other words, the decision maker is faced with the problem of
determining to what degree computer results can (or should) be used to guide the decisions that must be
made, The decision maker must judge the adequacy of the resulting numerical data as a representation
of the real world. The role of the computer in any synthesis or analysis process is often challenged for
lack of correlation and validation. The real world is far more subtle and complex than even the best
computer models. Many models are trivial and the results are essentially known once the input is assembled.
For a given air-to-air combat model, defining a missile with longer range capability than that of the
threat, (technologies necessary to achieve high missile Pk are assumed), results in the obvious outcome,
the longer range capability wins. The combination of a large number of questionable numbers still leads
to questionable answers.

The computer can, however, fulfill several valuable functions. It can supply quantitative answers
to a whole range of variations in parameters. It can, in particular, allow a wide range of assumptions
to be systematically investigated on a consistent basis to provide guidance as to which factors are and
are not important. It provides the opportunity for judgment and creative thinking to be directed at the
right problems.

Direct answers can be supplied to many specific questions, particularly those relating to comparisons
between well-defined physical characteristics of alternate systems. In many respects heavy reliance on
computer use is the only way a quantitative "feel" can be gained for the relative sensitivities between
potential investment areas, aerodynamic performance and avionics performance, for example. Further, in an

/ indirect sense, the discipline involved in trying to quantify benefits and penalties in terms the computer
can work with is often found to be a valuable contribution to clarifying important issues - the process

- itself is an important aid to understanding the problem.
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As with any "optimal" process definition of the criteria for optimization (measures of merit) is
most difficult. Fortunately, for technology assessment, identification of the "right" criteria is not
essential (as it would be for a system development plan) and in fact much problem insight is acquired
when the "technology criteria" itself is treated as a discrete variable. This is feasible as long
as knowledgeable subjective selection of "trial" higher order criteria is accomplished.

Generation and understanding of measures of merit (MOM) to be applied to the process and constraints
to be imposed on the process is an integral part of the analysis and results in enhanced insight to the
problem. Optimization about a criterion can provide the system cost/benefit sensitivity to the criteria.
Caution is essential when identifying trial criteria in order to insure effort is not wastefully expended
on trivial or non-relevant problems.

Selection and generation of criteria to evaluate the payoff of technology (measures of merit) on the
basis of return on investment equates to establishing a scoring procedure for measuring the importance
ranking of technology. There are many ways to quantify benefit. Measures of aircraft performance have
been the classical approach. Direct measures of military utility are the optimal or cost/benefit approach.
Using air combat capability as an example, radius of action, sortie rate, exchange ratio, maneuverability,
cost per target killed, targets killed per sortie, payload and targets killed per unit time are all mea-
sures of merit. Radius of action, maneuverability and payload relate to the classical approach. The
remaining measures of merit relate to the optimal approach.

Since the orientation is towards return on investment, the investment required to achieve a given
*capability is always of major importance regardless of utilized MOM.

The credibility of cost projections is often an issue. Agreement on what "cost" encompasses and how
it is defined is not universal. Accurate estimation of weapon system development and acquisition costs

ais difficult. Prediction of operational and maintenance costs over a reasonable life span is even more
difficult.

The use of Life Cycle Cost (LCC), the total investment required over the peacetime life span of the
system, is both convenient and common. The obvious drawback to LCC is that wartime "costs" are not accommo-

* dated. Also, there is temptation to ask the cost if a military capability or objective is not achieved.
Rigid pursuit of an effectiveness goal can lead to unacceptable cost. Conversely, rigid pursuit of a
cost goal can lead to an ineffective capability. Both are extremes and generally represent poor return on
investment.

* Any specified requirement by its nature effectively dictates the cost. For instance, a requirement
for a probability of survival of .9999 against today's conventional weapon threat could result in the
space shuttle as a solution. Unfortunately, a fleet of such vehicles would represent a very large
investment. Imposing an additional requirement to effectively deliver a conventional weapon would greatly
compound the problem and increase the cost. Payoff (return) must be balanced by reasonable investment in
order for a solution to be realistic.

Probably the most difficult problem in deriving meaningful overall cost/benefit results lies in quanti-
fying the threat system and defining its response to the large number of aircraft design and performance

*features that can be taken to evade or defeat it. Even against presently existing threats the problem
is difficult, and it is greatly compounded when trying to evaluate systems designed to operate well in the

Sfuture. All technology assessments depend on forecasts and judgments of technology in many areas, but
technology development does not always progress as planned. This has been particularly a problem in the
weapons area but it is also true of airframe and avionics related technologics. If the problem is viewed

£ as one of forecasting technology, the problem of forecasting the threat is the same as forecasting our own
capability, for example, adequate definition of offensive missile weapon probability of kill (Pk) and the
determination of overall sensitivity to that Pk is difficult in both cases.

One of the greatest difficulties in this regard is that advanced guided weapons tend either to work
(in which case the target's probability of survival is near zero) or not to work (in which case the sur-
vival probability is near one). Whether or not the weapons do, in fact, work is typically a function of
many factors - having or not having the right ECH, how much maneuver capability and threat warning time
is available, the penetration Mach number and altitude, and etc. The role of tactics and the policy
imposed for beyond visual range engagement are vital. The problem is particularly difficult in designing
a system to be operated a decade or more in the future, because the threats can, at least in part, be
responsive to aircraft design parameter improvements. For example, if aircraft are designed to overfly
existing surface-to-air missiles, new missiles can be developed with higher altitude capability, or old
ones can be upgraded by adding additional booster stage. For any system designed to operate 15 or 20
years in the future, it is, therefore, fundamentally impossible to put a high confidence level on any
particular single answer concerning absolute survivability, no matter how "sophisticated" the analytical
techniques.

But, analyais of the problem is not futile, It simply means that the analyses that are done must be
placed in the proper context and directed at reasonable objectives. Even though future systems will face
new threats, the nature of much of the threat will be relatively evolutionary with some possible revolution-
ary weapons, so current and recent historical experience can be used as a gross check on the validity of
at least "singular case" results. The basic objectives of the analyses must be directed at gaining
insight into regions of highest leverage in resolving the problem, rather than at obtaining highly detailed
results for limited, specific, well-understood cases. The analyses also must establish whether or not the
right problem was identified.

The process must operate within the framework of military fundamentals. Constraints are normally con-
sidered as fixed boundaries in an optimization process. As a result, the solution often lies on a constraint.

-A
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In the case of the cost/benefit analysis constraints are generally dictated by the mission to be
accomplished and the scenario selected along with the threat environment in which the technology
is applied and the concept must perform. Although parameters making up the mission, threat and
scenario elements are often accepted by planners as fixed because of a perceived need and thus
largely fixed for systems development synthesis/analysis (i.e., constrained), technology assess-
sent by its nature stimulates variation of these elements (and parameters) for deeper understand-
Ing of the problem and identification of the opportunities for technology to impact the problem.
Technology itself changes the constraints because it is always necessary to find a concept, tactic
or technology to defeat a capability which the other combatant possesses. Hence, the technology
assessment process can run unconstrained within practical limits. Constraints, however, can be
far more subtle than a specified mission profile. A requirement to utilize a weapon (missile for
example) on existing aircraft as well as the new aircraft for which it is to be designed, can result
in severe restriction on design and carriage because of existing aircraft envelope constraints. The
aircraft/store combination may induce unwanted reductions in range, speed and maneuverability over that
exhibited by the basic aircraft. Store separation severely limits the launch envelope of most aircraft.
MiqAsile launch envelope is a complicated problem involving target speed, heading and maneuverability;
aircraft launch speed, heading and angle of attack; missile seeker gimbal limits; radar detection
range; target radar cross section; ground clutter; fuze time; and many other parameters. Blind adherence
to a constraint such as a specific mission requirement may result in low return on investment and is
indicative of not understanding the problem sensitivities. Also, a priori specification of constraints is
an invitation to bias since part of the solution is already defined.

Problems of bias often result either from inevitable built-in preconceptions frequently manifested
in starting conditions, baselines and overly restricted constraints including threat or scenario assump-
tions.

Even after a qualitative accounting of all the applicable constraints is accomplished, there is the
* difficulty of quantifying them. What level of survivability is acceptable? What is a probable level ofinvestment to be allocated a new capability? Are numbers constrained? Real answers to such questions are

not crucial for technology assessment but an understanding of the sensitivity to variations in the para-
metrics is essential.

Results are very scenario dependent. The definition of the opposing capability and the environment
in which the engagement is to occur drives the solution and may dominate it. The solution often lies
on the constraint. Prioritization of missions and scenarios is not the domain of the technologist nor is
threat definition. However, determination of the sensitivity of a technology assessment to variations in
these elements is crucial to technological investment.

The general discussion should have made it apparent that the process is a familiar one to product
oriented organizations and is based on familiar precepts. However, it should also be apparent that a great
deal of input information and information processing is required. The application of the process by a
technology oriented organization to focus investment is less familiar and the complexity of the process can
be awesome. The risk is the potential for losing control of the process (relying on the process without
understanding It). Much subjective judgment is required in problem setup and manual transfer of results
from one element to the next. Often results from such analyses are used selectively to support a precon-
ceived position and the objectivity of the process disappears.

The process is dependent upon availability of major tools including computer aided design, costing
models and a variety of models measuring one-on-one and aggregate effectiveness and survivability. An
enormous amount of data must be handled. The importance of proper information transfer between models
cannot be overemphasized. A real danger for technology assessment is loss of single part benefit in the
noise level. Each significant variation of mission, concept, or technology basically involves designing
or sizing a new aircraft configuration, new weapons and new avionics resulting in further loop intera-
tions, thereby avoiding or minimizing the problem of small disturbance or linear extrapolat~ons being
carried too far. Some results from a case study are presented as an example of the insight ichieved for
the potential application of technology to a generic problem area.

CASE STUDY

The basic military capability desired is autonomous night/all weather second echelon attack. The
target set is comprised of both fixed and mobile elements. The problem is to identify technological payoff
and associated concepts for an overall (military) maximization of return on investment. Initial figures
of merit and the problem structure are postulated (Figure 6).

The numbers of aircraft delivering weapons over a specified period of time against a given target set
will directly relate to the number of kills or effectiveness. It is postulated that total kills, sorties
and kills per sortie are useful figures of merit. Hence, sortie generation is considered a key element in
effectiveness and is a function at least of maintainability/repairability/serviceability, numbers available
(impacted by initial buy, losses, etc.), weapons available and airbase condition.

Trends of the relationships between speed, maintenance hours per flight hour, initial numbers, cost
and total missions flown per day are presented in Figure 7. The peaking in the missions per fleet day versus
speed results from the reduction in mission time as speed increases, initially driving the missions up with
increasing speed, and the significant increase in materials costs and required maintenance as speeds are
increased beyond those currently employed finally driving the missions down again. The insight obtained is
that the application of very high performance to solution of the survivability problem (in a fixed invest-
ment environment) is likely to result in a large reduction in sorties (fewer numbers, longer turn around

* f.times) which will correspondingly reduce effectiveness per unit time. Also, there is probably an optimum
* associated with a materials cost boundary.
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Rather subtly, the issue of the relationship between effectiveness, survivability and numbers has
been raised. Speed has been related to sorties (effectiveness) and cost. Next, the relationship between
speed and survivability against an airborne intercept threat is considered. The issues of likelihood of
encounter and of loss are addressed. Figure 8 presents a plot of encounter with airborne interceptor per
sortie as a function of both penetrator and airborne interceptor speed. The curves are nearly asymptotic
for conditions of the At having the speed advantage and indicate that if the interceptor has a small speed
advantage the probability of encounter is high but that if the penetrator has a significant speed advantage
the probability of encounter is very low.

The loss rate summary chart shows trends in losses to an air intercept threat for Mach, altitude
variations in the nominal speed and altitude range (Figure 9). The trend toward lower losses with increas-
ing altitude and speed is expected. The combination of speed and altitude leads to consideration of areas
of flight envelope sanctuary. It is expected that at very low altitudes the trend would reverse (with
altitude) due to clutter (detectability) and maneuverability constraints but the emergence of lookdown,
shootdown capability is to be reckoned with. The danger in adhering to a fixed threat is also apparent.
The information does not indicate sensitivity to threat variation. Applying the trend information in an
absolute sense implies zero loss rates are readily achievable at high altitude.

Consideration of the surface to air threat in the same manner (probability of encounter, probability
of kill) leads to the conclusion that mid-altitudes and speeds are not the place to be. High and fast or
low and fast may offer sanctuary. The issue of the relative cost to achieve a sanctuary vs that to
deny it must be considered from an overall investment perspective.

Regardless of the absolute level of survivability, taken in isolation, it is not a full measure of
military accomplishment. There is some form of offensive objective to be met. Usually, effectiveness is
presented as a fixed value or a fixed rate one time assessment, (sorties per day, exchange ratio) but
conditions can and do change with time in a non-linear fashion. The dynamic assessment of military capabil-
ity provides additional problem insight. Figure 10 shows a comparison of targets killed as a function of

9 time (in this case, days) for a high altitude/high speed penetrator, a very low altitude penetrator (with
and without terrain masking) and a low observables penetrator. The initial high rate of kill for the high
altitude penetrator is largely a result of a high sortie rate giving more initial missions. However, after
a few weeks of warfare the losses which are higher than those for either the low altitude or low observ-
able. penetrator results In lower long term effectiveness. Note the very rapid decay in effectiveness for
the low altitude penetrator without benefit of terrain masking. The sensitivity to terrain masking is pro-
nounced. The zero day kill rates are high but very rapidly decrease to zero because of the high loss rate.
It may be reasonable to conclude that for a very short war, kill rate is sore important than loss rate and
that as the war is lengthened, loss rate increases in significance. Get a lot of kills as early as possible.

The initial problem definition called for no particular prioritization of targets but target selec-
tion may be another parameter to which results are sensitive. Exploring this presents a perspective of

*cooperative effectiveness and survivability. It is expected that the survivability and the effectiveness
for the penetrator will increase if a supporting force is used to suppress the opponents defenses. This
leads to questioning the impact of applying early sorties of our penetrator force specifically to defense
suppression (target prioritization) and then to attacking remaining targets. In Figure 11, attrition
and accomplishment are shown as a function of time and the employment of defense suppression as the first
task of the penetrator force. The trends are representative of the effect of defense suppression from
either the use of additional forces applied to the defense suppression role or the timely dedication of a
portion of the penetrator fleet to defense suppression. This can also be generalized to be representative
of the trend of the effect of increasing survivability on effectiveness. Defense suppression pays off,
particularly when applied early and when viewed for longer periods of time.

Having briefly addressed survivability and effectiveness, attention is now given to cost. We began
by fixing the total cost so that cost is manifested in force effectiveness (but not single vehicle effec-
tiveness) measured by capability achieved per dollar invested. The overall impact of technology is then
directly measured by this factor and is seen in the numbers purchased, single vehicle capability and
overall military effectiveness.

Cost per target kill was an initial figure of merit. Assessment of the impact of technology was a
stated objective. Figure 12 presents trends resulting from the application of technology to the air
vehicle part of the problem and shows improvement in cost/kill ratio as compared to an existing technology
baseline. For the concept addressed, the cost of the weapon is the dominant parameter and working the
aircraft technology in isolation does not have an overwhelming impact on cost. The "target" is actually
a target mix which is dominated by mobile armor. A subset of the problem is shown in Figure 13 which
presents trends in cost to kill a rail bridge with an inertially guided weapon as a function of target
location error. In this case the target is fixed (non-mobile) and the weapon cost is not as high asi the aircraft cost. Contrasting this to the previous aggregate cost per kill data provides insight to

the difficulty in killing mobile armor and demonstrates the sensitivity of cost/kill to the selection of
target set.

Additional consideration of the vehicle synthesis element and its role in the cost/benefit assess-
ment is offered in Figure 14. For a fixed mission (range, payload) the sensitivity of takeoff gross weight
to variations in penetration altitude and speed for a baseline supercruise configuration. The noteworthy
points are that 36,000 pounds appears to be a minimum weight and that expanding the right hand side of
the flight envelope (high dynamic pressure) will cause the expected weight penalty. The complexity of the
analysis i better appreciated and additional insight acquired if one considered that the surface
presented is a function of only two variables (speed and altitude) but that in reality takeoff gross
weight is a function of many variables and an M dimension surface results. Adherence to a level of
capability that is parametrically asymptotic is ill advised.

qi= .
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Trends in the impact of technology on air vehicle gross weight are presented (Figure 15) to show
the potential for improvement in air vehicle efficiency. The comparison is sensitive to the selection
of a baseline which is a result of subjective judgment.

The baseline chosen is based on perceived 1970 level technology which makes payoff (gross weight
reduction) more sensitive to the application of advanced technology. The perspective to be gained in
the air vehicle design iterations is that improvement resulting from combined advanced air vehicle
technology is highly dependent on successful integration and design convergence/compromise and is at
least as important as single technology improvement.

Nearly all new advanced air vehicle concepts being considered along with resultant projections of
return on investment are highly dependent on the application of advanced composites to reduce size
and cost to achieve a given capability. Figure 15 estimates a 252 reduction in TOGW for the applica-
tion of advanced materials. A different perspective on the potential payoff for advanc6d composites
is presented in Figure 16. Trends in weight and cost reduction through use of composites are shown with
a useful limit identified (subjectively) at about the 50% level of incorporation. This perspective does
not appear to offer as much promise of the previous one, but taken together the two offer a range of
probable improvement. It is necessary to make the point that if a commitment to a new system were
actually made today, the level utilized would be in the 10% range because the technology has not yet
been transitioned. Thus, the results are also significantly impacted by technology availability (what
technology will be used at what point in time).

The example case study was initiated with consideration of sortie generation to which we return from
a different perspective as the closing step in the case study. A primary consideration in sortie genera-
tion is enemy action in opposition to that generation. The effectiveness of enemy action in deterring
sorties will be a function of our air vehicles basing dependence and the operational condition of the
base. One approach to reduction of sensitivity to enemy action is use of short field concepts for
operations from both home base and from semi-prepared sites. Trends of air vehicle TOGW sensitivity
are presented in Figure 17 as a function of ground roll for several approaches to short field capability.
Proper identification of the real airbase/runway denial issues and all key technological elements is
crucial. Synthesis may have to consider lift, acceleration, deceleration, rotation angle, low speed
control, etc.. and the dominant parameter is not self evident.

Full circle achieved. A summary of the problem insight is presented in Figure 18.

CONCLUSIONS

A change in technology planning strategy has occurred. The old perspective is now augmented and
balanced by an additional one. New criteria for measuring the value of technology are being employed.
The technology of systems will receive greater emphasis.

In the past, local area technology plans evolved from local area technology developments. Military
payoff evolved in a random fashion. Prioritization was based on perceived opportunities to advance the
technological state-of-the-art.

In the emerging scheme there exists a combination of planning inputs from both the opportunity for
technological advancement and the opportunity for a military relevant prioritization for technology
development. Prioritization is jointly based on advancing the state-of-the-art and opportunities avail-
able for technology to impact future requirements and capabilities.

The future will bring greater application and reliance on the cost/benefit process, but better
understanding of rigor required as a function of objective is needed. A dilemma of more automation
versus more understanding of basic principles will emerge.

The computer and associated analysis and synthesis methods are to blame and to credit.
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SUMARY

The role of the computer in aircraft design appears to be increasing. And the role of the technical
specialists and the aircraft designers who use computers significantly also appears to be increasing. This
trend toward more computerization has not been wholly accepted, especially by those in decision-making or
managerial roles who must rely on the computer-generated results. Many of these people have relied on mea-
sured data and other engineering approaches to design successful aircraft in the past.

Some of the reasons why this computerization trend is not wholly accepted have been explored for two
typical cases: (1) computer use in the technical specialties and (2) computer use in aircraft synthesis.
The factors that limit acceptance are traced, in part, to the large resources needed to understand the
details of computer programs, the inability to include measured data as input to many of the theoretical
programs, and the presentation of final results without supporting intermediate answers. Other factors are
due solely to technical issues such as limited detail in aircraft synthesis and major simplifying assumptions
in the technical specialties. These factors and others can be influenced by the technical specialist and
aircraft designer. Some of these factors may become less significant as the computerization process evolves,
but some issues, such as understanding large integrated systems, may remain issues in the future. Suggestions
for improved acceptance include publishing computer programs so that they may be reviewed, edited, and read.
Other mechanisms include extensive modularization of programs and ways to include measured information as part
of the input to theoretical approaches.

INTRODUCTION

Computers are used extensively in the aircraft design process. However, the scope and effectiveness of
their use are sometimes considered suspect, especially by managers and decision makers who must depend, to
some extent, on computer-generated results. What causes this suspicion? Can it be allayed? Is there hope
for better acceptance? Perhaps some insight can be gained into these questions by examining typical cases in
aircraft design and noting faults in these non-ideal, but realistic, situations. Then it may be possible to
postualte adjustments that overcome these faults and help improve the acceptance of comuters in aircraft
design.

IThere are two cases where large-scale computers are used extensively in aircraft design. The first is in
the technical specialty areas where sophisticated theoretical methods have been combined with repetitive cal-
culation powers of the computer. Computational aerodynamics (refs. 1-3), finite-element structural analysis
(ref. 4), and trajectory optimization (ref. 5) are examples of fields where these tactics have given definitive
technical detail. The second major area is in aircraft synthesis (refs. 6-8). Here the emhasis is on com-
bining all the technical specialty areas so that an integrated design solution is achieved quickly and with
low resource expenditure. These design synthesis programs are in use in practically every company and govern-

* ment agency.

t An example of each of these areas will be discussed and the focus will be on the concerns in each case

that lead to low acceptance by the users of the computer results. (The developers of computer programs are
* much more content with the results althou.gh they also have some similar concerns.)

Concluding remarks will attempt to forecast the evolution of computer use in aircraft design and suggest
some ideas to improve acceptability in the future.

* CASE 1 - COMPUTER USE IN THE TECHNICAL SPECIALTIES

The technical specialist contributes to the design process when the initial vehicle concept is defined -
that is, when the aircraft overall size, shape, and relative placement of components are loosely known. How-
ever, there is still uncertainty about the details of the aircraft geometry, aerodynamic flow, and structural
loads and deformations. In a typical case the specialist starts with an aircraft configuration that has some
specific geometric boundaries but has considerable latitude with the geometric details between these bound-
aries. For example, the location of engine and landing gear cavities may dictate outer and inner contours as
well as the main structural members at specific locations on the aircraft. However, the design specialist
has considerable freedom in specifying the details at and between these locations.

At the present time, each specialist usually decides to use a major computer program to analyze the
details in his discipline. The computer program usually requires extensive input information, especially the
type that comes from other technical specialties. To a large extent, this input information is not specified
by the designer or his drawing. The specialist spends substantial resources preparing this input either
by computation or assumption. The computer program may be run several times with adjusted inputs so that
an efficient design results. In many cases, it is also necessary to modify the programs to account for special
features on the aircraft. For example, in the case of using potential flow programs it has been necessary to
make major modifications to allow for wing-canard interactions on some of the new fighter designs.
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The results from the firsk computer calculations are used to build test models, both aerodynamic and
structural. The measured data Tpom these tests are compared with computed results. The comparison informa-
tion is used to modify and/or enhance the next configuration iteration.

The above description is typical, but fails to mention the shortcomings that reduce the acceptability of
the results and the efficiency of the process. Some of these shortcomings are discussed next. First, the
input to Targe computer programs is in many cases very rigid and demanding of resources. For example, in
aerodynamic paneling programs, the needed geometry definition is quite detailed and must be specified in terms
of three-dimensional coordinates at the corners of each panel element. Figure 1 shows a wind-tunnel model and
its geometric representation which is made up of approximately 200 parametric cubic spline patches (ref. 9).
Each curved patch contains many quadrilateral panels (not shown) that are used in aerodynamic paneling pro-
grams. Minor flaws in the geometric input usually cause the aerodynamic programs to fail without achieving
the intended results. The substantial resources needed to supply the error-free input have caused many
potential users to avoid extensive use of this particular computational approach.
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Fig. 1 VSTOL fighter model and geometric representation.

A second shortcoming is that numerous assumptions, often quite coarse, are needed to generate the input
to make the geometry and aerodynamic programs operate on realistic cases. Often these assumptions overwhelm
the fine detail that is inherent in the sophisticated methods. This is particularly true in the case of the
flow-field geometry definition 'or aerodynamic calculations. Figure 2 shows the calculated leading-edge vortex
location above a highly swept canard airfoil (refs. 10, 11). In the practical application of paneling methods,
the effect of this major flow phenomenon is not included. (Current research (ref. 12) is addressing this
topic.) Omitting this and other major flow phenomena reduces the utility and therefore the acceptance of
these powerful approaches.

Computer results usually come in the form of voluminous listings that must be interpreted and digested.
This effort, which can take considerable time, is most instructive to the analyst but adds little to the
understanding needed by the end user or decision maker. The end user may have a general idea about the tech-
nique used in the computer program but it is the intermediate data from the calculations that give assurance
that the final results are reasonable. It is particularly disturbing to have final answers that "look reason-
able" but have intermediate ones that do not. An example (fig. 3) from potential flow calculations is the
oscillation of calculated pressures from one paneling point to the next. These situations, which are caused
by special geometric situations, may give good overall forces and moments, but are not acceptable in terms of
satisfying the users that the computational process is sound. In this case, the analyst and/or specialist may
have sufficient experience to overcome the difficulties by small adjustments of the geometric input. Or he
may simply ignore the oscillations because he considers them to be insignificant or easily fixed. Again, the
end user becomes uncertain about the acceptability of the results. (In the example shown, the theory has been
reformulated in the development program (ref. 13) and the oscillations are not generated; in earlier programs,
the possibility of an oscillation still exists.

A key issue in the above discussion is that in many instances the input and intermediate data are not
presented or discussed adequately. This omission is due to the typical way computed results are output - by
large tabulated listings of intermediate quantities. This format is not amenable to summarization. In many
cases, preparation time is not budgeted for summarizing intermediate results since the final results are of
primary interest. The result is low acceptance of the answers.

As the design proceeds, usually there is new information in the form of test data. As this and addi-
tional information accumulates it is often difficult to integrate it with the purely theoretical technique
that the computer programs are usually based on. Figure 4, for example, shows the VSTOL wind-tunnel model
(ref. 14) with pressure orifices in key locations. The measured data from these orifices currently cannot

/: be used as input to the previously described paneling program. Adjustment factors may be developed (or
rationalized) to account for the discrepancies between the measured and calculated final results, but there

- is uncertainty whether these factors apply to the next configuration change. This uncertainty and the fact
that the measured and calculated data cannot be easily combined often leave the project manager or designer
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Another factor that leds to low acceptance s
the difficulty tn checkng the logic fl w n lrge
computer program. in many cases the general dea

INNER CHORD can be expressed e soly, but when the details are
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_.2 -... . putertzed procedure for severl reasons.
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Fig. 3 Pressure oscillations in paneling programs, has been developed by adopting a series of "fixes" or
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"patches" after discovering a series of flaws durinn testing and use. These usually occur when special
situations are encountered. The result is that the program will work for previously tested cases, but may
not work or my not give correct answers for slightly dissimilar cases.

In addition, many technical specialty program
are extremely large; in some cases, they may have

E•C|otens of thousands of coded statements. The investment
•A445WlVC" /NlA( r CO" AND O/ ur needed to understand, implement, and/or operate the

* IG N.O IFWAAIr s51pA Jpi A0 Assum PrloAls programs involves significant resources. If only a
| | few groups have made this investment, then there is

co ~ eom•L" LOaE P.not a community of users that typically express opin-

A IM VQWEAWdrE RN&U 4&7V PR5FA¢rA"0A1 ions about its credibility, utility, concerns, etc.
This leads to a general uncertainty about the program

a LIMI'r7D ,*VIEW AWD A OtWW . which lowers it acceptance.

- S/GV&-7CAlIr OMRnv 095r The items above suggest that the program devel-

oper can trace logic through intermediate and final
results, but others usually do not. Therefore, the
end user depends solely on the program developer and

Fig. 5 Acceptability factors in the technical has little means for adequately reviewing the work.
specialties. These circumstances lead to lower acceptance of the

computer-generated results.

Figure 5 summarizes several factors that affect
the acceptance of computer-generated results in the
technical specialties.

q

CASE II - COMPUTER USE IN AIRCRAFT SYNTHESIS

* Large aircraft synthesis programs are used in the conceptual design phase to integrate all the disci-
plines and get a combined answer that indicates the overall feasibility of the project. In the usual case, it
is necessary to simplify the computations in each of the discipline areas so that the computer program is
manageable in terms of both the project team size and the available computer power. In aircraft synthesis,
the inputs and outputs of each discipline are connected, and it is not as necessary as in the previous case to
assume inputs from one discipline in order to make detailed computations in another. Figure 6 shows that
typical synthesis programs are modularized by discipline and in some cases the sequence of calculations is
controlled by a separate module. After the program has been developed and/or modified for the particular
aircraft design case of interest, trade studies are conducted to find the best combination of design param-
eters that meet the mission specifications. This process, called optimization, can be done automatically

* (refs. 6, 15), but it is usually augmented by manual tradeoffs. The output from the aircraft synthesis pro-
cess is quantitative information on which to select a preferred configuration for further design work.

l CONTROL

CONVERGENi SENSITIVITY OPTIMIZATION

GEOMETRY AERODYNAMIC PROPULSION STRUCTURES

FMASS PROPERTIES] [ TRAJEORIES] ECONOMICS

I
Fig. 6 Synthesis program functions.

A number of factors lead to low acceptance of this process. An important one is due to the technical
specialist himself, who believes the simplifications used in the aircraft synthesis process are indeed over-
simplifications. This attitude comes from an understanding of all the factors that go into each technical
specialty and a general unawareness that many of these factors are accounted for by sweeping empiricism.
This difficulty in acceptance again relates to the fact that intermediate.results are not presented. In many
cases, it is possible to allay the concern for oversimplification, if, in fact, test data from previous air-
craft projects are compared with the calculated results. This usually shows that the simplifying algorithms
used in the aircraft synthesis may, in fact, correlate well with historical data. Where the correlation is
poor it is usually possible to show the sensitivity of the final result to the parameter in question. Again,
the difficulty is in budgeting sufficient time for preparation and presentation of this intermediate data
during briefings and reportings.
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e While the logic in the technical specialty programs is Involved, the logic in most synthesis programs is

even more so. The difficulty here is that the design process in aircraft synthesis is very iterative and
there are multiple, nested-iteration loops that are
needed to converge a design and perform tradeoff 52
studies. The explanation of this looping process 1.35
is usually unclearly written or described and leads 200
many viewers or observers to doubt the credibility 48 22
of the process. It is particularly unsatisfying W/S, N/M2

when a reviewer asks for reasons why a configura-
tion parameter has been selected and the answer is 44 20
that an extensive iterative search was made to find 2. 2 3200
the optimum value of the parameter. For the pair- 33ticular parameter in question, the aircraft synthe- 40 i2
sizer may not have graphic material that explains /

the basis for selecting 
the value of the parameter. 

2 
1.25

Several parameters may be interrelated or be a Mi 36

function of several others. An example is shown in 032/ . .2 Ufigure 7, which describes the sizing of both the ,L W6

propulsion system and the wing on a VSTOL fighter 0
(ref. 16). In this case, the particular mission 19TKOF 1
was specified and the best combination of wing size I-28

and engine size was the result of many iteratedPs/.
computer solutions. In the case of major param- 1.0 P - 274.32mlwc 12
eters like wing size and engine size, design charts 24 - (900fttnc)
such as this are presented; however, for other 24
parameters such as thickness-to-chord ratio, a W/S. lb/ft2  10
chart such as this may not have been prepared or 20
presented. In this case it is difficult for the
aircraft synthesizer to explain the selection of
the value of the thickness-to-chord ratio without Fig. 7 Design results.
such graphic information.

Another factor that relates to the ones above
is the expectations of the reviewers or end users
of the information. In many cases, reviewers or 9 TrCHNCAi4 L DEPM
users want more technical depth in the aircraft
synthesis process. Usually the depth is limited by * COMPARMI5N WrnI AqrP
the budgeted resources and/or the computer facil- * s srCM97V7ry 70 L4eCaTJMrTI SE
ity. In many cases, the users would like to havedetailed design or a very good preliminary design 9 INTRMEArI4E AVditg= A5EMJW11
in place of the conceptual design that is the usual
output from the synthesis process. Therefore, the 0 c L FLOW
primary factor that leads to low acceptability here 0 06E~rf CLAsY"C'Y7MV
is that the objectives of the process are not
clear. That is, the objective of the aircraft syn-
thesis process is to select aircraft design param-
eters that will permit a more detailed study in the Fig. 8 Acceptability factors in aircraft synthesis.
detailed design or prototype design phases. Clear
descriptions of the objective are crucial to accep-
tance. Figure 8 summarizes several factors that
affect the acceptance of aircraft synthesis.

PROJECTED EVOLUTION OF CASES I AND 11

The obvious question at this point is: why aren't the detailed calculations in the technical specialties
combtned with the aircraft synthesis calculations? The answer is that, at the present, the computer power of
even the largest computers is not adequate, but probably will be in the future. However, even with more
powerful computers, some modifications to the present processes are anticipated. For example, the levels of
detail will exceed the one or two levels implied previously. i.e., one level for synthesis and another in the
technical specialties. It is expected that there will be several levels of detail in each discipline and that
the aircraft synthesist and a technical specialist will work as a team. In the initial design phases, the
levels may be appropriately quite simple and, as the vehicle definition becomes more detailed, the levels of
technical computation will become more detailed. Figure 9 shows how the aerodynamics methods can range from
simple empirical estimates from charts through several levels of aerodynamic calculations to measured wind-
tunnel data. The other technical disciplines have similar levels.

The process of combining several levels will require more modularization of each of the technical spe-
cialties. The data comunication between the disciplines may become more sophisticated. Fortunately,
emerging computer technology in both hardware and software will aid this activity. Computer technology will
also aid the display of intermediate results. However, the integration of the detailed technical levels will
still be limited to some extent by the power of even the largest computers envisioned. Distributed computing
facilities may alleviate this limit, but will tax the data base and communications technology.

Measured data at the present time and in the future will continue to be the most convincing element in
7' ~ the definition of the future airplane design. There is a need to find theoretical techniques in the technical

specialty areas that include test data as an integral part of the calculated results. This is accomplished
to some extent in the synthesis process by the modification of purely theoretical approaches by empirical or
historical information. However, in the technical specialties, most of the purely theoretical approaches

A: leave little opportunity to include test data as part of the input to these approaches (fig. 4). In the
future, it may be possible to reformulate the theoretical approaches to accept test information as part of
the input process.
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CONTRO

F OVRESENSITIVITY OPTIMIZATIONJ

.1
GEOMETRY AERODYNAMICS PROPULSION STRUCTURES

LEVEL

1. EMPIRICAL -

CHARTS
2. SIMPLE FORMULAS

MASS PROF 3. COMPONENT CTORIES ECONOMICS
BUILD UP

4. PANELING
5. FLOW GRIDING
6. MEASURED DATA

Fig. 9 Aircraft design functions and levels.

One of the key factors in the acceptance of computer-generated results will be whether the programs
themselves are readable by the technical community. This calls for the development of computer codes that
use standard programming languages, which in the future should be readable by all engineers. Computer pro-
grams that are documented within the code itself will be more readily accepted since reviewers can more
easily spot check the logic, the algorithms, and the overall architecture of the computer programs. This is
an entirely different prospect than in current practice. It will be important that the algorithms that
describe technical computations be reviewed and edited much the way scientific journals are in the present.
Just as any language can be written clearly, concisely, and with great readability, it is also possible to
write with confusion, wordiness, and complexity. Before computer programs can be fully accepted it will be
necessary that they be written clearly, reviewed, edited, and published. Then the intrinsic factor in
acceptability - which is understanding - can be met.

Modularity, which has been discussed as an aid to understanding and implementing synthesis programs,
also enhances their readability. It is also extremely effective in clarifying the discipline computations
that specialists understand. In fact, people with good engineering backgrounds should be able to read
modular programs. If modularity is accomplished, the data communications between separate disciplTn-
modules become the key to understanding. It becomes imperative to know what is input for one module and what
is output for another, and where the origin of all parameters is located. Understanding how the data is
communicated is almost impossible in large nonmodularized programs.

Finally, it will be important to expend much more effort on defining and explaining some of the very
complex and highly original algorithms currently in use to conduct matrix computations and complicated

convergence loops. In many cases, fluid dynamicists,
structural analysts, etc., do not describe these
iteration processes well enough since they often are

*CXTENSv4C MtOOULARIZA77OA more appropriate for computer science or numerical
analysis papers than for papers In fluid dynamics or

* IN"EGRATE MfEA IjRWAM6vT W/r7.! METRv structures. Consequently, this extremely important
part of the engineering process is sometimes lightly

* PWSENr INfrERFArOL47 RES -L S covered during reporting.
* P1/LUSH PROGRAM5 In summary, the acceptance of computer-generated

results in the future will depend on several items,

Fig. 10 Acceptability improvers. Including: integration of measured data and theory,
presentation of intermediate results and assumptions,
and good programming practice and review process
(fig. 10).

CONCERNS FOR THE FUTURE

Even if computer usage in the technical specialties and in aircraft synthesis evolves as described above,
and even if the prospective enhancements are adopted, there will continue to be concerns about the use of
computers. One expected concern stems from the prospect of integrating the synthesis process and the techni-
cal specialties. This concern is that the complexity of the process will become so enormous that even the
most astute computer scientists and designers on the team will not be able to adequately understand the total

* process. While modularity and good programming practice will certainly aid understanding, there is a point
at which the scope and depth of the potential computational system of the future will be beyond the capabili-
ties of a single individual or even small groups of individuals.

• aqamannn[ ] iil
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Another concern stems from the prospect of combining measured and calculated information in the design
of an aircraft. While the proper use of both measured and calculated data will certainly give aircraft design
the most credibility, it may be difficult to discern the extent to which the airplane is based on test data,
empirical information, or totally theoretical approaches. At this point, it may be difficult to assess the
risk in taking the airplane to production or flight test. The measure of risk may be based largely on the
record of the computational system in predicting the performance capability of existing aircraft. As the
computational systems evolve, they may develop success records much the way design teams have in the past.
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THE USE OF COMPUTER BASED OPTIMISATION METHODS IN AIRCRAFT STUDIES

£by

Brian Edwards

Aerodynamics Department, Royal Aircraft Establishment,
Farnborough, Hampshire, GUI4 6TD, England

SUMMARY

The paper is about multivariate optimisation (MVO) computer programs in the field of
*aircraft design. The constitution of such programs, which embody an optimisation method
A as well as a mathematical model of aircraft design and operation comprised of aircraft

design synthesis and performance analysis methods, is discussed in general terms. The
main part of the paper is concerned with some techniques for using MVO programs and seeks
to show how the optimisation method can be used to explore the model and cultivate an
insight into its characteristics. The paper concludes with a discussion of some possible
applications for MVO programs.

NOTATION

A wing aspect ratio

BTAA flap angle during approach to landing

CLA lift coefficient during approach to landing

" CLCR lift coefficient at start of cruise

COF compound objective function

DOC direct operating cost

ELES slat chord/wing chord

ETE flap chord/wing chord

HCR height at which aircraft is designed to cruise

HCRI, HCR2 particular values of HCR

MENG installed mass of engines

MSSCR aircraft mass at start of cruise
MTO aircraft mass at take-off

* OFI, OF2 particular simple objective functions

PFUEL price of fuel

QCR dynamic pressure in cruise condition (VCR, HCR)
RATING an engine re-rating parameter which maintains constant time between overhauls

S wing reference area
SFIN fin area

SFINI fin area required for weathercock stability

SFIN2 fin area required to cope with engine failed case

SWP angle of sweepback
TC wing thickness/chord

VCR speed at which aircraft is designed to cruise

WLD wing loading at take-off

A- an increment due to cruise height being HCR2 instead of HCRI

IOF error in objective function
maximum error in selected variable

Sv
weighting parameter

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper is about multivariate optimisation (MVO) computer programs in the field
of aircraft design. More specifically it is concerned with MVO programs that can be used
to determine, though only in broad outline, the design of the best aircraft for a chosen

Af role and specified performance. An MVO program of this kind was described by Kirkpatrick
* and Larcombe in a paper presented at an earlier meeting in this series (Florence, Italy,

1973). The purpose of such a program is to suggest the best values for the most signifi-
cant aircraft design parameters, thus furnishing a rudimentary description of the optimum
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aircraft and its capabilities. For convenience this rudimentary description will be
termed a design, but it is, of course, only a design in an embryonic sense, and it would
not even be wise to adopt it as the starting point for the detailed design of a new air-
craft without first undertaking exploratory investigations in much greater depth.

The paper begins with a general survey of the constitution of MVO programs of the
type characterised above. This survey provides the basis for an extended examination of
some MVO program results illustrating how the complex interactions involved in the design
process may be traced and how an improved understanding of the working of the mathematical
model can be achieved. If experience shows that the model is a good one the improved
understanding of the model is potentially capable of providing new or improved physical
insights into the design of real aircraft. The paper concludes with an example and some
further suggestions for the exploitation of MVO programs.

2 THE CONSTITUTION OF AN MVO PROGRAM

An MVO program embodies design synthesis and performance analysis methods and, in
addition, an optimisation method. The design synthesis and performance analysis methods
are combined to create an aircraft design and operations model, and the optimisation
method is used to explore and exploit the possibilities presented to it by the model.

The user of an MVO program should make every effort to acquire an insight into the
working of its model, and advantage should be taken of every opportunity to deepen and
extend this insight. Thorough appraisal of the results of related optimisations
performed using the same MVO program is the means to this insight but an intimate know-
ledge of the model itself is an essential prerequisite. To this end the user should be
familiar not only with the methods embodied in the model but also with the precise way in
which they have been formulated.

Considerations connected with the optimisation method will have influenced the
formulation of the model. These considerations include the facilities provided by the
optimisation method and also any susceptibilities which may adversely effect its inter-
action with the model in the presence of some particular model characteristics. Apart
from being aware of these aspects of the optimisation method the user does not need to
know in detail how the optimisation process works. However, part of the printout indicates
how the optimisation has proceeded and how the optimisation method has functioned, and it
is desirable for the user to be able to interpret this information.

In a mathematical model the aircraft and performance descriptions are in terms of a
number of measurable quantities. The quantities may be dimensional and non-dimensional.
There are geometric quantities such as wing span, wing sweep, wing taper ratio, fuselage
length, fuselage maximum cross sectional area. There are mass quantities such as the
take-off mass of the aircraft, the mass of its payload, the mass of the fuel it consumes,
the masses of its structural components, power plant, furnishings, and so on. There are
also quantities relating to the aircraft's aerodynamic characteristics, principally lift
and drag coefficients. These of course are interrelated quantities even for a given air-
craft design and moreover their relationship changes during flight with changes in air-
craft configuration (flap setting and whether the undercarriage is extended or retracted).
Other quantities relate to the aircraft's performance. Examples of these are cruise speed,
cruise altitude, approach speed, take-off field length. The performance quantities of
interest depend to some extent on the type of aircraft being considered. For a combat air-
craft they would include such measures of performance as specific excess power and sus-
tained rate of turn. There are also price quantities, for example the price of the air-
craft, the price of its airframe, the price of its engines, the cost of spares, the cost
of maintenance, the cost of the fuel consumed. There may be measures of aircraft

*productivity. As well as containing quantities relating directly to the aircraft of the
model there are quantities such as those which define thp standard a'mosphere. The fore-

*going examples are only a small selection from the host of diverse quantities that are
involved in the construction of a model. Some of these quantities are of greater, or at
least more regular, interest than others, perhaps because more meaning attaches to them
or because their significance is easier to appreciate. Other quantities are of little
interest in themselves and perhaps only serve as convenient intermediate values in the
progress of the design and performance calculations. In between there are quantities
that are of occasional interest.

The quantities are all interrelated by equations and inequations which, more than
anything else, characterise the model. Some of these are of a fundamental nature but a
few are likely to be wholly empirical and many more semi-empirical. In some instances the
model may include relationships implied by tabulated data, but then the formulation of the
model will of necessity include interpolation subroutines. This is effectively the sare
as if empirical relationships had been embodied in the program.

The selection of the quantities that are to be included in a model involves many
choices that are related to the detail to be included in the model. In making these
choices the purpose for which the model is to be used should be kept clearly in mind.
In practice the model will not be immutable but will evolve as experience is gained and
shortcomings are recognised and perhaps also because the need arises to use the model for
a purpose that was not originally envisaged. When this happens it is important to review
the level of detail in the various parts of the model to guard against any serious degree

* of imbalance. The selection of the equations and inequations which express the inter-
relationships between the quantities involves judgements that are mainly concerned with
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the level of approximation that should be accepted. Here the problem is to maintain a
reasonable balance between the disadvantages of greater complexity and the benefi*s of
greater accuracy.

A model in the terms described above is a conceptual model but still not a usable
model. It is necessary to arrange the quantities and equations in some coherent manner so
that the model can be used and 'explored' by the optimising method. This process of
formulating the model so that it can be embodied in an MVO program involves assigning
roles to all of the quantities. In what has been referred to as the conceptual model,
some of the quantities are constants but most are variables. Examples of constants in
the conceptual model could be the acceleration due to gravfty, or the temperature lapse-
rate in the troposphere of the standard atmosphere. In th. formulation of the model for
an MVO program some of the variable quantities of the conceptual model may be assigned
to the role of constants (an example might be stage length in the formulation of a model
for studying transport aircraft). The assignment of a truly variable quantity to the
role of a constant in the formulated model reduces the freedom of the optimisation method
to explore the model but it does not prejudice the true character of the quantity. The
reason for treating a variable quantity in this way may be connected with the envisaged
way of using the MVO program, or it may be associated with a compromise that has been
accepted in order to avoid unduly complicating the program. Among the remaining truly
variable quantities it is necessary to assign some to the role of independent variables
and the rest to the role of dependent variables. These assignments are necessary to
enable the formulation of the model, ie to convert the conceptual model into a usable
model, but, as in the case of the assignment of variable quantities to the role of con-
stants, they do not change the fundamental character of the variable quantities concerned.
Thus when an individual optimum aircraft design is being considered the distinction
between the variable quantities that have been assigned to the role of independent
variables and those assigned to the role of dependent variables within the MVO program
has no significance and the distinction can be disregarded. It can however be useful to
retain the distinction when the results of a sequence of related designs, generated by
means of the same MVO program, are being examined to gain a better insight into the model
with the aid of the optimisation method.

Variable quantities should be selected for the role of independent variables with
the joint aims of simplifying the formulation of the model and saving computing time. But
the number of possible alternative formulations is very large indeed and the one finally
evolved is likely to be one of a large number of satisfactory formulations of practically
indistinguishable merit.

After the model has been formulated there is some scope for reassigning roles. It
* •is an easy matter to fix the value of a quantity assigned to the role of an independent

variable in the formulation of the model, thus effectively reassigning it to the role of
a constant. It is also possible to perform a sequence of optimisations with one of the
variable quantities that has been assigned to the role of a constant being given a
different value for each member of the sequence of optimisations. The quantity thus
reverts to a variable role but only outside the MVO program. A variable quantity used in
this way may be described as having been assigned to the role of an 'external' independent
variable to distinguish it from the independent variables within the MVO program. In the
remainder of the paper phrases such as "the variable quantity assigned to the role of
independent variable/dependent variable/external independent variable" will be abandoned
in favour of the more concise terminology "independent variable (IV)/dependent variable
(DV)/external variab (EV)", but the phrase "variable quantity assigned to the role

* 4 of ..." will nevertheless be implied.

The inclusion of inequations in both conceptual and formulated models has already
been mentioned, but so far no indication has been given of the way in which they arise.
An example will now be given. A conceptual model for studying transport aircraft, includ-
ing passenger carrying aircraft, might include the philosophy that fuel should be
excluded from the fuselage and carried in the wing instead in order to enhance the pros-
pects for passenger rirvival in accidents culminating in a fire. This philosophy would
exclude from the model any aircraft design in which the wing is too small to accommodate
all of the fuel and would give rise to the following inequation:IVolume required to accommodate maximum fuel > space available for fuel in wing

In this example, it is probable that the quantities on both sides of the inequality symbol
would be dependent variables but this is not the only possibility. In general dependent
variables, independtnt variables and constants may be involved. Inequations that involve
an independent variable and a constant present no difficulty since the optimisation method
can readily be programmed in such a way that the value of each independent variable may
only be chosen from within a limited range of values. The inequation can then be enforced
by setting the appropriate bounding value (ie either the upper or lower bound) for the
relevant independent variable equal to the constant in the inequation. To cope with
inequations in which one of the quantities is a dependent variable, or where both of the
quantities are dependent variables, an optimisation method with the facility to deal with
inequality constraints is needed.

.7 There are more ways than one of providing such a facility. From the MVO program
user's point of view, two categories of inequality constraint can be discerned. In one

41 of these categories (barrier function methods) the constraints are satisfied at all stages
of an optimisation from beginning to end. Aircraft designs that comply with all of the

AW ........ . . ..... . . . . .. .. .0 . . ... . .. .
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constraints are termed 'feasible' designs and designs that fail to comply with one or
more of the constraints are termed 'infeasible'. It is generally necessary for the user
to supply data that can be used in the program to define an aircraft design which serves
as the point of departure for the optimisation. For methods in the category already
mentioned this first design must be a feasible one. It is not reasonable to put the onus
on the MVO program user for ensuring that the first design, based on the data supplied,
will be a feasible one, and consequently barrier function methods require an additional
process which can modify an infeasible first design and convert it into a feasible one
before the optimisation process commences. With a complex set of constraints this can
present serious difficulties and the need for this additional process is a drawback.
Methods in the other category do not encounter this difficulty because they are not
limited to working with feasible designs. These methods have the capability of 'learning'
how to choose sets of values of the independent variables so as to reduce any violations
of the inequations. The inequations originally conceived in the form

A > B or B < A

are exprssed in the form

C < 0 where C = B - A.

The quantities C , which are always dependent variables, are called constraint residuals.
When the constraint residual of an inequality constraint is negative it is called a con-
straint violation. The inequality constraints corresponding to constraint violations are
used to reduce the magnitude of the constraint violations in successive designs. They
work by providing incentives which influence the choice of values for the independent
variables. The inequality constraints that are acting in this manner are said to be
active. The set of active constraints can change during the course of an optimisation and
commonly does so, especially in the early stages. Since the individual inequality con-
straints can change from being active to being inactive and vice versa during the course
of the optimisation it is sometimes useful to be able to distinguish the ones that are
active in the case of the final (optimum) design, and for this purpose the term binding
constraints may be used. It is not necessary to make this distinction in the present
paper because reference will only be made to the optimum designs and therefore the terms
active and inactive will be used. At the outset of an optimisation some large constraint
violations may occur, but during the course of the optimisation the magnitude of the
violations are progressively reduced until, by the end of the optimisation, any constraint
violations are contained within a very small tolerance which may be specified so that forall practical purposes compliance with the inequations is achieved.

The model may include concepts which may be expressed in the form of one or the
other of the following statements,

A is equal to the greater of B and C
or

G is equal to the lesser of H and J

The optimisation process involves numerical differentiation procedures and these state-
ments, which result in a discontinuity in the rate of change of A or G with respect to
at least one of the independent variables, can disturb the steady progress of an optimisa-
tion. The contingency can be avoided by providing a smooth transition confined to a
rather small region in the vicinity of the intersection of B and C or G and H
This cannot be done without introducing a small error but the error can be made so small
that it is of no practical importance. Although sufficient to obviate difficulties with
the optimisation method, the transition is too localised to be detected by the user of the
MVO program to whom the original gradient discontinuity will appear unchanged. As far as
the user is concerned the effects near the intersection of B and C or H and J are
similar to the effects in the vicinity where an inequality constraint changes between
being active and being inactive, and to the effects in the vicinity where an independent
variable changes from being a variable to being a constant because it has encountered
either its upper or lower bound.

The interrelationship between some quantities in a model may be such that an
analytic solution either does not exist or else it is perhaps unduly cumbersome. The
normal way of dealing with this situation is to solve by iteration. But some optimisa-
tion methods embody an equality constraint facility which can be used instead. An equality
constraint facility functions in a very similar way to the inequality constraint facility
already described. An equation, normally in the form P Q , which is to be dealt with
by an equality constraint is re-expressed in the form

C = 0 where C P - Q.

As for an inequality constraint, C is called a constraint residual but, in the case of an
equality constraint, the constraint residual is a constraint violation regardless of its
sign, and an equality constraint is always active. It is not possible to generalise
about whether it is more economical to use an iteration or to employ an equality constraint.
It all depends on the particular case. However in one respect the use of an equality con-
straint can show a clear advantage. Sooner or later the possible desirability of extend-
ing an existing model by incorporating some new features may be mooted. By the use of the
equality constraint facility it may be possible greatly to simplify changes to the exist-
ing program and perhaps avoid the need to rewrite it extensively. Even if the resulting
program turns out to be less efficient the use of equality constraints can save program
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redevelopment time and enable the effect of changes to the model to be determined more
rapidly.

For an MVO program, whose model includes inequations, an optimisation method with
an inequality constraint facility is a virtual necessity. To have an equality constraint
facility as well is an advantage. These capabilities have been discussed simultaneously
with the formulation of the model on account of the vital part that they play in the
formulation. One important aspect of the interrelationship between the model and the
optimisation method remains to be discussed and that is the way in which the optimisation
method is to gauge the relative merits of different designs. The optimisation method
requires a measure and this must be selected by the MVO program user. The measure is
termed the objective function and it is conventionally defined so that a smaller value
indicates a better design. Since it may be desired to consider different design aims at
different times provision may be made for several alternative objective functions from
which any one may be chosen for a particular optimisation. Another possibility for which
provision should be made is the use of objective functions compounded from two, or even
more than two, simple objective functions with adjustable individual weightings. The
utility of such compound objective functions will be discussed later in the paper. Which-
ever objective function is chosen for a particular optimisation, whether simple or com-
pound, it is probable that it will be a dependent variable. There is no fundamental
reason why this should be so, it is merely a reflection of the fact that an objective
function is generally a complicated quantity such as aircraft weight, or aircraft first
cost, or cost of ownership, or direct operating cost. It is hardly likely that any of
these quantities would be an independent variable since their adoption as such would not
be likely to lead to a simple formulation of the model. However it is not impossible to
imagine a simple quantity being an objective function. For example it would be possible
to conceive circumstances in which there might be interest in finding the aircraft with
the smallest possible wing span compatible with the attainment of some stipulated per-
formance requirement. In such a case the same quantity could be an independent variable
and the objective function at one and the same time.

3 USING AN MVO PROGRAM
4

It might be thought that an optimisation study involving a single optimisation,
ie one application of an MVO program, would be quite usual. In fact it is quite excep-
tional. Some reasons for this will perhaps become self evident when possible ways of
exploiting MVO programs are discussed in the final section of this paper. But there is

• one reason that underlies all of the others. It is that it is possible to learn so much
more from repeated applications of an MVO program than from a single application.

3.1 Examining the results of a systematic study

In this section of the paper some MVO program results will be used to demonstrate
how the results of a systematic study may be examined, and how the MVO program can, if
necessary, be used in order to develop a more complete and coherent understanding of the
original results. Along the way the principle phenomena that can occur in constrained
optimisation studies will be encountered, and before the end is reached a systematic
approach to the investigation of 'peculiar' results will have emerged. It is emphasised
that the results are not presented as they would be if they themselves were the subject
of the paper, and that they are, in fact, only introduced to serve the purposes of the
demonstration.

The results come from part of a study of conventional swept-wing transport aircraft.
The MVO program used in the study had 15 independent variables, 9 inequality constraints,
and 2 equality constraints. Two of the independent variables were fixed so that as used
in the study there were 13 independent variables (see Table 1). The study aircraft were
all optimised with direct operating cost as the objective function. All of the results
considered here are for twin-engined aircraft having the same payload capacity, able to
carry their capacity payload over the same stage length, able to take-off and land within
the same prescribed distances, and able to comply with the same engine failed ceiling
requirement.

The two independent variables that were fixed in the MVO method were the cruising
speed (VCR) and the cruising height (HCR). These two quantities were used as external
variables. Only two values of cruising height were considered and they will be called
HCRI and HCR2, the latter being the greater one. In the first place five equally spaced
values of cruising speed were chosen and optimisations were performed at each of these
speeds and at both heights. For present purposes it will be supposed that interest
centres on the way in which the change in cruising height from HCRI to HCR2 affects the
design of optimum aircraft at the various cruising speeds, and also how the direct operat-
ing costs are affected. Of the many variables that could be considered only a few can
be dealt with here. For preliminary purposes a representative selection has been made.
It includes the objective function, three other dependent variables, and one independent
variable. The objective function is the direct operating cost (DOC). The three other
dependent variables are the aircraft mass at take-off (MTO), the aircraft wing loading at
take-off (WLD), and the aircraft span loading (WLD/A)*. The independent variable is the
total installed mass of the engines (MENG). For the pair of altitudeE considered in the
study the effect of designing for the greater cruising height is to increase the direct
operating cost, take-off mass, and installed engine mass, and to decrease the wing load-
ing and span loading.

* A = aspect ratio so WLD/A take-off weight/span2 .
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Points representing the differences in these variables are plotted in Fig 1. The
purpose of the figure is to show how the differences vary with cruising speed. The
actual values of the differences are not relevant to the present discussion. The scales
and their origins were chosen so as to separate the sets of points and spread them evenly
over the figure, and, to avoid confusing the figure they are not shown. However a con-
sistent convention has been adopted for all of the quantities and the magnitude of a posi-
tive quantity increases up the figure whilst the magnitude of a negative quantity
decreases up the figure. No attempt has been made to draw curves through the sets of
points but successive points have been connected by straight lines. It would be easy
to draw smooth curves through the top three sets of points, ie those for ADOC, AMTO, and
AWLD. But some difficulty could be experienced in attempting to draw smooth curves
through the lowest two sets of points, ie those for A(WLD/A) and AMENG. With the object of
clarifying the shape of the last two curves four more pairs of optimum aircraft were
therefore generated at cruising speeds which equally divide each of the original four
speed intervals. With nine points in each set it might be expected that the curves would
be adequately defined. The augmented sets of points are plotted in Fig 2 which shows
that the expectation is not fulfilled. The fourth and fifth sets of points can be seen
to exhibit definite irregularities which make it impossible to interpolate their curves
with any confidence. What is more, the third set of points now shows clear signs of
irregularity, and in the second set of points a suspicion of irregularity may be detected.
Only in the case of the first set of points do the four new points blend in with the
original five points.

What is the meaning of this result? Is it an indication of the quality of the
results produced by the MVO program? Why do the results for some quantities exhibit
more irregularity than others? Is it perhaps significant that the most regular set of
results are those for the objective function? Well yes, as a matter of fact it isl A

, justification for this assertion will be given almost immediately. But another question
that could be asked is as follows. Are there any grounds for expecting the curves to be

* continuous or to exhibit continuity of slope? The answer to this question will emerge
in the course of this section of the paper. Returning to the question whether it is sig-
nificant that the most regular set of results are those for the objective function,
consider the following proposition. Suppose that following an optimisation any one
variable, independent or dependent but excluding the objective function, were to be
singled out for special consideration. This variable will be referred to as the selected
variable. Its optimum value would be known (see Fig 3). Suppose that the optimisation
were to be repeated with one difference, namely with the selected variable forced to
take a value differing from its optimum value. The value of the objective function for
the new design should not be less than the value for the design generated in the original
optimisation because in the second optimisation a degree of freedom has been given up.
Very exceptionally the second optimisation could yield the same value for the objective
function as did the original optimisation but usually a higher value would be obtained.
In the second optimisation all of the other variables would be free to assume new optimum
values to make the new value of the objective function a minimum with the prescribed
value of the selected variable. Suppose that an ideal optimisation method were to be
available so that perfectly error-free results could be produced in both of the foregoing
optimisations. Now a real, as opposed to an ideal, optimisation method embodies a proce-
dure whose purpose it is to terminate the optimisation when the true optimum has been
sufficiently closely approached. This involves the acceptance of an error (although it
is an error that can be made vpry small). Suppose that the original problem with the
selected variable free were to be tackled using the real optimisation method and that on
account of its termination procedure it stopped with precisely the same solution as found
in the second optimisation with the ideal optimisation method. The difference between
the values found for the variables (incli:ding the objective function) and those found in
the first optimisation using the ideal method would now be errors caused by the termina-
tion of the optimisation. If the real optimisation had terminated with the same value of
the selected variable but with a different value for one or more of the other variables the
error in the objective function would have been greater. This means that a constant error
contour for the objective function must be shaped as shown in the diagram (see Fig 3),
and it shows that if the difference between the original and second ideal optimisations
are regarded as errors due to an optimisation termination procedure, then the difference
between the values of the selected variable is the mzxi,mm error in the selected variable
that can be associated with an error in the objective function equal to the difference in
the values of the objective function.

By prescribing a series of values for the selected variable, ranging from below to
above its optimum value, and performing an optimisation with each value, a curve relating
the objective function and selected variable could be determined. Its shape could be of
the kind shown in Fig 4. Interpreting this curve in the light of the foregoing discussion
it can be seen that, in the vicinity of the true optimum, the relationship between the
error (cOF) in the objective function and the maximum error (cAV) in the selected variable
could be closely approximated by an equation

e OF = (,.sv/k)2

where k is a coefficient whose value would depend on which of the many variables had
been selected. Consequently

cSV k r OF
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The error in the objective function can only be positive but the error in the selected
variable may be positive or negative. If with a given probability the scatter in the
values of the objective function is within a range LOF , then the scatter for the
selected variable would be within a range 2kV'EOF . This shows that if the optimisation
termination procedure were to be made more stringent, then the scatter exhibited by any
of the variables other than the objective function would decrease more slowly than would
the scatter exhibited by the objective function itself. It is to be expected that the
objective function scatter would be made minimal, but this might not be sufficient to
ensure that the scatter would be imperceptiblo for every variable.

On the basis of the foregoing discussion of the errors that could arise as a conse-
quence of the optimisation termination procedure, the possibility that the irregularity
in some of the sets of points plotted in Fig 2 might be due to scatter could not be
excluded. But it is only fair to reveal that the apparent irregularity in some of the
results has very little to do with scatter. This will be demonstrated by determining the
true shape of the curves. To accomplish this, and to provide a satisfactory explanation,
it will be necessary to examine the results closely. Another reason for pursuing this
course is to dispel any impression there may be that it is very difficult, or perhaps even
impossible, for the user of an MVO program to gain a satisfactory insight into the reasons
why a particular design emerges from an optimisation. In fact, with proper techniques,
using an MVO program can be at least as instructive as, for example, engaging in parametric
studies where the parameters are varied one at a time.

In order to show how the designs evolve as the specified cruising speed is increased,
and to indicate some of the factors that influence and mould the changing design, some
results have been extracted from the computer printout, which contains comprehensive
information about each design and its performance. The sequence of designs for the lower
cruising height HCRI is dealt with first in rather considerable detail, and then the

* sequence of designs for the greater cruising height HCR2 is briefly considered. Finally,
with the insight gained into both sequences of designs, the way in which a change of
cruising height from HCRl to HCR2 affects the design of optimum aircraft is again
considered.

Readers who are interested in the techniques that may be used to investigate
sequences of designs, but who are not so interested in following the detailed changes in
the particular design sequences examined here, will find that they can scan fairly

* rapidly through most of the following discussion.

3.2 Examination of the sequence of aircraft designs for the lower cruising height HCR1

For aircraft A, which is the optimum design for the lowest cruising speed considered
in the study, the printout reveals that two inequality constraints are active. They are
the inequality constraints designated IC2 and IC4, both of which are concerned with
aspects of aircraft performance with an engine failed. IC2 ensures that a safe climb

gradient can be attained following take-off, and IC4 ensures that the net ceiling is not
below a specified value. In addition, although the inequality constraint ICI is not
active, the value of its constraint residual is small and this suggests that IC1 may be

* active for a design not far removed from aircraft A. A look at the results shows that IC1
is active in the case of aircraft B, the optimum design at the next higher cruising speed.

- The inequality constraint IC1 ensures that aircraft are capable of complying with the take-
off field length specified. It appears that at a cruising speed somewhere in the interval
between the cruising speeds of aircraft A and aircraft B there is a change in the state of
the inequality constraint ICI. To investigate how the optimum design evolves through the
cruising speed interval two supplementary optimisations were performed, one at each end of
the speed interval. The aim was to achieve a new aircraft design at the speed of aircraft

4 B which has the same active constraints as aircraft A, and to achieve a new aircraft design
at the speed of aircraft A with the same active constraints as aircraft B. The new design
at the speed of aircraft B was optimised with the constraint ICI suppressed and, after
checking that it had the same active inequality constraints as aircraft A, it was desig-
nated aircraft B1 . The new design at the speed of aircraft A was optimised with IC1 made
into an equality constraint and after checking that it had the same active constraints as
aircraft B it was designated aircraft A' (see footnote). The aircraft A' and B1 although
properly optimised are not legitimate aircraft, as are aircraft A and B, because the
requirements they have been made to fulfil have been distorted. But the affinity between
aircraft A and B1 on the one hand and between aircraft A' and B on the other hand is of
assistance in interpolating legitimate designs in between aircraft A and B. In addition,
by studying the trends of design change firstly between aircraft A and B1 , and subsequently
between aircraft A' and B, the effects of the inequality constraint IC1 becoming active
can be seen.

The increase in cruising speed VCR (the external variable), between aircraft A and
aircraft B1 is 2.85%.

3.2.1 With ICI inactive (aircraft designs A and Bl )

It is found that the increase in cruising speed results in block speed increasing
by 2.53%. The consequent increase of aircraft productivity dominates the other cost
changes and results in direct operating costs being lowered by 1.44%. The increase in
the cruising speed VCR is associated with an increase in the airflow dynamic pressure QCR

* In addition to having the same active constraints there are other requirements relating
to the independent variables which are explained later.
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amounting to 5.78%. The take-off mass is increased by only 0.43%. The fuel consumption
is increased by a relatively greater amount (1.44%) and consequently the landing mass
increases by a relatively smaller amount (0.24%). The fuel fraction used before reaching
cruising height is slightly greater for the faster aircraft (2.84% instead of 2.80%) and
consequently the increase in the aircraft mass at the start of cruise MSSCR is only 0.38%.
Since the cruise dynamic pressure QCR is increased by 5.78% and the mass at the start of
cruise is only increased by 0.38% it follows that the product of the lift coefficient at
the start of cruise CLCR and the wing area S must decrease since

MSSCR/QCR = CLCR x S

It is found that the cruise lift coefficient CLCR is reduced by 2.69% and the wing area
S is reduced by ?.II %. ft is of interest t notice that the wing aspect ratio A is reduced
by 2.47% which is less than the reduction in cruise lift coefficient since this indicates
that the ratio of lift-induced drag over aircraft weight is improved being reduced by
0.23%. This follows from

lift-induced drag + aircraft weight , (CL --,/CLCR
The installed engine mass is increased by 2.59% to enable the prescribed net ceiling to
be attained with an engine failed (constraint IC4).

However, because RATING is reduced by 2.42% the static thrust available for take-off
is increased by a mere 0.10% and the static thrust/weight available for take-off is
actually reduced by 0.32%.

The reduction of RATING is of some interest because it illustrates how searching
* the computer optimisation process is. An increase of RATING results in a proportionate

increase in the thrust available at take-off from an engine of given size and installed
mass. It also results in a reduction in the cruise thrust available, this reduction being
graded to balance the adverse effect of the higher take-off rating on engine life. Thus
the effect of varying RATING is to vary the take-off thrust available and the cruise
thrust available from an engine of given size and mass without affecting engine life and
hence engine maintenance costs. RATING does not affect the thrust available to maintain
net ceiling with an engine failed. The question arises therefore what advantage is to
be gained in reducing RATING when the aircraft is not cruise thrust limited, ie when the
size of engine installed is not influenced by the thrust required for the cruise? To
answer this question it is necessary to consider how the fin is sized. SFIN is in effect
the greater of SFINI, the minimum finsize required for weathercock stability, and
SFIN2, the fin size required to counteract the worst yawing moment with one engine failed.
In the present case SFIN2 is greater than SFINI, and SFIN2 depends on the maximum thrust
the engines can develop. As long as the installed engine size remains unchanged therefore,
reducing RATING will result in reducing fin size with consequent weight and drag savings.
As RATING is reduced with constant installed engine size the thrust available for take-off
distance and take-off climb is reduced. By suppressing ICl we have suppressed the take-off
distance requirement and RATING is reduced until the aircraft becomes take-off climb
gradient limited (IC2).

The increased masses at take-off and landing combined with the reduced wing area
result in higher take-off and landing wing loadings:

Take-off wing loading is increased by 2.99%

Landing wing loading is increased by 2.79%

Since a constant approach speed is specified, the increase in landing wing loading is
matched by an equal increase in approach lift coefficient:

CLA increased by 2.79%

This increased approach lift coefficient is attained with smaller slat and flap chords
(ELES and ETE) but increased approach flap angle (BTAA). This curious result is a conse-
quence of complex interactions between the component weights of the wing structure and
flap operating systems and their combined effect on the mass and price of the airframe.
Although the resulting interplay between flap and slat chord and flap angle is of some
interest it would not be profitable to pursue it further in this account.

However one consequence of the diminishing slat chord is that the available take-off
lift coefficient is reduced. The optimising program has not found any benefit from
deflecting the trailing edge flaps for take-off but deploys the leading edge device. The
consequence of changes in wing geometry (mainly reducing slat chord) is to reduce available
take-off lift coefficient CLTO by 5.82%. This reduced take-off lift coefficient together
with the higher take-off wing loading causes the take-off speed to be increased by 4.57%.

The higher take-off speed together with the reduced thrust/weight available at
take-off leads to an increased take-off distance and in fact to a take-off distance in
excess of the limit stipulated in the original requirement. This excessive take-off dis-
tance could not have occurred if ICI had not been suppressed.
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* 3.2.2 With IC1 active (aircraft designs A', B, C and DI)*

It is found that the speed increase between aircraft A' and B is accompanied by a
direct-operating-cost reduction of 1.37% (of 1.44% when ICI was suppressed) so, although
direct operating cost is still decreasing with increasing cruising speed, it is not
decreasing so rapidly, i. the restoration and activation of the constraint has resulted
in a small direct-operating-cost penalty.

The increase in VCR now leads to an increase in the take-off mass of only 0.36%
(of 0.43% with IC1 suppressed). Despite the take-off mass at the increased speed being
less than with IC1 suppressed the first price of the aircraft is 0.32% greater than with
IC1 suppressed.

The fuel consumed at the higher speed is increased by 1.16% (of 1.44% with ICI
suppressed) and the landing mass increases by 0.22% (of 0.24% with ICI suppressed).

The fuel fraction used before reaching cruising height is now slightly less for the
faster aircraft (2.79% instead of 2.80%) and so the increase in the mass at the commence-
ment of cruise is 0.37% (ie 0.01% greater than the percentage increase in MTO).

The 5.78% increase in QCR together with the 0.37% increase in initial cruise mass
means that the product of CLCR and S must decrease by 5.12%. In fact

Aircraft A' to B Aircraft A to B1
CLCR is reduced by 2.55% 2.69%

and S is reduced by 2.64% 2.49%

q The aspect ratio is reduced by 2.19% (of 2.47% with ICI suppressed), so
CDI CLC.CD is reduced by 0.37% (of 0.23% with ICI suppressed).

Aircraft A' to B Aircraft A to B1
-. The installed engine mass is increased by 2.27% 2.59%

but RATING is only reduced by 0.02% 2.42%

(RATING remains practically constant above the speed just exceeding A where ICl becomes
active). With a higher take-off thrust being required, to enable take-off within the
specified distance, reducing RATING further would result in heavier engines being

*required and there would not even be any savings in fin size and weight to offset against
the heavier engines.

The combined effect of the changes in engine size and RATING is to increase the
thrust available for take-off by 2.25% (of 0.10% with ICl suppressed). The consequence
of this thrust increase and the proportionately smaller increase in the take-off mass is
that the thrust/weight ratio at take-off increases by 1.88% whereas it decreased by
3.25% when IC1 was suppressed.

The increased masses at take-off and landing combined with the reduced wing area
* result in higher take-off and landing wing loadings:

Aircraft A' to B Aircraft A to B1
Take-off wing loading increased by 3.08% 2.99%
Landing wing loading increased by 2.93% 2.79%

With the constant approach speed specified the increase in landing wing loading is matched
by an equal increase in approach lift coeffici.ent:

CLA increased by 2.93% (of 2.79% with ICI suppressed)

This increased approach lift coefficient is attained with increased slat chord ratio ELES
and smaller flap chord ratio ETE (though not as small as with ICI suppressed) and with
larger approach flap angle BTAA (though not as large as with ICI suppressed).

These changes in the dependence of ELES, ETE and BTAA on VCR, together with the
changed dependence of RATING, which has already been discussed, are the most striking
consequences of the constraint IC1 becoming active.

The changed dependence of ELES, ETE and BTAA on VCR are closely connected and it
appears reasonable to regard the changed dependence of ETE and BTAA as secondary to
the changed dependence of ELES. The reason for this is that the change from ELES decreas-

"o ing to ELES increasing with increasing VCR is the major factor enabling the available
take-off lift coefficient to be increased so that take-off can be accomplished within

* Initially the changes between aircraft A' and aircraft B will be compared with the changes
between aircraft A and aircraft B1 . Then the subsequent evolution of the family of
designs containing aircraft A' and B will be traced through aircraft C and D1 .

!.
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the specified distance, despite the increasing take-off wing loading, with lighter
engines than would otherwise be required.

With the increased cruise speed the take-off lift coefficient available is
increased by 1.33% instead of being reduced by 5.82% as when ICl was suppressed.

With this increased take-off lift coefficient tha increase in take-off speed is
held to 0.86% despite the increase in take-off wing loading (cf 4.57% increase in take-
off speed with ICl suppressed).

Take-off within the specified distance at this increased take-off speed can be
achieved by virtue of the higher thrust/weight available at take-off.

If the cruise speed VCR is further increased it is found that the aircraft designs
evolve smoothly until a speed just above the third discrete value considered and then
one of the independent design variables encounters its upper bound. To facilitate
detailed consideration of the effect of this encounter, the upper bound of the affected
independent variable may be raised sufficiently to obviate its being encountered before
the next discrete speed is reached. The aircraft design generated with this upper bound
raised is not aesignated aircraft D but aircraft D1 since, although it is a member of the
family of designs that includes aircraft A', B and C, it is not a legitimate design.

It has already been noted that in the interval between the first two cruise speeds
considered the product of CLCR and S must decrease because the increase of dynamic
pressure is proportionately much greater than the increase in the aircraft mass at the
commencement of the cruise. This remains broadly true for the first three cruise speed
intervals on which attention is now focussed.

Table showing percentage change (increase positive) in interval

Aircraft: A' B C DI
VCR +2.85 +2.77 +2.70
QCR +5.78 +5.62 +5.47

MSSCR +0.37 +0.62 +0.87
(MSSCR/QCR) -CLCR xS -5.12 -4.73 -4.36

CLCR -2.57 -2.80 -3.53
S -2.62 -1.99 -0.86

However the table shows that whereas in the first speed interval the reduction is more or
less equally shared between CLCR and S, successive reductions of CLCR increase in magnitude
whilst the accompanying reductions of S decrease in magnitude. In seeking a cause for
this phenomenon it is necessary to beware of oversimplifying the possibly complex under-
lying interactions. It could be supposed that further reductions in S are being more
strongly inhibited by take-off or landing considerations. These possibilities could of
course be investigated by generating additional designs with the take-off and landing
requirements relaxed in turn. In the present instance it is probable that increasing
compressibility drag is having a significant effect.

Although the sequence of optimum aircraft have increasing sweep (SWP) and reducing
thickness-chord ratio (TC) and CLCR, their compressibility drag, expressed as a fraction
of total drag, increases progressively with each increase of cruising speed and Mach
number.

Aircraft: A' B C DI
Compressibility drag/total drag % +4.36 +5.04 +5.94 +6.88

% change in interval:

VCR, MCR +2.85 +2.77 +2.70
SWP +6.80 +7.30 +6.82
TC -4.04 -4.27 -5.02

CLCR -2.57 -2.80 -3.53

This suggests that compromises involving compressibility drag may be at least partly
responsible for putting the brake on further reductions in wing area and perhaps for
reversing the trend.

Successive aircraft in the sequence penetrate further into the compressible flow
regime and the penalty of increased compressibility drag appears not to be a sufficient
deterrent because the aircraft for the fourth discrete cruise speed considered
(aircraft Dl) penetrates further than the design synthesis model would normally permit.

The design synthesis model employed in the study being discussed incorporates a
quantity which is intended to be a measure of the degree of penetration into the com-
pressible flow regime. This quantity is used to indicate aircraft which would cruise too
close to, or even beyond, the buffet boundary and thus encounter or risk encountering
unacceptable compressibility effects. It can therefore be used to exclude such aircraft
from consideration.

The design synthesis could have been formulated with this quantity a dependent
variable in which case an inequality constraint would have been required. In fact the

Lo
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particular design synthesis being used was formulated with this quantity as an indepen-
dent variable IV6 and the upper bound on this independent variable takes the place of an
inequality constraint. Raising the upper bound, to enable aircraft D1 to be generated,
is equivalent to relaxing a constraint. Restoring the upper bound to its normal value
is equivalent to reinstating a constraint.

The effect of restoring the upper bound on IV6 to its normal value so as to limit
penetration into the compressible flow regime will be considered next and it will be seen
that further growth of the compressibility drag fraction is inhibited and that the result-
ing aircraft D exhibits a bigger reduction of CLCR and a smaller reduction of S than in
the case of aircraft Dl. This lends support to the hypothesis that the restraining
effect of increasing compressibility drag fraction played a significant role in retard-
ing the continuing decline in the wing area of successive aircraft in the sequence. To
facilitate comparisons with the family that includes aircraft A', B, C and DI, the new
family will include a member C' which can be generated by fixing the value of IV6 at the
value of its upper bound.

3.2.3 With IV6 on its upper bound (aircraft designs C', D, E and Fl)

It is found that the speed increase from aircraft C' to aircraft D causes the com-
pressibility drag fraction to rise from 5.94% to 6.08% instead of to 6.88% which is the
value for aircraft Dl.

The smaller compressibility drag fraction of aircraft D compared with that of air-
craft Dl at the same cruising speed and Mach number is of course due to its more limited
penetration of the compressible flow regime under the restraining influence of the
restored upper bound on IV6. The imposition of this upper bound results in the following
changes between aircraft C' and D compared with those found between aircraft C and Dl:

9

Aircraft C' to D Aircraft C to D1

Sweep increases by 8.2Z% 6.82%
TC reduces by 5 5.02%
CLCR reduces by I. 3.53%

The mass at the commencement of cruise is increased by 0.91% (cf 0.87%) so that aircraft
D and D1 are practically identical in this respect.

Aircraft D'sbigger reduction in CLCR is associated with a smaller reduction in wing
area (only 0.01% compared with 0.86%).

As well as the effects already discussed it is interesting to observe that another
consequence of IV6 encountering its upper bound is that RATING resumes a downward trend.
This is consistent with the earlier discussion of its interaction with the constraint IC1.

jThe increased wing area of aircraft D compared with that of aircraft D1 could be expected
*to lead to a reduction of RATING by making it easier to comply with the take-off distance

requirement. It appears that the effect on RATING is a secondary consequence of IV6
encountering its upper bound.

If the cruise speed VCR is still further increased the aircraft designs evolve
smoothly along their new course until, at a speedinbetween the fifth and sixth values
(ie between aircraft E and F), the inequality constraint IC9 becomes active. To facilitate

*detailed consideration of the effect of the activation of this constraint as well as to
Aestablish more clearly the trend of development when it is not active it will be suppressed,

* thus enabling an unconstrained aircraft F1 , belonging to the same family as D and E, to
be generated. For present purposes the family will be represented by aircraft C', D, E
and F1 . Of these four designs only D and E are optimum aircraft generated by the normal
program. Aircraft F1 does not comply with inequality constraint IC9 and has a lower
direct operating cost than aircraft F which does comply with the constraint. Aircraft C'
having been generated with independent variable IV6 fixed on its upper bound has a higher
direct operating cost than aircraft C for which the program was free to optimise the value
of IV6. However aircraft C' is very similar to aircraft C whose optimum value of IV6 is
very close to the upper bound value. This is a consequence of the cruise speed of air-
craft C and C' being only marginally below the cruise speed for which the optimum value of
IV6 just equals the normal value of the upper bound on IV6.

* Although successive percentage increments of QCR become smaller and successive
percentage increments of aircraft mass become larger, the increments of dynamic pressure
continue to be proportionately greater than the increments of aircraft mass through the
third, fourth and fifth intervals (ie between aircraft C', D, E and F1 ). Consequently
the product of CLCR and S must continue to fall (see first part of following table).

Aircraft: C' D E FI
% change in interval

Al,' VCR +2.70 +2.63 +2.56
QCR +5.47 +5.32 +5.18
MSSCR +0.91 +1.19 +1.45

MSSCR/QCR a CLCR x S -4.32 -3.93 -3.55

CLCR -4.31 -4.65 -4.89
S -0.01 +0.75 +1.42

QCR x CLCR a MSSCR/S +0.92 +0.42 +0.04
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However, with further penetration into the compressible flow regime being restrained by
the upper bound on IV6, the increments of cruise Mach number that are associated with the
increments in cruise speed result in wing sweep increasing more rapidly and TC and CLCR
decreasing more rapidly than was the case for the family of aircraft A', B, C and D1 con-
sidered previously.

Aircraft: C' D E F1
Compressibility drag/total drag % +5.94 +6.08 +6.24 +6.42

% change in interval
VCR, MCR +2.70 +2.63 -2.56

SWP +8.22 +8.35 -d.81
TC -5.26 -5.51 -5.76

CLCR -4.31 -4.65 -4.89

In the first interval the reduction of MSSCR/QCR is almost entirely balanced by the reduc-
tion of CLCR,and S is very nearly constant. In the ensuing intervals the reduction of
CLCR becomes greater than the reduction of MSSCR/QCR and consequently the wing area S has to
increase. In the last interval (between aircraft E and Fl ) the reduction of CLCR almost
balances the increase in cruise dynamic pressure QCR, whilst the increase in wing area S
almost balances the increase in the mass at the start of cruise MSSCR (see last part of
table at foot of previous page).

Although the aspect ratio decreases it does so proportionately less rapidly than
does CLCR, and so CLCR/A and hence also induced drag/weight continues to fall at a rate
varying between 0.95% in the interval between aircraft C' and D, and 0.79% in the interval

q between aircraft E and F1 .

RATING falls slowly but the installed engine mass increases more rapidly and the
installed thrust at take-off rating increases faster than does take-off mass. Consequently
the ratio of available thrust/weight for take-off increases. As already shown the wing
area begins to increase and in the last interval (between aircraft E and Fl ) its rate of
growth nearly matches the rate of growth of take-off mass. Consequently although take-off
wing loading continues to increase its value is nearly constant in the last interval. In
any case the take-off thrust/weight ratio increases faster than does the wing loading and
so the take-off lift coefficient required for take-off decreases. Even so, to compensate

* for the effect of increasing sweep an increasing slat chord is required (see following
table).

Aircraft: C' D E F1

% change in interval
MTO +0.91 +1.19 +1.45
S -0.01 +0.75 +1.42

HATING -0.23 -0.30 -0.33
Engine mass +2.64 +2.99 +3.25

Take-off thrust +2.40 +2.68 +2.90

Take-off thrust/weight +1.48 +1.47 +1.42
Take-off wing loading +0.91 +0.43 +0.04

Take-off lift coefficient -0.43 -0.91 -1.25
Sweep +8.22 +8.35 +8.81

Slat chord ratio +4.47 +3.86 +3.99

From aircraft A through aircraft F1 each increase of cruise speed has resulted in wing
thickness-chord ratio decreasing, and the rate of decrease has accelerated with increasing
cruise speed and Mach number. The particular design synthesis program used in this study
incorporates an inequality constraint, IC9, which exercises an overriding control over
wing thickness-chord ratio and excludes from consideration aircraft with wings which are
too thin.

The reasons for incorporating such an inequality constraint are peripheral to the
subject of this paper and it would not be appropriate to discuss them in any depth. But
it is perhaps worth digressing to the extent of mentioning one possible reason for such a
constraint, namely, to confine the search conducted by the optimisation program to a
region in which the methods embodied in the design synthesis may be considered reliable.
If such a constraint were to be regularly activated it would be necessary to consider
the desirability of improving the methods embodied in the design synthesis so that its
range of application could be extended and the inequality constraint could then be
relaxed. Before embarking on this course however it would be worth relaxing the constraint
experimentally to explore the design synthesis model. The results might suggest that the
optimum design is only just outside the confines of the original search and that the value
of the objective function cannot be significantly improved. One possibility is that
another inequality constraint may be activated and that this limits further excursions
from thu confines of the original region perhaps by making them unprofitable in terms of
the value of the objective function. In the present instance, for example, further reduc-
tions of wing thickness will at some stage result in aircraft whose wings have internal
volumes which are too small to accommodate the fuel required for maximum range. In the

17 design synthesis which produced the results being examined, consideration of such air-
craft would be excluded by another inequality constraint (IC5) whose purpose is to
ensure that the wings can accommodate fuel tanks with sufficient capacity.
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The effect of reinstating the inequality constraint IC9 will be considered next.
Plotting the constraint residuals (with IC9 suppressed if necessary to prevent its being
activated) shows that activation of the inequality constraint should occur with aircraft
cruising speeds greater than a value about three-quarters of the way between the cruising
speeds of aircraft E and Fl. To facilitate comparisons with the family which includes
aircraft C', D, E and Fl, the new family will include a member E' which can be generated
by making the constraint IC9 an equality constraint.

3.2.4 With IC9 active (aircraft designs E', F, G, H and J1 )

The reduction of wing thickness-chord ratio in the fifth speed interval is much less
than with IC9 suppressed. To compensate for the smaller reduction of thickness-chord
ratio it is necessary for sweep to increase more and/or for the reduction of CLCR to be
greater. Changes between aircraft E' and F are compared with changes between aircraft E
and F. in the following table.

Aircraft E' to F Aircraft E to F1
TC reduces by 1.73% 5.76%
SWP increases by 12.89% 8.81%
CLCR reduces by 6.94% 4.89%

The reduction of CLCR between aircraft E' and F is greater than the increase of QCR and
so the increase of wing area must be proportionately greater than the increase of air-
craft mass, and wing loading must be reduced:

% change in interval Aircraft E' to F Aircraft E to FI

CLCR -6.94 -4.89
QCR +2.56 +2.56

MSSCR +1.37 +1.45
* S +3.58 +1.42

MTO +1.39 +1.45
MTO/S -2.11 +0.04

The table shows that, as a consequence of the constraint IC9 being active, wing loading
begins to fall rather abruptly.

This is a reasonable point at which to consider the shape of curves showing the
dependence of the objective function on external variables especially in the vicinity of
an event such as when an inequality constraint changes its status (becomes active or
inactive) or when an independent variable encounters or leaves either of its bounds. A
value of an external variable which coincides with an event will be referred to as an
event value (see Fig 5). Of particular interest is the way in which the curve for all
legitimate aircraft is composed of segments (each of which corresponds to the legitimate
segment of the curve for one family of aircraft), and the conditions where one segment
ends and another commences. This will be illustrated by considering .1at happens in the
fifth speed interval where the inequality constraint IC9 becomes active (an event). The
objective function is direct operating cost and the external variable is cruise speed.
Fig 5, which is diagrammatic, illustrates the topography of an event and how it is
related to the objective function curve.

*On account of the constraint IC9 being active its residual is ideally zero for
* ' every aircraft belonging with aircraft E' and F to the fourth family. The residual of

constraint IC9, for aircraft belonging with aircraft E and F1 to the third family,
changes from being positive to negative as the cruise speed is increased from that of
aircraft E to that of aircraft Fl. One member of the family between aircraft E and F1
has zero IC9 residual. This aircraft is at an event point and its cruise speed is an
event value of cruise speed. As well as being the last (ie the highest cruise speed)
legitimate member of the third family it is also the first (ie the lowest cruise speed)
legitimate member of the fourth family of aircraft. This can be tested by generating
additional aircraft with the appropriate cruise speed.

*The last member of one segment is always potentially the first member of the
following segment (in the present case the last legitimate member of the third family is
potentially a member of the fourth family because like members of the fourth family its
IC9 residual is zero). Exceptionally, with another kind of event which will be discussed
later, the last aircraft of one segment is different to the first aircraft of the follow-
ing segment. Even in this exceptional case the two aircraft have the same value of objec-
tive function and the objective function versus external variable curve although composedI of a series of segments does not exhibit discontinuities of value.

Returning to the particular example, the next observation is that for any value of
cruise speed in the vicinity of the event value, whether greater or lesser, the direct
operating cost of the aircraft belonging to the fourth family cannot be less than, and
will generally be greater than, that of the aircraft belonging to the third family, since
a degree of freedom has been lost in the optimisation of the former aircraft on account of
constraint IC9 being active. It follows that the curves of direct operating cost for
the two families do not intersect but that they touch at the event value of the external

, /7 variable where they share a common tangent.

* . The difference between the values of the objective function for the two families of
aircraft is therefore an even function of the difference between the value of the

a .. . . .
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external variable and its event value. It is plausible to suppose that in the immediate
vicinity of the event value of the external variable the objective function difference
will vary approximately as the second power of the external variable difference. Thus the
direct operating cost of aircraft E' should be higher than that of aircraft E, and the
direct operating cost of aircraft F should be higher than that of aircraft Fl. Moreover,
since the value of the external variable for aircraft E and E' is about three times as far
removed from the event value as is the value of the external variable for aircraft F1 and
F, it is to be expected that the objective function difference of aircraft E and E' will
be about nine times as great as for aircraft F1 and F. In fact both of these predictions
are realised in practice as shown by the following:

Direct operating cost of aircraft E' = 1.000228
Direct operating cost of aircraft E

Direct operating cost of aircraft F
Direct operating cost of aircraft F1  1O

Direct operating cost difference for aircraft E' and E _ 8.8
Direct operating cost difference for aircraft F and F1

Having discussed in some detail the case of an inequality constraint becoming active it is
only necessary to point out that the consequences of an inequality constraint becoming
inactive may be deduced by following the external variable of the foregoing description in
the reverse direction. The consequences of an independent variable encountering either of
its bounds are similar to the consequences of an inequality constraint becoming active,
whilst the consequences of an independent variable leaving either of its bounds are
similar to the consequences of an inequality constraint becoming inactive.

If still higher cruise speeds are considered it is found that the aircraft design
evolves smoothly along its latest course and the fourth family of aircraft continues
through aircraft G and H, but in the eighth interval of cruising speed one of the
independent variables (IV9) encounters its upper bound. To establish more clearly the
trend were this not to happen, and to clarify the effect of the encounter, the bounding
value may be experimentally increased, thus enabling the fourth family of aircraft to be
extended to a member Jl:

Aircraft: F G H Jl

%change in interval
MTO +1.69 +1.95 +2.16
S +3.26 +3.06 +3.18

RATTNG -0.35 -0.33 -0.29
Engine mass +2.78 +3.27 +3.41

Take-off thrust +2.42 +2.92 +3.11
* Take-off thrust/weight +0.72 +0.95 +0.93

Take-off wing loading -1.52 -1.07 -0.99

Take-off lift coefficient -2.15 -1.93 -1.83
Sweepback angle +12.32 +10.53 +8.48
Slat chord ratio +5.50 +7.42 +7.61

The table comparing aircraft F, G, H and Jl, shows that wing area and take-off thrust
increase more rapidly than take-off weight as cruise speed is increased. It follows that
wing loading falls whilst simultaneously the thrust-weight ratio available for take-off
increases, and consequently the lift coefficient required at take-off decreases. Even
so, the wing sweepback angle increases at such a high rate that successive aircraft
require an increase in slat chord ratio. Slat chord ratio is the independent variable
IV9, and the normal upper bound value is attained at about three-tenths of the speed
interval between aircraft H and Jl. The need for enforcing an upper bound on the
independent variable IV9 in the particular design synthesis which produced the results
being examined is not a primary concern of this paper. However, the comments already
made concerning the need for the inequality constraint IC9 are relevant to the need for
an upper bound on IV9.

The effect of restoring the upper bound on IV9 to its normal value is considered
next. As well as the legitimate aircraft J, an additional member H' of the fifth family
has been generated by fixing the value of slat chord ratio and making it equal to the
upper bound value.

3.2.5 With IV9 on its upper bound (aircraft designs H' and J)

It is found that the speed increase from aircraft H' to aircraft J is accompanied
by the changes given in the following table. The corresponding changes between aircraft
H and aircraft Jl are also listed in the table for comparison

/.
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Aircraft H' to J Aircraft H to Jl

Take-off lift coefficient decreases by 3.27% 1.83%
Sweepback angle increases by 6.42% 8.48%
Take-off mass increases by 2.18% 2.16%
Wing area increases by 4.79% 3.18%
Take-off thrust increases by 3.10% 3.11%
Engine mass increases by 3.72% 3.41%
RATING decreases by 0.60% 0.29%

Take-off thrust/weight increases by 0.89% 0.93%
Take-off wing loading decreases by 2.49% 0.99%

It can be seen that there is a bigger loss of take-off lift coefficient despite a smaller
increase of sweepback angle. The increase of take-off mass is greater but only slightly
so. Adverse effects on take-off performance are compensated by a greater increase in
wing area. It is interesting to see that although the increase in the thrust available
for take-off is hardly affected it is produced by relatively bigger engines. These are
required to enable the specified net ceiling to be attained with an engine failed. The
engines are rerated to reduce take-off thrust to the level required and to avoid the
penalty of a bigger fin.

This concludes the detailed examination of the set of results for cruising height
HCRI. It has been included in the paper to indicate how MVO results may be scrutinised
and how an MVO program can be used to produce a clear picture of the implications of the
model. It would of course have been possible to examine the results in much greater

* detail if that had been desired.

Fig 6 summarises the events and also shows the families of related results already
discussed. It shows how the families overlap one another, also a system of notation which
may be used to designate the members of families, ie with a prime to indicate members to
one side of the legitimate ones and a suffix to denote members to the other side of the
legitimate ones. Clearly this event table could have been constructed from a cursory

4examination of the original nine optimisations and would have indicated very clearly
what additional optimisations were required to extend the families beyond their legitimate
span to produce overlapping results.

If the results for any chosen quantity were to be plotted versus cruising speed (the
external variable) the curve for all the legitimate results would be found to consist of
a number of segments, each of which would correspond to the legitimate segment of the
curve for a particular family. In the present case, legitimate curves for variables
other than the objective function exhibit discontinuities of slope at the event points
where the curves for two families intersect. The curve for the objective function is
better behaved, the curves for each pair of families being tangential at the event points
where they meet so that the slope of the curve of (legitimate) results is continuous.
But this is not always the case as will appear presently.

3.3 Examination of the sequence of aircraft designs for the greater cruising height HCR2

Optimum designs were generated for the nine equally spaced values of cruising speed
already adopted for the aircraft with lower cruising height. Fig 7 is an event table
based on a survey of the results. In the event table for the lower cruising height HCR1
(Fig 6) none of the speed intervals contained more than one event, but in the table for
HCR2 there is a speed interval that contains two events, namely interval E-F where an
independent variable leaves its upper bound and an inequality constraint becomes active.
These two events could be separate events occurring at different speeds within the same
speed interval, but it is also possible that they may be a double event, ie they may
occur together at the same speed. An attempt could be made to determine whether the two

* events are separate or not by subdividing the speed interval, or, more generally, the
interval in the external variable, into smaller parts and generating additional optimum
designs at the new speeds. Using this procedure it may be possible to establish either
that the events are separate, or else that the separation between them is so small that,
for practical purposes, they can be regarded as a double event. The stage at which the
attempt to separate events, which have already been shown to be quite close to one
another, should be terminated, depends on the circumstances of the particular case. But
in some instances, even when the separation between two events is very small, valuable
enlightenment may be gained from the discovery that one event precedes, and perhaps also
triggers, the other. However in the case of the events in the interval E-F an examina-

*tion of the results reveals an additional complication on account of which it is more
difficult to locate the events as closely as might be desired. To understand the nature
of this difficulty it is necessary to reconsider what happens in the vicinity of an event.

The values of the objective function for adjoining families of designs are equal at
the event point which coincides with the last legitimate design of one family and the
first legitimate design of the next family. However, for the kind of events discussed
earlier, where one design is common to both families at the event point, the curves of
objective function versus external variable for the two families do not intersect but are
tangential to one another at the event point. Consequently the construction of such
curves is not an altogether satisfactory way of locating such an event point. A more
satisfactory method is to construct the curves for the affected independent variable, or,
in the case of an inequality constraint, the constraint residual, versus the external
variable since these curves for the two families of designs actually intersect at the

V . .. .... . . '
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event point and so locate its position with greater certainty. Adopting this course for
the speed interval E-F discloses a new state of affairs. The curves do not intersect.
There must therefore be a jump in value at the event point whose position can only be
located by finding the value of the external variable where the value of the objective
function is the same for both families of designs. The curves of objective function
versus external variable for the adjacent families of designs are not generally tangen-
tial to one another at this kind of event point where the adjacent families of designs do
not share a common member. Instead, they are likely to intersect. However, the inter-
section may be a very shallow one, in which case the location of the event point will be
only poorly defined. For this reason, the prospect of demonstrating that two events that
are close to one another are separate events and not a double event is diminished.

Since for the new kind of event the last legitimate design of one family differs
from the first legitimate design of the next family, je the adjacent designs at the event
point are not identical, it could be expected that they may differ from one another in
many respects and that there may be a jump in the value of many of the independent and
dependent variables including the constraint residuals. There is therefore a likelihood
that an event involving jumps may be a double or even a multiple event. Consequently if
the event table discloses that two or more events lie within one interval of the external
variable the possibility should be considered, not only that they may constitute a double
or multiple event, but also that they may constitute a double or multiple event involving
jumps. But jumps will not show up at all in the event table unless they result in an
independent variable being taken onto or off one of its bounds, or unless they result in
an inequality constraint becoming active or inactive.

The probability of jumps occurring tends to increase with the complexity of the
model. But the greater the complexity of the model, the more independent variables and
inequality constraints it is likely to include and so the more likely it is that a jump
will result in an event of the kind that appears in the event table. Nevertheless the
possibility exists that there may be hidden events which are of the new kind discussed
above but which do not result in any independent variable encountering or leaving a bound,
or in any inequality constraint being activated or inactivated. This is a disturbing
prospect, but there is some comfort in the realisation that the likelihood that an event
involving jumps will remain hidden is related to the size of the jumps themselves, and
that events involving large jumps are less likely to remain hidden than events involving
only small jumps.

The kind of topography that gives rise to a hidden event is depicted in the map at
the top of Fig 8. To construct such a map the results of normal optimisations at a
number of values of the external variable would be combined with the results of additional
optimisations at a network of values of the external variable and the independent
variable, the latter also being treated as an external variable for the purpose. Thus a
considerable volume of work is entailed. The construction of such a map is an interest-
ing exercise, but its only purpose is to build up confidence in, and also to develop a
feel for, the optimisation process, and it would not normally be undertaken in an MVO
study. These comments also apply to the other maps that will be discussed. At the
lowest values of the external variable shown in the figure there is one family of optimum
designs denoted 'family n'. At a somewhat higher value of the external variable a second
family of optimum designs, denoted 'family n +1', appears and coexists with the original
family n. At a still higher value of the external variable family n dies out and family
n + 1 remains on its own. At the event value of the external variable the optimum designs
of both families have equal values of objective function. The range of values of the
external variable where the two families of designs coexist is a region of suboptima.
At values of the external variable within the region of suboptima but below the event
value the designs of family n +l are suboptimum designs. Within the region of suboptima
but above the event value the designs of family n are suboptimum designs. The behaviour
of the objective function is shown in the middle section of Fig 8.

An cptimisation at a value of the external variable within the region of suboptima
may generate a design of either family and consequently a suboptimum design may be
produced. In practicc MVO programs seem to exhibit a preference for one or the other of
the families of designs and, if optimisations are performed at a sequence of values of the
external variable within the region of suboptima, the designs generated switch from one
family to the other at a value of the external variable that differs from the event value.
This is depicted in the lower part of Fig 8. The characteristic shape of this figure is
worth bearing in mind when examining plots of values of the objective function versus an
external variable since it may lead to the detection of a hidden event. A suboptimum
valte of the objective function may only differ from the true optimum value by a small
amount, but relatively bigger errors may be experienced in tht values of the independent
and dependent variables if a suboptimum design is not recognised as such.

An event involving a jump to a bound is illustrated in Fig 9. The map in the upper
half of the figure depicts the topography for an independent variable that encounters its
upper bound, whilst the map in the lower half of *he figure depicts the topography for
one of the other independent variables. Both maps relate to the same event, and contain
the same optimum and suboptimum designs at the same values of the external variable.
Both maps would be constructed by the method already described in connection with Fig 8
and if it were not for the bound their topography would resemble that of Fig 8. The
imposition of the bound directly limits the size of the jump of the independent variable
it acts on. It also changes the location of the jump, ie it changes the event value,
and the range of values of the external variable within which suboptimum designs exist.
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In addition it exercises a restraining influence on the size of the jump of the other
independent variables as indicated on the lower map.

For every point on the lower map there is an optimum value of the independent
variable of the upper map, and so contours showing the optimum values of the upper map
independent variable could be superimposed on the lower map. One such contour must there-
fore correspond to the value of the upper bound imposed on the upper map independent
variable. This contour divides the lower map into two zones and may be called a zone
frontier. In one zone the imposition of the upper bound has no effect since the optimum
values of the upper map independent variable are everywhere less than the bound value.
In the other zone though, a new set of optimum designs are required that do not violate
the upper bound. Since a degree of freedom has been lost the new optimum designs
inevitably have larger values of objective function and this shows in the new objective
function contours. These new contours merge smoothly with the original contours for the
zone at the frontier between the two zones, and hence they merge into the unchanged
contours of the other zone, ie the values and slopes are equal on either side of the
frontier.

The map for a jump event in which an inequality constraint is activated is similar
to the lower map in Fig 9. In such a case one of the zones would correspond to the
inequality constraint being active (zero constraint residual) and the other zone would
correspond to the inequality constraint being inactive (positive constraint residual).

A detailed study has not been undertaken to determine whether or not the two events
in the interval E-F are separate events, but it appears probable that they are not
separate and that, at least for practical purposes, they may safely be regarded as a
double event. There is certainly an event in the interval that involves jumps and this
supports the view that the two events are combined. The topography for such an event is
more complex than those depicted in Figs 8 and 9. The map for the independent variable
that leaves its bound would have two zones with a frontier where the inequality constraint
changes between being inactive and being active. The map for any of the other independent
variables would have two frontiers, one associated with the inequality constraint and one
with the bound. The latter maps would therefore have at least three zones, and even more
if the frontiers were to intersect.

The double event in the interval E-F appears not to be the only event involving a
jump. The event in the interval G-H also exhibits a jump though only a weak one. The
events in the intervals A-B and C-D are of the kind already discussed in connection with
the aircraft designed for the lower cruising height HCR1.

3.4 The effect of designing for cruising height HCR2 instead of for cruising height HCR1

Having analysed the results for the two cruising heights HCRi and HCR2 separately,
it is possible to construct curves through the sets of points showing the effect of the
increase of altitude on direct operating cost (ADOC), take-off mass (AMTO), take-off wing
loading (AWLD), take-off span loading (A(WLD/A)), and engine mass (AMENG), which were
originally plotted in Fig 2. It was the irregularities exhibited by some of these sets
of points that engendered some perplexity about the MVO results, or, alternatively, mis-
givings about their accuracy, and provided an incentive for the detailed analysis that has

- been undertaken. This analysis has disclosed a number of what have been termed 'events'
with which are associated various kinds of discontinuities, namely discontinuities of
curvature or possibly of slope in plots of the objective function, and discontinuities of

* slope or even of value in the case of the other variables. These discontinuities, which
are the visible consequences of the events, explain the seeming irregularities to be seen
in some of the sets of points. Fig 10 lists the events in the order in which they occur
as cruising speed is increased, gives their approximate locations, and indicates where
jumps may be found. The curves showing how the increments in direct operating cost (ADOC),
take-off mass (AMTO), take-off wing loading (AWLD), take-off span loading (A(WLD/A)), and
engine mass (AMENG) vary with cruise speed VCR, each with the original set of nine points,
are contained in Fig 11. Results from the extended families of designs were used to plot
additional points used in the construction of the curves, but these points have been
removed from the figure presented, and the curves themselves have been cut back so that
the figure does not contain information relating to any designs that are not legitimate
ones. No extrapolation was involved in drawing any of the segments of the curves.

The curves in Fig I' display more features than would normally be the case. Being
C the difference between tw,, sets of results means that each curve is likely to include double

the number of discontinuilies, but also, because each of the plotted values is the
relatively small differen(e of two large quantities, the discontinuities are far more
pronounced than they woulc otherwise be. For the same reason any random errors in the
results would also be easi-r to discern. In fact, no scatter was perceptible in the com-
plete sets of results, including the results for the illegitimate designs generated to
extend the families of legitimate designs.

The results support the view that hy using an MVO program it is possible to generate
aircraft designs that accurately reflect the characteristics of the model employed in the
MVO program. The challenge therefore is to create models which are sufficiently realistic
for the purposes they are intended to serve. It can be asserted with confidence that it
is already possible to cren.e models that are adequate for many useful applications of
MVO, and it is to be expected that, in the course of time, further advances will enable
the development of MVO programs for use in a broader field of applications.

.. .. . . .. .. ..q- .... ,.. m m
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4 APPLICATIONS FOR MVO PROGRAMS

Having described the essentially dual nature of an MVO program (model plus optimisa-
tion method), and having considered some techniques for exploiting this duality (making
use of the optimisation method to explore the model), it remains to discuss applications
for MVO programs. The possibility to use an MVO program in the earliest stages of the
consideration of a new aircraft design was mentioned in the introduction. In this
application the MVO program serves to provide an embryo aircraft design which can be
taken as the starting point for more detailed investigations. In addition, by providing
consistent and extensive information about the consequences of making changes to the per-
formance requirements, it may assist designers to evolve aircraft designs which, by
appealing to more opeiators, offer the prospect of sales in greater numbers and conse-
quently increase th4 probability of success. Opportunities such as these for the use of
MVO programs by aircraft designers are surely easy enough to identify and so there is little
need to discuss them here. Instead, the use of MVO programs in studies undertaken with
the specific aim of helping to establish the best combination of performance requirements
for a particular aircraft operator will be considered. This application is of some
interest to major airlines but the need is greater in the framing of requirements for
military aircraft. For this reason much of the ensuing discussion will be based on a
study relating to a possible military requirement.

It has been implied that it is more difficult to decide on the requirements for a
new military aircraft than it is to specify the requirements for a new civil transport
aircraft. It is certain that, at least in some respects, the formulation of a model
for military aircraft presents greater difficulties than does the formulation of a model
for civil transport aircraft. The diversity of military tasks gives rise to a great

* variety of aircraft configurations including aircraft with variable sweep as well as
other forms of variable geometry, and also aircraft with provision for deflecting the
thrust of their engines. Of course a model may be formulated to deal with only one type

, of configuration. Even so it may have to take into account the carriage of stores
externally, possibly only on certain missions, and even then only during part of the
flight if the store is released. Packaging, that is to say the positioning of the crew,
all of the equipment, the power plant and the fuel in acceptable locations, and the
definition of an envelope shape that will enclose them all, is more complicated than for
a civil transport aircraft. The range of flight conditions that has to be considered is
greater extending well into the supersonic regime and including high 'gmanoeuvres. And
the range of engine operating conditions is broader, including performance with and with-
out reheat. On account of factors such as these the MVO program used in the example to be
discussed embodies a model which is in some respects more complex than that embodied in
the transport aircraft MVO program that produced the results used in the last section of
the paper. But in other respects the model is simpler and it is formulated with a smaller
number of independent variables. The same optimisation method is employed in both
programs.

The requirement to which the program has been applied is for a strike aircraft. The
sortie involves take-off and climb to a moderate altitude where the aircraft cruises at
an economical speed before descending to commence, at a specified radius, a low-level
high-speed (subsonic) dash to the target area. The distance penetrated in this dash is
treated as an external variable. On reaching the target area the aircraft commences a
search which is allowed for by flight at a specified speed and normal acceleration for a
specified period of time after which the aircraft is assumed to release its weapons. The
aircraft then repeats the stages of its outward flight but in reverse order, commencing

*with the low-level high-speed dash followed by climb, economical cruise, descent, and
landing at the base from which it started. Reheat is not employed in the basic mission.
The thrust available during the dash out and back, and during the search, is limited to the
maximum dry thrust of the engines. All of the fuel required for the complete sortie
(including reserves) is to be carried internally. The objective function chosen for the
study is aircraft unit production cost.

Some results from the study are shown in Figs 12 to 15 which contain curves relating
unit production cost, engine size, wing area, and fuel used to the penetration distance.
The curves labelled A are for aircraft which have only to fulfil the basic sortie require-
ment. Among the complete results for these aircraft is information on their airfield
performance. A perusal of this information suggests that a better standard of airfield
performance is desirable to enable operations from short runways or from usable sections
of longer runways that have been damaged by enemy action. The curves labelled B are for
aircraft which, as well as fulfilling the requirements of the basic sortie, comply with
upper limits imposed on their take-off and landing distances, the use of reheat being
permitted during take-off. It was necessary to introduce two additional inequality con-
straints to limit the take-off and landing distances which, as the model is formulated,
are both dependent variables. For the aircraft with the shortest penetration distances
the inequality constraint concerned with landing distance was active but for the rest of
the designs generated this constraint was inactive and the constraint concerned with
take-off distance was active instead. The event where the status of these two inequality
constraints changes is shown most clearly by the slope discontinuity near the left-hand
end of the curve labelled B in Fig 14. Clcarly it would be possible to consider more
than one level of airfield performance, and instead of one family of designs several
families of designs could be generated. Then, instead of one curve B in each figure,
there would be a separate curve for each family of aircraft designs, ie one for each
specified level of airfield performance. A decision on the level of airfield performance
to be demanded in the ultimate requirement could then be taken with the benefit of an
indication of the likely consequences in terms of aircraft unit production cost.

. .
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It could be of interest to determine the consequences of broadening the requirement
so that it would result in an aircraft capable of fulfilling other, possibly subsidiary,
roles. The curves labelled C show the effect of adding a requirement that the clean air-
craft should be capable of attaining a specified high speed in level flight at a specified
high altitude. The values of speed and altitude could be chosen to ensure a reasonable
escape and pursuit capability. The formulation of the model is such that the altitude
could be entered as data but because attainable speed is a dependent variable a further
inequality constraint is required. The results show that, for the particular combination
of speed and altitude considered, the inequality constraint is not active if only a short
penetration distance is required. This means that the low penetration distance aircraft
associated with the curves labelled B are capable of fulfilling the additional requirement.
The curves labelled D and E show the effect of adding requirements first for a high specific
excess power at an intermediate altitude, which would enable the aircraft to climb rapidly
for interception, and then, in addition, for a high sustained rate of turn at a high
altitude and a specified speed, which would ensure some desired level of manoeuvrability
for air combat. Between them, the additional requirements involved in going from the
curve labelled B to the curve labelled E involve specifying the values of seven quantities.
These could all be treated as external variables to generate more information which could
be of assistance in determining the best set of requirements. However another approach
may be followed.

As a general rule, a good principle to adopt in MVO studies is to allow the optimi-
sation method as much freedom as possible to find the optimum solution. An example of the
benefit that may be derived will be given. It is possible to define a parameter which is
a good overall measure of the air combat capability of an aircraft. Several such para-
meters have been defined and used. They are all functions of such quantities as specific
excess power, sustained rate of turn, and maximum instantaneous rate of turn under defined
conditions of altitude and speed. Two aircraft having equal values of such a parameter
would be expected to be more or less equally matched in combat with one another. Adopting
one such parameter it was found that all of the aircraft designs corresponding to the curves
labelled E in Figs 12 to 15 have practically the same value. This is not too surprising
since the aim in generating these aircraft was to give them an equal air combat capability.
However, the aircraft were generated specifying a minimum level for both specific excess
power and sustained rate of turn, under defined conditions, by means of two inequality
constraints. A further set of designs was generated replacing these two inequality con-
straints by one which was used to stipulate that the aircraft designs could attain a
minimum level of the selected air-combat parameter equal to that attainable by the air-
craft associated with the curves labelled E. The curves labelled F are for the resulting
aircraft, which have the same level of air combat capability as do the aircraft associated
with the curves labelled E, but lower unit production costs. By using the air combat para-
meter, instead of using specific excess power and sustained rate of turn, unit production
cost is cut by an amount varying between 31% at the shortest penetration distance and 7%
at the longest penetration distance. This advantageous result was possible because the
optimisation method was free to explore the various possibilities presented to it by the
air combat parameter, trading between the various quantities embodied in it, instead of
being tied to the attainment of fixed values of two quantities which yield the same air
combat capability.

In a study, like the strike aircraft study, where the object is to investigate the
consequences of various requirements, attention would be focussed on the value of the
objective function rather than on the details of the aircraft generated in the study.
However other interesting information may be contained in the rest of the results which
should not be completely neglected. Giving the strike aircraft an air combat capability
increases the unit production cost (the objective function) by about 7% in this particular
instance (see Fig 12). But Fig 15 shows that it would also increase the fuel used in the
strike role by between 8% and 16% which could be an important drawback from a logistics
point of view. But, of course, fuel consumption as such is not within the compass of
the objective function used in the study. This suggests that insufficient emphasis may
have been placed on the importance of keeping down fuel consumption, and points to a
possible shortcoming in the objective function used in the study. Observations such as
this can lead to the development of improved objective functions.

The broadening of the strike aircraft requirement to include additional requirements
giving a measure of air combat capability is a simple example of a promising field of
application for MVO methods, namely to study the penalty incurred by combining various
roles. The advantages of multi-role aircraft are not difficult to appreciate and they
have, of course, been recognised for many years. It may be possible to combine some roles
with only minor consequences but other combinations of roles may involve conflicting
requirements and consequently a heavy penalty may be incurred. Whilst it may be possible
to judge when a serious conflict may arise, to quantify the penalty is not so easy and the
use of an MVO program to investigate the various possibilities could be beneficial.

The small number of events displayed in the results of the strike aircraft study
appears remarkable when compared with the many events that occurred in the transport air-
craft study results considered in the previous section of the paper. The following dis-
cussion arises from the observation. Some requirements may be specified precisely but
there are generally others that specify the attainment of a minimum level without exclud-
ing a margin of over-attainment. Some examples of the former type of requirement taken
from the transport and strike aircraft studies are cruising speed, cruising height, pay-

-. load and stage length, dash speed, dash altitude, stores load and penetration distance.
Examples of the type of requirement in which a margin of over-attainment is not excluded
are take-off field length, specific excess power, and sustained turn rate. The latter
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type of requirement is, of course, applied by means of an inequality constraint. An
optimum design usually has at least one active inequality constraint but probably also
has several inactive inequality constraints. An inequality constraint that is inactive
is associated with a margin of over-attainment the existence of which may confer some
advantage on the aircraft, though any such advantage is not taken into account in its
value of objective function. However, if a way could be found to reduce or even eliminate
the margin of over-attainment it might be possible to improve (ie reduce) the objective
function. The greater the number of independent variables the more scope there is for the
optimisation method to mould the solution so that the capabilities of the optimum design
that emerges are better matched over the spectrum of requirments as a whole. For this
reason, optimum designs found using a model with a greater number of independent
variables are likely to be superior to the corresponding designs generated with a model
that has a smaller number of independent variables. One way of improving a model is to
study the margins of over-attainment of optimum designs produced by the model, and to try
to envisage the best way of elaborating the model so as to improve the scope for reducing
the margins. Margins of over-attainment cannot always be converted into improvements in
the value of the objective function but the possibility should always be contemplated.
Dedication to reducing margins of over-attainment whenever they can be exchanged for any
improvement is the objective function, however small and despite the consequent loss of
any advantage they confer, is entirely logical because the objective function is supposed
to be the true measure of the merit of a design. If there are any doubts about the
current objective function thought should be given to evolving a better one. A greater
number of independent variables generally makes it possible for more inequality constraints
to be active simultaneously, but as the value of an external variable changes so does the
membership of the group of active inequality constraints, and it appears that the more
numerous the group the more frequently its membership changes. This accounts for the
greater number of events in the results from the transport aircraft studies.

* From time to time circumstances arise in which the use of a compound objective func-
tion may be helpful. A compound objective function is a weighted mean of two, or
exceptionally more, distinct quantities, at least one of which is potentially an interest-
-ig objective function. The following equation is for the case when the compound objective

4function COF is a weighted mean of two potential objective functions OF1 and OF2:

COP =( - n) x OFI + n x OF2 0 4 < 1

A compound objective function can be used to generate a sequence of designs by changing
the value of the weighting parameter n so that a curve such as that shown in Fig 16 can
be constructed. One possible application would be to determine the smallest penalty in
the direct operating cost OF1 of a transport aircraft due to reducing its noise footprint
area OF2. Another possible application would be to investigate the range of possibilities
between the minimum direct operating cost OF1 aircraft and the minimum fuel consumption
OF2 aircraft. This is an interesting case because the cost of the fuel is one component
in the direct operating cost. It follows that there exists a level of fuel price which
would lead to the same aircraft being generated in a simple optimisation with direct
operating cost as the objective function. This can be shown as follows.

The part of the direct operating cost due to the cost of the fuel is equal to the
product of the price of fuel PFUEL and the fuel consumed and so the direct operating cost
can be written

DOC = DOCI + PFUEL x FUEL CONSUMED

where DOCl is the part of the direct operating cost that is not associated with fuel
consumed. The combined objective function is therefore

COF = (1 - n) x DOC + n x FUEL CONSUMED

= (1 - n) x DOCl + 1(l - n) x PFUEL + nt x FUEL CONSUMED

=(I - X) xDOCl + (PFUEL + ~--)x FUEL CONSUMED}

Within an optimisation n , and hence also (C-n), does not vary and so the same aircraft
design would be generated with a simple objective function equal to

DOC' = DOCl + PFUEL' x FUEL CONSUMED

where PFUEL' = PFUEL + n/(l - n) . Although the same aircraft design would be generated
its direct operating cost would be higher on account of it being calculated with the
higher fuel price PFUEL'. If the direct operating cost of the aircraft were to be
recalculated with the original fuel price it would be found to have the value originally
obtained. This shows that every design produced by the compound objective function is
a minimum direct operating cost design at a different fuel price level (see Fig 17). The
minimum direct operating cost design tends towards the minimum fuel consumption design as
the price of fuel tends to become infinitely great. Curves such as those in Figs 16 and 17
define a boundary between a region in which designs do not exist and a region where designs
do exist. But the designs on the boundary are the only ones that are potentially
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interesting. By providing a rapid means for finding such designs a compound objective
function can serve a useful purpose.

Among the applications for MVO that have not been discussed is its use for assessing
the likely benefits that could result from advances in technology. Most advances can
best be exploited by using them to further the evolutionary development of recognised
types of aircraft. MVO is well suited to the preliminary study and evaluation of such
evolutionary developments. A simple example is to be found in Ref 1.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Complex models of aircraft design and operation can be explored with great facility
using computer based optimisation methods in MVO programs. An MVO program should not be
regarded as a means to produce isolated optimum designs but as a versatile tool which can
be used to assemble comprehensive sets of consistent data. By systematically examining
such sets of data a deep and thorough understanding can be gained of the interaction
between the contending effects within the model. Applications for MVO programs are not
confined to indicating starting points for aircraft design studies. Other important
applications include helping to provide a better basis for drafting requirements for
future aircraft.
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Table 1

QUANTITIES IN MVO PROGRAM USED IN STUDY REFERRED TO IN SECTION 3

Independent variables:

IVl Wing area
IV2 Aspect ratioI Independent variables defining
IV3 Sweepback
IV4 Taper ratio overall wing geometry
IV5 Thickness-chord ratio
IV6 Compressibility drag parameter
IV7 Engine mass lIndependent variables defining
IV8 Engine re-rating parameter Jengines
IV9 Slat chord ratio
IV1O Flap span ratio I
IVll Flap chord ratio Independent variables defining
IV12 Flap take-off setting high lift system
IV13 Flap landing setting

EVl Cruise speed Potentially independent variables
EV2 Cruise altitude but fixed, ie constants, and used

as external variables

Inequality constraint.;:

IC1 Take-off field length > specified field length
IC2 Take-off climb gradient < airworthiness requirement
IC3 Cruise thrust < cruise drag
IC4 Net ceiling with engine failed < specified value
IC5 Fuel volume available < fuel volume required
IC6 Aspect ratio - sweep function > specified value
IC7 Throttle setting during approach < specified value
IC8 Body angle at landing < specified value
IC9 Thickness-chord ratio < function of sweep

Equality constraints:

ECI Approach speed ratio 1.3
EC2 Thickness-chord ratio calculated thickness-chord ratio
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SUMMARY
Varfous design merit functions and program structures are discussed and program elements
common to most design exercises are analyzed. Criteria are presented for optimum cruise
conditions for aircraft with or without Mach number dependent drag polars and arbitrary
propulsion systems. Constrained and unconstrained optima for design cruise speed and
altitude, engine thrust, wing loading and aspect ratio are presented in the form of
generalized analytical expressions. They are based on closed-form equations for the pay-
load weight fraction. A Powerplant Merit Function is proposed, which can be used for
assessing propulsion systems in the project study phase in isolation from the aircraft
design.
The method gives clear insight into the design problem structure and is adaptable to
arbitrary ground rules and different data bases. The trade-off between mission require-
ments, technological factors and (optimum) design characteristics is evident from the
criteria presented.

NOMENCLATURE

A - aspect ratio; unconstrained optimum point

ao  - velocity of sound at sea level, standard atmosphere

- B - constrained optimum point

b - wing span; factor in DOC formula

CD - aircraft drag coefficient (CD airframe drag coefficient)

CD - zero-lift drag coefficient

CD
°  CD - logarithmic derivatives of C. w.r.t. CL and M, resp.

CDL  M - equivalent profile drag coefficient d(CDS)wet/dS
CLP - lift coefficient; CLref CL for min. wing - associated drag; CL D:CL

for minimum drag rfM
CL  - lift coefficient at take-off safety speed

C p - turboprop engine ESFC

CT - turbojet and -fan TSFC

Ct - powerplant specific weight

* C - factor relating n, qM and M: CT = n/(nMM)
D - drag; D : powerplant installation drag

P2
E - ratio of CL/wA to the total C. at V2 (take-off)
e - Oswald factor

F - fuel burnt per unit time
FD  - fixed drag area!D
Fp - Powerplant Merit Function

-acceleration due to gravity

H - specific calorific value of fuel (J/kg)
hto - reference height in take-off analysis

krun - factor of proportionality in take-off analysis

L - lift
M - Mach number; MMD: minimum drag Mach number

M - mass (contribution);indices:"fix" for fixed, "F" for

fuel, "P" for powerplant, "pl" for payload, "oe" for

operating empty, "to" for take-offand "var" for variable

- number of propulsion engines installed per aircraft
Pbr - orake horsepower (P,,: equivalent HP)

, p - atmospneric static pressure; po: at sea level standard
q - dynamic pressure

R - range; R : equivalent design range
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RH - range-equivalence of H : RH = H/g

S - wing area

Sair' Srun' Sto- air distance, run length and total field length for take-off

T - net thrust; Tto: static thrust at sea level, ISA ; TmD:thrust at MD alt.

t - time; tb: blocktime

V -true airspeed; Vb:blockspeed; V2 : take-off safety speed

W - weight; indices: "a" for airframe, "F" for fuel, "P" for

powerplant, "pl" for payload and "to" for MTOW ; no index: aircraft weight

y - ratio of specific heats of atmospheric air

- relative atmospheric pressure

n - total engine efficiency; n: referred to T-Dp ; lp : propeller efficiency

nTnM - logarithmic derivatives of n w.r.t. T/6 and M, resp.

T - propeller efficiency

8 - relative atmospheric temperature

X- normalized drag/lift ratio at V2

U - mass ratio

Pro - atmospheric density during take-off

I- normalized T/W ratio at V2

* OA,0S - emptymass sensitivity parameters w.r.t. A and S , resp.

- induced drag factor for wing design - CL

W - normalized span loading used in take-off analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION
Until about 1955-1960 conceptual aircraft design studies were generally based on
relatively simple criteria and methods. Although published contributions (e.g. Refs. 4,
5, 11) nave not always been representative of industrial practice, they do indicate that
early parametric studies were made on a limited scale, frequently by highly competent
and experienced designers with a thorough insight into what could be considered as
realistic optimization opportunities in the conceptual design process.
The situation changed drastically when high-speed digital computers were introduced,
enabling the designer to analyze a virtually unlimited number of parametric variations.
The application of interactive graphics tools has considerably enhanced Computer Aided
Design (CAD), and all major aircraft factories nowadays use CAD in certain phases of the
design process. A fundamental problem inherent to any computer-assisted effort is that
the designer's mind tends to be detracted towards optimizing a mathematical model
instead of designing the best aircraft. A solution here is to keep the structure of the
design problem apparent through flexible and modular programs. However, recent publica-
tions by Kirkpatrick (1971) and Keith Jackson (1977) indicate that useful help can also
be expected from analytical methods to interprete and check the results of complex multi-

* variate programs. The present contribution can be interpreted to belong to this category.
Contrioutions to design optimization have been made long before the CAD era. G6thert
(1939) made one of the first comprehensive attempts to optimize the span and wing area
of propeller aircraft (1939). Pearson (1949) gave an elementary derivation of the
optimum engine thrust and Mach number for long-range jet aircraft. Ashkenas (1948)
studied optimum cruise conditions for constant engine ratings and devised an aerodynamic
criterion for the optimum wing area. Backhaus (1958) attempted a comprehensive optimiza-
tion of jet transports, that is still worth reading. Sanders (1961) made various ana-
lytical studies involving wing weight variation, and demonstrated the importance of
differences in the figures of merit. Bagly and Anderson (1965) isolated the engine
optimization problem from the overall airplane design cycle. Kchemann and Weber (1968)
made an important contribution to the optimization of cruise altitude and engine thrust,
based on maximum payload fraction.
The basic problem of applying these contributions is that they cannot be related to
each other, because the aircraft categories considered and the optimization criteria
are different. In addition, the omission of compressibility effects and SFC variation
witn speed rendersmany contributions obsolete.

*The present paper describes a basically analytical approach to conceptual design opti-
mization, intended to enhance the understanding of the basic design problems of transport
aircraft and to contribute to certainclassesof practical design studies. An introductory
chapter deals with the choice of a suitable merit function and the structure of different
design problems. Criteria are nresented in Chapter 3 to find the optimum cruise conditions
applicable to given aircraft with arbitrary type of powerplant and drag polars including
a drag rise. Chapter 4 forms the basis to select optimum cruise conditions for a given
airframe shape in which turbofan engines have to be installed. The minimum thrust required
to take an aircraft out of a given airfield is derived from approximate take-off analysis.
Chapters 5 and 6 deal with criteria for optimum wing aspect ratio, wing loading, lift
coefficients, cruise altitude and thrust-to-weight ratio for engines sized for cruising

* and field performance, respectively.
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2. THE GENERAL DESIGN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
2.1 Figures of merit
The choice of a suitable criterion on which to base the assessment of an aircraft design
(Fig. 1) is essential ana unavoidable, particularly in the case of CAD. For transport
aircraft, ROI or profit margin theoretically appear to be the most comprehensive of the
various criteria, but there are restrictions, as illustrated hereafter.

a. Optimum block speed
The effects of block speed variation, for example, indicate that for a given annual
utilization and depreciation period the optimum block speed can be markedly different
wnen fuel usage, DOC or ROI are compared (Fig. 2). This is caused primarily by a different
weighing of productivity, resulting in significant differences in the optimum block fuel
load variation with block speed for given range:

d WF
minimum fuel cost d V =0 (2-1)d b

d log W F  DCt
minimum d DOC tri - 1 (2-2)d log Vb fuel cost/trip

d log WF mmean income/trip trip IOC - (2-3)
d log Vb fuel cost/trip

where d log W /d log Vb is the logarithmic derivative of the block fuel w.r.t. block
speed, effectively the ratio of relative fuel change with relative speed increment. Trip
OC refers to the indirect operating cost directly proportional to the number of trips,

q such as landing fees, local maintenance, aircraft and traffic servicing, passenger
servicing and food, flight administration and sales, etc. The economic value of speed is
emphasized most when ROI is considered. Aircraft with appreciably different cruising
speeds and/or productivities must therefore not be compared on a basis of DOC only.
The conditions of constant annual utilization and depreciation period, however, are
questionable. Aircraft may be designed for a given service life or total number of trips;
hence an increment in block speed does not necessarily materialize in a proportional in-
crease in the total earnings. The annual utilization will therefore tend to decrease with
increasing block speed.

Since for long-range operation the condition d Wf/d V =0 is effectively related to the
drag rise (d C /d M), the block speeds for minimum uO and ROI are sensitive to the shape
of the drag riye. Optimization of the best Mach number is therefore possible only when the
aerodynamic design is well established.

b. Effects of field length constraints
Fig. 3 illustrates that field performance requirements have a marked effect on DOC. The
"design field length" is the take-off distance required with the maximum number of
passengers and MTOW under critical atmospheric conditions.
Aircraft A is optimized for cruising flight, but fails to satisfy the field constraint.
Since it has to unload passengers on all but the longest routes, its economics are inferior
for operators with critical field limits. Design B just meets the field performance
criterion at the design range, resulting in the lowest attainable operating cost. This

- design nas the lowest operating cost, provided the required fields length decreases with
shorter ranges at least as fast as the available field length. Design C satisfies the
field requirements on all ranges, but at higher cost. Since operators tend to have widely
divergent field performance requirements, one should be careful in compromising to cope
with an extremely critical requirement. It may well be advantageous to propose different
versions of the same basic design, e.g. the VFW-Fokker F-28 aircraft family with different
wing designs.

c. Importance of the payload fraction
The various weight fractions mentioned in Fig. 1 can be combined into an approximate
expression for the design sensitive DOC (per seat - km, given range):

D b C W + b W a+cW + d Tt+.) (2-4)DO Vb W pI  Wto Tto ...o

where the various factors have the following meanings:
a: specific fuel price; tb : block time
b: hourly depreciation, interest, insurance,maintenance and spares cost per unit of

airframe less powerplant weight;
c: hourly maintenance, personnel and flight crew cost per unit of MTOW;
d: nourly powerplant depreciation, maintenance and spares cost per unit of total

take-off thrust.
The simplified DOC expression can be evolved into:

DOC m-- (, + c) + ! + ( d ) + (2-5)
VD Mpl m 1  b tb m p bC

where Ct denotes the specific powerplant weight. Taking representative numerical values
for the constants in (2-5), it can be shown that the payload fraction m /m forms the

'- most significant contribution. It is therefore justified to concentraten tRe condition
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for maximum payload fraction or, when block speed variations are involved, on the
maximum of V .m_/m o , provided annual utilization and depreciation period are not
affected. Ony Pfo different designs where these criteria are almost equal does it
become worthwhile to consider /m i and /m as secondary criteria. Those comparisons
are particularly sensitive to sec? ic fue pices and engine cost per unit take-off
thrust.

2.2 The structure of aircraft design problems and ground rules
The subdivision into specified characteristics, parameters or free variables, dependent
variables and constraints is different in almost any conceivable design problem. The
following summary of design options encompasses most problem structures.

OPTION 1
Optimum cruise conditions for a given aircraft: cruise altitude and Mach number combinations,
resulting in the lowest fuel consumption or cost per km, for variable or fixea engine
ratings. This performance problem is not only common to most design studies, but is also
a general aspect of operational and cost studies of existing aircraft.

OPTION 2
Engine selection for given airframe geometry: the engine selection procedure is based on
the rule that for tne lowest flying cost the engines should be sized for cruising. The
engine thermodynamic cycle and the cruise altitude can be optimized in order to obtain
a maximum payload fraction for each Mach number. The condition for minimum DOC is obtained
from the block speed times the maximum payload fraction, for either unconstrained or con-
strained lift coefficient and Mach number combinations. The optimum take-off weight and
thrust thus obtained have to be compared with the thrust and weight based on field and/or
climb performance criteria. In case of a major discrepancy the engine cycle or the number
of engines should be adapted.

q

OPTION 3
Airframe optimization for fixed engines, to be achieved in several steps.
a. Constant design-payload and range, constant Mach number: optimum wing area, aspect

ratio and altitude are calculated, based on max. m /m , considering fuselage geo-
metry, wing section t/c, sweep angle and taper invRia?.

b. Constant design payload and range, variable Mach number: the previous step is repeated
for several Mach numbers, resulting in an extremum of Vb(m pl/mto)max . For each Mach
number the wing aerodynamic design is matched.

c. Variable payload and range, constant wing design: a case referring to fuselage
stretching and/or range extension studies. Field and climb performance constraints will
set an upper limit to the MTOW. For each payload and fuselage design optimum cruise
performance is obtained (Option 1). The resulting design missions are assessed on a
basis of cost and operational suitability.

d. Variable payload and range, variable wing design; for each design mission steps 3(a)
and (b) are repeated and optimum configurations are compared with regard to cost and
operational suitability.

OPTION 4
Optimization of aircraft/engine combinations. Similar to Option 3 the solutions for given
mission and constant or variable Mach number are developed: steps 4a and 4b respectively.
For each step the engine selection procedure follows Option 2.
If tne wing geometry is fixed (step 4c), the engine for each design mission is selected
according to Option 2. In the case of variable design missions, with the aim of obtaining
an optimum aircraft/engine combination for each mission, steps 4a and 4b will be repeated
for each design mission. The variable mission designs have to be assessed not only on the
basis of cost, but primarily on their operational suitability.

The following basic design elements are underlying all options:
(a) Fuselage design for given design payload.
(b) Aeroaynamic wing design (section shape, sweep angle, taper) for given area, aspect

ratio, and design C and M combination.
(c) Performance optimizktion for minimum fuel or cost.
(d) Sensitivity of the mass breakdown to design variations.
(e) Variation of the payload fraction (given airframe) with engines sized for cruising

at different altitude and Mach number ccmbinations.
Cf) Calculation of the minimum thrust level required for specified fLeld and climo

performance.
(g) Calculation of the payload fraction (given payloa. and range) as affected by wing

area, aspect ratio and cruise altitude variation. Engines are either specified or
sized for cruising.

(h) As (g), but engines sized for field or climb performance.
(i) Assessment of design mission variations w.r.t. operating cost and operational

suitability.

The items (a), (b) and i) are considered to be outside the scope of the present paper.
All other items form elements of the following chapters.

3. MAXIMUM SPLCIFIC RANGE FOR GIVEN AIRCRAFT
Due to the recent sharp rise in fuel prices, this subject described under "Option I" in
the previous section has aroused new interest recently. Analytical conditions for maximum
range (or minimum fuel) are known for many years; an overview is given in Ref. 1. The
weakness of these criteria in practical cruise performance analysis is due to the basic
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assumptions underlying most derivations:
(a) the drag polar is parabolic,
(b) compressibility drag is neglected,
tc) total engine efficiency is constant (propeller a/c) or proportional to Mach number

(jet a/c, corrected TSFC constant).
Neither of these assumptions is valid for turbofan-powered aircraft. The classical criteria
result in an optimum cruise altitude only in the case of thrust-limited flight but numerical
performance analysis generally indicates the max. specific range to occur at reduced engine
ratings. For given W/6 (i.e. C M2 = constant) the TSFC variation has a marked effect at all
speeds; compressibility at high speeds invalidates the classical criteria almost completely.
The generalized criteria presented next apply to subsonic aircraft with and without com-
pressible drag polars and arbitrary propulsion system characteristics. Their relation to
classical criteria will be shown.

3.1 The range parameter
The range parameter n L/D is related directly to the specific range V/F, since in horizontal
flight (T = D):

n H (V/F) = ______ (3-1)

where R= H/g is the range-equivalence of the specific heat content of the fuel, approx.
4400 km for jet fuel. The total engine efficiency,

useful propulsive power TV
= heat added per unit time H d mnF/dt (3-2)

works out as follows in the range parameter.

Jet aircraft: since q is related to corrected TSFC and Mach number,

L = ao ML/D(-3
-LaO- (3-.3)

D --H CT/

The corrected thrust and TSFC are both functions of M and the corrected RPM; hence by

elimination of the RPM.

n = n (T/6,M) (variable RPM) (3-4)

A typical plot (Fig. 4) shows that over a wide range of T/6 values n is primarily affected
by M, while T/6 variation is of secondary importance. A log-log scale has been used here
for the reason to be explained in section 3.2.

Propeller aircraft
The total efficiency is the product of the propeller and engine efficiencies:

n = Re. (3-5)• : = p H d :Fdt =H Cp

where Cp is the SFC referred to ESHP. The range parameter becomes:

n I =  p L (3-6)
D H C PD

For turboprop engines both n and Cp are functions of M and Pr/6A . Since shaft power
and useful propulsive power Ere interrelated via n , it can bg rshown that (3-4) also
applies to propeller aircraft and is therefore completely general.

Maximum lift/drag ratio
r gh-subsonic aircraft CD(C ,M) and the L/D-ratio are no longer unique functions of

CL. For a given Mach number, L/b-max is defined by:
d log CD MCD[
d log CD = 1 (M constant) (3-7)

d log CL M CDL

Horizontal cruising at a given aircraft weight (more generally W/6 = constant) is equi-
valent to CLM2 = constant, and it can be shown that for maximum L/D:

2 CDL - CDM = 2 (W/6 constant) (3-8)

w C d log CD I(39)
SwhereCD dlog M CL

"..-
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In the drag rise CDM 0 0 and (3-7) compared with (3-8) results in different CL and
L/D -max values. Plotting the drag polars on a log-log scale (fig. 5) yields the numerical
values of CD and CD. directly from the local slopes of log C vs log C and log M, resp.
Equation (3-i)can algo be constructed in the polars and its iRtersectiok with curves:
log C + 2 log M = const. defines L/D-max. for constant W/6, which is appreciably below
the vklue for constant M (cf. also Ch. 11 of Ref. 10).

3.2 Maximum range parameter for variable engine rating
In (quasi-) horizontal flight T/6 = D/6 (CLM ) and it follows from (3-4) that:

L = (CLM) (3-10)

Differentiating w.r.t. the two degrees of freedom CL and M yields the conditions shown in
Fig. 6. The logarithmic derivatives of CD w.r.t. CL and M are related to the propulsionderivatives, defined as follows:

dlogn dlog n

M N d log T/6 ; nT a d log (T/6) I M (3-11)

These characteristics are manifest in Fig. 4 as the local slopes of log n vs log M and
log T/6, resp. Since normally n is close to zero, the derivative n is most important
as it plays a dominant role in ll optimizations involving Mach numier variation. Its
numerical value is generally between 0 and 1, but it can become slightly negative for
propeller aircaft at high speeds. The classical analytical criteria assume n = 0
(n constant) for propeller aircraft and n = 1 (C /o( = constant) for jet aicraft. Typical
values for high-bypass engines are between 0.5 and 0.8, but flight speed has an effect on
these figures. Furthermore, n M can be related to useful approximations for the corrected
TSFC of turbofans:

for =C 1 +C 2 M DM =(I+. 14) for both cases:

for CT// = C Mn -'I = 1 - n C constant

Values for "n" are given in the ESDU Data Sheets (Ref. 1). It is to be noted that in
Figures 4 and 5 the base of the log. is 10.

It is concluded from Fig. 6 that for n << n the condition CDM P nM always results in
optimum cruising conditions to be in t~e dral rise, for both specified C and the un-
constrained case. For example, if M = 0.8, CD = 0.032 and nM = 0.63, the lresult is
dCD/dM = 0.025. The optimum cruise Mach number for given CL is thus below the drag-
critical Mach number (dC /dM = 0.10).
The unconstrained optimuR for altitude and Mach is obtained by intersection of the first
two conditions of Fig. 6. In the drag polar this point can be located directly, provided
values of nM and nT are known. For n P 0, the optimum is simply defined by the inter-
section of CD = 1 with CDM = qM, buT more accurate solutions can be found by graphical
procedures mokt readily when log-log plots are being used.

3.3 Constrained optima
(a) Constant W/6
A constraintonW/6, usually interpreted as a specified altitude for given W, leads to
CLM2 = constant. The table in Fig. 6 shows that a combination of CD and CDM defines the
constrained optimum Mach number, and a solution is now also found fr CDM = 0. Since for
a parabolic drag polar:

2 induced drag 2(CL/CLMD)
2 CD

DL total drag 1 + (C IC)2 C'MD = dCD/d CL2

the optimum CL and M are found for nT = 0 as indicated. The classical criteria below can
be derived directly from this result.

propeller aircraft: M = 0 -CL = CLMD

jet aircraft : TM = 1 4 CL/CLMD = i//, and M/MD =

For a typical turbofan-powered aircraft with qM = 0.6, we find, however:

CL = 0.733 CLMD , and M = 1.17 MMD.

(b) Constant T/6 2
A constraint on T/6 (or CM = constant) can be interpreted for jet aircraft as a limit
on the engine rating in t~e case of stratospheric flight, provided Mach number effects on
thrust are neglected. The simple optimum condition for parabolic polars (no drag rise),

CL I (3-13)

CLMD vr+
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a~aln compares directly to the classical result CL/CLMD -1/4 for CT - constant
(n, = 1), but (3-13) is more general.

3.4 Operational cruise conditions
The relative flatness of the nL/D curves near the optimum allows operators to pick up
a worthwhile gain in cruise speed for only small fuel penalties. The long-range cruise
Mach number is usually defined as the highest M for which the specific range is 99%or99.5%
of its maximum value.
In view of the economic value of speed (cf. Section 2.1a) the cost-economical speed is
in excess of the long-range cruise condition. Using (2-2), for example, the drag rise
for minimum DOC is defined as follows:

C n DOC/tiR (-4
CDM =M fuel cost/trip I (3-14)

For example, if the DOC is three times the fuel cost per trip and n = 0 6, the result is
CD = 2.6. For typical cruising conditions this is equivalent to d n/dMi 0.10, i.e.
th usual definition of the drag-critical Mach number. The recent developments in super-
critical wing technology, resulting in a pronounced and narrow "compressibility drag
bucket", will bring the various optimum operating conditions as defined by (2-1) through
(2-3) closer together.

It will be obvious that operational constraints, such as speed stability, buffet margins,
climb potential and max. cruise ratings, have to be respected in the final choice of
operational cruise conditions. For short ranges, the cruise altitude will be compromised
to reduce the extra fuel lost in climb and descent.

4. TURBOFAN ENGINE SELECTION FOR GIVEN AIRFRAME GEOMETRY AND PAYLOAD
The basic approach to engine selection is summarized as "Option 2" in Section 2.2 above.
The conceptual design problem, as visualized in Fig. 7 can be broken down into the
following questions:
(a) How many engines?
(b) What type of engine cycle and engine scaling laws?
(c) How sensitive are the empty mass and drag to engine thrust level variations?
(d) What is the best design cruise altitude and speed?
(e) What is the minimum thrust required for given field or climb performance?
The designer's problem differs from the performance analysist's primarily because of the
variations in the mass breakdown and drag polar when engine thrust levels are sized to
match the cruise drag variation with altitude and Mach number. The present analysis will
be restricted to aircraft with turbofan engines, but may be adapted readily to propeller
aircraft.

4.1 Aircraft mass variation; the Propulsion Figure of Merit
For podded engine installations the basic airframe geometry can be considered independent
of the powerplant variations. The grouping of masses into fixed and variable components,

Sm 0to =mfix mvar +mp (4-1)

yields an expression for the payload fraction:

m 1-i /m
- var to (4-2)

into 1 + Mfix/mpl

The variable masses are:
(a) Engines and associated installation provisions (nacelles, thrust reversers, etc.):

Wp = Ct To (4-3)

with Ct typically of the order 0.25 to 0.30. This expression implies that the engine
scaling laws allow a linearization of the engine weight vs thrust, which is usually
true for exponential scaling laws.(b) Fuel:- / C

R//RH CD 
(4 )mF f q L mto(4)

where CD is the airframe less pod installation drag coefficient, n the powerplant
total efficiency, based on the pod thrust (i.e. net thrust minus installation drag,
T - Dp) and R the equivalent design range. The latter can be derived from the actual
range by means of various corrections allowing for the cruise procedure, take-off,
climb, descent, reserve fuel, etc.

(c) Variation of the empty mass (less powerplant) caused by take-off mass variations,
equal to p mto.

When the engines are sized for cruising at a given rating, the variable mass fraction
is found by adding items (a), (b) and (c) above:

p q
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mvar = F + (4-5)

mto P CL

where the Propulsion Figure of Merit (PFM) is defined as follows:

Fp = C Tt - + -/RH (4-6)
t - -P + -n

Since for given flight conditions and payload the minimum PFM results in a maximum for
the payload fraction, it can be used as an effective criterion for the engine cycle se-
lection, weighing the relative importance of:

installed n (or TSFC),
powerplant installation weight, including nacelles,
thrust lapse with altitude and speed,

. powerplant installation drag.
The PFM does not explicitly account for the number of engines installed. Therefore, when
engines are sized for engine-out performance an additional assessment is necessary.

4.2 Effects of cruise conditions on the payload fraction
As soon as an engine cycle has been selected (provisionally), the PFM and CD/CL ratio and
hence the first term of (4-5) can-be calculated for each flight condition; a typical
result is shown in Fig. 8. Analytical optima can be derived resulting in either a condi-
tional maximum m 1/mto for given M, CL or W/6, or in the unconstrained maximum. The results
are summarized iR Figures 8 and 9. All local optima appear to be related to the ratio of
the powerplant installation mass to the fuel mass,

"PF mp Tt° (4-7)

The most intriguing and simple of all criteria is the unconstrained optimum for MachK numbers below the drag rise:

MM

where

nM i nM - 2 y / (I - Dp/T) (4-9)

This result is in accordance with Pearson's criterion (Ref. 12) -derived for CT/A - con-
stant (n. = 1)-stating that the optimum cruising flight for jet aircraft is found at an
altitude and speed where the engine weighs half the fuel load. However, equation (4-8) is
more general and more realistic as regards the numerical value. It is also noteworthy
that the corresponding C is very similar to the criterion found in Section 3.3 for given
T/6. Nevertheless, the c iticism is valid that the maximum payload fraction is not a very
useful criterion here since speed and productivity variations are involved.

The condition of optimum cruise altitude and CL for given M (Fig. 9a) is most significant.
This defines a trade-off between engine thrust (and mass) increasing with altitude and
fuel mass which is minimum at the altitude for minimum drag. The best altitude is there-
fore always below that for minimum drag. Provided the drag polar (with or without compres-
sibility) is parabolic, the optimum powerplant-to-fuel mass ratio is obtained from:

UP__F CL
(I + 2 CpF

-  
(4-10)

(1P)MD PF C MD

* Fig. 9a gives the general solution of this equation, defining the optimum airframe drag
coefficient, and the optimum engine thrust is accordingly:

T Tt C
Tto _ to Dff TDC(4-11)
Wto TMD CLMD

Repetition of the calculation for different Mach numbers results in m /m - max. vs
M and the condition for (V mp1/mto) - max. is readily obtained. The opimN cruise Cfor given has also been yKchemann and Weber (Ref. 9). In spite of the L

different derivation - their solution is not presented in closed form - the results are
numerically close to the present (Fig. 9b).
Finally, the "optimum" CL and M for given altitude (cf. Fig. 8 and 9b, curve III) may
be of some use if the thrust is based on the take-off since lines of constant altitude
are roughly equivalent to constant take-off T/W ratio.

4.3 Minimum engine thrust for given take-off and climb performance
Engines may be sized by a one engine-out service ceiling requirement. The T/W ratio is
then determined directly from the minimum drag condition at the ceiling, and the ratio of
engine thrust available (with engine failure) at altitude to the take-off thrust (all
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engines). Although a simplified take-off analysis is not always necessary, the following
results form a useful starting point for optimization of the wing design when the engines
are sized by take-off distance and climb criteria.
When engines are to be sized for take-off, a distinction is made between cases when the
take-off flap design and setting are specified, and the case when optimum values for the
take-off lift coefficient can be chosen for each condition.

(a) Fixed CL at V2
The iTni-imum t-hr-ust generally occurs when the one engine-out climb gradient equals the
minimum second segment climb gradient. In this case the airdistance approaches a more or
less constant value, and the lift-off speed is almost equal to the take-off safety speed.
The take-off run length may therefore be related to the kinetic energy at the screen
height:

V22/2g

S -~Sa k 2 /g(4-12)run (T/W) - 0.04

where kru is a factor of proportionality, T is the mean thrust (at about 0.7 V2) and the
constant 8.04 allows for ground friction and air drag during the run. The T/W ratio is
thus obtained from:

m to/S
= 0.04 + krun (4-13)

R runto(Sto - Sair) CL2
Values for Sair and krun may be obtained from actual performance data. A check should be
made on the engine-out climb performance.

(b) Optimum CL at V2
Assuming the engine failure to occur at the rotation speed, the take-off distance may be
approximated by:

to/S hto
S k + (4-14)
to run Pto(CL T/W) v2  T/W - C/CL° "V2

where the numerical value of krun is different from that in (4-12), e.g. krun - 1.40. The
factor hto is a reference altitude, equal to 35 ft plus an additional amount for the flare-
up, egh 0.01 Sto Assuming the drag coefficient at V2 for variable flap setting to berepresentOa; follows:

(S) = C L2 (E o 0.60 - 0.65) (4-15)
L V2

it is found that (4-14) can be re-arranged as a relation between three non-dimensional
parameters:

(W = T A 0 --1 (4-16)

where W,T and A are defined in Fig. 10. The optimum lift/drag ratio for minimum T/W is
found from Xop t  T- , or:

C h

(~~)~ S __ i~ 2 *t N0 ' W) (4-17)
(LV2 I :)2 to '(:)2

* on the condition that the last term exceeds the minimum specified climb gradient. The
T/W ratio at V2 required for a specified field can be approximated by T - 2 + 1.15 r, orh N Ne  k mto/b 2

(T 2 hto Ne + 1.15 e run i/ (4-18)

\W/V2  Sto Ne - I Ne - I rE pto Sto]

The following conclusions can be drawn from (4-13), (4-17) and (4-18).
(a) For fixed flap setting (and CL at V ) the T/W ratio is either determined by the aspect

ratio, or by the wing loading, whicAever condition climb gradient or take-off
distance is critical.

(b) For optimum CL at V2 the T/W ratio depends primarily on the span loading mto/b2. Many
(C) other detailed design studies confirm this observation.
W A high CL is not always desirable for take-off: equation (4-18) emphasizes the im-

portance of a high lift-dependent drag factor E. Obviously, it should be verified that
the optimum CL according to (4-17) is compatible with the high-lift system performance
limits.

d) The optimum CL at V2 does not necessarily correspond to the condition where the mini-
mum engine-out climb gradient forms the limit.

i •
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5. WING AREA AND ASPECT RATIO VARIATIONS FOR TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
The subject of this chapter refers back to step (a) of options 3 and 4 dealt with in
Section 2.2. The design cruise Mach number will be assumed invariant in the following
analysis. This allows us to concentrate on the payload fraction as the Figure of Merit,
and to assume that the wing sweepback, thickness/chord ratio variation and taper ratio
are constant.

5.1 The lift/dra ratio
Wing area (or wing loading) and aspect ratio variations are directly felt in the drag
polar, the lift coefficient, and hence in the fuel load. Associated variations are re-
quired in the tailplane design in order to maintain a desirable level of stability and
controllabillty,and in the nacelle drag. For limited excursion3 from a baseline design
the drag polar variation may be represented as follows (Ref.14, Ch. 7).

FD  CL
2

CD + D + -- (5-1)
p

C D is primarily wing profile drag (including drag rise), but it includes also the tail-
plhne drag area proportional to wing drag area. The fixed drag area FD is primarily the
fuselage drag area plus the invariable tailplane drag area that is considered dependent
on the fuselage size. In the case of specified engines the nacelle drag area is included
in FD, for variable engines eq. 5-1 represents the airframe drag only while powerplant
installation drag is accounted for as an effective thrust and efficiency loss (Section
4.1). The last term of (5-1) represents the induced drag at the design CL, assuming that
wing camber, twist and wing setting are optimized for each CL.
Fig. 11 shows the variation of L/D with wing loading and altitude for an example airliner
design. For specified altitude and Mach number (hence q) the maximum L/D is obtained for:

9

=C e A 5-2)q L refm Dref p

4" defining the maximum L/D value,

a ff 2/ + k y 8 (5-3)(D) max

The optimum induced drag coefficient appears to be equal to CD, and the higher the aspect
ratio, the higher L/D. An optimum altitude is not found from (9-3) but in the case of
fixed engines the cruise altitude is limited, and the highest L/D thus achievable amounts
to:

D .=5 /_WA 1 1 - T7 )  (thrust limit) (5-4)
max

The related "optimum" wing area follows from:

CDP S (T/q - FD ) (5-5)

and the maximum altitude is given by:

C w (T/q - F.)(5)

Fig. 11 shows that the "optimum" wing loading for the thrust limited case decreases with
increasing T/W ratio available, while the L/D ratio is more sensitive to the wing loading
than in the case of a specified altitude. Due to the cancelling effects on CL-ref and on
the cruise altitude of aspect ratio variation the wing area according to (5-5) is not
affected by the aspect ratio, as opposed to the trend indicated by (5-2). In any wing
optimization study the cruise altitude is therefore an essential parameter. Totally
different conclusions can be obtained when the cruise altitude is specified or variable,
or when the engines are either specified or scaled up to match the drag.

5.2 Aircraft mass breakdown(a) Empty mass variatjion
The sensitivity of the empty mass can be obtained from a detailed account of all relevant
elementary contributions for a baseline or reference design with known (estimated) mass
breakdown. Most variations can be linearized w.r.t. A and S, provided the variations from
the baseline are not too large. A typical result for the operating empty mass is:

moe mmref + into I + Ct (T/W)to + OS/ (mto/S) + 1A A (5-7)

q* •



The max. cruise altitude does not appear in this expression, but may be accounted for by' addition of a term proportional to the cabin pressure differential. The term mrsfcomprises most of the fuselage and vertical tailplane structure, systems, payload accommo-

dation and operational items, and a contribution originating from the wing structural mass
linearization. Its magnitude will appear to be insignificant for the present optimization
study. The first bracketed term of (5-7) summarizes elements of the structure with masses
proportional to the MTOW, such as the undercarriage. Wing structure is sensitive to the
Zero Fuel Weight (ZFW) and its mass variation can be accounted for by adding terms propor-

g tional to m and the maximum payload.
The second eracketed term is the powerplant installation and nacelle mass, while the last
two terms reflect the sensitivity to wing area and aspect ratio variation of the wing and
tailplane structural mass:

S a a moe/aS ; os3 (moe/mto)/3A (5-8)

Typical values are 80% of the specific wing mass (kg/m ) for OS and 0.012 to 0.015 for
$A# for conventional structural design.

(b) Fuel mass
The fuel can be subdivided into quantities required to cancel the fixed drag area and the
wing-associated drag over the equivalent range R:

TR/R H
RI - IF D q/g + mrs [ CD/CL + CL/(Acp) 1 (5-9)

6.3 Optimum wing for 9iven altitude
The payload fraction is obtained by adding the payload mass to (5-7) and (5-9):

Mp- I + s/(m t ol/S) + OA A + Fp [ZDp/CL + CL/(TA()] (5-10)

wherI + m reff/mpl + Fp _ q/g- : mpl

where the engines are assumed to match the cruise drag.
Equation (5-10)shows the effects of all variables involved. Curves of constant payload
fraction in the CL-A field can be calculated directly with it, as examplified in Fig. 12.
Instead of the wing loading, the parameter CL/CL according to eq. 5-2 has been used,
which makes the figure symmetrical on a log-log Hile about a vertical axis given by the
first criterion in the table. This table also summarizes the expressions for the optimum
aspect ratio (given CL) and for the unconstrained optimum CL and aspect ratio. The latter
is conveniently summarized in the form of an optimum ratio of induced drag to lift:

C =A F om /2 _A - $ g 1/3 (5-11)
=~ ~ ~ " M (o/b )op = I 5-,

qrp to opt .F P

A simple result is then obtained for the maximum payload fraction for given cruise con-
ditions:

m  1 + ! 3F CLopt/ (7rAot) -12:P- (5-12)-
into I + Mref/pl + Fp --"D q/gmpl

with C . and Ast defined by (5-11). The following conclusions are now evident:
(a) TgPhptimum ariable mass of structure, powerplant and fuel associated with wing

design variation is equal to three times the fuel and engine mass required to balance
the induced drag.

(b) For given altitude the wing design can be optimized without regard to the reference
mass and the fixed drag area.

Some other conclusions that can be found from numerical examples are:
(a) The unconstrained optimum CL is almost independent of the range, contrary to Aopt ,

which increases considerably with range.
(b) The payload fraction is much more sensitive to non-optimum choice of wing area than

it is to aspect ratio.
(c) Practical limits on m /S, C and A associated with buffet margin limits, wing volume

requirements for fuel, low-s~eed performance limits and aero-elastic effects lay more
emphasis on the partial optima for CL and A as indicated by the boundaries in Fig. 12.

5.4 Cruise altitude variation
Equation 5-10 provides the basis for determining the sensitivity to design altitude. Fig.
13 gives an example of calculated payload fraction contours for given aspect ratio and
variable altitude and CL. Contrary to Fig. 12 the gust load factor is considered variable
with mainly the wing loading, resulting in different numerical values for OS in the cases
of critial manoeuvre and gust loads. From the general unconstrained optimum solution it is

/2 concluded that:
(a) the optimum CL is not very sensitive to range, size of the aircraft, etc.;
(b) the best wing loading decreases with increasing range, and therefore the optimum

altitude will increase;
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(C) large aircraft (with high mto/FD) should have high wing loadings;
(d) high Mach numbers and high aspect ratio wings require high cruise lift coefficients,

wing loadings, and altitudes;
(e) reductions in wing profile drag, structural mass and engine specific weight result

in lower optimum wing loadings, unless they are applied in combination with higher
aspect ratios.
A numerical example (Fig. 14) illustrates that aspect ratio variation does not pay
as much as wing loading optimization. The unconstrained optimum is, however, not
sensitive to altitude and usually an aerodynamic limit on CL constrains the prac-
tical design.

5.5 The case of specified engines
All the results given in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 are still valid, provided:
(a) the powerplant installation and nacelle mass are added to the reference mass,
(b) the engine efficiency refers to the net installed thrust,
(c) the powerplant installation drag area is included in FD,
(d) Ct is taken equal to zero everywhere, hence

Fp =-n

The results summarized in Fig. 12 can be combined in order to find the unconstrained op-
timum. Since the engine rating is variable, it has to be verified that the drag does not
exceed the max. cruise thrust. This can be translated into:

C L rn mt °/S T c / 6
_ (H- ( 2g cr - F/mto) - 1 (5-13)C Lref CDp ypoM 2  

to

* .The optimum wing loading and aspect ratio are lower than in the case of a variable engine
*size.

5.6 Engines sized for take-off performance
The payload fraction for this case is given by: /H

" 1 -* + Os/(mto/S) + OA A + Ct (T/W)t + - ICDp/C L + CL/(WA0 II

h= -(5-14)
ito 1 / H FD  /

mref/mpl + q/
1 pl

The T/W ratio is given by (4-13) or (4-18).
Figures 15a and 15b show contours for constant payload fraction for fixed and optimum CL
at V resp. Apart from the usual constraints, the maximum recommended cruise thrust must
not ge exceeded. This condition is given by eq. 5-13.
The following conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 15.
(a) Constant C at V
Conditions for optimum CL, mto/S and A - summarized in Fig. 15a - are all lower than in
the case of engines sized to cruising because the engine thrust increases progressively
with the wing loading when field performance is fixed.
(b) Optimum C. at V2Fig. 15b showtha The unconstrained optimum wing loading is higher, and the optimum
cruise altitude lower than in the previous case, although the difference in the payload
fraction for the constrained optimum is insignificant for the present example. Therefore
other considerations may become important, such as difference in installed engine thrust,
cruising rating, and altitude. Optima for C and the wing loading can be derived from
(5-14) by means of geometric programming techniques; they will not be presented here.
The optimum aspect ratio for given CL and wing loading is obtained from:

R/RH CL T Ne /S 
A2- to (_Ne-1 A t (514)2 e to to

Comparing this result with Fig. 12 (curve II) it is found that a higher optimum value is
obtained as compared to the case of engines sized for cruising. Aero-elasticity limits
may well impose decisive constraints.

6. CONCLUSING REMARKS
(a) Although the examples in this paper are based on a specific baseline design, all

criteria presented are completely general and applicable to any transport aircraft.
The large variations in the parameters shown are not realistic, but they have been
maintained in order to demonstrate the trends.

(b) The equations for the payload fraction and the local optima can be refined, if
necessary, without setting up the formulae presented. For example, the effects of
aspect ratio variation on the wing profile drag coefficient (through Reynolds number
variation) appears to be equivalent to an increase in the factor 0 and a reduction

*' of CD . For the example in Fig. 12 the unconstrained optimum A is then reduced by
aboutP5%.

(c) All relationships presented can be manipulated easily to suit most of the feasible
program structures. Besides the payload fraction, criteria can be derived for
minimum fuel or maximum production for given engines, etc. This enables one to find
the sensitivity of the conceptual optimum design to variations in the specification
items, technological advances and different merit functions.

V.
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(d) A simple, flexibleand effective computer program for conceptual design can be based
on it, which optimizes aircraft by solving a set of simultaneous algebraic equations.
Such a program can be used as a first iteration step for more complex programs, as a
subroutine for interactive graphics CAD systems, or as a stand-alone program fortop-desk mini-computers.(e) It is concluded that the proposed methodology gives a clear insight into the design

problem structure, is adaptable to arbitrary design ground rules and different data
bases, and as such is truly a designer's approach. Since the trade-off between cost
and technological advances is present in the equations, management decisions can be
supported by its use.
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OVERALL ECONOMICS:
*RETURN ON INVESTMENT (ROI)
*PROFIT MARGIN
*LIFE CYCLE COST (MILITARY)
*PROFIT POTENTIAL/ PRODUCTIVITY*

OPERATING COST:

*DIRECT OPERATING COST (DOC)
*TOTAL OPERATING COST (D6C+IOC)

WEIGHT FRACTIONS:

*PAYLOAD/MTOW
*PAY LOAD/OEW. OR OEW/MTOW
*FUEL USED PER KM/PAYLOAD. OR FUEL/MTOW
*PAYLOAD/ TAKE -OFF THRUST. OR T/W

* OTHER CRITERIA:

*PERFORMANCES (MISSIONS. FIELD LENGTH ....

*EXTERNAL NOISE

*COMPOUND CRITERIA"

*sometimes referred to as "economic eff Iclency"

example: DOC + factor x fielid length

Fig. 1: Figures of merit in aircraft design
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Survey Paper on COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

Review of the S.M.P. Specialists' Meeting on
"Computer Aid in the Production Design Office"

by

D. Weinhauer
Chief of airframe design

VFW-Fokker GmbH
Postfach 107845
2800 Bremen 1
West Germany

This paper has been entitled - Survey Paper on Computer Aided Design - but it is
purely a Survey and Review of the S.M.P. Specialists Meeting on "Computer Aid in the
Production Design Office". As to me, it seems to be nearly impossible to reach a total

*survey about the theme of CAD/CAM today.

Even though this rather young development is, at least on the European scene, on
* its real way to become a - state of the art - tool for designers, the short period of

about 10 to 15 years has already been long enough to distribute, split and verify soft-
ware development so widely that it is hardly possible to get an overlook.

At the S.M.P. we have had some pilot papers to find out the topic to be handled
during the Specialists Meeting. According to a paper presented by Mr. W. Norman, McDon-
nell Douglas Aircraft Corp., St. Louis, USA, the situation in the USA seems to be such
that CAD, CAM already represent the state of the art design methodology widely spread
all over the main aircraft manufacturers. Compared to that, we have the impression that
the European market shows quite a different picture. Therefore the S.M.P. Specialists
Meeting has been outlined mainly to show up what is going on in Europe, especially due
to the fact that all main aircraft developments in Europe (as e.g. MRCA, Jaguar, Alpha-
Jet and Airbus) are of multi-national character. In order to this data exchange, design
commonality and international cooperation are of quite an interest.

We have had papers from France, England, Italy and Germany. Specialists and/or re-
presentatives from well known companies as

o Afrospatiale, Marignane
0 Avions Marcel Dassault
o British Aerospace
o British Computer Aided Design Centre, Cambridge

Aeritalia
o Messerschmitt-Bdlkow-Blohm
• VFW-Fokker

reported about their individual position reached up to date. I don't want to record de-
tails or summaries. All papers have been printed and published in January 1979 by AGARD
CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS No. 250 and may be reread from this publication.

As a conclusion of the Specialists Meeting I just want to highlight some results,
statements or perspectives of common interest.

*a. In many places in Europe remarkable steps in developing and introducing of CAD/
CAM have been taken by companies on their own initiative. The level reached so
far varies highly and the degree of commonality in the sense of the NATO-common
defence posture and the common benefit of the NATO community is poor!

b. There is no doubt about the need for this new Design Methodology as a multifunct
ional tool for decreasing lead times and cost as well. Despite this fact, it
has to be realized up to now that a broad and genuine breakthrough has not taken
place.

c. There is no question about the efficiency of CAD/CAM in general.
Even though there are no, or only a few precise figures or results of investi-
gations available so far, drawing time itself can generally be cut, but it was
well understood by all participants that beside this the main impact is achie-
vable downstream of the design process.
Mr. Dyson from British Aerospace formulated it like this: "The return from
computer systems in the conceptual design phase is not likely to result in
lower costs, but will result in improved designs that provide a better position
for the company in competition for new development. Less time spent in non-
creative tasks presumably means more resources for creative tasks.



In individual cases

o design cost can be reduced
o design and product performance improved
o productivity enhanced and
o lead time for design of prototypes, pre-production and production reduced.

These gains result both from improved efficiency within each phase and from
the fact that the output from the process supporting one design phase is used
as input to the next phase. This ability to cascade computer systems is of the
greatest significance.

d. Also a lot of discussion time was spent on the questions dealing with 3-D-
Systems and the opinions about host computer versus distributed design compu-
ters. A final statement or trend analysis was not reached! The discussion is
still going on!
The software specialists seem to be well prepared to take the next steps ahead
before the state of the art reached by now is fully adopted by the majority of
the users who are just about to check the possibilities and potentials of this
new design tool offered to them. (This statement is related indeed to the Euro-
pean situation only.)

e. Authors and participants at the S.M.P. Specialists Meeting expressed their
interest and readiness for follow-on activities for which especially AGARD
forms an outstanding platform because of its non-competitive status.

Therefore, as a result of the meeting, the following proposals for future activi-
ties have been raised in order to reach a higher degree of commonality within the NATO
countries in this field.

1. The common development of a specification for a realistic 3-D-System related
to the users' requirements.
It seems that in various places activities are just being started. It could
be of interest as well as of assistance to those people engaged in this work
to get an international crosscheck.

2. Common development of an interface specification to enable data transfer be-
tween design offices of different nations and/or companies.
This should be done without touching the already existing company internal
basic systems and/or individual modules.

3. Common development of a specification for design-specific data bases (e.g.
standards).
Everybody needs it and every one grudges the expense. This could perhaps be
overcome by sharing the job between a number of partners and putting together
the results.

Nevertheless it has been decided at the S.M.P. Panel to wait for the results of
the todays F.M.P. Specialists Meeting and not to start new actions before checking
weather or not there are common interests and to be frank and open for hopefully com-
mon interpanel activities.

0:
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Computer Graphics and related Design Process at MBB

by
Volkmar Antl

and
Werner Weingartner

Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm

Postfach 80 111 09
8000 Minchen 80

Germany

Summary

This paper is a short description of the complex CAD/CANM process how it is realized at
MBB. First there are qiven some examples of using computer graphics, then a brief
description of the main system functions and at last a survey of the entire MBB-CAD/CAM

concept.
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1. Preface

At MBB GEOLAN is used in all cases of sculptured surface problems. This program-system

was developed in our company and is permanently expanded and improved.

GEOLAN means: GEOmetric LANquage.

GEOLAN
- is largely analogous to APT (Automatic Programmed Tool) in syntax and logic
- is meantime programmed in FORTRAN (FORmula TRANSlation) and so easy to implement in

most of the EDP-systems (already used on IBM and DEC)
- is able to immediately display geometric objects by using a graphic storage tube

(TEKTRONIX)

GEOLAN is used at MBB in the three divisions military aircraft, civil aircraft and

helicopters

GEOLAN is able to
- define geometric objects (e. g. points, lines) largely similar to APT, but with

considerably extended 3-dimensional facilities
- execute several operations with the pre-defined objects:

o sliding and rotating in space

o smoothing lines, change point-spacing

o combine and part of lines and surfaces

o intersect surfaces with planes and other surfaces

o display the objects on a graphic screen and produce plots; for example in a

* perspect view or only parts of the geometric objects

o output of surface data in an APT-Canon format

o output all results in an desirable format on punched cards or magnetic tape

o extract data for finite-element and aerodynamic calculations

2. Examples of using GEOLAN on realized projects

GEOLAN is already in use since some years. Depending on the different jobs there have

been cases, where a whole aircraft, and other cases, where only a surface for a wing

was developed.

The following examples shall be briefly described.

2.1 Airbus A 300 - see Picture 1

By developing of the first European wide-body-jet, the Airbus A300, CAD was used in a

high degree and from the beginning.

One of the most typical application was the scale 1:1 drawing of the frame-segments

including clips, stringers and skin-overlappings. The principle of the clip-contour was

always the same, but the size depending on the position of the stringers was different,

see Picture 2
These drawings have been completely plotted and this was the first important use of a

large flatbed-plotter at MBB in 1970.

The clips have been manufactured direct from the lofted foil.

A
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2.2 DO 105 - see Picture 3

The BO 105 is a light multi-purpose helicopter in the class around of 2 tons with

5 seats and is used for transport of seriously injured people for example.

Within the continous running series of types it was necessary to re-design the hull of

the backwards-(upper)fuselage, because of using new (stronger) engines.

In this case the most important problem was the exact accomodation onto the existing

fuselage-contour and a convenient aerodynamic covering of the varying devices. - see

Picture 4

2.3 BK 117 - see Picture 5

The multi-purpose helicopter BK 117 was developed in cooperation between MBB and

Kawasaki Heavy Industries. It can be equipped with up to 11 seats and has a payload of

around 1200 kg. The first flight was on 13th June, 1979.

The aerodynamically important stabilizator-system was designed by using GEOLAN. - see

Picture 6
A special difficulty was in this case, that the vertical stabilizer fin had been taken

original from BO 105 and the other parts (of different shape) had to be accomodated.

* Furthermore a large number of design-details had been defined numerically, for example

tips and fillet radii between vertical and horizontal stabilizers.

2.4 DNW - see Picture 7

DNW is a cooperation project between Germany and the Netherlands. There is built a

larqe low-speed windtunnel in the Netherlands and therefore a complex-shaped

airscrew-blade was needed. - see Picture 8
The definition of the geometry had been developed with GEOLAN from the beginning. Of

special importance was the correct aerodynamic shape. It was constructed from different

winq-profiles with a non-linear law of the shift-angles.

For the manufacturing in carbon-fibre-compound the fullscale drawings had been plotted,

and for adjusting of fixtures and control-measurement a lot of point-coordinates had
been calculated.

2.5 WEA - see Picture 9

In the case of a wind energy converter there was reached a new class of extension for

wing-shaped objects. This two-blade rotor of around 150 metres diamter shall be able to

produce an electric power of 3 Megawatts.

This project is sponsored by the German Ministry of Research and Technology and shall

be installed in the vicinity of Hamburg. It will be used for exploration of new

pollution-free energy production systems.

Additionally to the very large dimensions and the complex shape of the wing-blades the

9problem of developing the surface arose in this case, since the production-fixtures

will be built from parts of metal sheets. This problem has been solved by new generated

CAD-methods. - see Picture 10

_ _ _
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2.6 Fiqhter

The military aircraft Division at MB Ottobrunn is working on several studies for new

fighters.

Starting with simple drawings scale 1:10 there have been developed several fuselage-

and wing-lofts by means of GEOLAN. By using foreground-time-sharing operation and

interactive graphic display, it was possible to produce drawings for the pre-design in

a very short time.

Furthermore - first time in this case - geometric data defined by GEOLAN had been

converted to an APT-CANON and then with CAM-I-APT there was produced a scale 1:7

windtunnel model of a complete wing.

At present this project is in further development. Herewith problems arose, which have

been unknown until today; for example the calculation of a development-curve of a small

(fiber-) tape on a sculptured surface. Such problems can be solved in a comparatively

short time with the already working software-production team.

3. Description of GEOLAN
I

3.1 Characterization of Functions

The logic execution of GEOLAN is similar to APT, i. e. the operations are controlled by

statements within the input data stream, which are executed sequentially.

* The statements are of the following forms:

1. name = expression

2. keyword / parameter (parameter ... )

3. name = Keyword / parameter (parameter ...)

For example:

Li = SPSCS / 50, 30, 0, 100, 50, 0, 150, 100, 0

- Li is the name of the geometric object, here a spline.

- SPSCS is the keyword which is used to define the type of object and the method of

description, here a spline by points, slopes and cross-slopes.

- 50, 30, 0 ... are the parameters, in this case the point coordinates to build up the

spline.

The type 1 of statement is used for arithmetical calculations.

The type 2 switches on or off some distinct fuctions, for example additional output of

results at the terminal.

The type 3 is the most used from and serves as definition-statement for all types of

objects and also for operations therewith. The geometric object gets the name of the

character string left from equal-sign and is defined to be a type depending on the

keyword. The parameters are interpreted using a law derived also from the keyword. The ,!

data results of this operation are stored for later use by specifyinq simple the name

of the object within another statement's parameterlist.

GEOLAN usee for storage of the geometric datqa two so-called workfiles (on disc) and

optional several archive-files (discs or tapes). As source of input data stream there
is mainly used a file on a disc which is created by using some edit methods. Usage of

/ , punched cards and other data carriers are dependent on the available hardware.

At NBB GEOLAN is preferable used under time sharing operation system direct on

a screen. With this foreground-processing it is possible to watch the proceeding and to

immediately recognize any errors.
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Furthermore it is possible to enter the GEOLAN-statements in an interactive way on the

screen, look for the result, and then decide what to do next.

GEOLAN is also able to produce qraphic display of geometric objects. To do this, a

suitable statement (for example PROJEC) is used to produce a close spaced sequence of

points in two dimensions out of the three-dimensional objects.

These picture data are stored on a disc-file and it is further possible to produce some

types of output by using a postprocessor for:

- drum plotter (CALCOMP)

- flatbed plotter (KONGSBERG)

- graphic storage tube (TEKTRONIX)

Another feasibility is to use the graphic screen for inputting the GEOLAN statements

direct via the keyboard and then not only achieve calculated results, but also graphic

display everytime when a picture-producing statement is used. These pictures are stored
on a temporary file and within the following proceeding it is possible to add some
(partials) to a complete picture or to erase others. Finally it can be decided whether
to store the pictures on a permanent file or not. The complete flow in- and output data

q
as well as the possibilities of used hardware are shown on schema 1.

Schema 1 GEOLAN data flow

TSO BATCH

TSO- EDIT

ai

PG Results22:2 GEOLAN

Warnings

Ploi.READ
workfile WRITE

elements
ARCHIVE DATA SETS

K 'l Plot workfile READ

tape contours WRITE

, WORK DATA SETS
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3.2 A complete example

The following example of a entire GEOLAN-run will be described to explain the main

functions.

1) PARTNO AGARD-EXAMPLE

2) $

3) Li SPSCS / 10 , 10 , 10 , 100 , 10 , 30 , $
200 , 10 , 120

$$

4) L2 = SPSCS / 10 , 150 , 20 , S, 0.3 , 0 , 1 , 100 , 200 , 120 , $
250 , 170 , 140

5) Si = MSCS / Li , 2 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 6 , L2 , 3 , 0 , 2 , 1 , 0.7
$$ ;

6) DI = MA02Y / 0 , 0 , 0 , Z , 0.2 , 0.1 , 1 , X , 0.5 , -1 , 0

$$
7) COSYS / Dl

8) II = POIPLM / Y , 80 S S1

12 - POIPLM / Y , 150 , S1

COSYS / BASIC

9) U1.2 SPCM / SI , U , 1.2

U1.4 = SPCM / S1 , U , 1.4

* $$

10) TRASET / 0 , 0 , 0 , 300

PROJEC / YZ , 51

TRASET / 0 , 0 , 300 , 300

PROJEC / XZ , SI

TRASET / 0 , 0 , 300 , 0

PROJEC / XY , SIi $$
COSYS / Dl

NOCROS

TRASET /0 ,0 , 150, 0

PROJEC / XZ , Si , Ii , 12 , U1.2 , U1.4 , U1.6 , UI.8 , $
V1.2 , VI.4 , VI.6 V1.8 , V2.2 , V2.4 , V2.6 , V2.8

*

p.-
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Descrircion of the statements

1. PARTNO ...

Title of job; the text following 'PARTNO' is used as headline on the printed output

pages

2. Double Dollar-sign: serves as comment-line, no program function

3. Definition of a spline using three points built up from three coordinates each

4. Spline as before with addition of a slope on point one

5. Creation of a mesh-surface by using the previously determined two splines; cross

slopes are added on the second point of the first spline and the third point of the

second spline
6. Definition of a secondary coordinate system (matrix) out of origin and two axis

vectors

7. Switch on the new system

8. Intersection of the surface with 2 y-constant-planes in the new system

9. Derivation of some intermediate lines on the surface for better display

10. Projection of surface in three different views and of surface, intersect line and

the intermediate lines in an inclined view, using the above named matrix

See picture No. 12

4. Usinq of GEOLAN-results in design office and manufacturing.

When the lofted surfaces and the system lines are numerical defined by GEOLAN, all

needed informations for design and manufacturing can be obtained from this base.

4.1 Design office

For the desiqn of parts there are mainly needed drawn loft-lines on foil. These are

usually intersection lines between the concerned surfaces and some system planes.

Very often the thickness of skin is to be subtracted and so an offset from the outer

contour is to be drawn.

Furthermore some other parallels to loft-lines are needed (for example for centre lines

*of holes) and also core-lines (for example of stringers and spars) have to be drawn.

By producing developments of sheets additionally to the intersection line also the

bevel-angle is to be calculated and to be quoted.

For indicated measures and other purposes sometimes the coordinates of points are

F explicitly needed.

Always when loft-dependant information is needed, the designer will call support of

loft-department. Here he will be advised which types of information may be suitable for

his problem. Then this drawing will be produced by using GEOLAN and the result is

delivered into design office.

By using time-sharinq foreground jobs, plotter and graphic screen, it is generally

possible to do a normal task in one to three days.
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4.2 Manufacturing

The geometric data created with GEOLAN are also used for manufacturing, but for this

purpose there are often needed other and/or more information as for design. To provide

these informations, each drawing bears a note which points to the copcerned surfaces.

The necessary data for manufacturing are demanded from the loft-department, when the

drawing reaches the factory.

For normal manufacturinq often some additional intersect lines are required; sometimes

it is possible to replace parts of surfaces by planes or cylinders. The factory and the

loft-department cooperate to clarify, where such simplification is possible; then the

data for measure the planes etc. are generated.

For parts from metal-sheet additional lofted foils are often needed. These drawings are

plotted and can be photo-copied on the metal sheet. This may be used as master for

production.

For NC (Numerical Control) manufacturing it is possible to output intersect data as row

of points but also entire surfaces as APT-CANON. This geometry is given on a data

carrier to the factory, where it will be used to create NC-programs by using APT or

CAM-I-APT.

For control measurement and other purposes often explicit point coordinates are

calculated.

£Occasionally for special production methods or fixtures some extra surfaces must be
created.

"" All of the needed informations and data are produced by using the original GEOLAN-data.

5. GEOLAN within the CAD/CAM concept at MBB

GEOLAN is only a part of a CAD/CAM (Computer aided design/computer aided manufacturing)

project at MBB, which is planned for EDP support of the design office and a few special

manufacturing departments.

5.1 Contents of CAD/CAM concept

In this CAD/CAM-project a lot of problems which have geometric aspects are gathered

until now. The main topics are:

- Master dimension: development of GEOLAN and interface to other systems using

loft-data

- CADAM: implementation, adaption and development of Lockheed's CADAM-system for

production of drawings

- NC: development of systems for the use of geometric data derived from design for

Numerical controlled manufacturing (based on CADAM, APT, CAM-I-APT)

- CADAM-EL: Data transfer from CADAM drawings

o to administrative design data systems

o to special calculating routines (for example areas of wire-sections, lack of

electrical tension)

o to support of automated manufacturing (wire plate press, cable bundle device)

- ST: development of finite element structures from design data
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- 3D-GEO: numerical representation of general three-dimensional objects used

as a data base for:

*o investigation of collosion of movable parts and devices to be built-in

o design of high-grade complex parts (for example NC-frames)

o Process planning
o calculating of volumes, areas and intersections

The connection of these geometric topics is shown on the schema 2.

5.2 Examples of applications

Some of the CAD/CAM projects and their interfaces have reached a stage of production

and so the following examples can be shown.

5;2.1 GEOLAN-NC

The pictures show:

Pic. No. 13: the numerical defined surface (patches), created by GEOLAN

Pic. No. 14: the NC-milled windtunnel-model, made out of this data

5.2.2 GEOLAN-CADAM

The pictures show:

Pic. No. 15: the surface patches of the B0105 helicopter fuselage, created by GEOLAN

Pic. No. 16: also GEOLAN-derived intersection lines

Pic. No. 17: accomplished drawing by CADAM.

5.2.3 GEOLAN-ST

The pictures show:

Pic. No. 18: Perspective view of a proposal for a new fighter

Pic. No. 19: from the wing-geometry derived finite element structure (Input for

NASTRAN)

,q.o
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Picture I Airbus A300

Picltr 2 Afrbus frune comp~uter drawing
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Mve 3 BOlOS

Picture 4 BOlOS rear fuse computer drawing
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picture 5 3K 17

Picture 6 BIi 17 rear stabilizer system pWo
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Picture 7 DNW windtunnel fan

Picture 8

DNW airscrew blade
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Picture 13 Airbus rear fune patches

Picture 14 Airbus rear fuse NC-milled model
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Picture 17 30105 CADAM drawing
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Schema 2 connections of topics within

CAD / CAM project
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I COMPUTER GRAPHICS, RELATED DESIGN AND Dornier GmbH

MANUFACTURE PROCESS AT DORNIER Postfach 1420

J.NAGEL, L.THIEME, A.HARTER D7990 Friedrichshafen 1

1. General View

Ine outer contour of aircraft cannot be represented by simple mathematical functions.
For this reason it was formerly generated graphically.

With the progressive development of the computers numerical methods could be developed
and introduced.

Dornier has developed a program system, which, besides the APT possibilities,attaches
great importance to the definition and machining of general surfaces.

2. Substantial Processor Features

- Programming in FORTRAN IV

- Syntax and semantics similar to APT

- Data input and formal error control on ON-LINE screens

- Program run on IBM/370 in batch

- APT-compatible output (CLDATA)

- Various outputs (see fig. 1)

- Application for 5 years.

3. Application in all stations of a project

3.1. Aerodynamic calculations

- Input of the data in the computer in the form of coordinates or functions
- Modification and smoothing of the profiles or surfaces

- Transfer of the data for aerodynamic calculations

- NC data for wind tunnel models (fig. 2: Alpha-Jet fuselage on NC machine,
fig. 3: SKF model with fuselage). The calculation of the cutter offset along
the intersection of two surfaces is possible.

3.2. Outline, preliminary design
- Supply of all surface data

- Calculation and NC drawing of intersections (fig. 4: Light Transport Aircraft
drawing)

- NC milling of templates (fig. 5: LTA model)

- General calculations: - mounting investigations
- investigations with regard to the field of vision

(rig. 6: LTA)
- system dimensions.

3.3. Design
- Calculation and NC drawing of any kind of intersections and unrollings
- Partial design drawings (fig. 7: nose rib)

- Calculation of contour-dependent dimensions.

3.4. Tools
k ' - NC drawn foils for light-controlled machine (fig. 8: tool and plate)

- NC punched tapes for master models, jigs and tools (fig. 9: air intake).

3.5. Manufacture of components
- NC punched tapes (example: finishing milling of a conplete winr: fig. 10).

- Surface data in the APT format for further use in the APT.

q~j
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3.6. Inspection

- Inspection lists (Surface data).

The main field of application for the geometry processor are parts with difficult
contours and a relatively simple technology. (Item 3.4.)
The cutter offset path is generated automatically with the build-up of the surface
according to certain key words and parameters. Drive instructions are not required.
Program example for the NC milling of a surface: see fig. 12.

The change-over of the processor from the batch mode to a graphically interactive mode
(Tektronix screen with APL) is programmed and presently tested in operation.

q

,q.
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COMPUTER GRAPHICS AND RELATED DESIGN PROCESSES IN THE U.K.
by

R.I.Hacking - BAe Warton
and B.Reuben - BAe Brough

1) Introduction

We are now poised on the threshold of the 1980's with some 20 years of
widespread computer usage behind us.

The pace of developments in computer hardware has, on the whole, been
astounding. In areas such as integrated circuitry and disk drives, the
change has been most marked with improvements of 100 fold over the last
ten or so years. In other areas the pace has not been so intense. In
particular the development of graphics display devices has been relatively
slow over the last decade.

On the software side, progress has been more steady, not exhibiting the
erratic development rate seen in the hardware field. The most striking
observation is that the size of the total problem increases exponentially.
Each subsystem in computer aided design has become more complex and
refined in itself and at the same time requires more powerful links into
parallel subsystems. This is compounded by the lack of higher level
concepts which would eliminate the need to consider the fine detail of
these large systems. That is to say, CAD is attacking problems on a
broader and broader front and yet each factor has to be considered in a
more refined manner.

This complexity of the overall task has meant that the development rate
of a CAD program - as with most other computer programs is very difficult
to predict.

Both these factors, the erratic nature of hardware development and the
unpredictability of software improvements, have not prevented the introduction
of many aids to aircraft design. Computer solutions to many problems in
aircraft design and manufacture have been developed and as time has passed
these applications have been expanded in capability and scope to become
large scale computer systems. In so doing the areas where computers have
had little impact have become high lighted, especially in the area of
information transfer between different desciplines. It is in these areas
that major gains are to be made and to which mammoth projects such as
NASA's ZPAD seek a solution. This coming together of major computer systems
will be referenced in this paper, not least in the consideration of geometrical
systems for the description and analysis of flying surface shape.

2) Geometry

The task of making computer aided design into an effective design tool is
being attacked on two distinct fronts. In one case we are interested in the
shape of individual components and in the other case we are interested in the
gross shape of the aircraft. In time the division between these 2 activities
will disappear with the introduction of the total geometric configuration
description. Whilst this is a general statement of activity in this field
there is noticeable differences in emphasis and technique being employed by the
various companies.

To explain the current situation within British Aerospace, the two activities
will be described beginning with the description and analysis of aircraft gross
shape.

3) The Description of Aircraft Gross Shape Using the Numerical Master Geometry
System

9 This is indeed a wide subject and can only be covered in out-line. Firstly
a short history of NMG is appropriate, then I will explain the usage of NNG in
3 typical situations. That is:-

a) Improved data output to detail
design

b) System usage by manufacturing
c) Transfer of data to aerodynamics and structural

engineering departments

3.1 History of NMG

This shape description technique came into existence in 1965 and was first
used in production in 1968 on the Concorde project. It has been the subject
of continuous extension and development which has stiven to keep pace both
with the developments In computer hardware and with the engineering demands
of more facilities for the minimum of manpower.

,i .
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It was conceived as a batch processing system relying on data storage on
magnetic tapes but has been transferred into an on-line facility to match
the new computer hardware and operating systems. This development has been
soundly based within the requirements of the Tornado design and production
programme. Each new feature or method of usage has had to pass the test of
producing answers within the available timescale and with a high degree of
reliability and integrity. However, whilst Tornado is important, NMG has
been used extensively on 5 BAe civil projects and several other military
projects. This has generated a flexibility in the system which is
demonstrated by its adoption by a major car manufacturer as a shape defin-
ition and manufacturing system.

3.1.2 Recent developments

Up until recently NG has concentrated on very good representation of aircraft
shape. This has been attained by the usage of unique mathematics and refined
algorithms. Examples of the system capability are shown on Fig.l. These
examples depict the flexibility of a single patch equation and demonstration
that transitions from square corners to circular sections and reversals of
curvature are readily handled. Note in particular that all the cuts through
the surface are smooth and engineeringly desirable. Normally such a patch
forms a small element in a whole surface representation on N14G and the air-
craft will comprise many such surfaces (Fig.2.)

However geometry is an essential input to many engineering tasks and recent
NIG developments have addressed the interfaces to these related tasks. Fig.3.
shows the more important users of master geometry information.

A major obstacle in the usage of NG by occasional users has been the
difficulty of knowing what information is required in a particular situation.
For example, aerodynamics assessment of the wing on the 50th aircraft requires
that user to know the surface names which represent the various surfaces which
made up the wing and flaps, etc, for that particular aircraft.

In the past this has been achieved by a general arrangement drawing which
illustrates the various surfaces and their N14G identifiers for each batch of
aircraft. This presentation of information is not easily understood or
accessed by some classes of user and has led to difficulty in using NG data.

Now a recent extension to the NIG system, known as the structures facility,
enables the whole of a particular aircraft to be treated as a single structure
which can be intersected as though it were a single surface.

This has a twofold effect, firstly it enables the occasional user to quickly
find the information he requires, and secondly it means that the geometric
model can be far more detailed and may be used to represent internal structure
and fittings without becoming cumbersome to operate and use.

3.2 Let us quickly consider some typical users of the NG system.

3.2.1 Supply of section drawings for component design.
The design organisation requires a plot on plastic film, and in addition they
may require the significant curves to be stored for subsequent use in detail
drafting or NC manufacture.

Using the NG structure facility cuts through the aircraft can be plotted
showing the space available for a new or modified component. The more complete
the NIG model is, then the more informative are the sectional plots, but it is
envisaged that components will not be represented in fine detail - only in
gross shape. For instance, an undercarriage leg is represented by several
cylinders and prisms but the detail geometry of nuts, fittings, etc, is
omitted.

From such sectional plots a designer can position a component with the desired
access and clearance, or perhaps locate a hydraulic pipe, etc. In the case of
running pipework, 3 dimensional presentation can he a useful aid to design.

Primarily the designer is using the plotted information and as such the

relationships between that data are less important than in the subsequent
examples. Also he does not need to know which equipment is located In the
design vicinity because the computer can determine this from the aircraft
identification and the geometric model of that aircraft.

3.2.2 Use of NG data by manufacturing

The range of users for NG in manufacturing span from the smallest wind
tunnel model to the largest wing skin and in all cases the benefits derived
are essentially the reduction in hand-finishing, the improved dimensional
accuracy and the consistency of the product.

.~
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During the early stages of a project, many configurations of the aircraft
will be investigated and a fair number will be tested in the tunnel. Such
models can be rapidly manufactured by N14G on numerical control machine
tools using semi-automatic techniques. For each aircraft configuration
a number of loading cases is considered, representing various flight
conditions. Typically for the simulation of a high 'g' turn, the wing is

subjected to twist and bending within the NNG system to produce a wind
tunnel model of the deformed wing. The aerodynamic properties of the
deflected wing can then be studied. The models themselves are normally
constructed from steel in many pieces, so that again the effect of
differing wing sweep, etc., may be studied by fitting the various wings
onto the available fuselages.

After investigating many configurations, hopefully one is chosen for the
* project, but the data gleaned in the extensive wind tunnel tests may be of

use several years later. At British Aerospace we are currently validating
a number of aerodynamic theories against wind tunnel tests performed some
years ago. To perform the theoretical calculations, N4GQ is required to
retrieve and produce data relating to obsolete surfaces, which have been
discarded several years previously.
Fortunately, in the design of the NNG system we recognised the need to
retain old designs for many years, and such retrievals can be easily
performed. Some typical wind tunnel models are illustrated in Fig.7.

Manufacturing proper receive a large amount of information from design, which0has been extracted from the NMG system, in some cases the information is
supplied by the drawing office, such as coordinate information for inspection
purposes, but often, as in the case of NC manufactured parts, the NNG data is
used directly. Certain types of parts, such as form blocks, may be manu-
factured in a similar manner to wind tunnel models, but often a greater degree
of control is required. Then a computer program, such as APT140 ( a part
of the NMG system), is reqWired with fill capability to control the cutting
conditions and geometry. One of the more complicated parts we have produced
in this manner is the Tornado wing pivot bearing, which was produced by
directly machining the NMG surfaces, using the APTI4O machining program.
(Fig.8). These parts are being manufactured on 5-axes CINCINNATI milling
machines from titanium forgings

3.2.3 Transfer of information to Aerodynamics and Structural Enzineerinx Groups

Aerodynamics require geometric information for analysis by a variety of
computer programs. There is still a requirement for 2-dimensional information
on wing streamwise sections, but more and more the demand is for 3 dimensional
data, for use in generalised fluid flow computer programs. These 3 dimensional
programs require an approximation to the outer envelope of the aircraft, but
of course, on the N14G system, the information is much more detailed. The NG
representation of a wing will comprise basic wing, flaps, etc., but
Aerodynamics require only the outermost shape of this assembly. There again
is a use for the NMG structure facility, which assists in the obtaining of
a single outer shape. In a similar manner a single shape can be derived for
a fuselage at each required station. (fig.9).

5 However, the information generated within the NMG system is not directly
usable by the aerodynamics programs. The minimum requirement is that the
information be re-formatted into the format required by the particular
aerodynamics analysis which is to be used. In many cases there is an
additional requirement for a data reduction function to be performed; that is
to say, data has to be selected from the mass of data available. One
technique available within the N14G system is designed to assist in the
construction of a mesh of quadrilateral patches, which approximate to the
aircraft shape. This mesh of 'flat' patches is then used in 3D sub-sonic
analysis. The technique is illustrated in Figs. 1o & it.

The demand for geometric data for stress analysis purposes arises later in a
project than the aerodynamic requirements. Because it is concerned with the
stress and strain in a real structure, the information required from the14MG system is more detailed. Usually data is supplied in a suitable form for
the Nastran analysis program, but before the analysis can he performed, a large
mount of structural ideallsation data must be added to the basic geometric
information. This all represents a mass of detailed information, much of It
generated manually, which leads to a considerable problem with erroneous
data. Consequently, before doing the analysis, the data is extensively
checked using graphic displays and plots. Figs. 12 & 13 show the structural
idealisation of a fairing, displayed for checking purposes on a graphic
display or paper plot.

The descrintion of Individual Comoonents

f7 Several years ago an evaluation was made of the design computing requirements
in the 1980's. It was seen that data transfer between the various disciplires
could be made advantageously using computers, the basic data handled by all
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these disciplines being geometry. Consequently a decision was taken to
introduce a system to allow the capture of geometric data by a computer as
early as possible in the design process, i.e. at the scheming or detail
drawing stages. The system had therefore to be useable by draughtsmen most
of whom had no previous computer experience, and not be specialists trained
specifically to operate the system.

In the consideramtion of the system capabilities, the following requirements
emerged:-

. Unifed geometry to allow transfer to and from other
user disciplines.

. Easy to use.

• Easy to learn.

• Easy to access.

. Secure data.

E.ase of system modification.

Cost effective.

These requirements were evaluated against commercially available systems,
some of which ran on mainframe computers with refresh graphics displays
while others ran on mini-computers with storage displays. None satisfied

9 our original requirements, therefore, a new system should be developed.

4.1 System concepts

Consideration of the two requirements for ease of use and ease of learning
led us to the conclusion that the system should be, as far as possible, self-
tutorial. Accordingly at any stage during the construction of a command the
system should prompt the user with a set of options applicable only at that
stage. In other words a constantly changing display was renuired presenting
the user with messages and commands appropriate to the current working
condition. A need to be able to rapidly scale and translate the displayed
geometry, and to delete parts of it was also recognised. In consequence a
decision was made to use refresh graphics displays rather than the storage
type.

A second dicision was that in order to maintain adequate response to the user,
a dedicated mini-computer was essential, perhaps controlling 1 - R terminals.
With the downward trend in mini-computer hardware this also provided a cost
effective solution.

4.2 System development

4.2.1 User Interface

The first phase of system development falls into what might be called the user
interface. This was developed in the first instance on a refresh tube using a
light pen alpha-numeric keyboard for user interaction, and later using a data
tablet and stylus in place of the light pen.

The interface developed consists of the following information disxlayed on the
screen (as well as the geometric information being constructed):-

. a vertical menu at the right hand side of the screen which
changes according to the command being built.

instructions to the uner on the left side (e.g. pick menu, or
input radius value).

S. a command line at the top of the screen showing the user the
stage he has reached in building the command.

error messages or results or analytical interrogations at the
bottom of the screen.

Interaction, using the light pen, is achieved by eithert-

a) pointing the light pen at the menu which causes the item
pointed at to be underlined. This choice is confirmed
by pressing the keyboard space bar at which time the system
takes the appropriate action.

AL
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b) pointing the light pen at a geometric item causing a cross to be
displayed on the item at the approximate position of the pick.
This iu again comfirmed by pressing the space bar which causes
the geometry item to be returned to the computer together with
the position of the pick which is used to resolve ambiguities.
(E.g. When drawing a line tangential to two circles the picks
or the circles determine which of the four possible mathematical
solutions is the one required).

c) keying in dimensional information or text from the keyboard. This
ia sent to the computer using the keyboard return key.

Interaction using the data tablet and stylus is similar. Menu or geometric
items are picked by positioning a cursor on the screen corresponding to the
stylus position on the data-tablet, but confirmation is achieved in this
arrangement by depressing the tip switch on the stylus - a one handed rather
than two handed operation.

At any time during the construction of a command the geometry displayed may
be scaled, translated or rotated. In the light pen implementation this is
performed by the use of specified keys, and in the data tablet implementation
by using areas of the tablet designated for these functions.

4.2.2 Applications

The second phase of the development was, and still is, the implementation of
application routines. These started asaset of two dimensional routines
allowing the creation of points, lines, circles and circular arcs, giving

q the draughtsman an equivalent system to paper, pencil, squares, compasses etc.
in which any projections had to be performed in a similar way to manual

* methods. Later work has made the system into a pseudo 3-dimensional one
enabling true three dimensional points, lines, curves and planes to be created,
but circles and arcs only being allowable in a z-plane.

Other facilities have also been built in. For instance:-

. to allow sets of geometric items to be copied as groups.

. to allow flanges to be developed into the flat.

• to allow points to be equally pitched linearly, or around
a circle, arc or curve.

. to produce linear dimensions.

. to interrogate geometry to obtain distances between

geometry items, areas or centres of area.

. to work in imperial or metric units.

4.3.3 The Present and the Future.

e The system developed to data, known as MAXIS (Multiple AXis Interactive
System) has been used extensively by draughtsmen at the Brough site of BAe.
mainly, so far, in a lofting environment to produce templates for production
purposes, and to create input geometry for an N.C. system. User reaction to
the system has been excellent with new users able to produce useful work after
about a one hour introduction to the system.

The type of work produced so far has been limited by the availability of only
two screens because of software limitations in the Mk.1. system, but a Mk.2.
system capable of controlling four screens via an improved software driver is
almost complete, at which time the system will be implemented at other BAe.
sites. Further development work is aimed at increasing the number of screens
so that eventually a ratio of one screen per eight to ten draughtsmen is

achieved. In parallel with this, developments are planned to include such
items as:-

. full 3-D geometric modelling capability.

• creation of drawings to the same standard, in terms of content,
to manually produced drawings.

* improvement to the data base to include relationships between
geometry items, and hence to produce a "live" mechanism
modelling capability.

. a drawing control system to parallel the present manual system.

Iwo
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. a capability to produce geometry for the description of the part
in a way suitable for N.C. machining.

. the incorporation of the surface design and interrogation features
available within NMG into the highly interactive environment
created for detail part description.

5) Conclusion

All airframe manufacturers are experiencing a widening of the scope of
computer aided design especially in the recent past.

Simultaneously we, at British Aerospace, are coping with the process of
integration of the parent companies of BAe and the rationalization in their
working methods.

It is our intention to bring together the various facets of CAD, some of
which have been described in this paper and to combine the best features of
the existing systemc.

The resultant system will, we believe, be a mnJor aid to the design and
production of advanced technology aircraft in the next decade.

P
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Fig 1. Shape transition of a single NMG patch.
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ISOMETRIC VIEW OF TYPICAL AIRCRAFT SURFACES

Fig. 2.
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DESIGN

Fig 3. Users of geometry information.
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Fig 4. Key diagram of the front fuselage.
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Fig 5. Modelling of an uindercarriage leg.

Fig 6. Aircraft section showing internal stricture.
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Fig 9. External shape sections of the aircraft.

Fix 10. Aerodynamics data extraction (1)
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Fig n1. Aerodynamics data extraction (2).

Fig 12. Structural analysis model of a fairing.
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Fig 13. Section of the structural analysis model.4
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DISTRIBUTED GRAPHICS SYSTEM FOR
COMPUTER AUGMENTED DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE

by
A.N. BAKER

Lockheed-California Company
Burbank, California, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

Interactive computer graphics systems are a powerful tool for use in the analysis,
design, and manufacture of complex structures such as aerospace vehicles. The ability
to interact directly with the computer in a timely fashion greatly enhances the effective
use of a computer by an engineer. Graphical display units allow visualization of the
output of the computer. Interactive graphics systems compound the effectiveness of each
element of the system. Because of their effectiveness, interactive computer graphics
systems are playing an increasingly important role in many aspects of engineering and
manufacturing.

A number of interactive computer graphics systems for computer-aided design and computer-
aided manufacture have been developed throughout the world. These systems comprise both
the particular hardware configuration and the application software programs; they vary
widely in terms of their size, complexity, and application. One system, called Computer-
Graphics Augmented Design and Manufacture with the registered trademark CADAM, is in use
at many plants in the United States as well as in other NATO nations and Japan. The
hardware portions of the system include a large central host computer for data management
and interactive graphics calculations and a number of local terminals with graphic dis-
play units tied to the host computer by high data rate communication lines.

A new distributed graphics system has been developed that expands the usefulness and
range of applications of CADAM. The characteristics of both the central and distributed
forms of CADAM are described as representative examples of the current state of the art.
Future trends for interactive computer graphics are forecasted on the basis of anticipated
developments in software and hardware.

CADAM DESCRIPTION

The development of the CADAM system was started in 1966. Recognizing that a major benefit
of a computer-aided system is the reduction in man-hours required for a given task, the
CADAM system is directed primarily at design drafting applications for optimum cost bene-
fit. The system is a high-function, general purpose, design package containing analytical
and conceptual design aids. The fundamental architecture is based upon bounded numeric
geometry and employs the methodology of classical descriptive geometry.

Functionally, CADAM can be divided into an interactive, or real-time, portion and a batch
portion. The interactive portion allows a console operator to construct geometry and text
to be stored in a large data base. This geometry may later be input to batch routines to
produce output in the form of hardcopy for virtually any hardcopy device currently avail-
able, or to produce a tape to run digitally driven devices such as numerical control
machines. In addition, the batch routines perform required data management functions on
the data base.

Both two- and three-dimensional shapes may be represented, using construction and develop-
ment techniques familiar to the conventionally trained designer. Lines, circles, ellipses,
and curves are rapidly created under the direct control of the user. A matrix transfor-
mation feature assists the designer in the development of oblique and isometric views.

Design models may be retrieved immediately from the data base. Individual views may be
stacked, juxtaposed, separated, or otherwise located within the arbitrarily defined draw-
ing perimeter. Interfacing components, subassemblies, or drawing details may be shown
simultaneously to assure compatibility. Conversely, an assembly can be broken down into
separate details to develop exploded views. Sizes and dimensions may be changed rapidly.
Error-detecting logic reduces the incidence of human and configuration errors. Precision
to at least six digits is obtainable.

CADAM is also designed to assist the N/C programmer in developing a sequence of operations
directing a specific machine tool to produce a part. The N/C part programming capability
utilizes the displayed geometry of the part as the reference for creating the N/C program.
Using the geometry already in the data base, a direct, accurate, analytical solution to
the required tool path can be obtained. Program checking is facilitated by dynamic
motion (animation) in the display to represent the tool path and cutter depth. The tool
centerline data, as graphically displayed, may be selectively modified. Machine control
data are produced by processing through widely available APT post-processor programs.

The hardwarl portions of tho CADAN system require a central host computer, such as an
IBM 360/370 series, anda number of interactive graphics display terminals, much as the
IBM 2250, with associated controllers. The display is a refresh-type, vector-generating,
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cathode ray tube with light pen, alpha-numeric keyboard, and function keyboard. High
data rate communication lines connect with the central processor, placing a practical
limitation on geographical separation of the terminals from the processor of approximately
three kilometers.

The CADAM system is strongly user-oriented. An important objective of the system was to
provide the user with a faster, more accurate, and more convenient way of doing what he
is accustomed to doing, rather than requiring him to adhere to a drastically new method.
New functions are available as well; such as the ability to merge, overlay, or juxtapose
separate drawings in real time.

The central data base can be quite large, making available to the user a wide range of
information. Standard hardware permits storing of as many as a million typical engineer-
ing drawings in a single machine unit with on-line retrieval and storage. A comprehen-
sive data management system permits efficient dissemination of data to all users of a
given system.

CADAM UTILIZATION

The use of CADAM as a drafting tool is straight forward. Aircraft three-view general
arrangement drawings, various layouts, and production drawings are being developed on
CADAM and used as released data. This has resulted in a drawing data base which is
readily available to analysis engineers using finite element techniques.

CADAM provides for the automatic extraction of data for the structures, loads, flutter,
aerodynamics, and parametric analysis functions using some form of finite element-type
modeling. This modeling is used for displaying data grids on the screen, or the data
may be extracted for processing in analysis batch computer programs. The loads, flutter,
and advanced design parametric analysis organizations have other graphics subroutines
which extract non-finite element geometric-type data from CADAM produced drawings.

The CADAM system presently contains six subroutines related specifically to solving
analytical problems. These programs were developed to complement the basic drafting
tools already present in the package. The programs are to be used to help evaluate a
drawing as to its structure or analytical acceptability. They are very basic in concept
and are not meant to give detailed answers to complex analytical evaluations, but to
provide a quick guide to a given design problem. The routines include section properties
analysis, weights analysis, torsional stiffness analysis, crippling analysis, lug analysis,
and fluid flow delivery analysis.

Productivity improvements using CADAM are a strong function of the type of design being
performed. Typical tests show improvements compared to manual methods of 4:1 for mechan-
ical installation drawings and up to 17:1 for design changes. High productivity occurs
with the use of repetitive construction entities, drawings with symmetry, and those
requiring analytical geometry calculations.

Since a drawing's geometric data, as well as alpha-numeric data, are stored in the com-
puter files, it is not always essential to produce a hard copy of a drawing. For example,
the data can be recalled on the terminal and used by a CADAM parts programmer for the
preparation of numerically controlled machine tool tapes.

Centralized CADAM has limitations in addition to the geographical separation restrictions
noted earlier. All of the many designers using the system at the same time have access
to the central computer and are dependent on it. If the computer goes out of operation,
none of the designers are able to continue their work until the computer is functioning
again. Also, all of the designers have the same set of tools. Special requirements are
placed on the computer in order to mix the more demanding analytical tasks that are
required by a fraction of the designers into the centralized CADAM system. For these
reasons, and others, a complementary approach to the problem has been taken.

DISTRIBUTED GRAPHICS

A new distributed graphics system has been developed and is in experimental use within
Lockheed. The key new hardware feature of the system is a remote graphics terminal com-
prising a minicomputer, local storage, graphics display unit, and other accessories.

The CADAM software has been reconfigured so that the interactive graphics calculations are
done in the remote terminal while the data handling and batch processing are done in the
large central host computer. New software has been designed to control the input/output
functions and interfaces with the central operating system.

An analysis of all the functions to be performed and the associated data rates led to the
new distribution of functions. The interactive graphics calculations and associated
analytical calculations require high data rates and are done locally. Recall of drawing
data and transmission of output data for batch processing can be done at lower data rates
and are done through telecommunication channels to the central host computer. Local
storage of data offers additional flexibility in the partitioning of functions.

The local disk storage has sufficient capacity to retain all the data necessary for a
full day's work. The transfer of batch data or of entire drawing files between the cen-
tral host computer and the distributed graphics terminal can be accomplished at a slower
data rate, using existing telephone lines. Thus, the distance limitation between graphics

q-A
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terminal and host computer no longer exists. The semi-permanent process of installing a
graphics terminal at some location is changed to where the terminal becomes, truly, a
remote terminal and a movable terminal. The distributed graphics terminal is effectively
a stand-alone minicomputer based system. Its operational status is not affected by the
status of the host computer nor does it affect the host computer. The only limitation to
portability is the environmental conditions which must be provided for the terminal, i.e.,
adequate power and air conditioning. The host computer retains those functions for which
it is best suited economically to retain; namely, mass storage, batch processing, and
plotting.

The basic distributed graphics terminal as presently configured includes a Vector General
scope and its supporting electronics, the Interdata 7/32 minicomputer with 512K bytes
of core memory, a CDC disk with 80M bytes capacity (removable pack),the Dataphone MODEM,
and the work station cabinetry. Additional storage is available through a magnetic tape
or additional disk unit, or both, as required by the application.

The work station has been designed to maximize operator performance. The experience
gained in operation of the standard CADAM system plus the results of various man-machine
interface experiments were used in determining the configuration of the equipment and the
layout of the operating controls.

Use of a higher capability minicomputer, such as the Interdata 8/32, and additional local
storage allows operation of the remote unit for analytical graphics use as well as CADAM
applications. This system is more efficient in its use of the host computer than current
analytical systems. Operational convenience and computational efficiency are substan-
tially improved. The analytical graphics units are used for a large number of demanding
calculations that use the geometrical information from the CADAM data base. Typical
examples include continuous system modeling programs, structural analysis, wave drag, and

*wing optimization calculations.

* DISTRIBUTED GRAPHICS UTILIZATION

The new distributed graphics system has a number of advantages over a centralized CADAM
system. Response times are similar to the central system and essentially independent of
the number of remote terminals. Geographical dispersion, security protection, and ease
of adding or subtracting remote units provide substantial operational convenience. If
the central computer goes out of operation, the remote units can continue functioning
for an extended period. The new system performs all of the CADAM applications in pre-
liminary and production design and numerical control machining. Analytical graphics
capability can be selectively included where required without overburdening the central
computer. However, for those applications involving numerous work stations in the same
general location doing design jobs, the centralized CADAM system is usually more cost
effective than the new distributed graphics system.

Twelve distributed graphics units have been produced and are in use in five different
plants at Lockheed with geographical separations from the central computer of up to fifty
miles. In addition to use in preliminary and production design, remote operation allows
new users to access the CADAM system. Tool design and wind tunnel model design are being
performed on the distributed units. Factory liaison can call up engineering drawings and
rapidly make corrections and changes to the drawings.
The operational experience gained on these first twelve units will direct any modifica-

* |tions and improvements to be made to either the software or hardware portions of the
system. After incorporation of the improvements in the design, additional units will be
produced for use in a number of plants at Lockheed.

INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GRAPHICS EXPERIENCE

Utilization of interactive computer graphics is rapidly expanding and is being used in a
wide variety of engineering and manufacturing applications. From the experience of
developing and using the CADAM system, a number of conclusions can be drawn.

An interactive computer graphics system must be designed considering the viewpoint of the
user. The user must see the system as his tool rather than as a large computer system to
which he has access. For example, the response time of the system for routine commands
should be at least as fast as the response time of a skilled operator. This requires
fast and efficient algorithms for the commands and calculations. The system must have
operational logic and error correction modes that allow effective utilization by less
experienced operators. At the same time it must have the capability to allow highly
experienced operators to work at their full capacity.

The system must have high reliability in order to gain broad acceptance. A designer must
have sufficient confidence in the computer graphics system to make design release date
commitments. Otherwise, he will continue to use the slower, but predictable, manual methods.

Sufficient attention must be paid to the management of this special resource. This is
particularly important during the introduction phases of the system. Details of operation
in a mixed mode where some of the work is done on the graphics system and the rest by

,',* traditional methods should be carefully considered to insure compatibility. Conversion
of existing manual drawings into computerized form may be done in those design areas
where significant change may occur later.
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use of a major interactive graphics system has longer range implications in the total
operation of the organization. A central computerized data base is created. This data
base can be used for many functions besides the original design function that created the
data base. Appropriate design, utilization, and management of the central data base are
demanding tasks that should be taken on by the organization. An integrated approach to
data base management is required.

FUTURE TRENDS

The costs of computing power are rapidly decreasing and should continue to decrease for
at least another decade. This allows greater use of powerful local computers such as in
the distributed graphics system described above. Similarly, the costs of memory have
decreased, thereby allowing very large central data banks as well as local data banks to
be economically justified as compared with those that would have been considered econom-
ically prohibitive only a few years ago.

A major cost in the interactive graphics system is attributed to the vector-generating
refresh cathode ray tubes. To avoid this cost, storage tubes have been used in some
analytical graphics systems because of their lower initial cost. Development of an
interactive raster scan graphics tube with sufficient accuracy and resolution for design
use will offer major cost reductions in the hardware, but at a penalty of some increased
complexity in software.

The applications of interactive computer graphics seem to be without limit. Future soft-
ware systems must be designed to allow ready addition of applications programs to the
existing core programs that operate the graphics system and manage the data base. The
applications programs can then be written in a high order language that is machine inde-
pendent. The core programs may still be partially machine dependent in order to gain
maximum speed and efficiency of operation. Alternatively, the speed and capacity of the
computer may increase sufficiently to allow use of machine independent language in the
core programs.

At present, the major portion of the CADAM system uses a quasi-three-dimensional con-
struction because of the rapid calculational speeds associated with this approach, and
because it is most similar to the design methodology favored by the designer-draftsman.
A true three-dimensional subset of the CADAM system is provided for those design tasks
which require this capability. Some other graphics design systems are based entirely on
a true three-dimensional architecture. Unfortunately, the calculation algorithms in such
systems are necessarily complex and the resultant demands on the central computer
resources limit the number of remote users and makes for long response times.
Development of new approaches to three-dimensional descriptions may lead to more
efficient computation schemes that allow broader uses of a three-dimensional approach.

A significant future trend is the distribution of processing power into user working
locations. The current trends in improved telecommunications and computer networking
are an essential corollary of this. Development of network systems of data management
will greatly enhance distributed computer graphics as a useful tool. It will also lead
to large integrated programs for analysis and design.

Interactive computer graphics will become a major tool in engineering analysis and
design. It combines the computer's computational power and memory, an understandable
and timely display of information, and an ability to directly interact with the system

, in a man-machine tool that fully exploits the capabilities of all elements of the
system. Distributed graphics systems, such as described above, have additional
advantages of which the most significant is the ability to locate this powerful tool
directly in the user's working location.

qt
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LE ROLE DE L'INTERACTIVITE DANS LA CONCEPTION

ET LA FABRICATION ASSISTEES PAR ORDINATEUR

PAR

Monique SLISSA

Ing6nieur Civil de l'A6ronautique
S.N.I. ALROSPATILE - MARIGNANE

Division Helicopteres
(France)

RESUME I

La Conception et la Fabrication Assist~es par Ordinateur n~cessitent la mise en oeuvre de techniques conver-
sationnelles alphanum~riques et graphiques pour supporter le dialogue "Homme-Machine" dans le processus
de cr6ation d'un produit.

La d~finition du poste de travail, au sens le plus g6ngral , est tr~s importante, par exemple dane le cas
* de la conception des formes tridimensionnelles, oi l'int~ractivit6 permet le choix en temps r6el.

Ces principes ont 6t6 retenus dans les 6tudes et les d~veloppements faits A l'A6rospatiale Marignane et
* sp~cialement dans le Syst~me Systrid .1 de Conception d'objets tridimensionnels et dans le programme

Sigma de l'A~rospatiale Toulouse, utilis4 pour la cr6ation de formes g6om6triques.

F 1 - INTRODUCTION :

La Conception et la Fabrication Assist~es par Ordinateur peuvent Atre d~finies au sens le plus g~n~ral
des termes comme l'utilisation d'un ordinateur pour crier un produit en

- abaissant les cycles de d6finition
- diminuant les coats de r~alisation

* - facilitant les modifications en r~duisant le d~lai entre la naissance d'une ide et sa
r6alisation, un d6lai trop important provoquant souvent l'abandon du projet.

- permettant de r6aliser une certaine optimisation en balayant des solutions diff~rentes sans
s'arrter A la premiare solution valide trouv6e.

Pour r6sumer, il s'agit d'obtenir un produit meilleur, I coat moindre dans un d6lai plus
bref.

2 - LES TECHNIQUES MISES EN OEUVRE

Ces techniques touchent plusieurs domaines

- la cr6ation des donn6es qui d6crivent le produit A concevoir
- la manipulation de ces donnges pour obtenir une forme achev6e de conception
- la g6n6ration des informations n6cessaires A la fabrication de ce produit, A partir des donn6es de
description de la conception, stock6es dans l'ordinateur.

- lea techniques int6ractives, graphiques et alphanum6riques, pour supporter le dialogue "homme-
machine" dans Ie proceesus de conception at 4e rialieation d'un produit

Ce dernier point est tout A fait essentiel.

La nouveaut! introduilrpar la Conception et la Fabrication Assist6es par Ordinateur est que l'ordina-
teur ne travaille plus "en aveugle". Pour effectuer le travail,l'homme est constamment en dialogue
avec lui, pour choisir la solution qui lui eemble la mieux adapt6e, jugge bien souvent selon des
critares difficilement chiffrables, voire non transmissibles (l'exp6rience) et donc imposesibles A
enseigner A la machine, dans i'6tat actuel de see possibilits.

Dane ce travail en symbiose, i'ordinateur apporte sa capacit4 A effectuer tr4s rapidement des op6ra-
tions fastidieuses, mais bien d~finies, sans risque d'erreurs, ni manifestations de fatigue.

Divers types de poste de travail peuvent itre envisag6s : 6crans convereationnele avec photostyle,
icrans A rafraichissement aeeortis ou non de tablettes, tables A digitaliser dites int6ractives etc...
Ii est sans int6rit de faire une 6valuation comparative de ces diff6rents matiriels, actuellement
disponible sur le march6 : ii n'existe pas aujourd'hui de poete de travail parfait du point de mue

'' 'I ergonomique, adapt4 A tout type d'application, e dans tout type d'entreprise. Certains conviennent
mieux a une application qu'A une autre et mime selon lee phases d'une mime application (conception
ou exploitation par exemple) des postes de travail diff6rents peuvent tre envisag6s, avec, actuelle-

/-7 ment, un certain avantige financier.

Ii reste n6anmoins fondamental que, pour lee travaux de conception, toutes lee solutions possibles
(mat6rielles at logicielles) doivent ;tre recherch6es pour acc6lirer le "temps de r6ponse" et all6ger
la tiche du crzateur.

I -
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3 - LES DOKAINES D'APPLICATION

Des domaines tras divers d'application peuvent 6tre envisag6s dans une entreprise le calcul scienti-
fique, les ciblages 6lectriques, les circuits hydrauliques, la gestion d'une liasse de dessins, la
conception et Ia fabrication des formes simples et complexes etc....

En fait, ces domaines et bien d'autres sont lifis dans la chaine que constitue la vie d'un objet
industriel ; elle peut itre divis~e en trois phases

- la conception ou crgation du produit
- Ia fabrication ou production industrielle
- la maintenance avec des activit~s d'apras-vente, de stockage, de r~paration et de r~vision

Le moyen priviligi6 de communication dans ce procesaus 6tait traditionnellement le plan.

L'introduction de l'informatique peut 9tre faite I diverses fins

- l'4laboration des plans eux - maemes

- la prasentation graphique de r~sultats de calculs

- l'automatisation des travaux r~p~titifs

- l'aide a la conception et a la fabrication des objets

Sur ce dernier point, l'exp~rience de la Soci~t6 Nationale Industrielle AOrospatiale peut 9tre
d~crite a titre d'illustration. Au sein de la Division H6licoptAres, des 6tudes et des d6veloppements
poursuivis depuis 1972, ont conduit i l'&laboration et a la mise en oeuvre de Systrid .1 (Syst~me

* tridimensionnel lare version), Syst~me de Conception et de Fabrication d'objets tridimensionnels. La
Division Avions a mis en place a partir de 1975 un logiciel, ayant las mames concepts de base, mais
sur du matfriel different, Sigma (SystZame Int~ractif de Gaom~trie Assist6e).

4 -SYSTRID .1, LE SYSTEME DE CONCEPTION ET DE FABRICATION D'OBJETS TRIDIMENSIONNELS, DE LA DIVISION
HELICOPTERES DE L'AEROSPATIALE

C'est donc le domaine des formes tridimensionnelles, simples et complexes qui a 6t choisi, en premier
lieu, A Marignane, au acmn de la Division Hglicoptares, pour mettre en valeur les techniques de
Conception et de Fabrication Assist~es par ordinateur. C'est un domaine 6minement cr~atif, fondamental
dans 1l'ilaboration du produit H61icoptare. C'est auaai un domaineotl lintaractivit4 permet le choix
en tempa r~el (contrairement au Calcul des structures par exemple). Systrid .1 eat donc un ensemble

* de programmes permettant:

- de cr~er et de modifier de maniare conversationnelle
- d'exploiter (par des trac~s-grandeur, des dessins a l'4chelle d6sirge, la d~termination d'outillages

la g~nfration de bandes pour l'uainage sur machines - outilsa commande num6rique)
- de calculer (caract~ristiques g~om~triques et m~caniques) n'importe quelle forme tridimensionnelle
simple ou complexe.

Ce systame a kt6 mis en exploitation en 1974, dans lea services d'Etudes et de Fabrication de V'entre-
prise. Actuellement plus de soixante personnes ont 6t6 form~es a l'utilisation de Systrid .1. Ce sont
selon lea problAmes trait6s, des ing6nieurs de haut niveau, des projeteurs, des dessinateurs, des
traceurs et des programmeurs de machines out ils a commande num~rique.

Les plans de formes de tous lea nouveaux h~licoptares sont congua et trac~s en utilisant le systa~me de
conception de formes Systrid .1. Par ailleurs, les moules des pales et des entr-6es d'air r~alisges en
mat6riaux composites, sont cr66s et uain~s a l'aide du syst~eme.

Ces comparaisons sont faites avec les m6thodes traditionnelles. Elles a'avarent tr~s favorables aux
nouvelles techniques. Des bilans 6tablis pour la conception et le traqage de plans de formes pour
des utilisateurs du systame dans l'entreprise permettant d'afficher les gains suivanta

- lea gains en coat sont toujours sup~rieurs A 25 % et atteignent, dans divers cas, 50 A 70 %
* compte tenu, bien sar des frais informatiques.

- les gains en d~lais sont sup~rieurs a 50 % et atteignent dan,, certaina cas 90%

Ces gains variables selon le type d'applicationa, sont particuliarement importants dana le cas
probl~nin algorithmiques

Voici A titre d'exemple, les r~sultats constat~s sur l'6tude du fuselage, de l'ensemble des capots,
du car~nage de train et leur exploitation pour la definition d'outillagede fabrication d'une r~cente
version du Dauphin bi-moteur.

Temps estim6 pour l'ex6cution par lea m~thodes conventionnelles

12 150 heures

Temps pass6 en utilisant Systrid .1

4273 heures

Gain 64,8%
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Coat estimg pour l'ex~cution par les m~thodes conventionnelles

1.093.500 f

Coalt constat6 en utilisant Systrid .1 (frais de personnel et frais inforinatiques cumul~s)

728.840 f

gain : 33,3%

De plus, un tel out ii apporte une rapidit6 de modification et une souplesse d'emploi qui permettent
de balayer de nombreuses solutions en un temnps tr~s court, voire d'6tudier des cas marginaux qui
auraient 6t6 laiss~s dans l'ombre en son absence. Par 1 mime, ii y a gain de qualitg du produit.

Afin de donner une id6e plus precise de Systrid .1, deux points peuvent Ztre 4voqu~s

- les concepts de base

les entit~s connues par le Syst~me ont une repr~sentation unique, param~trique polynomiale, ce
qui assure la notion d'objet tridimensionnel. Cela lui conf~re une maintenance ais~e et une grande
souplesse de d~veJloppement.

- les fonctions disponibles

* Elles peuvent Ztre ainsi class~es

- les fonctions de cr~ation dlentit~s (courbes et surfaces), de reproduction (lissage avec ou sans
q contraintes); de raccordements d'entit~s entre elles, d'extraction de formes A partir de formes

d~j5 cr66es, de g6n~ration algorithmique de formes (formes parall~les, formes d~veloppables...)

- Les transformations g~om~triques :translation, rotation, sym~tries, homoth6tie, transformation
* quelconque, produit de transformations.

- Le traitesent ensembliste des entit~s :transformation d'un ensemble d'objets....

- Des calculs sur les objets crg~s : sire, centre de gravit6, inerties, longueur d'une courbe, rayon
et centre de courbure en un point d'une courb6, angle le deux courbes, divisions 6gales stir une

* courbe...

*- Des fonctions de contr6le et d'exploitation des formes cr66es, int~raction courbe-courbe, courbe-
surface, surface-surface.

- Des utilitaires comme l'affichage de valeurs numeriques

- La sortie des trac~s

*- La pr~paration des bandes d'usinage

Il convient de citer A part, les fonctions qui permettent de r~aliser l'int~ractivit6 graphique du
syst~me

* - Les fonctions donnant la possibilit6 de modifier rapidement les objets cr44s (d~formation en
continu par poursuite au photostyle).

- Les fonctions de gestion de l'image stir l'&cran :sauvegarde automatique, r~g4'n4ration, remise 5
blanc, effacement d'une entit6 de 1'4cran avec possibilit6 de la reg~n4rer ult~rieurement, destruc-

* tion definitive d'une entit4, possibilit6 de designation de n'importe quelle entit6 sur 1'6cran.

-Des utilitaires lies A la visualisation graphique : d6finition d'axes, modifications d16chelles,
recadrage, perpectives, projections, traces d'entit~s.

5 5CONCLUSION :

I Systrid .1, actuellement diffus6 par le Centre de Recherches de l'Institut Battelle A Gen~ve, consti-
* tue le noyau g~om~trique de base d'un syst~me g~n~ral de Conception et de Fabrication Assist~es sur

Ordinateur vers lequel tendent les 6tudes et d~veloppements de l'A~rospatiale Narignane.

I Trois points fondamentaux sont A retenir pour un tel syst~me

- La possession d'une banque de Connaissances
- La mise en oeuvre d'un dialogue 'homme-rnachine" agr~able
- La possibilit6 d'introduire de nouvelles fonnctinnlit4.
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A FRAMEWORK FOR DISTRIBUTED DESIG COMPUTING

A W Bishop
British Aerospace - Aircraft Group Headquarters,
Richmond Road, Kingston Upon Thames, Surrey, KT2 5QS, Ehgland.

Large, geographically dispersed design teams are now the norm in manufacturing industries. Computer
systems are potentially useful for data storage, ccmmunications, interactive design, administrative
functions and numerical calculations. The work described provides a framework for the support of
such applications systems in a dispersed environment, against a background of rapidly changing
hardware.

0. 1. INTRODUCTION

i The manufacturing industry today requires ever more design effort to define each new article for
production, in order to remain competitive and to satisfy myriad regulations and constraints.

* Historically designers have used a large amount of computing power, but mostly for individual
calculations - rarely as a means of communication, data management or 3D design. However, in the
large (and often geographically dispersed) design teams which are now necessary in a number of
industries these are the major problems. Designers spend most of their time finding, transforming
and disseminating data, and all too little actually designing the product.

The work described here is designed to provide all the basic facilities needed to implement
applications systems which have to meet these design needs. It is being applied to a number of new
British Aerospace computer systems.

2. THE FRAMEWORK CONCEPT

Design computing systems (indeed all computing systems) have the basic structure shown below:

DDESIGN
INTERI

DESIGNER

AFU CATIONS APUCATION DATA
A TN DEVELOPMENT PROAM MANAGEMENT DATASM
IILEMENTOR SYSTEM PORMSYSTIEM

Figure 1 The Framework Concept

The user communicates with the computer using a command language, which is processed by interface
software to execute the necessary internal tasks and to generate responses to the user.

The internal tasks are mainly applications programs, which need to communicate with stored data via
a data management system.

OW+
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The applications programs are created by people who need a variety of facilities for designing,
coding, testing, docunenting and modifying programs.

No external supplier provides the necessary facilities on BAe's range of computers, and thus an
internal group has been established to fulfil the requirement. Where possible, software is being
purchased to reduce timescales and costs, but where necessary new software is being implemented.
The complete set of software will bridge the gap between the manufacturers' computer systems and
the needs of BAe's applications teams.

In addition, by providing this framework independently of the manufacturers, we can make our
applications programs essentially hardware independent. Portability of applications code is now
essential in today's fast changing hardware environment.

This is now a widespread concept, having been recognised by the designers of PDMS (1), OXSYS (2)
and others - but these are all restricted in scope of application. The only known system which
aims at the sane broad area of applicability is the NASA/Boeing IPAD project (3).

It is expected that such a framework will:

" cut the development time and cost of a new application by 20%, by avoiding the creation of basic
software for each application.

* cut the time and cost of conversion to new hardware or operating systems by 80% by providing
standard interfaces between the application code and other software.

" increase the benefits accrued by each application, due to the wider range of facilities which
can be provided in a common framework.

* This philosophy involves the creation of general purpose software for all applications, rather than
special purpose software for each. In our case this brings a high pay-off, because of the large
number of applications involved (about 30). It also offers efficiency advantages on modern
computers on which general purpose code can be shared between many applications. Even if this were
not the case, the rapidly falling cost of hardware compared to software encourages this approach.

The cost of such a framework is substantial. The NASA IPAD project is estimated at 120 man years -
our own at 30 man years. But even when used only in-house, where we have 350 applications
analyst/programmers, the return on investment is very high. The smaller organisation will not, of
course, so easily be able to justify such developments. However, the potential market is large,
and the products of larger organisations will no doubt be marketed to smaller ones.

3. THE DESIGNER INTERFACE

The key to the user's acceptance of the computer lies in his interface with it. And if we are to
build an information system upon which the organisation depends, then we must be at le to satisfy
the full spectrum of requirements. This ranges from the 'T.P. enquiry' - a simple aid well defined
instruction with a standard screenful of output -to the most complex three dimensional graphical
design task. In between lies the bulk of technical usage with relatively complex commands
intermingled with ad hoc arithmetic and data references.

The designer interface system (figure 2) must handle teletype, character VDU, storage tube and
refreshed graphics displays. Input of commands and data may be by keyboard, function buttons,
cursor, tablet, lightpen, etc.

These inputs are accepted by a device input handler (one for each terminal type) which will
transform them into a standard internal format.

The input controller may then queue the user, switching user data stacks as necessary. The command
interpreter will then unscramble the input into 'command atoms' and check their validity. With
the aid of data describing possible commands and their effect, it will generate a list of actions
to be satisfied within the computer, and may generate a menu for display at the terminal. The list
of actions is scheduled by the actioner, and may involve the execution of applications programs,
utility programs and the generation of terminal or hard copy output via the output controller and a
device output handler.

Whilst the basic commands will relate directly to applications code to be executed, the user will
also want to be able to group commonly occurring sets of commands together as macros. During these
processes, lightpen hits must be turned into useful addresses. Expressions and command pseudonyms a
will be resolved where these are allowed.

The user interface is also responsible for controlling all error feedback. In most cases the
feedback depends on the style of use - in particular whether the error occurs during online or
batch execution.

S,-
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CO!mMAND DATA

KEY:
DATA IN
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INTERPRETER ACTION LIS
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A
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CONTROLLER
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Figure 2 The Designer Interface

The commands, together wih related data input and subsequent actions, are modelled as a state
transition network. This technique provides a powerful, explicit and flexible meaus of defining a
language, and enables a problem orientated language to be defined for each application. It is

* simple to modify (essential during application development) and the user can extend it using
macros.

All command/action data is held on the data management system -such facilities are required because
of the complex data structure and the volume of data (the volune for a complex application is of
the order of 50 Kilobytes).

It is most important that a designer, who may use several computers in the course of a design task,
can use this common language throughout. He should not be faced with the various JCLs and editors
normally required to support applications.

This specification is not, of course, easy to meet. Current implementations have usually been
biased heavily towards a particular part of the spectrum - usually the simpler part as that has
been the major market area. But if computers are to be useful in the heart of manufacturing
industry, we must aim to catch geometric data at source - ic. partially replace the drafting board
by a terminal device. This becomes a major part of the market, and is the area which, above all,
must be served. Hence our solution is biased in this direction while still satisfying wider
requirements.

4. DATA MANAUGIDIT

The efficient provision of interactive design facilities leads us to the distribution of
micro/mini/midi computers throughout the design teem. Working data must be similarly distributed,
and so to maintain the integrity of data we have evolved the following approach:

, - * For each project, shared data will be stored centrally. This must be supported at very high
standard of privacy and integrity. The volume of data supported will be of the order of 10,DO
Megabytes.

la..
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0 Each local computer has access to this central data via a communication network, and (given
appropriate access controls) can rite information to it or read from it. Typically, a designer
will extract data created by other specialists prior to performing his own activity. When his
piece of design work is complete, the resulting data will go through several approval prooesses
before being made available for access by other designers as appropriate. Local database will
be of the order of 1 to 10 Megabytes.

e All the privacy data (who can access what) and who ha read what is stored centrally. This
latter data is used to notify designers of changes to their input data. Also stored is data
pertaining to the history of the design process - ie. which input data, in association with
which application program was used to generate which output data. This is vital for recovery
from design problems, accidents, etc.

he support of this approach involves three elements:

" Throghout the network of computers, data must be stored in the same logical format, ie. a
ccmon database design.

* On each computer this data must be supported in the same style, and with the same interface to
applications programs.

* There must be a means of unloading, transporting and reloading data between databases.

DISTRIBUTED SERIAL DATA FiLE

/ \ r-.tCATIONS
_ , [ ....... \ : [ SYSTEM i

APPLICATIONND
*PROGRAM 1CMUI

I- -------------------- CMUE

DATARCODAT

REQUEST

Figure 3 Data Management System

The international Codasyl standard for data management systems has been adopted. A data dictionary
system is used to store both a high level (logical) database description and a lower level
(physical) description. IDMS (4) is being used to support the central data and a 'Mini Data
System' has been implemented to a subset of the Oodasyl specification to support data in a highly
interactive environment. A 'Distributed Data Comunications System' (DIDAC) is being implemented
to move data between Codasyl databases using the existing communications network with standard RJE
protocols.

The Mini Data System provides a high performance data access system on the small local databases
which support command language definitions and display files as well as design data. Pathlengths
are reduced by excluding costly integrity procedures (which are not vital except on the central
databases) and disc accesses are reduced by allowing an application to lock in core the most
sensitive pages. Together with standard Codasyl techniques such as the clustering of related
records, this provides a very high level of performance.

DIDAC consists of two major elements. The first unloads data under the direction of a selection
language, turning it into a standard character representation of the data which is independent of
any particular database. EWternal references are held by name in a dictionary. This data can be
'posted' to any other computer where a load program adds it to an existing database. This process
also is directed by a language which can transform data within records. The necessary field
changes to suit local word lengths and data representations are performed automatically.

On the central data will be stored all the technical data necessary to describe the product,
including geometry and associated design data, assembly and modification data (including the
modifications to each specific aircraft being assembled) and derived properties of the aircraft
ranging ftm overall aerodynamic qualities to the internal strength and the mass of each component.

.," In addition project management and access control data will be stored. There will thus be direct
interfaces to the production, financial and commercial databases which are being developed in
parallel.
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5. IMPL04ENTATION OF APPLICATIONS

Traditionally, many designers in BAe have produced their own applications programs. Uver half the
development effort is provided this ay, the rest coming from computer departments at the design
sites.

*Whilst we have standardised on hardware, operating systems, languages and documentation, we have
not previously used u jonsistent approach to the design and implementation of systems, nor have we

used a single soft ware framework. By adopting and teaching a particular approach, we aim to mahe
the implementation of new applications much simpler, especially for the non-computing professional.

The intention is that staff who are developing applications can concern themselves far more with
satisfying user requirements, and far less with choosing or writing framework software and
developing a style of design and implementation.

A particular benefit of this approach is that we can afford to provide carefully tailored
*documentation for those working in this environment - leaving out the mass of irrelevancies that

the computer supplier inevitably pours fbrth.

The important elements of the approach are:

i) Above all, to enable the Implementor to thorouhly design an application before he goes near

the computer, by giving him:

9 a standard, structured techique for recording current activities and data flows within the
relevant part of the organisation, so as to identify the requirements of a new system.

I a similar technique for defining systems and programs. This definition appears later in

the source code as primary documentation.

* sizing data, so that performance can be accurately estimated during the system and program

design phlases.

The design will be vetted by third parties, particularly by those responsible for the

framework software and the overall database design co-ordination.

STANDARDS

APPLICATIONS

IMPLEMENTOII

\ I I
I I

SYSTEM OOCLEN
PROPOSAL '

SYSTEM !1LI------------R--
DEFINITION I . I .

-OL Li2--' ERRORS

SI I I I
, -- , I I S ''>,

c~emIND I OMMANDATALANGUAGE I--.- t - - -- -..... - -"- -...... - -..

LOADER/]

-. J - DATA I H
r--SISC.EMA -'ECLAR TIbi4S

PROCESOIILOW LEVEL
SOLINCE
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+ ~---1 cOWLSRlll ----
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Figure 4 Applications Development
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ii) Additional techniques to ensure efficient coding, testing and subsequent maintenance and
modifications:

* a definition of the data management and designer interface systems.

e a data dictionary system, which stores the logical and physical design of the database and
applications.

e a library system fbr documentation, code etc.

e a test envelope fbr top-down implementation and testing.

In establishing tne requirements of a system and the high level system design, a diagramatic
representation of processes and data structure is used to aid communication. Figures 2,3 and 4
represent such process diagrams in a simple form; extensions cater for cross-referencing of
diagrams at several levels of detail etc. The data structure diagram is that introduced by Bachman
(5).

At the system definition level these structures are converted and extended to program and data
definition languages (PDL and rvL).

Programming involves the addition to the PDL of the 'flesh' of the program, including references to
the data manipulation language (DML). The PDL, EIL and DDL can then all be processed automatically
into the target source language such as FORTRAN or COBOL producing, respectively, the major control
instructions, database CALL statements and data declarations.

To establish the user's command language, the definitions of commands, associated data and
9 subsequent actions are input to a program which loads the command interpreter database.

6. FRAMEWORK IMPLEMENTATION

This framework is being implemented initially on the PDP 11 computer range by a team of 10 people.

This is being followed by a VAX11 implementation.

The expertise needed to design such software is, of course, considerable, and we have used
consultants and built various software prototypes to acquire this expertise.

Several critical elements are in use by applications teams including the Mini Data System and a
prototype command interpreter.

While the application program interfaces will te standard, there are of course areas where the
framework has to interface with the operating system. These must be rewritten for each computer
type.

The framework naturally has a highly modular structure so that it can be tailored to particular
needs. The mainframe would normally support all facilities, but at the other extreme we might
configure a single user machine with core only data management.

Software being implemented by BAe is written in the RTL/2 language, chosen fbr its efficiency and
portability.
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LIASSE ZEXTIQUE ASSISTUE PAR ORDINATEUR

par

Jean-Pierre Pauzat
Ing~nieur Bureau d'Etudes

Atrospatiale, Division Avion

I- Q= CONTI3] MIR LIASSE ELECTRIQJE ?

1.1- Pour un avion du type AIRBUS (apr4 s environ 9 ens d'exploitation), ia liasso 6lectrique comprend

- 7.000 sch4mas de cAblages (43%)
16.500 plae, r~partis en :- 5.000 listes d'4quipements (3C%

- 4.500 r4pertoires (27%)

1.2- Les informations trait~es dana, ces plans peuvent 6tre etim6es h environ (Pour toutes lea validit6s)

*80.000 Ddfinitions concernant les c~bles et leurs branchements,
*20.000 Ddfinitions concornsnt lea 6quipements,
*3.000 Dfinitions concornant les modifications,

* 40 Validit6s standards, non affect~s ou clients.

2- SYSTMI "G.I.C.E.":

Le systbae "G.I.C.E." (Gestion Informatique des C~blages Electriques) a pour but
4V 1- d'assister le Service Electricit4 dens is d~finition, la r~alisation et la diffusion d'une liasse 6lec-

* trique
*2- de prendre en compte les besoins des services extdrieurs utilisant la liasse 6lectrique :Pr~paration,

Production, Contr~le, Apr,%s-Ventes.

2.1- Le Systhme "G.I.C.E." assiste le Service Electricit6

2.1.1- Le Systaine "G.I.C.E." asaiste le service 6lectricitg dana la dafinition de la liasse au niveau

- de ].a r1servation des branchements sur tous lea semi-6quipements communs & plusieurs circuits (pri-
* sea de raccordement, barrettes, splices) :48.000 pour une liasse (40 versions actuellement pour 1'

AIRB)

- de la miss & jour de ces r~servations apr~s l'dlaboration de-- schdmas de cablages :1250 sch~mas pour
* line liasse (0 avion).

Cette procddure informatique s'effectue hL 1 'aide de plusieurs consoles alphanum~riques installdea au sein
du service, parual lea dessinateurs. Ces derniers ont h leur disposition, plusieurs programmes conversationaels
charg~s de lea guider pour effectuer ces travaux.

Cette proc~dure infornatique ne supprime pa le travail de r4servation des brancheiaents mais fournit un ou-
* ' til de travail plus 6voludi qui pernet

- d'dliuiner lea rogistree tenus manuellement :60 classeurs de 400 fiches correapondant h toutes lea ver-
sions;

- d'dliminer le travail de v~rification des enregiatrements pour chaque schewt de cftblages :lh par plan;

* - de d~celer tine partie des erreurs ou incompatibilit4a introduites dana la liasse t61ctrique au. nivean des
repdrage.

2.1.2- Le Systbrne -G.I.C.E." assiste le service 6lectricit6 dans a Isr~alisntin -1 '1 lisasse

- en pronant en compte 1' ensemble des d6finitions cAblages, 6quipements et vw.l idi t s !inn des fichiers dis-
tincts d'accbs direct (introduction classique par bordereaux et cartes perl-nr ee)

- en faisant 6voluer ces fichiersasu fur et h mesure de l'introduction des moiifi-it' ' n, uniquement par
4tats diffdrentiels ; cette proc6dure a pour avantage de diminuer le volume h'n>i~~s~ revalider
manuellement, l'ordinateur se chargeant de faire la synth~se do 1'ensemble pour fhiq-ju v-,lidite (voir
fig.1- Page 2-).

- n donnant h chaque instant aux dessinateurs, la liate complbte (pour toutes lea valiait,'a0 de tous lea
conducteurs, lee 6quipementn, lea brnnchemns lea plans, lea modifications, lpa tvi-in --t 'curs validi-
t~5.

2.1.3- Le Systems "G.I.C.E." assiote le service 4lectricit4 dana la diffusion de l ILsa

-tout he proceesus de diffusion cot iflformaftis : une s6rie de programmes permetlert, hi partir de critereu
de validitd issue des fichiors "avion" (it "modifications", d'extraire de. claque fichier le base les 1l6-
monta relatifs h la validite. demand&o (voir fie. 2- Page 3-).

- I-, cascade des plans pour une validite donn~e eat ainsi obtonue par un pncersmc partdh'ul icr. Ce derrnier
rend um service appr~ciable en aupprimant une charge de travail tr'as impcortite qu'il tait difficile
d'aasuror dans des d~lais raioonnables.

- du fait de 1'informatisatiol de Is lianse, Ia cascade a 6t consid~rablenV simplifi,'o :s !a jorit,' deo
ensembles sup~rieurs ont 6t supprim~n ot lea documents reotanta sont on erando partie des liates deo sor-
tie ordinatour :(voir fig.3- Page .4-) -

* environ 2.350 r~pertoires et 2.800 liates d'6quiponents seront ain.ai supprimJ8 pour lea iniies A.300~
B2/B4 (et remplact~a par 2 liates de sortio ordinateurs en ce qui concerne lea ' quip,ments-
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2. 2- ILe Syst~me ".I.C.E." pr~voit de prendre en comp-be les besoins des services extdrieurs utilisent
la liasse 4lectrique

La somme des informations 'c~blages, 6quipements et validitda" qui constituent la BANQUE DE DONERS BMREAU
D'ETUDES peut Atre miss A Ia disposition des Services Extdrieurs. Ceci permet en particulier d' dviter Is duplica-
tion des travaux au niveau de Ia emisie des donn4es 1"dlectricitd"' et gerantit l'unicitd de, la ddfinition de cha-
que information. Les diff~rentes applications actuellement prd4vues concernent:

- la diffusion au Service Prdparation des fichiers cftblages et 6quipements pour uric validit4 dornde pour
- la definition des faisceauxc

- la diffusion au Service Approvisionnements de 1expression des besoins per validit4 des diffdrents ty-
pes d'4quipements

*- la diffusion au Service Contr8les des documents de rdfdrence "Bureau d'Etudes"

- Ia diffusion au Service Production des dtats diffdrentiels "cflblages et 4quipements" pour rattrapagc sur
avion

- la diffusion au Service Apr~is-Vcntes des fichiers complete rofl~tant 1Vdtat ddfinitif de chaque avion.

NOTA :Ces diffusions sont prdvues sous forme de bandes magndtiques ou microfiches.

2. 3- Conclusion

L~e Systbmo "G.I.C.R." pormat donc :d'amaiiorer le procesaus d'dlaboration de Is liasse giectrique, d'4vi-
* ter eux services extdricursaeu Bureau d'Etudes de rcprendre ia saisie des informsations "4lectriciti".

Ccci sawbre trbs important au moment o4a l'augmentation des demandes clients et donec de ia cadence de sor-
tie des evione en chains impliquc uris manipulation d'un volume d'informations de plus en plus important dams un
ddlai trba court.

Souls linformetizetion complbte du processus peut permettre de traitor cc problbi.e. En cc, qui concerne le
* ~Bureau d'Itudes, cette 6tape finale acrn rgaliade &rAce h is mise en piece du Systhsie C.OCI.,ba9 aur 1'-

utilisation du mtdiil h desainor interectif, compldment natural du Syatbme "G.I.C.E.".
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aerospatlale
-106 CASCADE LIASSE ELECTRQUE

(4) WEsr DES(1 EE Sft ) D5OUP dooffafts do

PPLCTO des~i SYTME IC t A C

* - Fig. 3

3- SYSTM 1"C.A..C.E."1

Le Systbme "C.A.0.C.E." (Conception Assistde par Ordinateur des Cgdblages Electriques) a pour but de pren-
dre en compte Is dessin des schdaas 6lectriques sur du matdre. interactif et de peflhettre la saisie au fliveau
informatique de toutas lea donna qui alimenient lea fichiers de base du Systbme G.I.C.E.

3.1- Mat~riel at Logiciel

* Le choix a' est port4 sur un sysibme vendu "Clefs en main" :systbme local fonctjonnsni sur un mini-ordina-
taur oii le logiciel est fourni avec le mat~riel. De ce fait il a kt4 inutile de prarsire en compte l'6criture de
ce logiciel, sauJle la liaison fonctionnalle avec le Syptbme "1G.I.C.E.' travaillant sur un ordinateur C.D.C. (cy-
DER 172) doit Atre programm4e.

Cette solution permet au Systbme 1"C.A.0.C.E." d'Stre ind~pendant de la charge de travail de cat ordinataur.
Ella parmat aussi d'utiliser diraciamant un logicial important at parformant fonctionnant ddjh par aillaurs pour
des besoins similaires (BOEING).

La configuration actualle qui raprdsanta la phase azp4rimantale eat rapr~sentde ci-dessous :(voir fig.4-
Page 5-).

En phase opdrationnelle environ 20 postes da travail sont prdvus pour "1traitar" une liasse dlecirique d'im
avion type AIRBUS. Si l'on ajouta lea besoins Apr~s-Ventes ca chiffre monte h 30 posies de travail, la majoritd
d tant des consoles graphiquas.

3.2- Principe d'utilisation

NOTA 1: lePrincipe nWest pas encore enti~rement ddfini.

Daux crit~res importants devront cepandant Atre pris an compta

1) Assurer ia saisie des donndes "1cfblagas at 6quipements" au nivaau 1"C.A.0.C.E."1 at supprimer ainsi la
/ 1r~daction des bordereaux et la perforation des caries au niveau "1G.I.C.E.".

2) Permattre au Service Aprha-Ventes da disposer de la liasse 4lecirique du B.E. sans avoir h la redessi-
ner enirement, la duplication s faisant au niveau informatique (CA.0.C.E.).

/7
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HPLANIATION CAO ACTUMELLE: ph.. espiiuutelp

-Le principe qui avait 4 enviag initialement eat le suivant :(voir fig.5- Page 6-)

I- Pour tine version dle baae ou tous plana nouveaux

- de recopier lea sohdrnas de cflblages sur la table h desainer interactive

-- de rdcup4rer directement lea informations "cftblagea" et "d6quipementa" correspondants

- de vdrifier pour chaque validitd lea fichiera ainsi crda avec ceux obtenua par le syatbme "G.I.C.B."
* et de ddceler ginai toutea lea anomalies entre lea deux typea de fichiera

- de donner AL l'Aprea-Vente une lisase 6iectrique directement exploitable pour lea besoina de Is docu-
mentation technique (WDM, etc ... ) et en concordance parfaite avec la liaaae 3.3., ceci dana um d~lai
tr~a court.

2- Pour une veraion client et tous plana modifids

- d'appliquer directement lea modificationa aur la liasse archivde par le ayat~me acit aur table inter-
active dana le can de modification importante, aoit aur console graphique dana le can de mdification

* mineure ;

- de aupprinrer la rddaction des bordereaux et is perforation des cartea cor'--apondant h la phase "aaisie
dee donndea" dana le ayatbme "G.I.C.E.";

- de dormer h l'Aprea-Ventes la liasae 6lectrique B.E. directement exploitable pour lea beaoins du W.D.

Remarque

La comparaiaon pr6cddente entre lea 2 typea de fichiers obtenus par lea deux syatbees eat devenue imutiie
puiaque la liaaae eat un tronc commun ota lea erreure duea aux bordereaux et h la perforation dee cartes
n' exiatent plus.
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SUMARY

The current and projected use of advanced computers for large-scale aerodynamic flow simulation
applied to engineering design and research is discussed. The design use of mature codes run on con-
ventional, serial computers is compared with the fluid research use of new codes run on parallel and vector
computers. The role of flow simulations in design is illustrated by the application of a three-dimensional,
inviscid, transonic code to the Sabreliner 60 wing redesign. Research computations that include a more com-
plete description of the fluid physics by use of Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes and large-eddy simulation
formulations are also presented. Results of studies for a Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation Facility are
used to project the feasibility of design applications employing these more advanced three-dimensional
viscous flow simulations.

INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, the simulation of aerodynamic flows by numerical modeling on computers has
become increasingly acknowledged as a valuable tool for aerodynamics research. This interest in flow
modeling is a resul.t of the remarkable progress that has been made in developing efficient solution pro-
cedures for a hierarchy of approximations (Refs. 1, 2) to the compressible Navier-Stokes equations govern-
ing fluid motion and from the progress in the development of large-scale, advanced computers. These
advances have coupled to provide important new technological capabilities that have added a new dimension
to the partnership of theory and experiment (Ref. 2). In the past, experimental programs were largely
directed toward obtaining aerodynamic characteristics for point design and obtaining systematic data for
configurations and flow-field data not amenable to analysis. The improved capability of numerical simu-
lations and the limitations imposed by most experimental programs are placing increased emphasis on tests
specifically designed to check theory at a few critical points or to generate data for improved theoretical
flow models. Once the numerical analysis is proved adequate, it provides the capability to explore other
geometries or flow conditions for which test data do not exist.

Advances in numerical methods and computers have also coupled to provide economic improvements.
Historically, computer speed and memory have increased with time at a much greater rate than computer cost.
Similarly, the computational efficiency of numerical algorithms is continually improving. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 1 (from Ref. 1) in which the trend in relative computation cost due to computer price/
performance improvement alone is compared with the corresponding trend due to algorithm improvements alone.
The two trends have combined to bring about an extraordinary cost-reduction trend in computational aero-
dynamics.

Although the technological and economic advances in computational aerodynamics have been remarkable,
the full potential for application to engineering design has yet to be realized. Several numerical model-
ing issues are still being addressed (Ref. 3), including: algorithm efficiency, numerical resolution,
accuracy and stability, computational grid generation, and turbulence modeling. In addition to these
issues are computer speed and memory limitations that need to be addressed to effect substantial improve-
ments in the configuration complexity and modeling accuracy needed to advance the role of computational

,* aerodynamics in engineering design. In this paper, we briefly discuss present computer capabilities, their
application to engineering design and research simulations, and projected capabilities for more advanced

*simulations.
ADVANCED COMPUTER RESOURCES

Historically, increases in computer speed and storage have had a major effect on the development of
computational aerodynamics as well as on computational physics in general. Figure 2 shows the growth
trend in computer speed (measured in millions of floating point operations per second, mflops) as typified
by the introduction of increasingly advanced systems. The IBM 704, IBM 7090, CDC 6600, CDC 7600 and their
contemporaries are conventional designs based primarily on the serial computing concept. In these systems
a computer instruction is required to initiate each arithmetic operation such as a floating point addition
or multiplication. Large increases in computing speed were primarily due to substantial improvements in
electronic circuitry as technology progressed from vacuum tubes to integrated circuits. Similarly, storage
capacities have improved with the transition from ferrite cores to semiconductor memories.

Conventional computers have been the principal tools used for linear and nonlinear inviscid and
boundary-layer method development over the past two decades. Presently, most aerodynamic design applications
use a wide assortment of conventional computers with codes based on these methods. The more advanced con-
ventional computers have also been heavily used in the development of more complex models, such as those
treating flow separation and turbulence with the Reynolds averaged approximation to the Navier-Stokes
equations. Unfortunately, speed and memory constraints of these computer systems have inhibited the full
exploration of these methods in three dimensions and have made their design use too costly.
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In the 1960s it was recognized that the rate of' increase in speed of conventional computers was
being severely restricted by speed-of-light and heat dissipation limits on electronic circuitry. New
design approaches were developed based on the concept of a single instruction initiating the execution of
several identical arithmetic operations. This led to the introduction of parallel and vector computers,
Including ILLIAC IV, COC STAR-lO0. TI ASC, and CRAY-1.

The ILLIAC IV (Ref. 4), developed by the University of Illinois and Burroughs Corp., implements this
concept with 64 identical processing elements. The processors operate in parallel in a lock-step fashion
so that one instruction can initiate the simultaneous execution of as many as 64 identical arithmetic
operations (128 in half-word mode). The STAR-l00, developed by Control Data Corp. (Ref. 5), and the ASC,
developed by Texas Instruments Corp. (Ref. 6), lise a pipeline approach. Here an arithmetic unit is seg-
mented with each segment corresponding to one of several stages, each of equal time duration, that make up
an arithmetic operation. An instruction initiates a stream of operands into the pipeline, so that when it
is full several operands are being simultaneously processed, each at a different stage of completion.
Much as in an assembly line operation, results appear at the rate needed to complete only a single stage.
Because one instruction causes an operation to be performed on numerous operands, this type of processing
is essentially the same as parallel processing. Pipeline operation is most efficient on long operand
strings that aid in minimizing the effect of pipeline start-up and shutdown. The operand string is analo-
gous to a vector so these computers are often called vector computers. Note that the ILLIAC IV operates
on data strings (64 in length) and thus may also be thought of as operating on vectors.

The CRAY-1 (Ref. 7), also a vector computer, utilizes several specialized pipelines and registers
that are optimized for vectors of length 64 or multiples of 64. Pipelines may also be "chained" together
to produce a longer pipeline performing more complex operations, such as an addition followed by a
multiplication. The result of this combined operation appears at the single-stage rate. In addition,
the CRAY-1 addresses the overhead penalty for scalars (single element strings) and very short vectors by
including a separate scalar unit. Thus the machine is sometimes viewed as a conventional computer with
additional vector processing capability.

The new vector approach to computing has significantly affected simulation methodology. Although
fluid dynamic approximations are largely amenable to simultaneous execution over large domains of discrete
(grid) points, researchers have had to adjust their approach in algorithm structure and coding techniques
to realize the potential of these advanced computers. Such new techniques are being developed at an
accelerating rate, however, as the need for increased computing capability is realized. In particular,
more emphasis is placed on data organization (Ref. 8) because of the parallel and vector computer's higher
data bandwidth demands between memory and processing units. As researchers have become more familiar with
these recently introduced computers, their use in aerodynamic simulation has grown, particularlv in the
areas of fluid dynamic research and advanced modeling studies. Examples include research computations
using transonic potential (Refs. 9-13), Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (Refs. 8, 14-16), and turbulent
eddy simulation (Ref. 17) approximations. In the next two sections, examples are given of the use of
advanced conventional computers for design and the use of ILLIAC IV for fluid dynamic research applications.

DESIGN APPLICATIONS

A fundamental goal of computational aerodynamics is to provide cost-effective tools for design
exploration. Aerodynamic codes typically used in design applications must meet three key criteria. The
first is that the code not consume inordinate amounts of computer time and memory. For example, in the
authors' experience with three-dimensional transonic flow simulation, one of the first successful attempts

- (Ref. 18) at transonic wing simulation required about 12 hr on the IBM 360/67 computer. This reduced the
rate of development of the code and made it unattractive for use in design applications. The subsequent
availability of the CDC 7600, with approximately 25 times the computing rate of the IBM 360/67, offered
substantially shorter turnaround time and led to accelerated development. Typical runs on the faster
machine were reduced to substantially less than an hour. This usually afforded at least two turnarounds
during prime shift, and the code became attractive for use in engineering applications.

The second criterion is that the code adequately simulates flows about geometries that are sufficiently
realistic and that it captures the physical phenomena that are essential to the design study. Since complex
flows are highly three-dimensional, the most useful simulations are those closely approximating the dominant
three-dimensional aspects of complex geometries. Although substantial progress has been made in numerical
modeling of complex turbulent flows, the three-dimensional applications have been limited by computer
resources to simple shapes. This has restricted three-dimensional design simulations to those involving
inviscid linear, inviscid nonlinear, and attached boundary-layer models.

-The third criterion is that the code be reliable and predictable. This generally implies that the
code is based on a relatively mature methodology and that it has gone through a lengthy process of algorithm
and model development, pilot code construction, test and evaluation, and subsequent refinement and documen-
tation. As a consequence of this process, which usually spans several years, most design simulations are
presently done on convertional computers, such as the CDC 7600, introduced a decade ago.

Because of limitations imposed by the above criteria, design simulations have not reached the point
where they can be relied on for the full spectrum of performance data. Nevertheless, some present design
analysis codes are being used to provide key guidance; they have fostered a new approach to aerodynamic
design. This approach is typified by the Raisbeck group's program (Ref. 19) to improve the Rockwell Sabre-
liner wing.

The objective of the program was to substantially improve the range capability of the aircraft
without sacrificing its low-speed performance. The key to achieving this objective was redesign of the
wing. The requirements were that: (1) the wing fuel carrying capacity be increased to carry an additional
1200 lb; (2) climb and cruise drag be improved; (3) takeoff and landing field lengths be reduced; (4) stall
characteristics not be degraded; (5) the wing box contours be unchanged along the entire lower surface and
along the upper surface outboard of midspan; (6) the existing ailerons be maintained to meet the cruise
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requirement; and (7) retrofit be accomplished at a reasonable cost. The Raisbeck group elected to make
heavy use of aerodynamic simulations and chose the Bailey-Ballhaus code (Refs. 20, 21) for three-dimensional
transonic simulations during the wing redesign effort to improve high Mach number capability.

The redesign procedure consisted of three basic steps. The first step was to calibrate the code by
comparing computed wing surface pressures with flight-test data for the original configuration. The result-
ing correlation, shown in Fig. 3 (from Ref. 22) provided the designers with confidence that the code could
simulate the essential physics in the flow field, which in this case was the strength, location, and extent
of the embedded shock wave on the wing upper surface.

The second step was to modify the wing geometry in the computer model using the code as a guide that
the aerodynamicists could use to reduce the strength and extent of the shock wave. Results of this step
are shown in Fig. 4 (from Ref. 19) where the computed surface isobars for the modified wing (Sabre 60 Mark
Five) are compared with those for the original wing (Basic Sabre 60). The comparison shows that the
modified wing has eliminated the shock wave in the inboard region and reduced its strength outboard. The
outboard shock wave could not be completely eliminated because of geometrical constraints imposed by low-
speed performance requirements.

The third step was to flight test the new wing to evaluate performance gains. Results are summarized
in Fig. 5 (from Ref. 22); they show a 25% reduction in takeoff and landing field length, an 8% improvement
in fuel efficiency, and a 27% increase in range.

The above example clearly demonstrates two key assets of the current design simulation capability.
The first is the ability to study in detail the major flow phenomena governing aerodynamic performance near
the design point. The second is the ability to rapidly investigate the design space and to literally "cut
and file" on the computer. Presently, computer codes are limited in their ability to predict complete
performance data for complex configurations. However, the availability of more accurate simulation models
coupled with increased computer capability will allow future aerodynamists to produce better designs even
more quickly and economically. In the next section we look at some of the research activities aimed at
meeting this objective.

RESEARCH APPLICATIONS

The goal of computational aerodynamics research is twofold: (1) the development of more accurate
and efficient numerical models that capture increasingly detailed flow-field behavior and (2) the use of
modern numerical techniques to gain an understanding of the underlying mechanisms of fluid physics and to
explore questions still unanswered by experiment and simplified theory. An active area of research involves
the simulation of fully turbulent viscous flows. Two approaches are of particular interest: Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes and large eddy simulation approximations to the full Navier-Stokes equations.
Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations

In this approximation the Navier-Stokes equations are averaged over a time interval that is long
compared to turbulent eddy fluctuations but small compared to large-scale flow variations. The averaging
process introduces terms representing the time-averaged transport of turbulent momentum and energy. Such
terms must be modeled and it is the modeling of turbulence that introduces the principal inaccuracy of this
approach. However, in many cases this approximation provides realistic simulations of separated flows, for
example, unsteady flows with buffeting, and is ctapable of total drag prediction (Ref. 23). This promising
approach, when fully exploited, should make it possible to use numerical simulations for actual performance
prediction over a broad range of flow conditions and geometries.

A particularly interesting application of the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations is the
numerical simulation of unsteady flows that are triggered and sustained by viscous mechanisms. The first
demonstration of this capability was the simulation of transonic buffeting about a circular-arc airfoil
by Levy (Ref. 24). This was soon followed by the computation of buffeting forces near and beyond maximum
lift for a supercritical airfoil in a high Reynolds number transonic flow (Ref. 23).

Very recently, Steger and Bailey (Ref. 15) simulated aileron buzz using the ILLIAC IV. In 1947,
during wind-tunnel tests of a semispan wing from the P-30, it was discovered (Ref. 25) that the severe
aileron vibrations that had been encountered in flight were manifestations of a one-degree-of-fredom
flutter. This phenomenon was characterized by shock-wave motion that produced a phase shift in the response
of the hinge moment to the aileron motion; it was found to occur for certain combinations of Mach number and
angle of attack. This classical experiment was simulated two-dimensionally by simultaneously integrating in
time both the governing flow equations and a simple differential equation for aileron motion.

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6 and reveal good agreement with the experimentally deter-
mined buzz-onset Mach number. Simulated histories of aileron deflection show that for an initial 4*
deflection angle, the aileron returns to zero deflection for a free-stream Mach number of 0.79. When the
Mach .umber is increased to 0.82, however, a limit cycle oscillation is reached. Figure 7 shows Mach
number contours near the upper and lower limit of the buzz cycle and illustrates the severe shock-wave
motion.

It is interesting to note that when the viscous terms in the governing equations were neglected,
either stable or divergent aileron oscillations occurred; no aileron buzz was cbsered in the inviscid case.
Furthermore, the computer code without adjustment automatically produced the appropriate steady and unsteady
flows.

Only in the past year has the Reynolds averaged Navier-Ctokes approximation been applied to simu-
lations of three-dimensional flows. Due to computer limitations of even the most advanced computers these
flows are still relatively simple in geometry. The first such simulation (Ref. 26), obtained on the CDC
7600, was for a three-dimensional swept shock wave interacting with a turbulent boundary layer. Recently,
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Shang et al. (Ref. 27) simulated transitional and fully turbulent corner flows and obtained further
results (Ref. 16) on the CRAY-] computer for shock-wave boundary interaction in a wind-tunnel diffuser.
In addition, Pulliam and Lomax (Ref. 8) simulated flow about a hemisphere cylinder at angle of attack
using ILLIAC IV. Their results, given in Fig. 8, show a complex flow pattern, also studied experimentally
(Ref. 28), involving three types of flow separations on the body. These include a separation bubble on
the nose, a primary separation on the sides and a secondary separation embedded within the primary sepa-
ration along the leeward surface.

Large Eddy Simulations

This approximation is based on the concept that in turbulent flow it is the large eddies that absorb
energy from the mean flow. These eddies are highly anisotropic, vary according to Reynolds number and type
of flow, and transport the principal turbulent momentum and energy. The small eddies, on the other hand,
dissipate energy, tend toward isotropy, are nearly independent of Reynolds number and flow type, and trans-
port relatively little turbulent energy or momentum. The numerical approach calls for the direct simu-
lation of the large eddies while the small eddies, which are smaller in scale than the numerical grid
(subgrid scale eddies), are modeled. The direct computation of the large eddies necessary for these simu-
lations is very demanding of computer memory and storage. However, given sufficient computer resources
this approach promises to provide simulations of phenomena such as aerodynamic noise, laminar-turbulent
transition, and other turbulent characteristics from theoretical first principles. In addition, it pro-
vides a means for conducting numerical experiments to develop improved turbulence modelirg for the lessdemanding Reynolds averaged approach.

Although large eddy simulation is still in a primitive stage, significant progress is being made
(Ref. 1). The increased need for resolution makes this method a prime candidate for the most advanced
computers. Particularly noteworthy is the work of Wray (unpublished results communicated to the author,
1979) which has been described by Chapman (Ref. 1). Previous simulations have been incompressible, but
Wray recently conducted turbulent eddy simulations on the ILLIAC IV using 500,000 grid points (requiring
approximately 7 million data words) for compressible flow in shear layers and round jets. Vorticity con-
tours for a two-dimensional shear layer, shown in Fig. 9, illustrate the experimentally observed (Ref. 29)
vortex pairing. Figure 10 shows that an initial three-dimensional disturbance develops irregular three-
dimensional structure which is more commonly observed (Ref. 30).

FUTURE COMPUTER CAPABILITY

Although the growth in computer capability has been remarkably rapid there is reason for concern
regarding continued growth. In fact, the computer speed trend shown in Fig. I indicates that a leveling-
off in speed improvement has already occurred. A major contributing factor is that the initial defense-
oriented drivers in electronics and computing are giving way to consumer oriented products, such as
calculators, digital watches, minicomputers, and microcomputers. Although computers were once nearly all
government-owned, private business today owns 97% of the computers in the United States. Through the mid-
1960s, large-scale computers made up nearly 100% of the market; today, they account for only a small
percentage of the market and it is projected that there will be even further decreases in that percentage
in the future (Ref. 31). Furthermore, the emphasis on advanced high-speed computers shared by many users
is switching to the concept of distributing slower computers among the users.

In the early years of computer development the U.S. government was a strong sponsor of numerical
computing engines for defense needs; there is no such driving sponsorship today. It is concluded that as
a result of these changes, supercomputers are no longer the focus for new electronic component technology
developments, and no large economic incentive exists for major private capital investments in supercomputer
development. It has also been concluded by some (Ref. 32) that the Federal government should resume its
earlier role of sponsoring the development of supercomputers. In recognition of these circumstances and
in recognition of the growing needs of computational aerodynamics, Ames Research Center has undertaken
studies to investigate the feasibility of developing a Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation Facility (NASF).
The purpose would be to provide, by the mid-1980s, a major new computational capability for aerodynamics
that could be a pathfinder for other scientific computers to follow. The goal would be to achieve a two
order-of-magnitude performance gain over conventional computers to provide an advanced computing tool for
simulating three-dimensional viscous flows for both design and research applications. Several key results
of the feasibility studies are discussed below.

The NASF is viewed as a unique computational system tailored for the numerical simulation of large-
scale aerodynamic and other fluid dynamic flows. The facility would support all phases of large-scale
aerodynamic simulation tasks, including code development, input data preparation, code execution, result
editing and display, data storage/management, and other ancillary support activities. Results of the
studies indicate that this can be best implemented by a distributed computing approach calling for the
distribution of the various aerodynamic simulation tasks among hardware and software systems best suited
to perform a given function. The implementation developed . ot w,: hree-level hierarchy of
",stems shown in Fig. 11.

At the top level is the flow model proces- (FMP) which is a very high-speeL processor for simu-
lating - e-scale, three-dimensional flows by cocessing the appropriate fluid dynan, c equation approxi-
matior.s cas. 'n the form of numerical flow - ,,els. This system consists of specially 'esigned processing,
memory, and coi, -il elements fabricated ' om advanced, high-speed, high-density integra ed circuit tech-
nology components. In addition to tf .e hardware elements, the FMP would Include a comliler for a high-

J1 . ~ level programming langu., (h-- in the well-known FORTRAN language), an operating sysl.m, and other
required software elements.

The middle level is the support processing system (SPS) which consists of proce .ing, storage, and
-" peripheral devices configured as a "front-end" system to support FMP simulation tasks This is a sys', m

of standard off-the-shelf hardware and software elements providing three major funct'ans: (1) file storage
for programs and data, (2) management of tasks and file movement to and from the P , and (3) interactive
processing for source generation, compilation, input data preparation and result -ditlfng.

qa
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The bottom level in the hierarchy is the user interface system. It consists of that equipment and
of those hardware/software subsystems that provide the means of interface between the FTP/SPS and the
researcher. This system consists of three subsystems: graphics display, work-station, and data communi-
cation. The graphics display subsystem provides the important result-display function and includes three-
dimensional display units with local computer system support. The work-station is an intelligent terminal
unit device consisting of keyboard, low-resolution color graphics, local file storage, and some local
processing capability. Work-stations will serve as the principal means of user communication with the
FMP/SPS. The data communication subsystem provides high-bandwidth communication links to off-site
researchers.

Most of the erehasis during the studies was placed on investigating concepts for the flow model
processor. A major conclusion was that the performance goals could be attained only by exploiting
parallelism, a conclusion also shared by others (Ref. 31). Furthermore, the time required for development
and associated technological risks would be minimized by using state-of-the-art electronic components.
Two concepts were developed, based on these premises, one by Control Data Corp. (Ref. 33), the other by
Burroughs Corp (Ref. 34).

The Control Data concept (Ref. 33) is based on a vector approach implemented by four lock-step
parallel pipelines that support up to triadic operations (e.g., (A +B) * (C +0)) often found in aerodynamic
simulation models. The machine architecture includes special mapping units for assembling and disassembling
contiguous vector streams from the noncontiguous memory patterns associated with three-dimensional array
accesses, also found in many models. The system is highly distributed, allowing high-speed concurrent
operation of these units as well as a scalar unit, I/O, and three levels of memory.

The Burroughs approach (Ref. 34) departs from the vector concept by providing 512 individual
processors, each with its own working memory and instruction decoding unit. All processors operate con-
currently, executing their own programs with coordination facilities to enable them to bear or a single
problem. The independence of the processors allows simultaneous execution of different arithmetic operations
as well as the same (i.e., vector) operation. Flexibility in memory access is provided by a connection
network between the processors and a two-level, main memory. This network allows processors to concurrently
access random memory locations with only minor performance degradation due to data interference.

The approach used to develop the above concepts consisted of matching computer technology to pro-
jected computational aerodynamics requirements. One of the fundamental requirements is a significant
increase in grid-point capability which translates directly into memory capacity. Figure 12 shows a plot
(Ref. 1) of the maximum number of grid points used in various years as reflected by publications in the
fields of atmosphere dynamics and aerodynamics. The trend is indicative of both increasing computational
domain size and finer grid resolution. It is of interest to note that the point shown at 1979 is for the
large eddy simulation results (Ref. 1) (Figs. 9, 10) discussed in the last section.

Results of the feasibility studies are also shown in Fig. 12, based on a requirement of 30 words
of memory per grid point, which is an approximate value for three-dimensional Reynolds averaged simulations
that employ a complex turbulence model. Two points are indicated. The lower point corresponds to approxi-
mately 40 million words of random access memory (RAM) holding grid point data, miscellaneous arrays, and
code. The upper point corresponds to this memory plus approximately 260 million words of block access memory
implemented by charge-coupled devices (CCD). Based on the projections by Chapman (Ref. 1), the RAM memory
alone is sufficient for Reynolds averaged simulations about wings and should suffice for more complex
geometries when used in conjunction with so-called zonal methods that combine inviscid, boundary-layer,
and Reynolds averaged domains. The additional CCD storage expands the memory capacity to treat more com-
plex flows, including Reynolds averaged simulations about wing-body combinations. However, according to
Chapman's estimates, this large memory capacity is still not sufficient for large eddy simulations beyond
the airfoil stage. Increases by several more orders-of-magnitude are needed before this approach will be
practical for complex shapes.

The other fundamental requirement of computation aerodynamics is increased computing rate to match
the memory growth. In this case, the studies accounted for the algorithmic and data flow structure of
three-dimensional simulation models (Ref. 35). Two models were studied in detail: a fully implicit
(Ref. 36) and a mixed implicit-explicit (Ref. 37) approach to Reynolds averaged simulations. Both methods
showed a very high degree of parallelism, due largely to their three-dimensional nature. The projected
performance of these models for both computer concepts was studied in detail. Results of these analyses
using timing simulations of actual code sequences gave a range of approximately 800-1,000 mflops on real
code. This corresponds to about 200 times the execution rate of the CDC 7600 on the same codes scaled
down to fit in that machine. More general capabilities of the two concepts were investigated by estimating
performance for a Global Circulation Model supplied by the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies. In
this case, the performance range was a respectable 500-700 mflops.

The projected capability of NASF in relationship to current capabilities and future requirements
for advanced simulations is summarized in Fig. 13. This plot, again taken from Chapman (Ref. 1), shows
the computer memory and speed requirement in millions of floating point operations per second corresponding
to simulation of a steady flow with a 1-hr run using 1978 numerical methods. The range in requirements is
representative of nonlinear inviscid simulations of transonic flows using the full potential formulations,
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes simulations over a broad range of Reynolds numbers and compressor/turbine
blade stages, and large eddy simulations in which the viscous sublayer is modeled. The domain shown for
NASF projects a simulation capability for transonic inviscid flows about aircraft configurations and
Reynolds averaged flows about airfoils, inclined bodies, compressor blades, and turbine blades using only
the RAM. Careful use of buffering between RAM and CCD memory offers simulation capability that includes
helicopter rotors and simple aircraft-like shapes. In addition to these capabilities, practical application
can be made of sophisticated numerical optimization techniques for compl.x shapes and three-dimensional

.*':unsteady, viscous transonic flow studies. The projections for large eddy simulaLton restricts th~s approach
to longer solutions about simple shapes. However, based on projected (Ref. 1) computer technology trends
and continued advances in numerical methods, the practicality of this approach could be realized before the
end of this century.
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CONCLUSIONS

To meet the ever pressing demands of computational physics for increased processing speed, computer
designers have implemented new architectures based on parallel processing principles that represent a
significant departure from the previous conventional approach. The coexistence of two distinct computer
types leaves large-scale computational aerodynamics in a period of transition. Engineering design simu-
lations are presently conducted on conventional computers using mature models. These models are proving
to be very useful in providing design guidance, but their accuracy limitations require that the bulk of
the desired performance data be generated experimentally. Meanwhile, the new parallel computers are being
increasingly utilized for simulation research aimed at overcoming these limitations. Constraints on
electronic technology improvements indicate that parallel computers are here to stay and that they will be
the computing resource for improved, large-scale, engineering design applications of the future. The NASF
feasibility studies have shown that by the mid-1980s, the parallel computing approach can provide the com-
puter resources that when coupled with advanced numerical techniques will make a broad spectrum of three-
dimensional, viscous flow simulations practical for engineering design applications.
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* Fig. 9. Large eddy simulation of free-shear layer with 2-0 initial
disturbance: M4 0.5, unpublished results of A. Wray (1979).
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P Fig. 10. Large eddy simulation of free-shear layer with 3-D initial
disturbance: M4 0.5, unpublished results of A. Wray (1979).
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0. INTRODUCTION

0.1 - Le dessin des formes extdrieures, pour des raisons de conception a~rodynamique, a un r8ie
extrimement important dans ls conception de i'avion parce que Is peau extarieure contient l'ensemble des
6quipements et, par ailleurs, que cette peau est is partie rfisistante de i'avion. Par consfquent, un
changement important dans is d~finition des formes a~rodynainiques de i'avion peut correspondre A une dfi-
pense tras filevfie. Aussi, y aura-c-il deux raisons pour r~aliser au mieux ces formes agrodynamiques, d'une
part pour obtenir lea performances souhaitges du vghicule agrien et, d'autre part, come assurance contre
les erreurs de conception qui co~tersient trits char, en Prix et dilais, dana le d~veloppement du programwe
correspondant.

0.2 - Pour acqufiir Is difinition agrodynsmique de i'avion, on utilisait autrefois des raisonnements
et des calculs tras simples, associgs A des essais en soufflerie de maquettes. L'utilisation

syscimatique de i'ordinateur dans Ia conception arodynamique des avions et relativement r~cente;
elle rasuite de l'amflioracion des puissances de caicul des ordinateurs at du dfiveloppement de m~thodes
de caicul numfirique adaptdes.

Nous remarquerons qu'il faut nettement sinarer lea problmeade conception et d'identification
*d'une configuration afirodynamique qu'on identifiers aussi comme probl~mes doptimisation et d valuation.

Dans ces deux cas, l'ordinateur apporte une aide considlrable avec, cependent, des efficacitle trls
diffflrentee et des mdchodes d'emploi figalement tr~s diff~rentes.

On ineistera sur le fait qua cee operations d'ontimisation et d'Avaluacion ne sonit pas fiquiva-
lances A des opgrations d'anaiyse et de synthlse auxquelles on fait allusion habituellanent dana ie
dliveloriperment d'un projet 4'avion ; i'anaiyee est pius cyniquement une recherche at una comprfibension
des ph~nomanae en cause ec des moyens A apporter pour remgdier aux dlficiences afirodynamiques relevles
at Is synthlse eac davantage une intfigration egiobaie du produit en gpin~ral. On is r~alise par une
adaptation de paramatres giobsux simples encre des points extr&'Ies qui ont fitf eux-mimes 6tudifis danes
une fitude sysclmacique (surface, flche moyenne,..)

-0.3 - Nous shlone prfisenter succeesivement dane ce rannort les principes de conception at Is termi-
nologie employde pour is conception et i'identification, avec lea difffgrents niveaux de calcul

associ~s qui sont d'ussge systfimatique aux AVIONS MARCEL DASSA1JLT-11REGUET AVIATION pour concevoir lea
*nouveaux prototypes.

Mous pr~senterons eneuite deux examples concrete reistivement simplee, relacife A des avione
civile at milicaires, permettant de voir ce qusapporce l'introduction de i'ordinateur dens cette concep-
tion alrodynamique, puis nous montrerons comment ces principes sont vRlnlraux at font l'objet de mithodes
cout A fait g~nirales de conception afirodynamique assietfie par ordinateur qui sont effectivement en
service dens notre Socifit6.

Enf in, on indiquera lee dfiveloppements qui neuvent 9tra pr~vus dane lee annfies a venir, compte
tenu de l'amlioration des possibilitla do caicul qui eat envisagesbie.

I. REMARQUES GENERALES ET TERMNOLOGIE

1.1 - La ddveloppement continu

Pour concevoir tout produit industrial, un bureau d'6tude procede suivant deux dfimarches
compldmentaires. Une d~narche traditionneile qui eat una amelioration du produit par sfliection succes-
sive des meilleurs coinpromis. Dana le cas oil un produit industrial a une long~ue tradition de diveloppe-
ment sntfrieur at oa lhe nombre de variances du produit est rehacivement 6havfi, le procassus du
bureau d'6tude consiete A corriger lea ddfauts qui ont fiti remarquds dana Is production antgrieure at A
dfvlacer he compromis dane he sans qui amfiiorera lee qualitis lee plus remarquables du produit ou lee

V., qualitis qui font l'objet d'un dfificit par rapport A ha concurrence.

Ceci suppose un diveloppement contlnu des connaissances at c'est Is dfimarche qui assure Ia plus
grande sgicurit6, y ccsnpris dans le ddveloppement gindral des confivuraclon. afrodynamiques d'avions.
Ce type de dfiveloppement eat employfi syst~nsciquemlent par le bureau d'fitude des AVIONS MARCEL DASSAULT-
REGUET AVIATIIN at constitue une base seine at nficessaire do tout nouveau projet.
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1.2 - La conception en vue d'objectifs nouveaux

Par ailleurs, en plus de cette gestion par sfilection et par am~lioration de! pro tuits pr~c&-
dents, un. conception compl~nentaire doit 9tre faite en fonction des objectifc A atteindr63J En effet,
le choixc des objectifs A atteindre changeant cur le nouveau produit, il oct ininortant de concevoir le
nouveau produit en fonction des nouveaux objectifs. Dane la mecure oil ces nouveaux objectifs ne sont
pas recouverts par lea anciens produits, et dans la mesure oil cec objectifs cant nouveaux par rapport
swc anciens produits, Ia conception sera nouvelle et l'encemble des moyans A mettre en oeuvre au point
do vue Eitude, recherche et d~veloppement, portera sur un nouveau probl~me. 11 Oct souhaitable que Is
part de la conception attachde A satisfaire des objectifs nouveaux soit lijit~e dans un nouveau projot,
de carte que Ia part qui ne bfindficie pas d'une grande exp~rience coit limit~e et fasce l'objet d'une
Eivaluation pr~cise.

1.3 - L'jdentification finale

L'identification du produit final no se fera, en fait, qu 'en eccais en vol cur l'aVion dfifini-
tif, mais on pout imaginer un certain oobre d'6tapes intermfidiaires A base d'essais en soufflerie de is
inaquette la plus grande possible et Ia plus reprisentative possible et de calculs A l'aide du inaillage
Is plus serrg possible.

Danrts laPhase d'identification, le souhait sera do reconstituer is mieux possible lea qualitds
et lee bases de calcul du nouveau praduit, sars que dane Ia phase de copUeian le but sera, cur un
certain nombre de points objectifs, do rdialiser le meilleur dessin at! ui~hie possible, crest-&-dire
do supprimer dec ddcollements ou de rdiduire des intensitfis de choc par exemple.

A partir de Ia ddfinition de ec formes agradynamiques, il sera possible, quand elles seront
finalisfies. do passer A la rdialisation du produit industriel et 11 nous rentrerons dons uno phase do
conception des difffirents Eilfments structuraux: et de rdalisation proproment dite de l'avion. Dents cette
phase, pout itre comprise, en partie, la rdalisation do naquottes grandeur ou do maquettos de taillo
importante destindes A l'identification en coufflerie ou A l'identification en ossais statiques do

V.avion.

4CRTRSNBTES0 UL 09ETF OVA- ,ATIDI
OClpefetColn nIs

1.4 -L'intoraction avec le bureau d'6tude

Cependant, ii ect impartant do noter quo l'itdration cur la conception a~rodynamique des formes
est beaucoup plus en liaison avoc l'itfration do type afrodynanique g~nirale et calcul do performiances
qu'avec le d~tail de I& rialisation des pi~ces qui canstitueront le produit, &lors quo l'identification
de l'avion suppose une d~finition de d~tail compl~te et suppose done que le dessin de Ia structure et
l'aulnagement sait tr~s avancd.

Comie Ia forme afirodynmiquo contiont l'encsenble de la structure de l'avian et lee Equipements
do l'avion, il y aura une interaction continuolle entre le groupo do conception des farmes afirodynmi-
ques at 1e responsablo du projot et do son int~gration en gfinfral, qui doit jouer A plain son r~l.
d'architecte du projet, on orientant l'ensemble des choix en fonction dec objectifs qui ant pu itro
identififis cao Etant, coit difficilos A atteindro, soit impossibloc, soit trap faciles A atteindro.
Pour cola, ii oct nlcessaire, pour le reeponsable du projot, de d~finir, avec de plus en plus de pr~ci-
sion, sec denandos au fur et A mesure de l'6laboration des formos agrodynamiquos et do lour Evaluation
ddtaillie.

L'oblipgation d'introduiro des donn~es prlcises dons l'ordinateur conduira finalement A uno
bien plus grande csom do rdflexions ratiannellos quo dans is procescuc clssiquo oil Io concoptour
g~nfiral ne pouvait qu'6tudier un nombre limitE do variantes et n'avair qu'une Evaluation globalo pour
un nombre limitE d'itfrations do conception afirodynamique r~sultant des oscais on soufflorie.
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1.5 -Les r8les fondamentaux de l'inggnieur dans une conception assistfie par ordinateur

On insiste sur le fait que le r8le de l'horsne est beaucoup plus important dans un systame de
conception assist~e par l'ordin ~er des formes afirodynamiques que dans un syst~me classique d'it~ra-
tions sans usage de l'ordinateuwu

4
ar, d'une part, lee questions posies A l'architecte sont beaucoup plus

pr~cisec sur les objectifs A atteindre at sur les valeurs relatives des diffrents objectifs A attein-
dre ; d'autre part, lea demandes A satisfaira, au point de vue afrodynamique, sont beaucoup plus pr6cises
puisque resultant d'une analyse plus compl~te du problame et. par cons~quent, nficessitent une r~flexion
plus importante sur lee meilleurs moyens A mettre en oeuvre potir avoir des formes efficaces sur l'ensen-
ble des points de vol retenus.

On inaiste sur lee 6l6ments de compromis qui sont fournis par une sirie de calculs en ordina-
teur et qui devraient permettre d'acc~der A une meillaure qualitd globale du produit. On pourra ainsi
distinguer deux niveaux tr~s difffrants d'intervention :un niveau oii on jouera directement sur Is
paramatre, qui a ft reconnu coahce devant 9tre travaill6, et un niveau o5i on jouera cur des quantit~s
plus analytiques et 6l6mentaires. Par exemple, pour une itude de tratnite de profil en transeonique, Ia
demanda corraspondra syst~matiquement .1 un certain niveau de train~e et on pourra, soit optimiser
directement cette tratnige si ella eat accessible au programme de calcul 619mentaire ou, au contra ire,
ramonter A une 6valuation plus simple correspondant, par example, A une mainimisation d'intensitf! de choc
ou A un 6coulement non d~coll6 614mentaire.

Suivant les cas, le choix sera plus ou mains 6conoviique en temps de calcul ordinateur et,
par consdquent, on voit la tras granda importance de l'ing~nieur dans les boucles de conception des
formes par ordinateur, puisque le choix dec meilleurs moyans A mettre en oetivre at des inayens en
calcul par ordinateur sera primordial stir le coilt at le d~lai ndcessaire pour obtenir une convergence
du procassus de conception adrodynamique de l'avion.

14 Cette importance de l'inpdnieur responsable de l'afrodynamiqua sera d~valopp~e par 1'expg-
0 rienca qu'il acquerra, et dans Ia connaissance des pbgnomanesairodynamiques de base et dane leur

application cur difffrents avions, et dans l'application des mdthodas d'6coulement qui sont retenues
pour Ie travail sur ordinateur.

De toute faton une itude syst~matique d'influence des principsux parametres est n cessaire
pour que l'ing~nieur soit aidk dane son bon sens at son intuition ; au coura de la recherche du
meilleur compromis global il pourra ainsi sans perdra sur lee performances critiques bien 6valu~es
se placer au miaux pour satisfaira A des crit~res non 6valuables math~matiquament de simplicit6,
accessibilitCd aux 6quipements, etc...

1.6 - Lee m~thodes de calcul at le compromis co~t-prgcision

Avec un peu d'antrainament un ing~niaur pourra choisir le mailleur compromie corit-efficacit6
pour avoir la r~pone A un problame agrodynamique, mais de plus il devra pouvoir 6valuar la relation
corit-prficision qui est fondamantale A cause des simplifications souvent ndcessaires qu'iI faut effec-
tuer pour rendre calculable un 6coulement complexa. Par example, si V'on veut faire une optimisation
en tratiee d'onde d'un avion nouveau en transsonique on paut se contenter dans up premier temps d'uti-
liser un programme lingaris6 de tratnde d'onde d'un corps de r~volution 6quivalent. Ce programe
a un temps de calcul extrtimement court at peut donc 9tra rendu intaractif ou mieux tre optimise

* directement, ce qui fournira lea points sanciblac de Ia loi des aires at lee zones peu cociteuses.
Pour aller plus loin dane Ia prdcision de calcul on pourra ramplacar le fuselage saul par un corps

- de r~volution 6quivalent at ia voilura par una plaque lin~aris~e avec un programme d'interaction.
on pourra enfin calculer l'avion complat sans lindarisation des conditions aux limiteseat en fluide
parfait ou en tenant compte des couches limites at aillagas ou mima des zones d~coll~es. La gradation

* en complexitg et en coat de calcul d~pand sinai et da la qualit6 de r~solution des Cquations at de
l a qualitg de Ia representation g~omfrrique de l'avion. Catta ddpendanca eat sch~matis~e dana la
figure 2 ci-deasous. Lea temps de calculs passeront de quelquas centigmes d'heure A des centainee
d'heures avec lea ordinateurs actuels ci on a 6t6 trop ambitiaux cur le nombre de degrgs de liberti
at la valeur maxja Is du nombre de Reynolds 6quivalant dane una r~aolution des 6quationa complites
de Navier-Stokes
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Nous avons s~parf! dans ce tableau les conditions aux limites en fonction de la dimension
de l'espace 2, 2,5, 3D avec limites fixes ou variables. Les calculs bidimensionnels (2D) et tridi-
mensionnels (3D) sont bien connus et couvrent aussi bien les cas axisymfitriques ou les cas A topologie
simple (description possible par une surface A deux: param~tres sans singularit6 tel le cas d'une
sule seule) ou complexe (description impossible par une surface A deux param !tres mais multiples
points ou lignes singuli~res pour un avion complexe quelconque). Par contre, Ia solution peut bouvent
8tre approchge tris valablement par une, fonction de deux coordonnges seulement, Is d~pendance vis-1-
vis de la troisi~me 6tant explicite. C'est par exemple le cas d'un profil d'aile d'allongement filevg
pour lequel les caract~ristiques agrodynamiques varient peu en fonction de l'envergure bien que
1'6coulement ne soit pas bidimensionnel par suite dea flaches de bord d'attaque, et de bord de, fuite,
ou de Ia variation de circulation en envergure ; on parlera alors de calculs 2,5D cf. figure 3
ci-dessous.

7 D 2,5 D 0
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1.7 - Les degrds de libertC- et lea contraintes ndcessaires

Les calculs adrodynamiques conduisent l'ingdnieur responsable A modifier lea formes afiro-
dynamiques au mieux des objectifs visds. 1ais en fait sa liberti est assez limitge par suite des
nombreuses contraintes de conception non lies A 1'airodynamique mais lides A la r~sistance des
matdriaux, A l'agro-glasticitd ou plus simplement au volume requis pour lee 6quipements ou le carbu-
rant ou pour la fabrication. Ces contraintes pourront s'exprimer par des points de passage oblig~s
ou par des raccordements d~terminfis ou par l'existence de surfaces rdgldes ou de r~volution.
On pourra aborder deux atratdgies oppoades pour tenir compte de cee contraintes, soit les mettre
dans lea pdnalisations que Von ajoute A Ia fonction cost principale d'optimisation (la trainde
dana un cas de calcul par exemple) sous forme de cotits additife d~pendant de l'Ecart entre contrainte
ddsirde et rdalisge (6cart de volume de caisson de voilure par example pour le carburant A une
valeur de r~f~rence souhaitde) ou bien en limitant lee degr~e de libertg de faqon A satisfaire Ia
contrainta (famille des d~formations acceptabs de profil paseant toutes par lee miemes points
d'6paisseur de longeron avant par exemple).

La deuxidue procfidure eat plus gconomique car ella n'introduit pee de degr~e de libert6
inutiles, par contre elle n'eat pas gdndrale car lee contraintes sont souvent complexes.

Nous verrons qua ces demandes conduisent A une d~finition gdomdtrique spdicifique des
formes que nous d~crirons au paragraphe 3.3.1 ci-dessous, ou bien A un maillage de l'espace lore
des dfiformations possibles qui permette Ia price en compte de d~formations acceptables.

1.8 - Optimisation manuelle, interactive, automatique

* On distinguera dane la suite lee optimisations interactive et autometique dane le proceesue
de conception assistd par ordinateur par opposition A l'optimieation manuelle. Une optimisation
interactive conciete en une e~rie de calculs de temps unitairee acsez courts et dont lee rdsultats

* peuvent 9tre pr~sentds de fagon suffisamment claire cur un Ecran de visualisation graphique pour
que lee param~tres d'un nouveau calcul puissant itra tr~e rapidement Evaluds et rfiintroduits dana
l'ordinataur, qui donnera. une nouvelle rdponse ; et ainci de suite jusqu'A satisfaction de critt-res

4 ~moyes analogiques exprimfis cur lea chiffres, lee courbee et graphiques pr~sent~s en sortie cur
l'6cran. Un temps 4ldmentaire de calcul de queiques secondec at une r~flexion inf~rieure A la
minute sont des chiffres corrects ponur euiiato e type. Au-dea u e mpdqaloe robun

proesss atomtiqe.Celui-ci spoe16autn u critere d ult ud ote aps
sibilitg de modifier correctement les param-Atres d'entrde du calcul. Citons cu.ain exemples carac-
tdristiques de prograimmes interactife d'usage courant aux AMD-BA :lissage de courbas, optimisation

de train~e, de portanca, de d~collements cur des profile, de r~partition en envergure, d'6quilibre
longitudinal de l'avion etc...* La figure 4 montre un exemple d'utilisation interactive d' un Ecran
8 photostyle d'entrie dane le 4e example ci-deesue.

th SOUFFLEPIE

C06T DELAI ( -Par Issais successifs
/ EM 000INAIEUR

-COMPAOMIS : ITERATIONI - Par usais succasuifa .ireds.
/ I . Intatactils

PR(CISION EFFICACITM Autamu1iques (Coptuws~en)

* Dlractement (Optimum design)

---I- .E.
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2. EXEMPLES DE CONCEPTION AERODYNAMIQUE

2.1 - Pour montrer les processus nouveaux de conception qu'il est possible d'utiliser grace A l'intro-
duction syatluatique de l'ordinateur nous allons retenir deux examples 6l6nentaires. L'un correspond
au deasin d'un profil en transsonique et l'autre au desain d'intfigration d'une entrie d'air en super-
sonique. Lea dewc examples ne aeront pas fitudiaa ni explicit~s en detail, mais seulement pour un
noubre restraint de cas de calcul de faqon A mettre en fividence la nouveaut6 de la mfithodologie plus
que Ia fagon exacte dont on l'emploie dans une 6tude industrielle.

2.2 - Etude d'un profil

Nous avona rasumi dans la planche ci-dessous lea Ifints caracte'riatiquea de Ia conception
directe ou aidge par ordinateur d'un prof ii en tranasonique

ITIE RVIONS ITfRATION
MAKU ELL E 6 IHTERA CTIVE

CALCUL5 MULTIPLE /" OP IMIATIOH
I EN i POINT

OU ESSA15CLCS
EN SOUFFLEAIE EADIDES

COMPARAAIF3

OPTIMISATIOrI
EHi PLUSIEURI POINTS

CxC I sslque AVEC CONTRAINTES.

a Hicb d'sdapttfe
S.'. Chocs maximaua 7

... d'intennaWi diminude
valre annulde.7 4,0sa

Cdlahs-- V1 4.pavsssu

Mach dadapI.Iaan

Recomprssion CNI

sans dclemsenl5
- A31,USTEMENT DIES FONCTIONS Cools.

RiAAJUS1EMENT DIES PROGRAMME$ DE CALCUL
PAR COMPARAISON A LEXPiRIENCE.

-EXEMPLE DE CONICEPTIONI BE PROFIL

Dana ls conception directe un certain nombre de dessins sont faits manuellement et des cal-
culs simples ou des recueils de r~sultats expfrimentaux permetteait de sfilectionner quelques profils
de qualitg probable. Une sfine d'esaaia exparimentaux couparatifs peruet de sfilectionner lea courbes
de caractaristiques acceptables, excellentes ou inacceptables. Par couparaison on pourra choisir de
nouveaux desaina, lea redafinir manuelleuant et lea essayer.

* Dana une conception interactive, on affactuera une partie des comparaisons de faqon directe
et an balayant par le calcul un certain nombra de profile on pourra orienter lea choix vers lea
meilleurs deasins. Ce procesaus eat I'occaaion de l'apprentissage tr~s rapide des points sensibles
uas peut itre momns prficis que le procadfi manuel direct. En fait on essaie d'optimiser sinai en un
point par essais successifs. On rappalle cepandant qu'un tel travail eat beaucoup plus risqug que le
processus d'itfration couplet en soufflanie puisque la modfilisation doit 9tre sommaire pour avoir des
teupe de calculs restraints at on n'obtient pas d'inforuation sur lea points non optimisfis ; sinai
a-t-on couramnent des amliorations locales impressionnantes associ~es A des dfitfriorations de qualitfi
au voisinage de l'optimum. Une faqon habituelle d'amfiliorar ces rasultats Crop ponctuels eat d'6tendre
l'optimisation A plusieurs points voisins d~finissant des zones A amigliorer. En compensation on retien-
dna souvent des critares d'optimisation aasez simples pour itra facileuent interpr~tablas. Le r~sultat
d'optimisation entiarement automatique de ce type eat souvent excellent at conduit 6conomiquement A
des deasins de bonne qualitg, que V'on pracisena ensuite en faisant appal A des programmes de calcul
plus couplets et surtout A des optimisations multiples.

4W.-
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On donne ci-dessous un exemple d'optimisation simple oii des cantraintes d'6paisseur relative
au longeron et d'angle minimum au bard de fuite ant 9t introduites, le calcul est effectug en sub-
critique par m~thode d'6l9mentsfinis,le maillege 6tant r~ajustg A chaque itgration,et la fonction coat
ou Ia figure de m~rite fait intervenir la survitesse maximale et les pentes maximales de recompression
des couches limites. On distingue nettement Ia phase initiale de recherche des influences de base des
formes autorisees par lea degr~s de libertg de d~finition (phase au cours de laquelle sont balay~es
mime quelques configurations tr~s gloignges du dessin initial ou final caract~risges par une ligne,
moyenne en S marqufie du prof ii). Aprts la phase initiale de r h rchesI ecnevr aslto
est asaez r~guli !re et eat limitge par la pr~cision de calcu 1 sI dset eo aslto

OPTIMISATION O'UN PROFIL
FAR UNE m~trW)E DTLEMENTS FINIS

* Cit w 0.5

'4

Si l'on prend canine critare d'optimisation la tratnge d'onde seule et cosine contrainte
1'6paisseur relative on peut rechercher dens un diagrassne partance nambre de Mach Is forme des profils
optimaux adapt~s en chaque point. Ces profils ne sont pas d~finis dans la zone subcritique, par contra
quand le Mach et la portance ant des valeurs suffisaimnent glev~es il n'est plus possible de trouver des
solutions sans chocs en tranasonique et il existe une forme aptimale syant une tratnfe d'onde fix~e
pour chaque paint du damaine, si du mains les conditions ne sont pas trap extranes, zones oil lea pro-
graimmes transsoniques ne convergent plus et nWont d'ailleurs pas de valeur car les cas reels sont
d~coll~s. On peut tracer ainsi une famille de profils :depuis les profils sym~triques jusqu 'aux pro-
fils A grande portance at faible nombre de Mach. Taus sant optimisfis ou suparcritiques mais ant des
formes tr~s variables. On peut penser qua de telles familles de profils perlnettraient de renouveler
lea vieux catalogues de profils. En fait il nWen eat naen car leurs qualit~s hors adaptation sont sou-
vent mauvaises alors qu'une forme relativement voisine serait acceptable. Aussi doit-an optimiser en
deux ou plus jeurs points pour garder des qualit~s pas trap pointues aux profils retanus. La choix de
pluaieurs conditions d'adaptation, de plusieurs crit~res de qualitf vaire de plusieurs types de can-
traintes d'6paisseur conduira A une telle vari~tA de profils qua Voan renancea A las cataloguer.
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Nous donnons ci-dessous une coinparaison des organigrauies de conception de profils que V'on
a utilis6 effectivement aux AI4D-BA pour 1& conception de profils nouveaux. On a sfipar6 dans ce tableau
l'sncienne conception manuelle, Is conception assist~e en usage il y a quelques anndies et Ia conception
par optimisation que nous utilisons systimatiquement actuellement. On voit une, diminution importante

* des 6tapes manuelles de conception. Notona cependant que, si I intervention de l'homme est mains fri-
* quanta, elle est beaucoup plus ddlicate et exigeante qu' auparavant coimne nous I'avons indiqu6 au cha-

pitre prdc~den t ; eno tos Mjalement qua le processus retanu actuellement utilise une combinaison des
optimisations interactiv, It directe et que les proc~d~s d'itdration sur las caract~ristiques complzhtes
sont justifids non par des essais de souffleriebidimensionnals mais par recoupement avec des easais
de recherche tras dgtaillds qui servent A 6valuer le degr6 de confiance A accorder aux outils de cal-
cul. On a ainsi repgrg les phases de rfiflexion ou d'intervention manuelle artisanale par le signe 0
las phases de recoupementsexpirinentaux par les signes E, EX,EXX suivant qu'il s'agit d'exp~riences
globalas de pesdes, d'expdriences avec masures de pressions et visualisations pariftales, ou d'expfi-
riences avec mesuras d~taillies de champs de vitesse ou couches limites ; lea calculs aur ordinateurs
sont rep~r~s en calculs directs A , inverse V et calculs non afirodynamiques X ou de fabrication en
commanda numdriqua. Les calculs d'optimisation oil lordinateur effectue sutomatiquement les itfirations

* A partir des indications des fonctions co~ts successives sont indiquds parO en opposition aux mfitbodes
interactivesi. Celles-ci SOnt actuellement une part d~croissante inais non n~gligeable ni compllitement
rdductibla du processus complat. Rappelons qua V'on n'indique ci-dessous que le processus de conception
agrodynamique at qua catte conception sara un mdlange des trois types ci-dessous suivant les possibili-
t~s de calcul at le cas 6tudi6.

Conception manuelle Conception assistfie Conceptionfoptimisation

*Choix des conditions de Choix des cond. rEXX Essais de recherche

conepton 00 Choix des pressions souhai- --w Choix des cond.
.eChoix de critilres expdri- tfdes [ 0 Choix des critleres/coGts
mentaux V Calcul inverse --* Recalcul de cas voisins

e Evaluation des squelettes/ * O -O sresfrs S Chidsponsdpt
6pai ssaur 0 Cmrmssrlsfre hi e onsdot

o@ Compromis sur las formes .- Calcul direct tranasonique O ptimisation sutom.

0 Maquattage pour soufflerie -0 Comparaison transs./subs. -h Identification calcul

EEssais extensifs en souf- 0 Maquettage LK1 Exploitation calcul
fleria EX Soufflaria sur qq. profils Cacsnoardy

-0 Exliaindes assais 0 Exploitation des assais I A~mliorations locales

Loe Modifications squelatta/ LI Amdlioration de dassinChx
6paisseur * Chi de Ia solution " Mauetaa .N

e Choix de la solution X Maquettage C.N. EX Idqetatio souflri

* Maquettage soufflaria EX Identification soufflerie EX abrtiication sufei

E Identification en souffle- Fabricationn

STragage pour fabrication
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2.3 - Etude d'un 6l6ment de surface d'avion

On pourrait d~velopper en ddtail Ia conception d'un 61iment de surface suivant une proc6dure
analogue mais des problames nouveaux sont posgs par ia complexiti du maniement des surfaces et 6gale-
ment par la difficult6 de ddfinir nettement les fonctions et les critares de qualit6 A attendre de
cette portion de surface. Nous montrerons cependant sur un exemple sans ambigu~t6 que l'optimisation0D
peut remplacer avantageusement dana certaines parties de l'svion un procesaus d'easai et erreur cls-
sique ; beaucoup de travail d'analyse reste encore naceasaire pour clarifier les choix des formes
optimales de Is plus grande partie du fuselage et de Iinteraction des choix agrodynamiques, atucturaux
at de dessin gdndral.

Considdrons une entrge d'air montge sur un fuselage en gcoulament supersonique. Pour opti-
miser lea diatorsions dens le plan d'entrae d'air ii eat nlcessaire de modifier lea formes fuselage en
amont pour assurer dens plusieurs conditions d'incidence et de vitesse A l'infini amont des fluctura-
tiona en grandeur at direction de vitesse dens le plan de l'entrae d'air aussi faibles qua possible.
On pourra prandre comae critire d'optimisation l'acart-type de Is fluctuation par rapport A la valeur
moyenne ou toute autre meaure de Ia distorsion moyanne ou extrama at comme contraintes las contraintes
de fabrication habituelles ou de raccordement de cabine. on donna ci-dessous un example d'un tel cal-
cul;legain obtenu, aur la distoraioi eat de prls de 40 % pour des modifications mineures du fuselage.

EXEM PLE DE CONICEPTIONI DE FUSELAGE
OPTIMISATION BE CARTE D'EtTRU WAIR (EN SUPERSONIQIJ[

AVcm. OIweJUaeO AM0 F" lAN

960,02 -I.. C a0.01

Unechinedecocepio asisgesurorinteu putkremie n plaecmepuru po

gr i ue chaes for e onrespi o siateur.odntu etar iee lc oepu npo

tiue odncep a omation manuelle ,Cneo intractive udotmat oncurptntun aaation

Choix des conditions de Choix des cond. EXK Esaes de recherche
conception -oe essi du pl. de f. F. Choix des conditions

-0Dessin d'un plan de forme y Calcul inverse Choix crittares/cofits
Tracg du pl. de f. IEntrfie/lissage Recalcul de contr8le

*Maquettage manuel 5Maquettage C.N. S Dessin d'un pl. de f.
--eRetouches de pl. de f. 11Retouches pl. de f. I Entrfie/lissage
0Maquettage pour soufflerie 06 Clu 'dniiain 6 Ksquettage C.N.

E Essais soufflerie, visua- Clu d'dnicaona Optimisations locales
lisations 0 Exploitation calcul dn.clu ro

-0 Exploitation des essais A Maquettage C.N. soufflerieIdt.ccu afo

-0Modifications en soufflerie E Esae de qq. formes Exploitation calculi

0 Choix de la solution I xliaindsesi Modifications locales
2'~~~- Exlotaio de E Ietfcto ensuf-lcaesi Choix du meilleur dessin

rie Aa45rain Maquettage C.N. pour
* TracA pour fabrication 0 Choix du meilleur dessin souf.

A Ma~quettage C.N. soufflerie EX Identification souf.

EX Identification soufflerle Fabrication

SFabrication

Lte
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3. METHODOLOGIE GENERALE

3.1 - Lea outila de calcul airodynamigue

Pour pouvoir utiliser efficacement lea procidures de conception assistge par ordinateur ii
fout en fait binificier de toute tine game de mithodes de calcul dont Ia dune at le coGt (coubinaison
do Is durde et de Is taille du programme et de sea fichiers et des cofit. d'exploitation en entrie
sortie) sojent trim variables. Lae plus rapides (conditions aux limites et 6quations linfarisges, dimen-
sion riduite A 2 ou 2,5) sarviront aux boucles d'itirations rapides d'optiuisation directe ou interac-
tive. lea plus longs aux analyses complutes d16coulements ou aux calculs d'identification, et na pour-
ront Itre utilisies en optimisation que pour des fonctions cofit dirivables et optimisables mathfimstique-
Dent (optimum design).

Nous n insisterons pas ur lea prograimmes bjdijnsionnels soit plans soit exisymitriques utiles
dens lea petites itirations nicessaires en dibut de projet et d'ussge habituel dans l'industrie a&roe-
patiale. Par contre lea outils tridimensionnels sont indispensable. pour concevoir effectivement un
avion dens Ia d~tail. Ils doivent pouvoir Ztre utilis,;s soit en 3D pur soit en 2,5 D (cf. 1 1.6 et
Pl. 2) pour avoir acc~s A des temps de calcul plus courts ou A des discr~tisations plus serrfies. On
rappelle qua 1- calcul en 2,5 D peut 2itre par exemple effectu6 avec la d~pendence suivant la direction
de conicitd de Is voilure oti du fuselage approchie par la dipendance calcul~e our une discrfitisation
grossiire. Un calcul prialable permet d'etiter le gain de pr~cision que V'on peut atteindre en faisant
une simple influence de taille des maillages.

Les outils en service continuel doivent couvrir lea besoins de calcul aux grandes portances,
sux patites portances et aux grandes incidences;les premiers calculs correspondent eux conditions de dEi-
collage et d'atterrissage portent sur le dessin des hypersustentateurs, les seconds stir le dessin en croi-

14 siare oti en grande vitesse,les derniers aux calculs des configurations A grande incidence. Les mithodes
16 do calcul font appel aux mithodes de singularitds (SING), de diff~rences finies (D.F.) ou d'616ments finis

(E.F.). Pour le cas des AND-BA lea choix retenus en 3 D/2,5 D sont lea suivants

Type Grandes portances Petite. et moyannes portances Grandes incidences
hypersustentat ion

R~gime Subsonique Subsonique Transsonique Supersonique Transsonique

0Equations Fluide parfait + F.P. + F.P. + F.P. Navier-Stokes +
couplage couplage couplage modilisation

Mgthode Sing 2,'5 D + 6 ui- Sing. 0  D. F.V D.F.DE.F0(
librage 3 D@03 E.F. 00

Nous donnons ci-dessous des examples de calcul typiques qui permettent de voirl'emploi caract6-
ristique des diffirents programmes de calcul. Pour le ddtail des mdthodes employ~es on renvoje aux r~ffE-
rences citfies dens le bibliographic ; un tableau g~n~ral est donn6 en annexe.

______FALCON 50 rboJKTIM .V W~v LA iawiceSING CeA a.LCA 0 10MMITS FF
w D*wU - . FPV5KN5 ""isS

el K
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/ FALO SING+ Couplage DF / /

r E F

3.2 -Les outils d'optimisation

Les m~thodes d'optimisation directe par l'ordinateur,comne base des 6valuations precises de
formes,n~cessitent deux types d'outils num~riques suivant qus Von peut exprimer,ou non, math~matiquement
!es dfirivdes des fonctions coflts et is probl~me physique r~solu. Si ce dernier est reprfisentg par une
equation aux d6rivfges partiellss,et que le cost eat exprim6 mathgmatiquement,alors on doit d~velopper lea
outils efficaces qui en tiennent coupte et qui expriment l'optimisation de la fonction co6t vie A vie des
modifications des points du maillage qui correspondent aux formes lib~r(?es ; cette optimisation viendra
comme boucle ext~rieure dans les boucles de contr8le optimal utilis~es pour r~soudre le probl~me direct.

Si au contraire ls probl~ie physique est complexe St reprdsento par des 6quations de couplageF fluids parfait, fluids visqueux, ou des formes approchges et 51 Ia fonction co~t est complexe et non
diffferentiable, alore on ut*lisea uns recherche itgrative dss minima de la fonction-co~t A I'aide de
prograimmes de minimisation t I on sera limitg par Ie nombre de degrgs de liberti. Le programse de mini-

* misation 6tant g~n~ral il devra Ptre conqu de farqon A accepter n'imports quel programse agrodynamique

comme sous-programse. On pourra ainsi optimiser au choix un nombre de Mach maximum en transsonique ou une -
tratn~e A portance donn~e, ou un paramltre de forms de couche limits etc ..

Notons que la minimisation de l'icart de Ia repartition de pression a une repartition voulue,
conatitue le problhme inverse de distribution de preasion pour lequel aucun programse particulier n'est
ainsi ngicessaire.

3.3 - La g~omfitrie d'optimisation et conception rapids

&~1 elst n~cessaire de pouvoir disposer d'une gdomdtris de description de l'avion qui puise
satisfairs aux critares suivants

- accepter des formes complexes quelconqus
- prendre en compte les contraintee imposs
- itre utilisable en sous-programne dans uns boucle d'optimisation
- 6tre compatible avec lea d~finitions requises en amont par lss programmes airodynamiques,en aval per lee

* programmes de traces
- itre Is plus lager possible en nombrs de paramatres

La d~finition retenue est une difinition par carreaux limitfs par des lattes 6l6mentaires du
5ame degrg. Ces lattes sont donc totalement d~finies par lea donnies aux extr~mit~s des points, pentes
et courbures etles carreaux par lea donndes cur lea bords.

L'unitfi de dfifinition de l'avion st un groups de 3 points dane I'espace appel6 triplet. Le
point de base P ddfinit Ie point extr~mitf de latte, is point T cur Is tangents d~finit celle-ci par
rapport au point de base avec une surabondance d'un param~tre, de m~ms le cercle osculateur A la courbe
st d~fini par un point C cur celui-ci.

Point PCourbe do le9SPaCe

TRIPLET AIE p (En 3D: 9coordonnd
WLMENTA3 C do nt 2no rmnalsiwn n7
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Le croquis ci-dessous rappolle ce choix. On notera qua Is choix d'un triplet do points r~eis
pormet do traitor globalement celui-ci lora de transformations g~omitriques simples telles qua translation,
rotation, homoth6tio. Pour des transforations plus complexes Is point C ou le point T sera modif i6.

COURBEPoint p
COUHIECourbe, doI aspace

CA133tecon oscujataur
TRIPLET ja (EnDll 9coordenodae

£LI4NT TE do iet It nrmalisdu mnYet C)

L~nE Courbe param~bde du 9*dsgrd
IEM911TAIAE entiement ddlinit par

Its 2 triplets exvimis.

La latte du 51me degri attachde A deux triplets permet de reproduire toute courbe gauche avec
une prdcision lide A Ia discrgtisation.

On ddfinira do n-ene be noeud assemblage do deux triplets sur des courbes cancourantes at le
carreau bimitfi par lea quatre battes de base.

WI(U9 2 Triplab avac P commun ddftnissant
les 2 courbas au point P.

5.Of01HITION 60EMTRIMU
POUD OIPTIMISATIONi - CR W uFec didmentaire paramardi dul'deitLas codnrasnte dsvrales Lpassant par Its 4 laks de bast at seas

des )otane ddil cmide a ux nauds dens urn ditedfta.

Las differentes coordonnies seront alors des variables ou des contraintes.

On donne ci-dessous un example de possibibitds de contraintes dsns le programme d'optination
inposfies soit a priori par le choix des degrgs de bibertfi soit sous farme do contraintes fiquivalant A des
relations entre ces degrds de biberti, la pdnalisation correspondanto a l'inconvfinient do ne pas limiter le
nonbre do paramltras au minimum nais b'avantago de ne pas ndcessiter b'explicitation do. relations istpostes
par des contraintes complexes telbe une contrainte de visibiliti dons une Pointe avant.

OPTIMISATIONI DE 3010 U' AITAQUI
A CAISSON BONNIE CONTRAINTE It VISIBIIITE SUN POINTE! AVANT

OP7IMIS AllOW 09 S0E0 Of FUITE rOT1N1

-EXEMPLES Of POSSIUILITC DECONTIRbINTES DAN$S LOPTIMISATION
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3.4 - Le processus do conception

On distinguera le processus g~n~ral de conception du v6hicule rnhrien du processus de conception
des formes a~rodynamiques qui n'en est qu'une petite partie. Cependant cosine lea formes airodynamiques ont
une importance essentielle done la phase initiale do conception on pout considirer que les preires d~fi-
nitions g~n~rales des formnes sont surtout un ref let du travail d'optimisation adrodynamique. Nous appelle-
rons dfifinition gfiomltrique pr~liminaire celle qui rasulte do ce travail prfialable at qui s'appuie our lee
calculs et lea essais do soufflerie praliminaires. Les calculs iront du simple au complex. clest-&-dire
des dfirivges de d~veloppement continu initial au, calcul d'identification le plus complet en passant par lea

ccus2 D lea optimisations 2 D puis 2,5 D, enfin 3 D, lea essais en soufflerie occupant une place
croiuSSante.b

FiEINiITIiON

.4A6 Pu " ~ MTIQUE
a z.4O IMNAR

rn-Io

40 -- h- TEyRM(DIAIAE5 '

.4 V

at

PREMIEAS DESSINS
Manuel SAIS SOUFFLERIFE

Outre la planche ci-dessus, on peut r~sumer les etapes cles des itudes agrodynamiques sur le
sch~ma ci-dessous

[essn p lim i i l .. F vee conception - optimisation manuelle/assistle

de mie an lacePremiers calculs - optimisation intiractive
Fluide parfait Evaluation des portances et moments 3 D

I I Evaluation des tratn~es 2,5 D en fluide parfait

Fluie v ueuxEvaluation des frottements
Flude isgouxI Etude des d~collements

Itfiration avoc
autres services Itfiration avec l'ar- JAnalyse des points particuliers

*structure chitecte du projet IOptimisation 2,5 D
* .syst~me d'armes O0ptimisation 3 D

I tfiration avec 2*Nveauj Dgfinition de maquettes d'#tude
lee progrannes aet
lea calculs demand~s Etude des points durs'IiCompromis avec Ie Optimisation A plusieurs points
systime d'armes compromis struturaux

I Acquisition d'une forme pour Bureau d'Etudes4 Itgration des formes

Identification Fourniture de charges de calcul
D~f inition g~omfitrique pour fabrication

Anls -Etude depitI.tclesrlviae oflreo ndti

Analyse -Etudes de points particuliers relev~s en souflere. ndsi
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anx. Une 6tude plus syst~satique des 1 et 2* niveau eat donnfie sous forme d'organigrain en

On notera un transfert progressif des travaux de lordinateur a Is soufflorie, puis au
L vol A mosure quo Is projet so ddveloppo et s prficise - i'ordinateur itant un outil d'analyse

reuarquable mais un midiocre outil. d'identification complate pour l'adrodynauique. Par contre, la
conception ddtaill~e de Ia structure et I& fabrication correspondront A une char&e croissants do,
1'ordinateur grice A des systarnes intigris d'aide au desain et A Ia fabricationh

4. CONCLUSION

On a vu quo le niveau actuel des calculs d'afrodynaniquo quo Von pout effoctuor our
ordinateur a peris do dfivelopper mix AMD-BA une chains de conception fortement assistfie par
l'ordinateur. L'expdrience do l'optimisation assistac par ordinateur systdmatique quo nous offec-
tuona dopuis nos derniers prot~types,particulitarement 1e FALCON 50 et le MIRAGE 2000, permot
d'ospfrer des gains importantse'dans le dessin des formos adrodynamiquos des avions on cours
d'(!tude.

Ello conduit A l'emploi continu do techniques d'optimisation rfiservant A 1'ingfnieur un
travail de raflexion beaucoup plas difficile et complexo quo par le pasS6. par suite do Ia finesse
des 6tudes faitos, des implications enfin correctounont fivaluaies des contraintos et des objectifs
initiaux et do Ia ndcossit6 continuelle do prficiser los choix et los compromis qui 6taient souvent
faits autrefois de fagon vague et floue.

C'est la difficile riguour intellectuello ainsi ddveloppae qui permotira cette auglioration
A condition quo soiont conservas le bon sons ... et 1'hwnour nacossaire pour attgnuer la sache-

9 rosse des rdsultats renvoyas on 6cho par 1'ordinateur.
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WING DESIGN PROCESS BY INVERSE POTENTIAL FLOW COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Luciano Fornasier

Combat Aircraft Group, Aeritalia Societh Aerospaziale Italiana p.'A.'
Torino, C. so Marche 41 - 10146 - ITALIA

SUMMARY

Application of advances in the computational fluid dynamics now available can provide an useful basis
for design studies of wings.

The present paper is intended primarily to illustrate the approach to wing design by inverse techni-
que. A brief review of the numerical tools employed in the design process is given and the involved tech

, nology is discussed in some detail.

Finally an application to a design study aimed to demonstrate potential improvements of supercritical
wing technology is described.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A Aspect ratio of wing
b Span of wing
c Chord of wing section
CD Drag coefficient

CL Lift coefficient

CM Pitching moment coefficient

C Pressure coefficient
p 2y

* ETA = y Spanwise dimensionless distance-b

M Mach number
R Radius of curvature

* Re Reynolds number
t Maximum thickness of wing section
x Distance along chord line from leading edge of wing section
y Distance along span from centreline of wing
z Ordinate of wing section surface

Angle of attack

Angle of twist
0. Trailing edge angle of wing section
A Taper ratio of wing
A )Angle of sweep

p

Subscripts

LE Refers to leading edge
TE Refers to trailing edge
2D Two-dimensional value
3D Three-dimensional value
25 Value at quarter chord

Freestream conditions
* Critical (M = .'O) conditions
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last years both the developments of the computational fluid dynamics and the availability of
large storage-high speed computers has strongly affected the aerodynamic design of aircrafts. Star-
ting from potential theory numerical methods have been developed which give good predictions for the
aerodynamic characteristics of a new configuration even at an early design phase, i. e. before wind
tunnel tests allowing considerable savings of time and money.

Numerical solutions already available cover an increasingly wide range of types of flow, but this
paper is limited to attached steady flows only. Calculation of subsonic and supersonic flows around
2-D and 3-D bodies as airfoil sections, wings and wing-body combinations are today routine Jobs not
only in research centers but in industry too. For the transonic flow, which is by far the most compli
cated one due to the strong non-linearity and the mixed elliptical and hyperbolic type of the governing
equations, only 2-D solutions have been brought to an effective standard, whilst current solutions
for the 3-D case are not yet satisfactory from a cost-effectiveness standpoint, due to the inaccura -
cies of the linearized solutions (Transonic Small Perturbation Methods) or to the high computer time
required to solve the full potential equations (Finite Difference and Finite Volume Method).

A very actractive fallout of the numerical approach to the aerodynamic design is the supercri-
tical wing technology which is one of the most promising answer to the demands for aircrafts to fly
efficiently near the speed of sound. The problem of the aerodynamicist is to shape a wing of a given
planform in such a way that at the design condition the recompression from supersonic to subsonic velo
cities on the upper surface of the wing occurs without or at least with weak shocks.

I

Within the computational tools suitable to overcome this difficult task, a basic subdivision may be
done into analysis and design codes: the former solve the so-called direct problem which is the deter
mination of the flow around a body flying at fixed speed; the latter deal with the inverse problem which
consists in calculating the body, subject to certain geometrical restrictions, which produces a pre-
scribed flow.

Inverse design computer programs for subsonic airfoils have successfully proven their capability
to aid the design process allowing the aerodynamic designers to deal with pressure distributions rather
than with airfoil geometry. Lift, pitching moment and boundary layer development are thus specified
directly by input data and the inverse code output defines the shape of the airfoil which satisfies the re
quirements, if any. During last years new methods for the design of shock-free airfoils have been publi
shed: though their use is more complicated as they depend on numerical solution of the hodograph equa
tions, they are a very helpful approach to design advanced airfoils for transonic speeds.'

Both subsonic and transonic 2-D design codes have been implemented at Aeritalia through methods
available in the open literature or contributed by partners fi rms. An original 3-D design computer
program has been recently developed at Aeritalia and it is presented in this paper.'

2. METHODOLOGY

Before discussing the wing design procedure, it seems necessary to remark here that while physi-
cal considerations ensure that there is always a solution to the direct problem (because it is the body
which determines the flow) it is impossible to state that for any arbitrary flow field a solution can exist,
or that the solution is physically meaningful. From an engineering stand point this only means that the
input conditions supplied to the inverse code must be carefully analysed in order to allow for a reali-
stic solution of the problem.

For example, in the 2-D case the Morawetz's theorem El] states that the problem of computing
shock-free transonic flow around a given airfoil is not well-posed because smooth transonic solutions
do not exist for any airfoil shape.' In the 3-D case the inverse problem may be not well-posed even for
subsonic flow because as shown in Sloof and Woogt paper [2] near the root of wings different geome-
tries produce almost the same pressure distributions. Nevertheless convergence to a solution will be
considered here in an engineering sense.

A reasonable way to use inverse technique for wing design is illustrated In Fig.'l.' Usually at the
beginning of the design loop wing planform, maximum thickness distribution along the span (or, at least,
its mean value) and wing loading are given from parametric studies. Firm's past experience and state
of the art of experimental and theoretical methods affect the choice of the basic aerodynamic phi loso -
phy which in turn makes possible the definition of the goals for the design.' The following task to be
performed is the choice of a proper design condition: for a transport aircraft the cruise condition must
be selected but the variety of mission for combat aircraft requires that the choice of the design point

/. makes compatible all the off-design conditions: hence for a combat aircraft wing the design point is
strongly related to the chosen aerodynamic philosophy.

,q.
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From the 3-D case the design point is derived for the basic airfoil section: for swept wings the
sweep relationships are generally used (Fig. 2). If the inverse design code solves potential equations
viscous effects can be taken into account by some empiricism modifying the lift coefficient and the Mach
Number of the design point (see [2J. Now a target pressure distribution is selected and given as input
to the numerical program which automatically produces the section geometry: generally many pressure
distributions must be tested before obtaining a satisfactory airfoil shape so that both geometrical con-
straints and off design performance are satisfied.

Sweep relationships are used again to get the basic streamwise airfoil.' The inverse code modifies
the input geometry and automatically determines the twist and camber distributions along the span in or
der to match the prescribed pressure distribution over a set of spanwise stations.' As in the 2-D design
loop a trial-and-error procedure allows to get a compromise between geometry constraints and off-de
sign performance.

At the end of the whole process geometrical details are available for the lofting of a wind tunnel mo
del: however it is highly desiderable to perform an extensive experimental verification of the basic air
foil section at the end of the 2-D design loop.

3. COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS

A brief survey of the numerical codes available in Aeritalia for aerodynamic design purposes is I
yen. As emphasis is put on inverse procedure, only a list of the direct codes involved in the analysis
of the off design oonitions is given whilst the design codes are discussed in some detail.'

3. 1 Direct Codes

The following codes are available at present (1979):

- Bauer-Garabedian-Kom- Jameson (BGXJ) [3], [4] , [5]
Finite Difference Methods for computation of flows with shocks past given airfoils.' The latest ver -
ston contributed by Jameson has allowance for viscous effects by calculation of boundary layer displa
cement.'

- Subsonic Panel Method (MBB version) [6]

For computation of subcritical flows around any arbitrary 3-D configuration.

- Eberle Finite Element Method [7]

For computation of flows with shocks around given isolated wings.

- Walz Method [a]

For calculation of boundary layer characteristics.

3.2 Inverse Codes

- Weber Design Method [9]

The numerical code performs the calculation of tthe airfoil shape required for a given pressure distrl
button. The Weber Method deals with airfoils or sheared wings in incompressible flow. According
to linear potential theory the perturbation velocities are split down in two t -ms due to thickness di-
stribution and to camber and angle of attack: the former is represented by a source distribution over
the chord line and the latter by a vortex distribution.I From a basic thickness distribution the vortex
distribution required to produce given velocities on the upperside may be solved and the airfoil sha-
pe determined. As linear theory is used the present method is limited to airfoils which are not too
thick or too cambered to violate small perturbations assumption. Compressibility effects may be taken
into account by use of similarity laws. A straight-forward application of this method is the so called

* "subcritical roof-top" airfoils.

- Multielements Airfoil Design Method [10] , [11]

This design program is basically that illustrated in ref. [10] by Beatty and Narramore who have
joined together the surface singularity method and the Wilkinson design method.' Starting from an
initial airfoil section, an tterative-direct scheme is used to define the geometry of the airfoil which
gtve the required velocity distribution on its upper side.' As surface singularity method is used for
• he analysis of the converging solution, the present method overcomes the limitations inherent in
&Vrtr Inverse method.' Furthermore it is possible to compute multlelement sections too, which al -

nitial deqign of high lift systems.
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- Eberle Hodopraph Method [12]

By this method,based on the reograph analogy of Sobieczky it becomes possible to design transo-
nic airfoils which exhibits at least in the design condition a shock-free recompression from super
sonic velocities. Some experience is required to use this numerical method mainly because for ge
nerating solutions one must prescribe the speed at infinity and a set of values for the local angle
of flow and the local Mach number M at the airfoil contour: the dependence of maximum thickness
and lift coefficient fron these parameters is not too easy to establish a priori.

Sobieckzy Optimization Method [13]

A version of this method was recently implemented in Aeritalia by modifying the BGKJ code.' It ena
bles to adjust the supersonic contour of an existing airfoil in order to get a shock free flow at the
design condition. In spite of its attractiveness due to the very simple way of prescribing the input
data (only the shape of the original airfoil, and the angle of attack and the Mach number which de-
fine the design condition, must be provided), it seems that the off-design conditions exhibited by
the generated airfoils are not always satisfactory.

Inverse Panel Method

This method is an extension to the 3-D case of the Multielement Airfoil Design Method presented
hereinbefore which was recently developed in Aeritalia by the author.' The flow-chart of the itera
tive direct scheme is given in Fig.'3.' The flow of the program begins by definition of the pressu-
re-specified bodies (wing) and the geometry specified ones (fuselage and/or external bodies such
as engine nacelles or weapons): for the former a set of upper surface pressure distributions and
the initial shape of their respective streamwise sections along the span must be given.' At the first
step of the iterative loop the given configuration is analysed by the panel method program: then
the computed pressure distributions are compared with the required ones and an array is built up,
each element of which fits the difference between the streamwise component of the actual velocity
and the value satisfying the given pressures. Now a distribution of vortices aligned to the x/c
constant lines are put over the wing mean surface: these singularities induce the required tangen-
tial velocities on the external surface and normal velocities on the mean surface which may be in -
terpreted like a change in the streamwise local slope because, according to linear theorv,at each
station the mean line must be a streamline.' A new mean surface thus results and the initial thick-
ness distributions are wrapped around it (*) to get a new wing shape, which in turn has to be ana
lysed by the direct method.' The loop is automatically iterated until a satisfactory solution is ap -

proached.
Key features of the present method are:

- use of a panel type method for the solution of the direct problem by which the presence of the
real fuselage and/or external stores may be taken into account;

- use of the Romberg algorithm [14] , for the integration of the velocities due to the vortices di-
stribution.

* 4. COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

All numerical programspresented here are written in FORTRAN IV langunge and require at most
a storage of 400K bytes.' The amount of computing time required by each program depends on the fol-
lowing items:

a) size of the computational grid; b) number of iterations performed; c) choice of the basic algorithms.
In particular 3-D codes are more expensive than 2-D ones and panel type solutions of subcritical flows
are faster than both Finite Difference Method and Finite Element Method used to calculate transonic
flows with shocks.'

From typical applications run at Aeritalia on an IBM 370/158 computer running times are spread
from about 20-30 seconds needed for computation of subcritical flow past a given airfoil to about 60
minutes needed to solve transonic flow around a given wing.

5. APPLICATIONS

In order to assess the feasibility of improving transonic performance of a swept wing by use of
"ad hoc" designed supercritical sections, a design exercise based on numerical methods has been
performed and the geometry of an advanced wing defined. The new wing, called B, has the same plan
form and maximum thickness distribution of the basic wing A, used as reference for theoretical com-
parison (Fig. 4).

() Another option Is available which allows to maintain the lower surface unchanged and to modify
the upper surface only.
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The basic philosophy involved in the present wing design is shown in figure 5. In designing the new
airfoil section a compromise between the optimal target pressure distribution and good off-design cha -
racteristics was to be reached, which implies that, starting from the design point, the rate of increase
of shock strength when increasing lift coefficient or Mach number would be as low as possible. The I-D
design was aimed at reproducing on the wing the pressure distributions given by the airfoil: furthermo-
re as this is nothing more than a demonstrative exercise a straight isobar pattern for the upper surface
and a constant thickness distribution across the span were chosen.

The design point for wing R was: 5 M.80

w hich is well above the critical Mach number experienced by the Ttore conventionally designed wing A.
Beginning from these conditions the design loop of figure 6 was performed.

5. 1 Design of the supercritical section A2

The development of the new section A2 was accomplished by Hodograph Method for the design point of
CL = . 70 and Mach = . 70 corresponding to a real viscous flow condition of about CL - .'615 and Mach

.71 obtained by cosine law from 3-D design point. Starting from the calculation of the flow charac-
teristics around the section called Al, which is the normal to the quarter chord section of the wing A.
a new boundary in the hodograph plane was defined in order to:

- attain the minimum pressure (corresponding to a local Mach number of about 1, 25) close to the lea -
ding edge of the airfoil;

- get a smooth, isoentropic recompression from the peak pressure to the subcritical pressures;

- realize a pressure recovery to the trailing edge velocity with adequate margins to rear separation

- develop more lift in the aft region of the lower surface (rearloading).

Fig. 7 shows the input data in the hodograph plane and the resulting airfoil shape together with the out
put pressure distribution. In the next figure (Fig. 8) this pressure distribution is compared with those
calculated by BGKJ code at the potential and viscous flow design conditions: although the comparison
indicates a loss of rear loading for the viscid calculation and the appearance of a weak shock in the in
viscid analysis, there is confidence that a shock-free flow near the design condition will be supported
by wind tunnel tests.

The comparison with the airfoil A l (Fig. 9) shows that the new section has a larger radius of curva
ture at the nose and is more cambered near the trailing edge; the thickness distribution aft of the lo-
cation of the maximum thickness is quite the same, allowing the same arrangement of the basic airfoil
forthe trailing edge high lift devices.
Figures 10 and 11 compare the way in which the calculated viscous pressure distributions develop over
airfoils Al and A2 when increasing lift at the design Mach number (Fig.'l0) or increasing Mach near
the design lift coefficient (Fig. I1): the shock on the airfoil A2 develops later and*grows weaker than that
exhibited by Al.
This results in a delay of both drag rise and buffet: in Fig. 12 theoretically calculated drag polars pre-
dict a more favourable trend for drag characteristics of airfoil A2 above the design condition, in spite
of the larger friction drag associated to the realoading of this section.'

Finally, theoretical calculations predict that a substantial improvement in buffet boundaries would
be achieved, Figure 13. Buffet onset limits were calculated by Thomas Criterion [15] , [16] which takes
Renolds effects into account; evaluation of moderate buffet were obtained using an empirical correla-
tion between the strength and the chordwise position of the shock which induces a significant rear sepa-
ration (see [17] ).

A good comparison between theoretical and experimental data for drag rise and buffet limits of air-
foil Al has been found and it is reported in figures 12 and 13. Experimental data are not vet available
for airfoil A2 although model manufacturing has been already performed: wind tunnel testing are sche -
duled for the end of this year (1979) at DFVLR-Braunschweig (FRG).'

5.2 Design of wing B

In order to extend over the whole wing the design pressure distribution of the airfoil A2 by use of the
Inverse Panel Method the following procedure was carried on:

- a basic streamwise section was defined by applying locally the sueep relationships to the coordinates
* -of the airfoil A2 and it was put at seven control stations across the span;

- at each control station a uniform target pressure distribution was required.

Since Inverse Panel Method deals with elliptical equations and therefore supercrittcal flows cannot be
exactly calculated, it was impossible to derive the target pressure distribution in a straight forward
manner from the 2-D one: to overcome this, an expedience similar to that of ref.' [2] was employed
that is a certain "equivalent" pressure distribution has to be fixed.'
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As it is well-known (see for example [18] ) at subsonic speeds the pressure distribution near mid
semispan of a swept-back wing of moderate aspect ratio and sweep with constant airfoil section is very
similar to that on the infinite sheared wing, with iso bars parallel to the local geometric sweep line. The
refore the required "equivalent" pressure distribution was found by a direct Panel Method computation
on a triangular wing derived from the basic one by tip extension (in order to increase the asect ratio)
with the streamwise section constant across the span.' These concepts are elucidated in Fig.14 where
pressure distributions computed by BGKJ code on airfoil A2 are compared with the 3-D ones scaled by
sweep law

For both the subcrittcal flow computed by Panel Method (Fig. 14 a ) and transonic flow computed by
Finite Element Method (Fig. 14 b) a good agreement with the 2-D values may be seen; the discrepancies
shown in case c) are due to the elliptic feature of the Panel Method and therefore this pressure distri-
bution was selected as the target one for inverse computations.4 Furthermore as the same mathematical
model is used to define the target pressure distribution and to control it during the iterative process
this procedure enables to minimize the errors due to the discretization of singularity distributions.

After three iterations the geometry shown in Fig. 15 was produced by the inverse code. In order to
counteract the well-known centre and tip effects on pressure distributions of swept wings the distribu-
tion across the span of both twist and camber "ire determined by the inverse code.' The root section
is nearly symmetric whilst the tip section is highly aft-cambered (W); twist varies from 2.2* at the root
to -2. 350 at the tip.

A theoretical verification of the supercritical wing B was performed by the analysis codes for the
0 conditions arranged in Fig. 16. In order to get theoretical comparison, calculations were carried out
* also for the reference wing A which is of constant section across the span, derived from the 2-D sec-

tion Al applied normal to the wing quarter-chord line.Figure 17 show-s the pressure distributions at
*" stations ETA=. 22, .49 and .86 of wing B computed by Finite Element Method at the design condition

clearly, these pressure distributions are consistent with the 2-D computations on the airfoil A2 and
the expected uniform flow conditions are achieved across a fair part of the span. The supercritical re
compressions from peak suctions near the leading edge and the amount of rear loading give a large
contribution to the total lift of the wing. For the more conventional wing A calculations predict that the
same lift is associated with a relatively large shock at mid chord (Fig. 18).

The development of the supercritical flow over wing B near the design condition is very smooth (Fig.
19): when increasing the lift from CL= .43 to CL= . 60 at M= . 80 the leading edge pressure peak rises
quickly delaying the appearance of the shock up to the highest incidence. Theoretical predictions for
shock and pressure peak positions and for the extension of the supersonic and separated (*) flow are
presented in figure 20: there is evidence that substantial gains in separation margins have been achie-
ved by wing B.' The low speed characteristics of this wing seems to be comparable with these of the re
ference wing, as results from Panel Method computations at M = .'40 and lift C - .'22, .152 and . 82
both the local lift distributions across the span (Fig.'21) and the pressure peak-distributions (Fig. 22)
show that the flow is more uniform over wing B, in spite of the relatively sensitive feature of the super
critical sections to 3-D effects.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the design of a supercritical airfoil and the application of this section to a
swept wing. A numerical procedure by inverse potential flow programs has been employed to design a
supercritical airfoil and the correspondent swept wing. The theoretical verification of airfoil and wing
are presented.' Both 2-D and 3-D comparisons with a reference airfoil and the correspondent wing shows
how computational approach to wing design can aid the designers to improve aircraft performance by in-
corporation of advanced aerodynamic technology.

Inverse technique enables to perform good initial wing design studies which can be evaluated by ana
lysis computers programs so that extensive and expensive wind tunnel tests may be delayed to the optimt
zation phase allowing appreciable savings of both time and costs.

() Since in designing the wing B the thickness distribution was held constant across the span,the sec-
tions on the outer part of the wing result highly aft cambered: therefore the rear loading of the lo-
wer surface increases towards the tip and this could result in premature separation of the flow in
that region and/or in too large negative pitching moment. To overcome these pitfalls it could be suf
ficient to reshape the lower surface of the wing but this is beyond the scope of the present exercise.

; (') Calculated by application of the 2-D Walz Method to the 3-D invscid pressure distributions.
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Future advances in theoretical methods and availability of more powerful computers are expected
to improve current state of the art in wing design by numerical methods.
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THE ROLE OF COMPUTATIONAL AERODYNAMICS IN AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION DEVELOPMENT

by

Berth Dillner and Chester A. Koper, Jr.
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company

P.O. Box 3707
Seattle, Washington 98124

U.S.A.

SUMMARY

The role of computational aerodynamics in the design of aircraft configurations in steady flow conditions is explored through
several examples. These include subsonic high-lift and wing strake designs, and transonic and supersonic cruise wing designs. Use of
these computer methods can substantially increase airplane performance capabilities, while reducing risk, flow time, and testing
requirements. An assessment is made concerning the factors that have contributed to advancing computational aerodynamics.
Deficiencies of existing programs are also noted.

A shortcoming of several advanced computer methods is that their application by design engineers is hampered by the long
lead time required to learn to use these methods effectively, and by the inefficient user interfaces these methods generally possess.
As a result, most of the advanced methods now available are only used by the few engineers who specialize in these methods. For
computational aerodynamics to assume the larger role in aircraft design that the proponents of advanced computer hardware and
software envision, much more attention will have to be given toward improving the engineering interface with these methods. A
criterion that can identify a method as a design tool is for the total flow time required to conduct an analysis/design cycle to be
less than one day.

NOMENCLATURE

b = wing span Cp = pressure coefficient x = longitudinal coordinate

c = wing chord D = drag y = lateral coordinate

C' = wing chord including leading Df = skin friction drag Of = angle of attack
edge device Dp = profile drag sw = cross flow angle

cbas = reference chord of baseline
wing Dw = wave drag A = wing sweep angle

Cd = section drag coefficient Isss = boundary layer shape factorusing streamwise velocities a = fin twist angle

CD  = drag coefficient L = lift6 = displacement thickness

Cf = skin friction coefficient in
d drag direction M = Mach number A = increment

CR = section lift coefficient Re = Reynolds number 11 = y/(b/2)

CL = lift coefficient ( )o = baseline value
s = intrinsic coordinate along

Cm = pitching moment coefficient a streamline ( )TE = trailing edge value

PREFACE

A tremendous development in computational aerodynamic methods has occurred in the last few years regarding the detail
shaping of aircraft configurations. These advances are attributed to several factors: improved computer mainframes (faster, larger)
and more offline data processing capability (minicomputers); more sophisticated codes; better engineer-computer interfaces
(conversational terminals, remote job entry sites); and improved program usability (i.e., improved user interface). Over the years,
hardware and software technologies have received considerable attention, e.g., see References I through 4. On the other hand, the
design of computer programs so that engineers can use them easily has not received much consideration by their developers. This is

* unfortunate, since none of the four areas mentioned above is less important than the other. It has therefore required substantial
time and effort by the users to develop these codes into usable tools. For computational aerodynamics to play a more extensive
role in configuration development, it is necessary for this engineer-software interface to be more completely addressed.

Confidence in several of the computational aerodynamic methods has been generated due to their successful application in a
wide range of design problems. As a result, computational aerodynamic tools are now having a large impact on current design of
aircraft configurations. These methods guide the engineer in achieving efficient integrated designs, in gaining insight into complex
flow fields, in understanding test data, and in exploring innovative configuration concepts. Even though aerodynamic design/
analysis techniques have progressed considerably, most of the existing methods either contain areas of empiricism, cannot model
the complete configuration, or are unable to account for all aspects of the physics of the flow. Consequently, present aerodynamic
design still requires extensive configuration refinement through repeated wind tunnel testing.

The application of computational aerodynamics has led to valuable results, notwithstanding some of the complexities
related to using these methods. The salient features of several examples relating to configuration design will be presented herein.
Other examples can be found in References 5 through II, to name a few.
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1. HIGH-LIFT SYSTEM DESIGN

As transport aircraft design has matured, increasingly stringent requirements have been imposed upon the design of the
high-lift system. Traditional airplane performance and cost trades have been supplemented with requirements to reduce noise
and wake turbulence during terminal operations. The performance of high-lift systems is limited by viscous flow phenomena,
such as confluent boundary-layer regions and small areas of separation at normal operating conditions. These phenomena are
often compounded by complex spanwise flows. A three-dimensional viscous flow computation capability for high-lift wings is
presently unavailable. Consequently, it is necessary to utilize two-dimensional airfoil methods in designing these systems (ref. 12,
13).

Computational methods have been developed that can provide flexible and efficient two-dimensional multielement airfoil
analyses and design (ref. 14, 15). In addition, when combined with appropriate boundary and initial conditions, the methods
can calculate the shape, position, and effects of separated wakes (ref. 14). These methods differ from existing techniques in that
desirable boundary layer properties are specified and the pressure distribution required to produce these properties is calculated.
The shape required to achieve this pressure distribution is then computed (ref. 15).

Example 1:

One application of high-lift system design was to study the possible improvements in take-off L/D of a given cruise airplane
configuration operating out of high altitude airports. Takeoff from these airports is typically limited by the second segment climb
L/D characteristics. The approach taken was to investigate the relative performance gains from extending the leading edge slat
chord and from recontouring the slat. First, the baseline configuration planform was analyzed using a three-dimensional potential
flow method (similar to ref. 16) to obtain sectional and total aerodynamic characteristics of the wing. Configuration paneling
and section lift coefficients are shown in Figure 1.

* 1.6

CL =.2

r 1.2 1.0

0.8

0.4
PANELING ]

00 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Figure 1. Configuration Paneling and Computed Sectional Lift Coefficient

Next, two-dimensional section coordinates were extracted from the wing as indicated in Figure 2. These sections were used as
starting airfoils for design. They consisted of the basic wing airfoil geometry in the region of interest provided with a form of
leading edge device representative of the desired extension. Design continued by conducting a potential flow analysis of these
sections. The pressure distribution in the design region, i.e., ahead of the high-lift devide trailing edge, was optimized using the
interactive, inverse boundary layer program referred to above. Based on the optimized pressure distribution, the airfoil was
reshaped in the design region to match the desired pressures. The results of the design effort are also shown in Figure 2. Recon-
touring the leading edge slat proved to be the most important contribution toward improving performance. Extending the leading
edge device also provided L/D gains, but at a rapidly decreasing rate.

NACELLEI' LEADING EOGE SLAT: ALD) - L/D-
BASELINE LIMIT, TURBULENT
NEW DESIGN 10% BOUNDARY LAYER

SIDE O A-;(L/D) 6% ,DESIS EXTENSION EFFECT

BOD, L/)

EXTRACTED SECTIONS BASELINE. SHAPE EFFECT

C. .0 1.2 1.4

CHORD EXTENSION RATIO. C/C

TYPICAL SECTION

Figure 2. Results of Improved Leading Edge Design Effort
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A medium extension configuration was subsequently selected for wind tunnel testing. The comparison between wind tunnel
test results and computed L/D's at takeoff conditions is shown in Figure 3. Note that the analysis did not include nacelles, whereas
the wind tunnel model had nacelles installed. At lower lift coefficients, the test verified the analysis of the baseline. However, at
higher CL's the analysis predicted some separation that was alleviated in the test due to favorable nacelle interference. Predicted
performance of the new slat was verified by the test. Specifically, the new slat resulted in a takeoff lift-drag ratio increase from
5% (sea level, standard conditions) to 7% (high altitudes, 33 0 C). Additionally, maximum lift coefficient at the various takeoff flap
settings increased by increments of 0.12 to 0.16.

0 TEST

ILIV)° CL RECONTOURED SLAT
0

-10% BASELINE

Figure 3. Test-Theory Comparison of Takeoff LID

2. CONFIGURATION DETAIL DESIGN

A computational method has been developed at The Boeing Company that can analyze arbitrary three-dimensional con-
figurations in potential flow (ref. 8). The configuration surfaces are divided into panels, and hence, this approach has come to be
known as a panel method. Essentially, this is a general three-dimensional boundary value problem solver that is capable of being
applied to most problems that can be modeled within the limitations of potential flow. Compressibility effects are approximated
by the Gothert rule, but analysis of transonic flows is not possible, since the method is a solution of the linearized flow equation.
Viscous displacement effects can be represented by either surface displacement or flow through the surface. This method is ideally
suited for analyzing complex aircraft configurations in subsonic flow.

This method and similar methods (e.g., ref. 6) were introduced in the late 1960's and have been the mainstay of computational
aerodynamics, insofar as complete configurations are concerned. Today, the newer transonic methods are used whenever wing
design/analysis is concerned. However, panel methods are presently the only methods for analyzing complex configurations.
Numerous examples have been cited in the past showing panel methods' analyses of complex aircraft configurations (e.g., see
References 5, 6, 8, and 17). The present discussion will focus on a detail design application of this method.

Example 2:
A wing strake fairing was analytically designed through iterative analysis using the three-dimensional potential flow computer

program mentioned above. Drag reduction was achieved by eliminating separated flow around the wing-root junction. In this
region, the fuselage surface flow which approaches a wing root attachment (or stagnation) region experiences a strong adverse
pressure gradient, and the boundary layer flow eventually separates. The separated flow merges with the corner flow at the wing-
body junction producing increased drag. A wing strake is designed to prevent the flow separation by relaxing the adverse pressure*gradient.

The wing-fuselage model utilized in this design is depicted in Figure 4a. A dense panel system was generated near the wing
root to provide good resolution of the pressure variations in that region. Streamlines which approach the wing root stagnation
point where first calculated in absence of a wing strake. A wing strake was then designed over the streamline by aligning the
hi-lite of the strake with the streamline. A sample strake and calculated streamlines are shown in Figure 4b. Note that one
streamline aligns well with the hi-lite of the wing strake.

(A) BASELINE CONFIGURATION (a) CONFIGURATION WITH LARGE SiTAKE

Figure 4. ComputationaW Model Used in S&ak Study
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Three different sized wing strikes were designed and analyzed in this manner. Relative sizes of the strakes are depicted in
Figure 5. The calculated pressure distributions along the streamlines which approach the attachment line are also shown in this
figure. These pressure distributions are compared with the pressure distribution of the baseline configuration without a wing
strake. The pressure coefficient for the baseline rapidly increases toward the wing leading edge. On the other hand, the pressure
gradients are diminished when strakes were added. The results show that the largest strake analyzed resulted in the smallest pressure
gradient. This would then provide the least risk of flow separation.

WING LEADING / LARGE STRAKE
EDGE MEDIUM STRAKE

150 .( ( 1 SELI NRIE

SIDE OF (NO STRAKE)
BODY -

100

50

(t S 0M)

0 0.4 0.8

Cp

(A) PLANFORM VIEW OF STRAKE SIZES (U) PRESSURE COEFFICIENT

* Figure 5. Several Strike Designs and Computed Pressure Distributions on Dividing Streamline

The three designed strakes were subsequently wind-tunnel tested to assess drag performance, since the computational method
does not have the capability to predict drag levels resulting from these minor configuration differences. During the test, oil flow
visualization was conducted. Oil flow patterns at the wing root area for the baseline and large strake configurations are shown
in Figure 6a. The flow which approaches the baseline wing root does not penetrate into the wing-body junction because of the
presence of separation. Note that the large strake completely eliminates the separated flow region ahead of the wing root, and
attached flow is achieved at the wing-body junction. It was found that oil flow patterns were affected very little by off-design
conditions. Similar flow patterns were observed for the medium and small sized strakes. Drag performance of the three straked
configurations relative to the baseline configuration is shown in Figure 6b. The data represent averaged wind tunnel runs, and the
corresponding data scatter is shown. The large wing strake achieves about 1% reduction of total airplane drag in the cruise lift
range. Somewhat less drag reduction is obtained from the medium sized strake. The average data for the small strake shows a slight
increase in drag, but it is observed that this increase is within the scatter of the data.

STRAKE SIZE:
AD - D -DO  LARGE

1% MEDIUM
SMALL

" ' , A D 0 .ga 0.. .66: C L
0

-1% 0
DATA SCATTER 0

BASELINE WITH LARGE STRAKE -2%

(A) FLOW VISUALIZATION (S) FORCE DATA

Figure 6. Wind Tunnel Results for Strake Design Study

3. TRANSONIC TRANSPORT CRUISE WING DESIGN

Engineers designing transport wings have begun to take advantage of recently developed methods for analyzing three-dimen-
sional configurations in transonic viscous flow. Various organizations have developed three-dimensional transonic potential flow
methods that are able to analyze either isolated wings or wing-fuselage combinations (see refs. 18 through 22). Evaluation of
t'iese methods indicates that the approach of solving the full transonic potential flow equation (ref. 19) that is coupled with a
boundary layer method (ref. 23) demonstrates the best agreement between calculated and experimental results. A shortcoming
of the program is that it is unable to treat arbitrary fuselages.

The three-dimensional viscous transonic wing analysis technique utilizes Jameson's wing analysis program (ref. 19) for cal-
culating pressure distributions and surface velocity components on wings for freestream Mach numbers up to unity. The program
uses finite volume methods to solve the exact transonic potential flow equation on a three-dimensional mesh constructed from
small volume elements (or cells). The current version of the program does not adequately treat body effects, and thus, it is used
only for wing alone analysis. It is assumed that any shock waves contained in the flow are weak enough so that the entropy and
vorticity generated by the shock waves can be neglected. The potential flow equation is treated in conservation form, i.e., mass
is conserved in each element.

, l
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The three-dimensional boundary layer program developed by McLean (ref. 23) uses finite difference methods to solve the
compressible three-dimensional boundary layer equations for either laminar or turbulent attached flow. In the turbulent cae,
an eddy viscosity model is used for the turbulent shear stresses. Separation at a given wing span station is indicated by the
program when the finite difference solution is no longer able to proceed in a normal manner (because it is not able to account
for the reverse flow present in separated regions).

These methods are coupled through an interface program that constructs the boundary layer grid used for the analysis and
interpolates the velocity components from the potential flow program onto the boundary layer grid. A second interface program
obtains the three-dimensional boundary layer displacement thickness from the boundary layer solution. This is then added to the
bare wing surface for another potential flow run. It is therefore possible to automatically cycle several times between viscous
and inviscid programs. The number of cycles required to achieve convergence varies depending upon Mach number and lift
coefficient. This method and a comparison of computed and experimental results are discussed in Reference 5.

* Example 3.

The method described above was used to evaluate the possible drag penalty (due to increased wetted area) for extending a
wing's trailing edge behind the rear spar. A possible reason for such a design effort would be to provide increased space for the
stowed landing gear. The change in planform and the principal change in airfoil section are shown in Figure 7. Wing A in this
figure is the original geometry, while Wing B is the stretched configuration. The airfoil was extended behind the rear spar fairing
smoothly into the base airfoil. This led to a slight decambering of the wing.

K

Figure 7. Wing Planforms and Sections Anelyzed in Trailing Edge Extension Design Study

Typical results that are obtained from the coupled transonic potential flow and boundary layer programs are depicted in
Figure 8. In addition to pressure coefficients, results include details about the boundary layer that are valuable in understanding
the behaviour of a wing. As an example, the local chordwise variations of the drag component of skin friction for the two wings
at an inboard span station are shown in Figure 9. Relative to Wing A, the stretching of the airfoil reduced the gradients in the
pressure recovery region. Note that the reduced pressure gradient near the trailing edge led to an increase in skin friction. The
spanwise distribution of profile drag, which was calculated using the Squire and Young formula (ref. 24), is shown in Figure 1Os
Included in this figure is the integrated drag component of skin friction. The results show that the integrated sian friction is higher
for the larger wing as expected. The form drag is less for the stretched wing, which arises from the less steep pressure recovery.
When the wave drag is included, the total drag (at the same total lift) for the two wings was very close, as portrayed in Figure 10b.

IA) GEOMSTRY (I PR.SWURE (C) CROSS FLOW aNLI
COEFFICIENT

I0) SKIN FRICTION COPCFIUIT (X T IF) OH FACTOR
IN DRAG oRIlTION THIKNII

Figure 8. Computed Results From VIcow Trnmo Anl
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Figure 9. Drag Component of Local Skin Friction for Upper and Lower Surfaces
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Figure 10. Comparison of Drag Components

4. SUPERSONIC CRUISE WING DESIGN

The design of wings for supersonic flight is complicated by real flow phenomena that presently cannot be accurately modeled,
but have substantial effects on the performance of these configurations (ref. 25). Specifically, the linear inviscid methods cannot
predict separation (either leading-edge, trailing-edge, or shock-induced types), they can provide unrealistically high negative
pressures, and in design mode they may yield optimized solutions that have unfavorable, strong spanwise flow. A supersonic
design and analysis method has been developed that is able to overcome these limitations to some extent by constraining the
inviscid pressures to reflect favorable and realistic supersonic designs (ref. 26, 27). The method includes comprehensive wing design
and optimization procedures that allow physical realism and practical considerations to be imposed as constraints on the optimum
(least drag) solution. In addition to the usual constraints on lift and pitching moment, constraints can also be imposed on wing
surface pressure level and gradients, and on camber surface shape. The program provides the capability of including directly in
the optimization process, the effects of other aircraft components such as a fuselage, canards, and nacelles. The program also
includes nonlinear methods that provide realistic determination of shock waves produced by general bodies, and also the inter-
section of the shock waves and pressure fields with adjacent bodies and wings. Application of this method is limited to supersonic
Mach numbers, planar configurations, and bodies that can be represented by equivalent bodies of revolution. Typical loadings
used for optimizing the wing shape as well as constraints that can be applied during a design are pictorially shown in Figure I I (ref.
28). Examples of separation criteria are shown in Figure 12.

LIFT AND MOMIENT CONSTRAINTS

BASIC LIFTING SURFACE
PREMIRE LEVEL AND GRADIENT CONSTRAINTS

CONFIGURATION RELATED SURFACE ORDINATE CONSTRAITS

(A) POUII.I1 SELECTIOU FOR (in M GiM cOnSTRAIIIITS

OPTIMUM COMUIUATIO0 OF LOADMO$

Figure 11. Program Capailit for Optimlaaron of Superaonic Configuratiom
", qi.
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Example 4:

Typical supersonic design begins with an aircraft layout that includes wing planform, spanwise and chordwise thicknesses,
and critical fuselage cross-sectional areas. For example, the paneling layout for an SST configuration is shown in Figure 13. These
data are then used in the supersonic area rule portion of the program to design an optimum (minimum zero lift wave drag) wing-

body at the cruise Mach number that meets the specified geometric input constraints. The resulting fuselage area distribution,
shown in Figure 13 (ref. 29), is then used to develop the body cross-sections in conjunction with an approximate inboard wing

"- camberline. This is done to develop the body shape used in the wing design process.

3 AREA CONTROL POINT

1 I FUSELAGE WING L BODY

- WING - EQUIVALENT BOOY
AREA/

x

- Figure 13. Fuselage Optimization for Minimum Wave Drag

The wing design portion of the program is then used to optimize the lifting pressure distribution acting on the wing subject
to imposed constraint conditions. The constraints include fuselage side-of-body ordinates, upper surface shock criteria, upper
surface minimum pressure coefficient, and upper surface pressure gradient. These constraints are depicted in Figure 14. The
design solution can be readily checked by examining the resulting wing isobar pattern to obtain a global view of the effects of
the applied constraints. Such an isobar pattern is also shown in Figure 14.
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/ Figure 14. Applied Constraints and Reulting Theoretkl Upper Surface Isobar Pattern at M 2.4, CL 0. 12
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Figure 15. Test - Theory Comparison of Supersonic Configuration

Example 5:

A second example involving supersonic design, but for a nonplanar configuration, involved the Lightweight Experimental
Supercruise aircraft (LES-216), whose paneling is shown in Figure ]6a. This configuration was optimized for a Mach number of
1.8. The baseline wing was designed similar to the previous example. Stability for this configuration was achieved by drooping
the wing tip 600 down and by adding a vertical fin. Fin alignment and wing twist were optimized by using a design/analysis pro-
gram for nonplanar configurations (ref. 30). The method is based on linearized potential flow theory, which is valid at both
supersonic and subsonic Mach numbers. The numerical solution is based on the constant pressure panel aerodynamic influence
coefficient method of Woodward.
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Figure 16. Comptitational Model for the Lightweight Experimental Supercruiser and Representative
Theoretical Results

The configuration was optimized for two fin cant angles: 900 (or vertical) and 750 . These are depicted in Figure 16b.
Theoretical drag increments for the resulting optimized configurations are also shown in this figure. Minimum drag occurs when
the fins are aligned with 1.50 to 2.50 toe-out for the 750 cant case. Comparison between theoretical and experimental
data (ref. 31) are shown in Figure 17. At the design lift coefficient the drag increment is in close agreement. However, the
increments differ substantially at higher lift coefficients. Upper surface pressures shown in Figure 17 are in close agreement.
Additional analysis of this configuration using a higher order panel method presently being developed can be found in Ref. 32.
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S. STATUS ASSESSMENT

The significant advances that have been made in computational aerodynamics are having considerable impact n the air-
plane design process as evident from the foregoing examples. As mentioned in the Preface, the factors that have contributed to
these advances have been improved hardware technology, sophisticated software technology, better engineer-computer inter-
faces, and improved engineer-software interfaces. All of these factors affect the design cycle flow time required to obtain a solu-
tion. For the configuration design engineer, this time is the most important variable that determines whether a computational
method is usable in the design environment.

HaW a Tchnoloey

Advances in computers have unquestionably had a significant impact on the use of computational aerodynamics and the
capability to model more of the entire configuration while accounting for more of the actual physics of the flow. The progress
in computer technology and its future outlook has been summarized in numerous reports and books (ref. I through 4). A run
measure of computing performance, which is useful for comparing CPU processing speeds for different computers, is the MIPS
rating - the number of instructions (in millions) executed per second. It is an average of the number of typical operations required
for data processing that can be carried out in a unit of time. In scientific processing, the set of typical operations might include a
matrix multiplication, a square root evaluation, or a finite difference solution to a differential equation. The improvement in
computer performance since 1950 based on the MIPS rating is shown in Figure 18 for several computers developed in the U.S.A.
Data for this figure were obtained from Reference 2. These ratings indicate a better than three order of magitude improvement
over a 25 year period.
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Another measure of hardware performance and complexity is the number of bits processed per CPU cycle time. The variation
of this parameter with year delivered for several machines is also shown in Figure 18 (reF. 2). These data show a similar three
order of magnitude improvement over roughly the same period as the previous rating.

Machines to be built in the near future will continue these trends. The proposed NASA Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation
* ~Facility (NASF, ref. 3) offers to solve Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes equations for practical three-dimensional wing-body

configurations. An interesting feature of the NASF is that its deS gn is acc.ounting for the nature of the software it is to handle.
The most advanced computers are not, however, the machines uad by aircraft configuration designer. The NASF will probably
not be used in the daly design process, but only for special problems in the manner that NASA'S high Reynolds number tet
f.s-lities are used. At The Boeing Company, the machines used for configuratin design/analyi ar crrently C'DC CYBER

, 175's whiare shown in Figre l8. Although other computers outside the company are available (such as the STAR and CD)C
7600), they are generally used for methods research and development. Unfortunately, some new codes are written specifically~for advanced machines, and they cannot be converted easily (or in some came, not at all) to mare enerally aalable machine.

Softar Technology

The rapid development in computational aerodynamics capability that has occurred in recent years is depicted in Figure 19.
Most prpms contain elements of empiricism where certain factors mr chosen that give good apeement with teat data. This
is satisfactory for analysis/design of configurations similar to those for which the programs have been validated. Departure from

, that domain often leads to eroneous results. Some examples of specific ara of softwar development that requires timely
' attention are listed below.

I0- , . '' I I .. ... . .. i .. .. . .
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Figure 19. Developmenr of Computational Aerodyn mc (From Ref. 4)

Geometry and Grid Generation: In order to perform an analysis or design, the definition of the geometry is usually one of the
most time consuming tasks. The system in which the geometry is defined must be easy to input, provide smooth surfaces
(preferably continuous curvature), provide adequate control of the surface characteristics, provide adequate accuracy, and permit
local changes. No ideal geometry system exists today, although new systems are being developed (ref. 33). For certain types of
analysis and design, typical of transonic finite difference computations, a spatial grid system must be defined. In order to give
sufficient resolution around leading edges, the grid system should be surface fitted. Such grid generation systems exist today only
for simple configurations. To conduct transonic analysis for complete configurations, a practical, automatic grid generation system
needs to be developed.

Drag: Although many components of airplane drag can be computed (e.g., skin friction, wave drag, and induced drag), the
determination of the total configuration drag relies heavily on empirical techniques, since no capability exists for accounting
for complex component interactions, such as comer flows, vortex formation, and local separated flows. For example, no method
of calculating the expected difference in drag was available for the simple case of the wing strake mentioned in Section 2. This
is a major deficiency of present aerodynamic computer programs.

Three-Dimensional High Lift Configurations: Two-dimensional multielement high lift systems can today be adequately analyzed
and designed with available methods. For high aspect ratio wings, three-dimensional high lift systems can be handled in the
attached flow regime with panel methods. For cases involving partially separated flow, three-dimensional lifting surface methods
are supplemented with two-dimensional strip analysis. It is important that methods accounting for three-dimensional viscous
effects including separated flow be developed. For low aspect ratio wings where the high lift condition is dominated by the
existence of free vortices, the new panel technology (ref. 34) promises to become an important analysis/design tool.

Three-Dimensional Transonic Flow: Analysis of three-dimensional configurations are limited to wing alone or wing-fuselage
cases. Three-dimensional viscous effects can only be handled for wings with attached flow and weak shocks. There is an emerging
technology for complete configurations (ref. 35), but it is not available today to the engineering community. Shock-boundary
layer interactions and separated flows also need to be addressed.

Supersonic Analysis of Nonalender Configurations: Present technology is applicable to supersonic cruise vehicles at moderate
angles of attack. A new panel technology (ref. 32, 36) promises to fill the void for zomplex and less slender configurations. Future
requirements include the capability to handle nonlinear flow phenomena such as strong shocks and coalescing shock waves.

Engneer-Computer Interfaces

Good engineer-computer interfaces for aircraft design is contingent upon providing sufficient computing capacity and access.
This problem has been well addressed at The Boeing Company. Improved computing capacity will lead to increased usage, and
recent trends within The Boeing Company are depicted in Figure 20. As shown in this figure, the usage rate has increased drama-
tically in recent years. Several things are worth noting. The upper diagram shows the usage and the lower the available computing
capacity. During 1977 to 1978, Boeing made a major upgrade of its scientific computing capability, replacing four CDC 6600's
with five CDC Cyber 175's. Before this upgrade, turn-around was slow and sophisticated programs could only be run on weekends
due to their long residency times. This made the use of these sophisticated tools impractical in the day to day design effort. Today,
a few hours turn-around time is achieved for the more sophisticated programs. This increased capability is reflected in the dramatic
increase of usage by the design aerodynamics groups. In contrast, the computer usage for method development and maintenance
has increased relatively slowly. The point to be made here is that for method development adequate turn-around time is very
benefiial, but for actual engineering use it is crucial. In addition to these large mainframes, the company supports sixteen
PDP-I 1/70 minicomputer facilities to handle pre- and pot-processing graphics and analysis. These machines are used directly by
the engineers in evaluating and plotting results generated by programs executing on the large computers. It is also possible to
transfer data directly between the minicomputers and the mainframes.

- a ....... -- _.
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*Computer accessibility is also achieved by providing 240 conversational terminals throughout the company. In addition, 25

remote job entry stations provide rapid access to input and output. The computing facilities available for scientific computing
within The Boeing Company are portrayed in Figure 21. Note that these facilities do not include machines dedicated to experi-
mental facilities, manufacturing, business activities, and outside computing customers.
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Figure 21. Improved Interface Between Engineers and Computers (at Boeing)

E£giseer-Softiware Interfaes

The most serious barrier to making aerodynamic computer programs useful is in the area of engineer-software interface

(ref. 37). In general, the engineering user has had to work with computer code written by the researcher, and apparently, for the
researcher. Some researchers may disagree with this statement, but all one has to do is look at most of the computer code now
available and review the program documentation. Most of the programs are very poorly documented internally and there is very
little external documentation to tie the computer code to the theoretical development. All too often, very little thought has been
given to the user and to the programmer who must work with, modify, and adapt the researcher's code. The end result has been
tremendous hidden costs and greatly compromised effectiveness of the tool. These adaptation and maintenance costs can often be
higher than the cost of the development of the original code.

From the engineering user's viewpoint, the development of program interfaces and pre- and post-processing capability for
new computational methods is just as important as the primary algorithms and machine architecture. As new methods are developed
that compute more details of the flow field, the visibility of output data becomes a major problem. The problem is then doubled

/ "1.. 0 when design capability is added to a method. It is very important that the user be able to see, understand, and interpret the

results calculated by new and more powerful methods. Today, the engineering manhour costs expended because of
the need to work with programs having only primitive user interfaces are enormous. The research/development community is

beginning to recognize this fact and to improve the situation. As an example, Figure 22 depicts the automated three-dimensional
viscous transonic analysis method discussed in Section 3. Once a wing geometry is defined, it is quite simple to set up an analysis
run. The plots shown in this figure and in Figure B were machine generated using an interactive graphics terminal. Ease of data

input, transfer of data between various programs, interactive computing and interactive graphics are all important elements that
can ease the use for the design engineer.

S- -- - . -- -
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Figure 22. - Automated Analysis/Design Procedures to Improve Engineer-Softwre Interface

Design Cycle Flow Time

The dominating factor that determines whether a computer system and computational method can be considered an effective
engineering design tool is the total flow time required for one cycle (a single analysis/design point). Cycle time includes total
time including input preparation and output of essential results but assumes that the geometry definition is already available. An
historical view of the development of computational methods and their cycle flow times are shown in Figure 23. Data for this
figure were derived from studies conducted at Boeing. The symbols indicate when the method became generally available.

The data shown in Figure 23 indicate that cycle flow time has diminished with each enchancement of capability for both two-
and three-dimensional methods. Thus, for two-dimensional methods, the initial subsonic inviscid methods required about three
days flow time; when transonic methods became available, their flow times were down to about one hour; and cases can now be
run using coupled viscous transonic methods in about one-half hour. This reduction in flow time has occurred primarily from
incorporating improved user features, and to a lesser extent from quicker algorithms, and increased machine capacity. Note that
although cycle times for subsonic inviscid methods has reduced, it has not become less than the transonic methods. The reason is
that paneling for the panel methods requires substantial user experience to set up, whereas it is automatic for the transonic
methods. Subsonic methods generally possess greater capabilities for analyzing more complete configurations, and consequently,
there is a continued need for their existence and development. For example, some two-dimensional subsonic methods can handle
multi-element airfoils, and some three-dimensional subsonic methods can handle complex wing-body configurations, including
nacelles, pylons, winglets, and almost any aircraft component that can be simulated by appropriate paneling. Subsonic methods
also offer some cost advantages compared to transonic methods for similar subcritical conditions. Another reason that flow times
for subsonic methods has remained relatively long is that less emphasis is placed on improving existing methods compared to
creating new methods. Cycle times for transonic methods appear to be stationary. Apparently, once these methods become
sufficiently developed for production usage, little additional effort is placed upon improving them except for reducing computing
costs, which has little bearing on usage flow time.

YEAR
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Figure 23. - Time Required to Conduct an Analysis or Design Using a Computational Method

Cycle time for any computational method could consist of the machine run time plus less than one hour of set up time. If a

method does not possess this capability, it indicates that little consideration was given to providing proper user interface. An
example of the importance of user in terfaces is demonstrated by the recent development of the three-dimensional viscous transonic
method used at Boeing. Preliminary studies in 1977 showing the feasibility of combining transonic potential flow and boundary
layer methods required about two weeks to complete a single analysis cycle. In preparing a production version of this method,

.-considerable effort was made to provide an easily usable method. As a result, analysis condition set up time is now less than one
hour.

,qW._ 
1
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Experience at Boeing suggests that presently the available aerodynamic computational tools can be characterized in three
usage categories:

I. Cycle time more than one month: Research code.
2. Cycle time more than a week and less than a month: Intermediate - used occasionally to support critical designs.
3. Cycle time less than a week: Engineering tool.

These are indicated on Figure 23. Cycle times acceptable by today's standards are longer than those needed for computational
methods to become truly effective as engineering design tools. Essentially, a single day flow time is required. This permits rapid
assessment of many configuration modifications, and the ability to analyze a configuration prior to wind tunnel testing. When the
flow time is a month or longer, evaluation of different configurations is severely limited. Future requirements for cycle times are
also shown on Figure 23.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Recent developments in computational aerodynamics have had a major impact on the aircraft configuration design process. It
provides:

I. Better (higher technology) designs.
2. Less risk.
3. Better understanding of the design and test results.

4. Reduced requirements for testing or a better product for a given number of test cycles.

* The major voids in our technology for steady state flows are from the airplane designers standpoint:
I. Better geometry systems and automatic grid generation for complete configurations.
2. Drag computation.
3. 3-D High-lift methods including viscous effects and separation.
4. 3-D Transonic methods for complete configurations including the effects of shock induced separation.
5. Supersonic analysis of nonslender configurations.

The major stumbling block in making computational aerodynamics an everday engineering tool is in the user interface area.
What is need is:

i. True interactive computing with online graphic displays for input checkout and result analysis.
2. Automated interfaces between related programs used in the design process.

* 3. Faster turnaround (design cycle) times.
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SUMMARY

During fighter configuration development an optimization-cycle of techniques is neces-
sary to cover the low speed range (high angle of attack), transonic speed (maneuvering
capability) and the high speed supersonic region (maximum SEP). Various different nume-
rical procedures are available to perform this trade-off in a short time, resulting in
an optimized configuration.

Second stage optimization of components like direct design of wing, tail/canard or ma-
neuver devices gives further improvements of performance and leads finally to the defi-
nition of wind tunnel models. Experimental data compare well with predictions and empha-
size the reliability of applied numerical methods.

I

* 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1 shows in summary the main objects of the following paper. Configuration optimi-
zation, component design and experimental proof are main steps in each predevelopmentFfighter project.
Requirements for supersonic performance over- @ CONFIGURATION OPTIMIZATION
rule at first all other aspects of the new
aircraft. Maximum SEP's at high Machnumbers * SUPERSONIC AREA RULE
can at present time only be achieved by drag
minimization. Wave drag is therefore the most . NON AXI5YMMETRIC EXTENSION
important drag-component of the configura- 0 AFTER BODY OPTIMIZATION
tion. Recent publications on this subject
[1], 21 and [3] agree very well with this
first approach. ( CANARD/WING DESIGN
Next mali component of the drag breakdown is
sub- and .-upersonic induced drag due to lift * DESIGN FOR SUPERSONIC PERFORMANCE
and therefore wing and canard/tail design
follows to give the desired efficiency L/D.

0 TRADE OFF
A little bit more in detail Figure 2 summa- * TRANSONIC "SUPERCRITICAL"OPTIMIZATION
rizes the main aerodynamic principles which
are well known and in common use throughout
many aircraft companies. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
In the supersonic flow region the supersonic
area rule £4] with some sophisticated exten- * HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL TESTS
sions (as later shown) and the area transfer
rule £5] is dominating, panel methods for . COMPARISON WITH PREDICTED DATA
sub- and supersonic flow and vortex lattice
methods for subsonic flo14, both solving the Figure 1 Predevelopment of new
linearized potential flow equation, are fighter projects
applied for direct design. For analysis of
complex configurations in design and off-de-
sign panel methods are available for sub- and
supersonic flow [6], [7], [8], L9], £10) and for transonic flight it is necessary to
solve the complete nonlinear potential flow equation [11 by finite element techniques.

1 wing-body-tail area optimization procedure
'-"t~on,( ,eo,

wing-design for tronsonic/supersonic flight

3 dnolysts of complete configuration (including stores)

4 wind tunnel program

Figure 2 Aerodynamic design and
analysis of 3D fighter
configuration

--q- _ % • . .,- :i.II i i i
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FO AN4LYSIS FRBut as Figure 3 demonstrates some additional
/1 ESIGN procedures are very important which are based

STEPOon empirical or at least semiempirical
STEPQ) data to cover the nonlinear "off-design" re-

PLWM~ AND '- gion which extendsto high angles of attack.
$T4~~CA~O ~ n~OSM~ALast not least a boundary layer concept is

I '~-~necessary to complete potential flow analysis
and f or AIC-methods the socalled "surface

STEP®)Pf O 130 the surface displacement iteration.

'T ffit 

a s ia io e h i u " [2) i u e i r t

CL

STEP®g HIG ARTO STEP® CO
STAIITY 9CONTROL. WING SHAPE OPIIZATION-CAMBER ANNTWS

STEP II REwNOR.EN
Fon STASIS?? A CONTROt

Figure 3 The use of different compu-
N ter codes in development of

fighter aircraft

CAREA IND. DRAG

F-i DISTR.
ENGINE R-EINTO MISSIONS
EOJPMENT SEP WI AREA AFT/TDL VS

PLANFORM CANARD

*WEIGHT , FALL OUT -RN C~~
COST M

wCONTROL PHH

EATC TROL AT

EN64NE MYd- MISSONS

EOUIPMENTSP

-F.ALL OUT.-

Figure 4 Development from "strake-trapezoidal"- to "canard delta" concept

Starting 1977 with an optimized strake-trapezoidal wing concept the "fall out" for su-
* personic performance was not satisfactory. Due to the statement

"A new aircraft development can be justified if the performance of that new air-
craft exceeds that of an old aircraft by at least 15% to 20%" [13).

an extensive configuration loop was initiated to cone out with superior supersonic SEP's.
Figure 4 gives only a weak impression of various trade-offs5 between geometry-weight-
stress-control and cost which are of great influence in resulting performance.

Figure 5 Configuration loop 11977 -1979)

"K~
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Fiaure 5 represents the main "mile-stone-configurations". For each the full optimization
procedure has to be performed, or in other words in an average period of 3 to 4 months
each configuration must be completed, including all aerodynamic numerical data. This is
the main reason for the growinq strong impact of numerical aerodynamics in aircraft de-
velopment. But in contrary to [3], MBB does not apply "closed computation trade-off-
-loop". We prefer the use of component program-systems (e.g. for wave-drag, L/D-design,
transonic flow) which allow the critical interpretation of intermediate results and give
the opportunity of direct reaction. Close cooperation between aerodynamic, design and
performance is absolutely necessary.

Now: How did we come from "strake-trapezoidal-wing" to the "canard-delta"concept?

2. CONFIGURATION OPTIMIZATION

As previously mentioned, the supersonic area-
rule is the semiempirical law for the computa- -0 a1.0,I

tion of wave drag [14]. Figure 6 shows in
simple form the well known procedure on the 3w--
lift side in vertical direction. Not so in 'roa,

common use is the variation of computing
first an average area and afterwards only one
value for the adequatewave drag. This helps
the designer in smoothing the Mach-dependent
slopes of cross areas.

q Figure 7 sketches out the dialog between de-€, ,m,.SLBOD) F'I..
signer and aerodynamicist in order to obtain
the desired "low drag" and "Mach-resistant"
cross area distribution. F(o)
It shows also clearly starting conditions 1019)
("constraints") which will accompany the de-
velopment in every stage of optimization.

Figure 6 Supersonic "area rule"

(j) Oernnt~on of (F I ro,,traint c -
Dyfin on stan of JF,(.2. ) Add additional areas
bto body nun-onstrants
cross sections AA,.

Fgaoi ) I- NOSE) F.) Cx xL

Folxl ) (- CANOPY) I I-x
FnIx2 I (- CARRIAGE) -'e.constrct --- -constrnt points
F elx2 ' ! "! ) Cmpteopt sop

F9(1L) I- NOZZLE) .0 1 A2  ' s it throuh op trnt p.to.

4 Fl Aqpt,

CoinputitiF of F o
V aaraged area distr ' area ruled* body
due to wmlgltail ft
at stations F,. I FB14-F'xopt.- F,(x)

x
2 

FWI%2),Flx2) If Compute

A0 1 Macth bihavior

Figure 7 Computer aided design of smooth
"optimized" area distributions *

Figure 8 demonstrates the large differences in wave-drag- -
-results. Please note that all configurations are optimized
in the same level of accuracy for the same Machnumber and
constant T/W.
Typically the effect of displaced engines and the suscepti-
bility of arrow-type wings in off-design conditions.

The low level of drag in combination with the smooth off-
-design behaviour favors the delta planforms. ,.

Figure 8 Wave drag of
different opti-
"ized configura-
tions
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To investigate the influence of different wingplanforms on
the supersonic drag the analysis in Figure 9 was performed. e '

Applying consequently "area rule" there is no reason for I ,s v/,. SWa
the different slope of drag in fig. 8. But geometric con- VA. -- -
straints and Machnumber effects are clearly worked out.

Therefore: "For supersonic maximum SEP performance there is 0O3 lo

a choice between trapezoidal wing with about 32 a, l.
degrees sweep (and a relativ high design Mach- W 5 43w0n,.3
number) or the wing with more than 50 deg. sweep
(that means the delta-concept) independent from --

Mach". 
- K

I IT T 1 T

Figure 9 Wave drag for
different wing
planforus

CRMO AEA DSTRUNF2S.. -""I.o 4,2

20 - -/- -

*t -] , [1] IAN I II2]

4 4 o

I -Mo 10 Mo. 1.0

Figure 10 Comparison of optimized Figure 11 Comparison of optimized
configurations at K( - 1.0 configurations at M4 - 1.4"

The reason for the complete different behaviour at Machnumbers > 1.0 is shown in Figure
10 and Fi ure 11. Geometric optimization for Ma or 1.4 can never result in an constant
sope cross-areas for different Machplanes 0 at constant Mach. But for delta plan-
forms the Machplane dependent area-slopes are nearly similar. In contrary, for strake/
trapezoidal wing concept, the different slopesvary, resulting in very Machplane-sensitive drag COW. 0~.O.&01.4

values for different angles of Machplane incli- Mo-.4
nation 00 (Figure 12). This behaviour is even i,

Machplanes

S

= - Second stage optimization was done by extending
.-. the supersonic area rule to "nonaxisymetric

area ruling".
.. xChoosing the delta wing concept you can define

an upper and a lower region of your aircraft.
• Due to Figure 13 a dividing plane through your

- _ ..... root-camberlhne of the wing can be defined and
. •consequently there is at least a limited region

along x-axis where no influence from upper to
/; lower (and vice versa) area can be possible.

Figure 13 "Nonaxisymetric area- That means you have to optimize "upper" and
ruling" concept "lower" area distribution separately, the lat-

ter including all effects of inlet flow and

-q -I,,J + - . . . . . . .
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the first one covering the nozzle exit problem
(max A/B). This leads automatically to problems
of afterbody optimization (Figure 14). -\

Analysing the wavedrag formula in fig. 6 (v. -E
Karman) you see easily that the AB slope of
cross area is of dominating influence for the -.
wave drag. Filling up irregularities by smoo- '_

thing additional areas (displacement bodies, -
"BUrzel') reducesthe gradient of area versus
length. Stretching the body and opening the O --. ____

nozzle (max A/B) gives further important in-
provements of drag.

Figure 14 Afterbody area opti-
mization

Aerodynamic wing design leads in most cases to va-
S - _riation of planform (extended span, hybrid plan-

form). The question arises how sLrong is the influ-
ence of planform refinements due to L/D efficiency
optimization on wave drag• Figure 15 shows two pos-
sible improvements for canard-Ielta-configurations
in order to obtain better L/D at constant design

__ conditions.

N- DELTA PLANIFORM EXTENSION|

Figure 15 Delta planform "
refinements

As Fi ure 16 demonstratesthe penalty (due to wingvoluWe s nearly neiligible, off design behaviour Is
the same. ......

a After having found an optimum planform.the problem is ,O 3 Z 3,

to find out the final shape of the wing, that means Figure 16 Wavedrag for
to design twist and camber for best wing efficiency improved delta
within given constraints (body shape, trim- and con-
trol concept). planforms

3. CANARD / WING DESIGN

The final design of aerodynamic planforms meansthe evaluation of twist, camber, flap-
and slat settings. The choice of the desired "design strategy", or the definition of ba-
sic constraints dominates in actual project work and gives strong limitations to the nu-
merical aerodynamics. The desired minimum drag can only be achieved within realistic
weight, stress and structure. Figre 17 shows design philosophy and a collection of com-

* puter options, which are available in our de-
sign code. Let us first consider the superso-
nic design case for M = 1.4 by our advanced1 panel method, which is based on "LAGRANGE 0 DESIGN- ,d &as

operators" and additional geometric con- PHILOSOPHY ..
straints. For practical purpose this means M ,*...,el f

fuselage is frozen and the design must be
performed for zero pitching moment, for both SHOW TO • EPIM,.0 or RES',
areas (wing + canard) together in one loop, PROCEDE .MuV.1"nes cYof/Wdtw ueS"I

(Figure 18). ioo Ceff.l l mh

* mMUM PROMMUM FOR DRAO
I.. i.nd p.IhVg mo..wf I

C*CL-90"l-I,Y) .0 Ce~wh~~IA/ % "% ICMI

•LAGRAWOE fflfal-

Figure 17 Aerodynamic design stra-
tegies



In contrary to all "cnetoa" designs
of existing airczrafts there is no restric-
tion for the wing shape in spanwTse direc-
tion. Wings in advanced technology must
not be generated by straight lines. There-
fore you can accept so-called "potato chip"
planforms like Figure 19 shows. This wing
results not f rom, superpositions of regular
planform nodes (is], eit is more comprable
with results published recently 1]
The design for CLD - 0.2 shows relative.
hig cambe (-2 2:chord) and uplo1 d
grees twist. Although advantages at CL

higer han0.1are about 201 the unevi-
tabe pnaliesinig-cases (oe L r

too hg incomparison with the plane con-

Figure 18 Panel-discretization of figuration.
canard/delta concept

SUPERSONIC DESIGN
Comber Distribut ion CANARD

00o4- CLD -0 2
C 2 MD-3
002.

-0 2 0 02 04 06 O6 I' 1 72

200 . 0 647Oin CL 0.0

Cobe DDtiuinWN

02 /11 5 ~ ~ ~ Iai, CLS 22nl

100 y -13..

004 -02 1
potetia methodb

002.

-00' l the adatgsae0logigdwnt1bu 0

Fi-ur 19 Dsig t forh highadC . b uerlf ofiinsni

Butnia thsgancneeralzdhihony6dere

06 0.3 _o FM --- -1 -TheresFogre th eenl deciso fodra "design" Cpemasty ben
mae due to a~l redue 22. Hig maneuveru Cnsferuent-

0.2 fori~ highea lver ragffcntscheedwthn

pennalties in Ig-level flight for a design CL foraSut
T T7.1 or ess at trimmed condition.

I.:Figure 20 Drag polar
for different
CLD
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Figure 21 Twist due to Figure 22 Trade off:
supersonic CLD Advantage at CLD /

Panelty at CL (1g)

Unfortunately there is at least one additional design condition which is of great influ-
ence on wing definition.Transonic maneuvering with high wing efficiency needs (induced-)
drag minimization procedures at high subsonic speeds. Linearized potential flow accor-
ding to vortex lattice or panel methods are restricted to subcritical flow fields. But
they may give the same tendencies like Figure 23 demonstrates. Later on It will be ex-
plained how local deficiencies of this geometric result will be optimized by an exact
nonlinearized potential flow solution.

0. CAMBER - CANARD2 ': LOAD DISTRIBUTIONMD 09

0.0. CLD =021

- - .CMD = 0

z,C CAMBER - WING

"6.01 7 w r ,C
0.06 

0.0

-04.00

-oo-.2 .0 0. 0. 0.". . .

-. -0. CANARW

.0.00

Figure 23 Subsonic canard/wing design by vortex lattice

The most important work is displayed
in Figure 24. Supersonic/subsonic
design trade-off gives the shape of
wing/canard twist and ends with the a
well known statement that each be-
nefit will have its price. But it DELTA*CANARD CONW.S.110

seems, that the supersonic designIII M
for M - 1.4 produces loe penalties COMPARISON I
in off-design for sub- and superso- 1- o tto, CL 02 S " .
nic speeds and nearly comparable de- "

sign benefits than the subsonic de- [C --ft1 2 _ .
signed configuration. L 9 1.

Therefore the previous mentioned
higher level transonic optimiza-
tion follows,to give requirements Figure 24 Trade-off:Subsonic/%upersonic design
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for the finalwing shape. In order to obtain nearly shockless recompression in design-
-condition the "transonic shockless surface" optimization technique [17) is applied.

Cp -1 V-6.04

(M =Q2.a=1.0,1 1 16

P - .4

' - ------ . .. . ', ". _,"2._............"..".......-"..,,C? - .t 4

Figure 25 Transonic shockless surface optimization by finite element
technique

As Figre 25 proves, shockless recompression is obtained at nearly all sections with
about 5 ift from local supersonic flow at a relative high Machnumber (0.92).

One remark to the 2D section design. If somebody is missing this step - there is no rea-
son for doing it. Wings with high sweep-hybrid planforms are of completely 3-dimensio-
nal character and no "sheared part" analysis is applicable. The same is true for "qua-
si-2-dimensional" boundary layer concepts.
Because of the lack of fully 3D boundary layer computer codes quasi 2D (integral-) ap-
proaches are combined iteratively with potential flow. In this case we prefere the so-
called "surface transpiration" technique, which gives some advantages in computer cost
in combination with AIC methods [12].

, I

*/

rI C'
- ----. . , 0? 0
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.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .......... . . .

WACA 641410- IwLmJF -c?.

Figure 26 Analysis of air-intake by finite element technique (FPE)
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The same FPE-finite element solution technique is applied to the development of intake
lip geometry for transonic speed. Fiue 6 shows some test results on a NACA 64A410
intake. Please note the very large xtenoon of local supersonic flow and the sophisti-
cated mesh grid which is the result of a great deal of work. Mass flow ratio is an
additional parameter which has to be prescribed.
For subsonic analysis the modified MBB-panel code [18] is used to give cheaper results.

Last not least maneuvering de-
vices for variable camber have CAMI

To evaluate optimum slat/flap-
-settings the vortex lattice DESM 3 1
code is used to define flap-
and slat-deflections due to
F i u 2 7 . I t i s c l e a r l y u n - -31__ _ _ _ _ _ _- "c_ _

dertd, that this will give ,0
only some compromise, but as
measurement later on shows, 10 |
hif approximation works well . ._

Figure 27 Variable camber design for maneuvering
flight by vortex lattice

4. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

As experience shows, theoretical
developments are only accepted by
project managment, if main features
are supported by additional expe-
riments.

Therefore a wind tunnel programme
(Figure 28) was initiated to give
more confidence on theoretical re-
sults and to complete answers for
nonlinear flow regions and control.

Figure 28 1:25 Wind tunnel high
speed model

CA

DELTA- CANARD
(TAILORED UFTI/RA*)

--- THMTAL PMO

./ / N, From Figure 29 you can pick out good agree-
ment for low Machnumbers and moderate lift

/ ~/ /coefficients. For higher CL'B, theory over-
estimates induced drag. The principle of
*tailoring" is explained in Figure 30.

I I I
Figure 29 Comparison of theory

and experiment
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CL For constant flap deflections the
trim procedure in performed by ca-C1  nard deflection. This canard charac-

t,,1 far / teristic in presence of wing inter-

If CO %p-2P ference is input for an 1ut natic
CO o high angle trim program L19J . Auto-

trnoedside is represented by the dashedai line envelope.
draft

CO

CL

-0- NOR 9P2-HG tet

Figure 30 Tailored lift over drag

14 Special care is necessary for the extra-

9 polation to real flight Reynoldsnumbers.

As Figure 31 demonstrates, predicted data agree , , ,0, 2 1 .I

well with experiment in two different wind tun- Rot
nels. But it's still a long way to full scale!

Figure 31 Effect of Reynolds-
number on zero lift drag

0.6 - . .

CL,, As previously pointed out, the
. -0".9 DELTA CANARD main requirement at the begin-

A-LANE ning was low drag level in su-
personic and high wing effi-
ciency E = L/D in subsonic

T is demonstrated in Figure 32.
0.3- - ANAThe optimum lift to drag-ratio

test S., of about 11.0 for N : 0.9, ob-
tome . D -HG tained in wind tunnel tests

S.proves the reliability of02- "CLo- applied numerical methods.
Optimum Lift to Drag

0.1 I
"noilty due f.0 f o

to camber

Coi

Figure 32 Theoretical design and experimental
verification

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Rapid advances in numerical methods during the last decade have resulted in a strong in-
fluence of theory on project work.

Starting in 1968 with the panel solution for linearized potential flow, the transonic
FPE solution is at present time the highest level routine for project work within limits
of realistic computer time [20J. Nevertheless semiempiric "Handbook" based codes are
necessary to cover the nonlinear angle of attack range and to support theoretical con-

l-o cepts for control.

As shown in the present paper, the intensive use of theoretical methods has led to the
definition of only one single model configuration for wind tunnel tests and so to con-
siderable savings in cost and time for predevelopment. Configuration optimization was
performed without experimental tests.
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USE OF COMPUTERS IN THE AERODYNAMIC DESIGN OF THE HiMAT FIGHTER

by

R. D. Child*, G. Panageast , and P. Gingricht
Rockwell International Corporation
North American Aircraft Division

SUMARY

The highly maneuverable aircraft technology remotely piloted research vehicle (HiMAT/RPRV) config-
uration was designed to achieve a high degree of transonic maneuverability. The performance goals
proposed by ,MASA for the advanced-fighter concept were a sustained 8 g-turn at mach - 0.9, altitude of
9,144 meters, and a mission radius of 300 nautical miles. Additionally, supersonic acceleration capabil-
ity would not be compromised. Preliminary trade studies established a 7,740 kilogram fighter baseline
along with a 44 percent scale RPRV that would allow a low-risk demonstration of the advanced technologies.
Tests of the baseline configuration indicated deficiencies in the technology integration and design
techniques. After substantial reconfiguring of the vehicle, with improvements in the analytical methods,
the subcritical and supersonic requirements were satisfied. A high level of efficiency for subsonic
conditions was realized with the linear theory-optimization techniques and variable camber system. Drag-
due-to-lift levels only 5 percent higher than 1/irAR were obtained for the wind tunnel model at a lift

*coefficient of 1.0 for mach numbers of up to 0.8. The transonic drag rise was progressively lowered with
the application of nonlinear potential-flow analyses.

SYMBOLS

AR Aspect ratio L/D Lift-to-drag ratio
C Canard or chord M Mach number

. CG Center of gravity NZ Normal load factor

c Mean aerodynamic chord PS Specific excess power
CD Drag coefficient R Chord Reynolds number

C Drag due to lift coefficient enDL Wing area

CL Lift coefficient T/W Thrust-to-weight ratio
t ThicknessC.1 Section lift coefficient WWih rwnW Weight or wing

CM Moment coefficient X, Y, Z Cartesian coordinates
C Pressure coefficient a Angle of attack
p 8* Displacement thickness

C * Critical pressure coefficient 11 Wing semispan fraction~p
, 6 e Span-load efficiency factor 'c Canard semispan fraction

h Altitude A Sweep

* SUBSCRIPTS

avg Average w Wave
cp Center of pressure a Differentiation with respect to
max Maxinun I Perpendicular
u Upper .0 Free-stream conditions

INTRODUCTION

, Exatination of the technologies required for the next generation of fighter aircraft has been pursued
in recent years with the objective of increasing maneuvering performance. Additionally, it wAs envisioned
that an advanced fighter designed for superior transonic maneuverability would not compromise mission
radius requirements or supersonic acceleration capability. With these objectives proposed, NASA initiated
a comprehensive program to evaluate high-maneuverability technologies, define advanced concepts, and

* ultimately design and build a demonstration vehicle.

The HiMAT/RPRV development encompassed detailed refinements to the baseline, necessary to meet the
transonic maneuver gQal as well as provide acceptable low-speed, transonic cruise, and supersonic accel-
eration capabilities. This continued with the definition of the detailed RPRV structure, leading to the
construction of the, test vehicle. An objective of the design process was to use the available theoretical
design and analysis" methods to their fullest extent in order to provide guidelines for future configura-
tion developments and to minimize the wind tunnel test period.

'.7
* * Supervisor, Aerodynamics

t Member of Technical Staff, Aerodynamics
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The primary design objective is to enhance the mnietwPaility df the advanced-fighter concept to
the point where a sustained 8 g-turn at M = 0.9 and h = 9,144 meters may be achieved while maintaining
a 300-nautical-mile mission radius capability. The relation of this steady-state maneuver goal to state-
of-the-art fighter performance is illustrated in Fig. 1. To realistically achieve this goal requires
high efficiency at high lift coefficients in order to decrease the slope of the P versus load-factor
relationship. The alternative brute-force approach of increasing thrust-to-weigh ratio or decreasing
wing loading becomes untenable for this performance goal and is incompatible with the other design
objectives, including, in particular, the range requirement.

ADVANCED
200 '- CONCEPTS

100

0

-100 PRESENT

FIGHTERS

-200
M -0.9
h 9144 m

-0 PROTOTYPE
FIGHTERS

-4W

0 2 4 6 8 10

NORMAL LOAD FACTOR - G

Figure 1. HiMAT Maneuvering Performance Objective

To achieve a practical design, all requirements must be properly balanced so that off-design perfot-
mance is not sever-ly degraded. In addition to the need for efficient subsonic cruise, there is also
supersonic dash requirement. The critical design considerations are:

1. Maneuver goal, 8 g, PS = 0 at M = 0.9, h = 9,144 meters
2. Efficient subsonic cruise, 300-nautical mile range
3. Efficient supersonic cruise, wave drag CD, - 0.02 to 0.025
4. Low-speed CLmax = 1.6 to 2.0
S. Stability andcontrol with reduced static stability (adequate control must be provided, partilu-

larly near the flight envelope boundaries)
6. Maximum mach number M - 1.6
7. Maximum load factor NZ = 12
8. 1974 propulsion technology level

Balancing the first three considerations involved a compromise in wing loading between the maneuver
requirement (low wing loading) and supersonic cruise requirement (high wing loading). The configuration
sizing studies prescribed a wing loading of the order W/S - 245 to 270 kilograms per square meter.
For the maneuver condition, the requirement for high efficiency (increased L/D) at high lift coeffi-
cients (CL about 1.1) provides a selection criteria for assessing the various high-maneuverability
technologies.

AERODYNAMIC DESIGN APPROACH

/ '-- Optimization of the external contours is accomplished by a sequence of analytical design, test and

redesign phases. The basic aerodynamic method is linear theory because of the extensive development which
has occurred over the past few years. Linearized paneling methods are capable of analyzing or designing

,.- completely arbitrary nonplanar multiple-surface configurations. The use of present-day computers, with

their interactive and graphics capability, allows numerous configuration modifications and optimizations
to be evaluated in a short timespan at minimal cost. However, these methods have their limitations and
must be supplemented with nonlinear theory and -xperimental data.

"e.o
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The IW4AT mission, which is a combination of subsonic cruise, a high degree of transonic maneuver-
ability, and supersonic acceleration, requires the use of all these tools. The steps in the design
process are:

1. Design efficient subcritical and supersonic configuration with linear theory
2. Modify the contours with the nonlinear analyses to meet the transonic requirements
3. Investigate the subsonic/supersonic consequences of the modifications
4. Test to determine the limitations and possible modifications of the theory to more closely

achieve the goals

The analytical methods and optimization procedures are the technologies which transform the concept
into the final configuration definition. The major aerodynamic analysis methods are summarized in Table I
with their principal capabilities, limitations, and function in the design process. The use of these
analytical tools is the design technology which ultimately satisfies the mission requirements. A brief
description of the design technology is presented for subsonic, transonic, and supersonic operation.

TABLE 1. - ANALYTICAL METHODOLOGY

Method Capability and function Limitations

Inviscid/linear theory Multiple surface, nonplanar design
Woodward distributed panel and analysis with body for sub- Chord plane singularities
lifting surface theory sonic or supersonic flow

. Slender body theory Arbitrary cross section slender Slender body approximation
body analysis - Fuselage shaping to

modify pressure distribution

Total pressure drag Lift, volume, and interference far Slender body theory
(supersonic area rule) field pressure drag - volume approximation

optimization for minimum wave drag

Inverse thickness Derive thickness for specified Chord line singularities,
velocity distribution two-dimensional

Inviscid/nenlinear theory Small disturbance, moderate
Bailey-Ballhaus transonic Transonic analysis of wing-body or shock sweep, limited nonplanar,
wing analysis wing-winglet configurations and multiple surface capability

Transonic airfoil analysis Full potential transonic analysis - Isentropic

Bauer code hodograph design solution

Derive airfoils from known Small disturbanceTransonic scaling solutions

Viscous analysis Tapered, yawed wing turbulent
Bradshaw turbulent boundary boundary layer analysis - finite Quasi-three-dimensional
layer code difference solution

iransonic airfoil analysis Transonic viscous/inviscid Two-dimensional intrgral
(Bauer) interaction boundary layer analysis, ne

laminar solution

Yawed wing analysis Yawed wing laminar/turbulent Subcritical, integral methods
boundary layer and conformal
mapping/sweep theory analysis

SUBSONIC DESIGN

Within the framework of linear theory, high efficiency is sought by minimizing:

1. Vortex drag (optium lateral loading for a set of constraints)
2. Separation (zero leading edge singularity at an appropriate lift)
3. Trim drag (moment constraint/self-trimming configuration)
4. Viscous-form drag and drag divergence (controlled subcritical flow by prescribing an upper

surface pressure distribution)

TRANSOIC DESIGN

/ 7 Controlled supercritical flow encompasses those techniques which minimize shock strengths and prevent
shock-induced separation. Considerable progress has been made recently in the implementation of two-
dimensional (2-D) shockless or weak-shock flows. For general 3-D flow, the design philosophy is still
in the development stages.
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SUPERSONIC DESIGN

The reduction of supersonic pressure drag is obtained with the following linearizeu-theory optimiza-
tion techniques:

1. Inverse supersonic area rule (minimized wave drag through redistribution of voltm)
2. Drag-due-to-lift optimization (lifting surface inverse solution minimizing 0 percent suction drag

with moment constraint)

LINEAR THEORY DESIGN INITIALIZATION

The configuration design is initiated with a linearized lifting surface theory inverse solution
using guidelines relative to drag-due-to-lift optimization and upper surface pressure distributions. The
transonic characteristics are then examined to establish the strength, location, and sweep of shocks and
their impact on boundary-layer separation. Modifications are then initiated through a trial-and-error
process to reduce the shock strengths. A distinction must be made here between a subcritical design and
a linear-theory initialization. For a subcritical design, the wing sections are designed with linear
theory for a specific pressure distribution at a flight condition where subcritical flow is dominant.
The HiMAT subsonic cruise point is an example. The use of linear theory for a transonic maneuver design
is an intermediate step. [he upper surface pressures are, of course, monitored to limit adverse
gradients.

The drag-due-to-lift optimization proceeds by determining an optimum loading (constant downwash in
the Trefftz plane) and then distributing the chord load such that there is no leading edge singularity

* and the configuration is trimmed. There are any number of chordwise loadings that satisfy these
conditions which, in general, may be expressed by, for example, a sine series which produces no leading

* edge singularity and guarantees that the 0- and 100-percent suction drag polars are tangent at the design
lift. For efficient operation at high lift coefficients, the design lift is usually selected at some
intermediate value. It has been found that, through proper design, leading edge suction can be maintained
well above CL ..... Further, the resulting camber is structurally practical and results in efficient
operation above Wid below the nominal design point. The sectional load may require constraints in order
to limit the section lift at off-design conditions. In this case, the span load is prescribed and the
vortex drag penalty monitored as the design cycle proceeds for the nonoptimum loading. The optimum and
100-percent suction drag polars are not coincident at the design point, but the 0- and 100-percent
suction drag polars will be tangent at the design lift.

The thickness is derived by selecting a design point for which an upper surface pressure distribution
is prescribed and calculating the contribution to the velocity due to lift (twist and camber) and, in some
instances, wing-body interference. With an inverse solution, the thickness is obtained for the specified
net velocity increment.

The linearized maneuver condition design establishes a practical starting point for later modifica-
tions. That is, many design possibilities can be rapidly investigated to assure a design which satisfies
at least the subcritical design conditions. If deficiences are present, the configuration is modified
before substantial transonic design and analysis efforts are expended.

WING ALONE DESIGN

In the early phase of the configuraiton development, the design codes were separate entities so
that a solution for a span and chord load for a trimmed condition could not be derived simultaneously.
The approach was to derive first a cruise wing assuming a weakly coupled canard. That is, all the load
would be carried on the wing at the design point. The maneuver wing was obtained by scaling the cruise
camber to a design lift of CL - .5. The wing with an uncambered canard resulted in a configuration which
had a substantially lower design lift than desired.

A 0.147-scale model of the configuration designated -17A (Fig. 2) was tested in the LRC 8-foot
transonic prssure tunnel. Drag due to lift was evaluated by removing the estimated skin friction drag
based on flat plate turbulent skin friction and standard-form factor corrections. Drag due to lift is
shown in Fig. 3 for the complete configuration and for the wing alone. Neglect of the canard interaction
in the design process is illustrated by the increased drag due to lift relative to the wing alone at the
design lift CL = 0.5. The wing-alone performance was itself degraded at high-lift coefficients as a
result of the lack of span-load constraints; i.e., constraints on the section lift at the wing tip.

,,4

AP MM
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Figure 2. RPRV, -17A
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Figure 3. Effect of Canard on Maneuver Configuration (-17A) Drag Due to Lift

WING-CANARD DESIGN

The time involved in obtaining a subsonic optimization limited the number of design variables that
could be surveyed. To increase the efficiency of the design process, existing separate computer programs
and concepts were integrated into the distributed panel lifting-surface theory (1). The additions and
extensions are summarized as follows:

1. An optimun loading solution with constraints by the method of LaGrange multipliers was incorpor-
ated. Provision was made for specifying an arbitrary loading in an interactive manner.

• -2. The capability to constrain the moment for multisurface configurations was added. Previously,
this step was done manually.

3. The chord load calculation was incorporated with an interactive capability to modify the shape
for a given section lift and moment.

.% . .
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These modifications allow the twist and camber to be derived in one step. Thus, the solution can be
examined and parameters varied in an efficient manner. Typically, the calculation proceeded by specifying
a design CL and C, and a spanwise center-of-pressure (XYC) variation. The optimmi span load was derived
first. This could be overridden interactively. The progrm then shifted the center-of-pressure variation
to satisfy the moment constraint. The chord load for each station is derived for the given lift and
moment. This shape could then be modified interactively. The configuration is then analyzed at higher
loadings to evaluate upper surface pressure distributions. (The thickness was derived for the cruise
condition.)

The design points at Mm. 0.7 were C - 0. and 0.15 for the maneuver and cruise configurations,
respectively. Additionally, the section ift would be limited to CI <0.7S for CL - 1.

Initial solutions obtained for an optimum span loading violated the wing and canard section lift
constraints. The code was modified to allow specific regions of the configuration to be constrained to a
given lift. An example is shown in Fig. 4. The twist required for this constrained solution is
impractical. A sequence of solutions was obtained varying wing-tip planform and canard-wing load balance
to achieve a smooth wing and canard twist distribution. The outboard wing area was increased and the
percentage of the total load on the canard was increased from 15 to 30 percent. The wing twist derived is
shown in Fig. S. The wing twist distribution was then smoothed. At some span stations, the zero-
singularity requirement will not be met at the design point. The net effect on drag due to lift was neg-
ligible. However, this compromise produced a leading edge peak on the outboard wing.

The maneuver sections were constructed and analyzed at Moo- 0.7 for a range-of-lift coefficient.
For CL = 0.88, the wing and canard upper surface pressure distributions are shown in Fig. 6. In general,
the desired isobar sweep has been achieved, and the aft gradients are moderate. As noted previously, as

* a result of smoothing the twist, the outboard wing exhibits a leading edge pressure peak. An infinite
* yawed wing viscous calculation predicted transition due to cross flow instability near the leading edge

but no separation of the turbulent boundary layer.

I8
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Figure 4. Wing-Canard Span Load Optimization
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Figure 6. Maneuver Configuration (-18) Upper Surface Pressure Distributions - Linear Theory

REVISED SUBCRITICAL DESIGN

The objectives of the second subcritical wing-canard design cycle were to examine the various
wing-canard loading combinations which would meet the section lift requirements and to derive a twist
and cadNer that did not require modification. To accomplish both objectives, the constrained optimum
solution was not used directly. Instead, the loading was prescribed at each span station so that all
constraints would be met.

The 0.22-scale model of the -18 configuration was tested in the Ames 14-foot transonic wing tunnel.
Longitudinal characteristics at subcritical conditions (M - 0.6) are shown in Fig 7 and 8. A linear
theory lifting-surface analysis was made with the measured model coordinates. The agreement with the
experimental lift and moment (Fig 7) is quite satisfactory. Drag due to lift is shown in Fig. 8.
Increased efficiency at high lifts resulted from the improved upper surface pressure distribution on the
outboard wing. The untrimmed drag rise characteristics of the first -18 configuration and the revised
design are shown in Fig 9. The revised configuration meets the subcritical design goal but, as expected,
both subcritical wing-canard designs are deficient at the transonic design point. The oil flow results
for the transonic maneuver condition indicated shock-induced separation on the outboard wing and canard
and an unswept shock near the trailing edge of the inboard wing.

- 1.4 - 1.4

* 1.2 / 1.2

1.0 1.0

0.8 0.9 MACH = 0.6CL o ARC 156-1-14 TESTW 7C4

0.6 0.6 -- UDP (MEASURED
MODEL

0.4 0.4 ORDINATES)
/ (-34 W ING _______

0.2 -42 CANARD) 0.2

5 0- 0

-0.2 -0.2
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 0.1 0 -0.1
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Figure 7. Longitudinal Characteristics of Linear Theory Revised Maneuver Design
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Figure 8. Drag Due to Lift of Linear Theory Revised Maneuver Design
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Figure 9. Maneuver Configuration Drag Rise - Subcritical Design

The test results confirm the validity of the design process for subcritical flow for high lift,

high-efficiency operation. As a measure of the total efficiency achieved, reference is made to Fig. 8
where the flat plate drag-due-to-lift factors l/rAR and 1/CL, are compared with the test data. Of
course, for a nonplanar configuration, the optimum is 1/irARe where e-l.3 for the IiiMAT design. This
optimum, though, can only be realized at high loadings to the extent separation can be eliminated. The

subcritical design now provides a base point from which further modifications can be made for super-
critical flow. The subcritical design process cannot be expected to yield satisfactory designs for
low-aspect-ratio, highly loaded configurations operating in the transonic range. liowever, this process
provides an effective means of initializing the design.

NONLINFAR DESIGN

The primary 3-D transonic analysis was the Bailey-Ballhaus classical small-disturbance code (2).

This was applicable to a single planar surface. The presence of the canard and wing-tip fin on the
iRMAT presented computational difficulties. As a first step, a vrtical fin option was incorporated

q* .
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into the code. The simulation was restricted to the X-Z plane but would allow an arbitrary spanwise
position above and/or below the wing computational slit. Efforts were continued to simulate a wing-
canard configuration. Calculations were made to determine the canard downwash on the wing plane.
Nonlinear and linear theory calculations for the downwash were in good agreement. An application to
account for the effect of the canard, which has been found useful a post facto, is to include the
average chordwise downwash as a twist increment in the wing boundary conditions.

STATUS OF SUBCRITICAL DESIGN

When the first subcritical wing-canard design was completed, the intent was to use the Bailey-
Ballhaus code to analyze and modify the maneuver wing for low-drag supercritical flow. The following
considerations affected implementation of the transonic analysis. First, the simulation did not include
the canard so that wing pressures would have to be treated in a qualitative manner. Second, the
formlation was not well-suited to capture swept shocks. With these points in mind, there was initially
some hesitation regarding the mdification of the configuration until experimental pressure data were
available. Nevertheless, some modifications were attempted, but they were minor in nature. The results
of the transonic analysis of these designs are presented to illustrate the features of the transonic
methodology and as a basepoint for later configuration modifications.

The conditions for which the small disturbance theory is applicable are not known a priori. At
Mim. 0.9, the angle of attack -corresponding to the subcritical intermediate design point was selected.
The upper surface pressures for the wing are shown in Fig 10. The formation of an unswept shock exten-
ding outboard to '7= 0.7 is indicated. With a relaxation solution, there is always the question of the
required number of iterations for convergence. The previous fine-grid results were obtained with 450
iterations from a coarse-grid solution. Results after 2,000 additional iterations were qualitatively
unchanged.

-8 M =0.9 a =5 CL = 0. 6 5 5  71
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Figure 10. Fine Grid Theoretical Pressures for Maneuver Wing, Measured Model Coordinates

To resolve the configuration deficiencies at transonic conditions and provide some guidelines for
implementation of the Bailey-Ballhaus analysis, a follow-up test was conducted (TT 294) after the Ames
series (ARC Test 156-1-14) to measure upper surface pressure distributions. For two spanwise stations
the calculations were compared with canard-off measured pressures. At 55-percent span (Fig. lla), the
agreement (allowing for viscous effects) is satisfactory with regard to the shock locations. However, for
the outboard wing (Fig. llb), the shock is not captured. Oil-flow results indicated a swept shock and
attached flow ate- SO. The inability of the method to adequately capture swept shocks has been noted

*~previously. The slower convergence of the solution for this region may account for some portion of the
difference, but based on earlier results, it was concluded that no shock would be predicted with further
iterations.

Some proposed modifications to the method similar to those of reference 3 were considered. These
involved additional terms in the governing equation and revisions to the differencing scheme. However,
at the time, no modification was available to impact the design effort. For the maneuver point, disparity
in the experimental and calculated results for the highly loaded outboard wing will limit the analysis
and design capability for the present small-disturbance formulation.

qi
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Figure 11. Calculated and Measured Canard-Off Wing Pressures

3-D TRANSONIC MANEUVER DESI(N

Based on the preceding transonic calculations and test analysis, redesign of the Hiqat configuration
was divided into two phases. The first was to improve characteristics of the maneuver wing through appli-
cation of the nonlinear small-disturbance theory in an iterative manner. The second phase involved the
design of those regions where the existing small-disturbance formulation was not adequate: the outboard
wing and canard.

For the inboard and center regions of the wing (ip<0.7), the primary design objective was to reshape
the sections to weaken the shock near the trailing edge. For this region, where the generator sweep is
varying considerably, a triangular-type upper surface pressure distribution is used. The distribution
must be such that at higher lifts (CL-!), at most, a series of weak shocks occur. To redesign the
inboard and center wing sections, the camber was modified so that the load would be moved toward the
leading edge. The wing was analyzed, and based on these results, the upper surface was varied in a
trial and error process until an acceptable pressure distribution was obtained. The lower surface was
then modified to produce a camber distribution which would retain the subcritical maneuver performance
at high lifts.

- The results of the first series of modifications are shown in Fig. 12 for 60-percent span. All
calculations were made with the fine grid to properly resolve the shocks. Additional reshaping was not
successful in further weakening the shock. The span load distribution prescribed in the subcritical
design was generally maintained. To further weaken the shock in the center region, the trailing edge
sweep was increased and the wing sections revised slightly to assure that the proper isobar sweep was
maintained. The planform modification and the resulting change in the pressure distribution at 60-
percent span are shown in Fig. 13.
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Figure 12. Three-dimensional Transonic Design - Effect of Section Modification
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Figure 13. Transonic Wing Design - Effect of Planfom Modification

The revised wing (-35) for the maneuver configuration was tested (TWT 296) to determine effectiveness
of the supercritical odifications and provide additional pressure data for estimating the influence

* of the canard on the position and strength of the wing shocks. The modifications were successful in
weakening the center wing shock and eliminating shock-induced separation at the design point. Pressure
distributions at 55-percent span are shown in Fig. 14. For this design, there was a swept, weak shock
at approximately 35-percent chord. Oil-flow results indicated that the shock at BS-percent chord did
not separate the boundary.
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Figure 14. Experimental Verification of Weakened Shock by Transonic Design/Analysis Cycle

Use of the Bailey-Ballhaus nonlinear small-disturbance analysis was successful in satisfying design
objectives for the wing alone. The unswept shock was essentially eliminated over the inboard 70 percent
of the wing. This shock was replaced by a series of weak, swept shocks. Near the wing root the unswept
shock remained, as expected. The experimental pressure data indicated that the shock strength at the wing
root was moderate at the design condition, local mach (before the shock) of 1.2. The design objectives
were generally maintained in the presence of the canard. The effect of the canard downwash over the
center wing section did not change the weak, swept shock pattern.

2-D TRANSONIC DESIGN

The inapplicability of the small-disturbance analysis for the highly swept outboard wing required
/ use of a 2-D/sweep theory design cycle. A higher order 3-D solution (4) would be preferable but could

not be implemented in the time span required. The intent was to use 2-D section results and sweep theory
to arrive at an appropriate upper surface pressure distribution for the relatively low-taper outboard
wing. Then, if the wing can be shaped to reproduce the 2-D result, the 2-D design goals can be met.

q~._ _ ___
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The primary objective was to eliminate the shock-induced separation at the design point. At or near the
design condition, a shockless or weak shock solution would be sought. Some trailing edge separation would
be admitted.

First, the approximate 2-D section requirements were established. An estimate of the section lift on
the outboard wing was made for the existing configuration. A nominal design total lift coefficient of
CL = 1.0 was selected. The section lift requirements are still quite high but attempts to further con-
strain the outboard wing load would result in impractical twist requirements. For this condition, using
the midchord sweep (A = 40 degrees), the required 2-D section lift CI. is of the order C1, = 1.2 to 1.4.
The normal mach number is Mi = 0.69. Thus, if an airfoil section can be designed for efficient operation
at these conditions, the corresponding pressure distribution (Cpcos2 A) can be prescribed as a design goal
for the finite yawed wing. The second problem is to reshape the outboard wing sections to produce infinite
yawed wing conditions.

The approach to the 2-D airfoil design was to start with (1) an existing airfoil or (2) scale a known
solution with the transonic similarity rule and modify, if necessary, for the desired design condition. Of
the available supercritical sections, an airfoil reported in reference 5 came closest to the design require-
ment. The section is designated 65-14-08 where the sets of digits refer to a nominal design mach number,
lift coefficient, and thickness ratio. The Garabedian 65-14-08 airfoil was scaled to a nominal design mach
number of M = 0.7, using the transonic similarity rule. The section was analyzed at the scaled design
point with the transonic method of reference 5.

The actual section was obtained by removing the upper surface displacement thickness calculated for
infinite yawed wing conditions. The displacement thickness for the model Reynolds number which was used
and for a full-scale configuration are shown in Fig. 15. The lower surface displacement thickness correc-
tion could be similarly applied and a linear rotation would be used to adjust the trailing edge thickness.

0.012I-
0.010 R MW=.9 A= 400

0 C

0.008 - 0.22 MODEL 3.7 x 106 /-- - FULL-SCALE 6.2x 106  7

/C£ 0.006

0.004

0.002

00

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
x/C

Figure 15. Scaled Garabedian Airfoil (70-11-06) Upper Surface Displacement Thickness

The section was then analyzed to assess the off-design performance with increasing lift. The Bauer
analysis (5) did not include a yawed wing boundary-layer method; so the results must be viewed qualita-
tively. Pressure distributions at Co 1-. 2 and 1.4 are shown in Fig. 16. However, shock-induced separation
is still predicted at the higher lift coefficient.

In a private communication from Richard T. Whitcomb of NASA/Langley Research Center, an alternate
supercritical philosophy was suggested where the final recompression is not initiated until approximately
80-percent chord. There may be one or more smaller recompressions preceding this, and for supercritical
flow, weak shocks are accepted. This philosophy is illustrated in Fig. 17 for the LRC/Whitcomb 74-10-06
airfoil. The initial supercritical region is terminated in a shock. Following this is an expansion to a
slightly supercritical flow and a shockless recomipression. Although at the design point there is some wave
drag, the off-design performance has been found, experimentally, to be usually better than that of the
shockless airfoils.

/'7 The 74-10-06 airfoil was analyzed at the design Reynolds number, displacement thickness was added, and
the section was scaled to a design mach number of M1.= 0.69. The inviscid pressure distribution wasobtained at the scaled angle of attack and is shown in Fig. 17. The design lift (C1 - 1.3) was now much
closer to the required value. The boundary-layer characteristics were calculated for infinite yawed wing
conditions (Moo- 0.9 and A = 40-degrees). Upper surface trailing edge separation occurred at approximately
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95-percent chord. Several modifications to the contour were attempted, using the streamline curvature
approach of reference 6, but the separation could not be eliminated. It was felt that some trailing edge

g' separation could be tolerated if the existing shock-induced separation was delayed.
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Figure 16. To-dimensional Analysis of Modifi ed Garabedian Airfoil (70-11-06M)
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Figure 17. Pressure Distribution for Scaled LRC/Whnitcormb Supercritical Airfoil

When the displacement thickness was removed from the inviscid shape, the contours crossed before the
trailing edge. The lower surface was rotated to provide a suitable thickness in the trailing edge region,
but the thickness ratio was now almost 9-percent (7-percent in the freestream direction). A supersonic
pressure drag analysis indicated a substantial penalty. The lower surface was modified to reduce the
thickness but not impact the upper surface flow quality.

The modified LRC/Wbitcomb derivative was adapted to the outboard wing panel such that the isobar sweep
would he maintained at the design condition. An oil flow for this wing (W17 ) near the nominal design point
is presented in Fig. 18. A weak swept shock on the outboard wing was achieved. Trailing edge separation

/ 1 .is indicated, consistent with the analytical prediction.

The progressive reduction of transonic drag is summarized in Fig. 19. Major reduction resulted from
/. the weakening of the inboard unswept shock. The drag was progressively lowered by improving the flow

quality of the outboard wing and, to a lessor degree, the outboard canard.

9.0
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Figure 18. Oil Flow of Maneuver Configuration With Scaled LRC/Whitconb Airfoil,
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terms. The extended analysis was successful in predicting the entire upper surface wing flow. The before
and after comparison is presented on Fig. 20. The modified small disturbance (MSD) theory derived in
response to HiMT tests has been adopted in more recent code developments (8,9) concerned with improving
computational efficiency, including fuselage effects, etc.
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Figure 20. Comparison of Snall-Disturbance Theory and Measured HiMAT Wing Upper Surface
Pressure Distribution at Mco= 0.9, O= 5 Degrees

A series of numerical experiments were subsequently performed on the maneuver wing to establish the
consistency of various modified small-disturbance formulations (7,8) and the full-potential equation of
motion solution (4,10) satisfying exact boundary conditions. Primary interest was in prediction of the
existence, strength, and location of shock waves as a prelude to thcir weakening or elimination through
design modifications. Representative results of the numerical computations are presented in Fig. 21 for
the same nominal CL. Examination of the chord load shapes indicates differences between the various pre-
dictions concerning the existence and strength of shock waves. The differences at 60-percent span are the
most pronounced and indicate either a strong (supersonic to subsonic deceleration), weak, or no shock.
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Figure 21. Comparison of Transonic Analysis Methods for HINAT Wing-Alone Configuration,
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As noted previously, a possible approximation of the canard influence is the inclusion of its downwash
in the wing boundary condition. To assess the premise, the downwash was calculated and applied as a twist
increment to the wing geometry. It was found that the chordwise variation, at a particular spanwise loca-
tion, was small. Calculations with the Jameson conservative code FL027 are compared with experiment in
Fig. 22. The calculation did not include the fuselage or winglet.
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Figure 22. Comparison of Jameson Conservative Analysis (FL027) With Measured HOiAT (-19)
Maneuver Wing Pressures

FLEXIBLE WING DESIGN

The cruise configuration is defined by deforming the maneuver shape so that satisfactory performance
is obtained for transonic and supersonic cruise. The ideal situation would be a configuration that pro-
duced a nearly optimum loading with minimum viscous and wave drag as, for example, a pure subcritical
cruise design. Designing primarily for maneuver performance will limit the freedom to design an optimum
cruise configuration.

The variable camber system concept is based on obtaining optimum performance at two or more design
conditions through a combined mechanical and aeroelastic deflection. Once the maneuver configuration is
defined, the cruise shape is determined by iteration. Given a leading edge variable camber system and an
unspecified twist increment due to structural bending, a linear or nonlinear analysis (or combination of
both) is used to define the best cruise shape with the geometric constraints of the supercritical maneuver
design. These constraints limit, obviously, the number of section shapes that can be defined, and a com-
promise between the span load shape and the upper surface pressure distribution may be required. The
design is thus an iterative process, guided by the results of earlier optimum cruise designs.

The performance compromise which arose in the cruise configuration was due to the supercritical
modifications associated with the maneuver design and the constraint imposed on the aeroelastic increment.
The increment in spanwise twist was initialized with the first subcritical design and subsequently
modified for the revised subcritical maneuver design. At this point, the aeroelastic twist increment
goal was set so that the structural development could proceed in parallel with aerodynamic development.

A cruise configuration was defined for the design with the scaled Whitcomb section on the outboard
wing. This section was characteristic of aft-cambered supercritical airfoils and presented difficulties in
the derivation of the cruise wing. The trailing edge cusp would, if used in the maneuver position, result
in a transonic and supersonic camber drag penalty. A subcritical analysis was performed to define the best
compromise between trailing edge (aileron) deflection and twist distribution. The compromise is between
average camber (twist) and local camber (trailing edge deflection). The design that resulted included
a 4-degree aileron deflection to partially cancel the maneuver trailing edge camber. Additionally, only
70-percent of the aeroelasti, twist increment originally expected was available.

The drag due to lift for the cruise configuration (Wl9('l) is compared to an early subcritical design
(W1C1) and the goal in Fig. 23. The effective increase in design CI, resulted in a substantial penalty at
low-lift coefficients.
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Figure 23. Cruise Configuration Trimmed Drag Due to Lift

EVOLVED CONFIGURATION AND PERFORKANCE

The final configuration presented at the preliminary design review (PDR) and performance status
relative to the goals are presented in this section. Additional configuration modifications, progressing
from the -18A to -19 designs, included: (1) an enlarged vertical tail and the addition of lower surface
winglets for improved lateral-directional stability and (2) mass balances at the wingtips for flutter
suppression. The PDR baseline configuration for the RPRV concept is shown in Fig. 24.0
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Figure 24. IHiMAT RPRV Preliminary Design Review Baseline, (-19)
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Test results are presented to indicate the extent to which the design objectives have been met. The
primary goal is to minimize the transonic drag due to lift. In Fig. 25, trimmed and untrimmed drag due to
lift are compared to the goal for mach 0.6 and 0.9. For subsonic conditions, the trimmed drag-due-to-lift
objective was achieved or exceeded for lift coefficients up to CL - 1.2. At a lift coefficient of l the
efficiency factor (e) is approximately 0.95 for subsonic conditions. For transonic operation, the trimmed
objective was not achieved. At the nominal design point (M4 = 0.9 and CL=-I ) , the drag-due-to-lift factor
(CDL/CL2) was 0.014 above the trimmed objective. Still, considerable progress in reducing the transonic
drag had been made since the drag-due-to-lift factor was 0.07 above the objective for the phase III
baseline (-17A).

The HiMAT fighter maneuvering goal is a normal load of NZ = 8.0 for PS = 0 at the design point of
M = 0.9 and h = 9,144 meters. The -19 configuration maneuver performance status is NZ = 7.3 for PS = 0.
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Figure 25. HiMAT RPRV (-19) Drag Due to Lift

CONCLUSIONS

The general conclusions of the HiMAT aerodynamic design experience are:

1. A substantial amount of the maneuver design effort involved linear theory. In the future, as
more general transonic design and analysis techniques evolve, the extent of the linear theory
design used should be diminished. At present though, linear theory provides a fast and
efficient means of evaluating design requirements for preliminary and detailed design studies.
The modifications to the computerized design procedure, necessitated by the HiMAT configuration
and design objectives, produced a means of properly initializing the maneuver design so that
lifting surface efficiency, structural requirements, and off-design performance could be
examined and varied in an efficient manner.

2. The Bailey-Ballhaus transonic analysis, used in an iterative mode, was valuable in achieving
the prescribed supercritical pressure distributions for regions of moderate shock sweep.
Restrictions of the formulation were partially overcome by relying on a design/test cycle.
This was necessary to account for the effects of the canard and evaluate conditions above the
design point. Application of the transonic code was generally successful in weakening the
shocks for the wing region inboard of 70-percent span. Further weakening of the root shock is
desirable, but the possible decrease in wave drag cannot be quantified with the present small
disturbance formulation in order to evaluate the overall impact.

3. Restrictions of the 3-D transonic analysis were most troublesome for the highly swept, highly
loaded outer wing panel. Here, the recourse was a 2-D/sweep theory initialization, aided by a
linear theory analysis to verify that constant sectional characteristics prevailed. The sweep
theory design is a valid means of determining a pressure distribution that will produce attached
flow for moderately tapered regions. Guidance for the transonic implementation of the sweep
theory design was principally obtained through analysis of the test data. This was not the most
effective design procedure. A more comprehensive set of methodology is required which would
include a multiple-surface transonic design and analysis capability and a 3-D boundary layer.

* 4. For the cruise configuration, the consequences of using supercritical sections and variable
camber was not fully resolved. This was due primarily to the imposed structural (twist)
constraint and not a lack of inherent aerodynamic efficiency, although an arrangement without
the structural constraints was not tested.

L.q. -
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NUMERICAL METHODS FOR DESIGN AND ANALYSIS AS AN

AERODYNAMIC DESIGN TOOL FOR MODERN AIRCRAFT
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0-7990 Friedrichshafen, Germany

SUMMARY

The application and validation of several computational aerodynamic methods in the design and analysis
of transport and fighter aircraft is established. The main part of the paper is directed towards tran-
sonic flow problems. An assessment is made concerning more recently developed methods that solve tran-
sonic flow and boundary layers on maneuver-flaps, wings, inlets and bodies.

Capabilities of subsonic and supersonic aerodynamic methods are demonstrated by the inlet integration
on the Alpha-Jet design, supersonic "RautenflUgel"-analysls, subsonic and supersonic wing optimization
for a fighter and high lift device analysis.

The accuracy of transonic methods is demonstrated by comparison of computed results to experimental data
for transport and fighter-type wing body combinations, axisymmetric inlet flowfields, two element airfoil
systems and cascades. Special attention is given the capabilities of such methods to simulate wind tunnel
effects.

INTRODUCTION

Aircraft development costs have escalated exceedingly within the last few years. Greater emphasis must
be placed on exploring analytically and experimentally new configuration concepts aimed at substantially
expanding airplane performance capabilities. The present state of the art in aerodynamic design requi-
res extensive configuration iterations through repeated wind tunnel testing that is costly, time consu-
ming and relies heavily on inhouse experiences and expertise. Significant advances have been achieved
recently in aerodynamic computational methods which allow the numerical computation of flows around
three dimensional configurations and provide valuable guides to those seeking understanding of specific
problems or those pursuing innovative design concepts.

At Dornier a selection of numerical methods in fluid dynamics is available which has application to the
analysis and design of transport as well as fighter type aircraft configurations in the transonic speed
regime. A great amount of effort and emphasis has been placed on the validation of these methods and to
establish limits of their applicability. Results to date have been encouraging and the use of those
methods can provide a substantial reduction in time as well as cost required to achieve a good design.
This paper adresses mainly to the validity and application of current three dimensional transonic pro-
grams including boundary layer.effects. The accuracy, applicability, and limitations of threedimensio-
nal transonic TSP and full potential methods developed at Dornier were evaluated by comparison with ex-
perimental data obtained on advanced technology wing-body configurations. By combination with the Dor-
nier three dimensional boundary layer code also the influence of viscous effects is shown. By inclusion
of wind tunnel wall boundary conditions in the inviscid code finally a complete set of methods is
described which can be semi-automatically used to evaluate the analysis as well as design problem of
current transonic configurations in free flight as well as in wlndtunnels.

For completeness a sumary of some of the currently available methods is presented for subsonic and super-
sonic flow and examples are shown of their application to a variety of aircraft design and analysis pro-
blems.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTATIONAL AERODYNAMIC METHODS

A large selection of computational methods are available that have broad application to the analysis and
* design of transport and fighter aircraft flying in the subsonic, transonic and supersonic speed regimes.

A thorough review of these methods will not be given here since the background literature is easily
accessible. On the other hand, their main features pertinent to the work presented herein are briefly
discussed.

Three-Dimensional Subsonic Potential Flow Method for Arbitrary Configurations

A computational method has been developed that can treat arbitrary-subsonic three-dimensional potential
flows including inlet flow fields I1. This is a linear method solving Laplace's equation satisfying
exact boundary conditions based on [2], [3]. In this approach the velocity potential at any point in a
flow field is expressed in terms of the induced effects of source and doublet (or vortex) sheets distri-
buted on the boundary surfaces. The configuration surfaces are divided into panels, and hence, this
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approach is known as a panel method. Essentially, this is a general three - dimensional boundary value
problm solver that is capable of being applied to most problems that can be modeled within the limita-
tions of potential flow. Compressibility effects are approximated by the Goethert rule, and thus analysis
of transonic flow is not possible with this method. Viscous effects can be represented by the surface
displacement concept. An improved higher order method [4] is available as a pilot code. These methods are
ideally suited for analyzing complex aircraft configurations in subsonic flow.

Three-Dimensional Vortex Lattice Method for Arbitrary Configurations

A method based on vortex lattice theory has been developed at Dornier that can be applied to the combined
analysis, induced drag optimization, nonlinear vortex lift (based on Polhamus Analogy) computation, and
jet simulation of threedimensional configurations of arbitrary shape [5],[6]. This is a linear method sol-
ving Laplace's equation satisfying thin wing boundary conditions on the camber surface and optionally curved
wake influence. The optimization process utilize the method of Lagrange multipliers. Compressibility effects
are approximated by the mass flux rule. Its ease of use, high computational speed, and design capability
make it particularly valuable in evaluating design variations, arriving at optimized configurations, and
designing new wing camberline shapes.

Two-Dimensional Methods for Subsonic and Transonic Multielement Airfoil Analysis/esig.

As a joint venture between Saab and Dornier a numercial method has been developed for the analysis and
mixed analysis/desiqn mde of two-dimensional transonic flow around twoelement airfoil systems [7], [8]
Arbitrarily shaped airfoil sections can be treated through the use of a series of conformal mappings. The
physical domain outside the two sections is mapped into the ring domain between two concentric circles,
the interior of the outer circle being the exterior of the main airfoil and the exterior of the inner
circle being the exterior of the secondary airfoil. Within this ring domain the flow field is computed sol-
ving the nonconservative full potential equation by means of Jamesons rotated difference scheme and SLOR in
combination with nonlinear extrapolation and multigrid technique. Viscous flow is simulated by coupling
the inviscid code to a set of boundary layer methods [9].

For subsonic speed the codes are coupled to a twodimensional panel method for multi-element airfoils cor-
respondingly [10].

Two-Dimensional Methods for Transonic Airfoil and Cascade Analysis/Design

Several two-dimensional transonic methods have been developed, by various organizations, which are able to
analyze airfoils or cascades [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16] Some methods have been evaluated or de-
veloped by Dornier. The TSP-methods are highly improved by the mass-flux formulation [13] even for thick
airfoils and have demonstrated its usefulness in as much as analysis and mixed analysis/design problems
can be solved including viscous effects based on the displacement thickness as well as unsteady transonic
flow for flutter prediction [141. Flow time as well as computer costs are fairly small. The full poten-
tial methods are superior at high angle of attack and for analysis/design in the leading edge region. Ja-
meson's FLO6 [15] has proven to be very accurate and fast due to his fast solver but is lacking flexibi-
lity due to the circle plane mapping involved. There is some indication that the finite volume techniques
like the flux finite element method [16] for the full potential equation or the quasi-time dependent
method [17] for the Euler eq. are the more interesting ones as far as the engineering environment to sup-
port and guide a design process is concerned. An advantage of the finite volume Euler method is the accu-
racy over the whole speed regime from subsonic to supersonic free stream Mach numbers even for flows with
strong shocks.

A finite volume method for the solution of the two-dimensional time - averaged Navier Stokes equations is
under development at Dornier [18] but more work h.s to be done to make it useful for practical design.

Two-Dimensional/Axisymetric Methods for Transonic Inlet Flow Fields

Two different methods are being used at Dornier, one developed at Saab (19] to compute the transonic flow
around axisymetric inlets for a prescribed mass flow ratio. The inlet consists of an initial part of ar-
bitrary geometry which is continued to downstream infinity as a straight circular tube. With a sequence
of conformal mappings and a final coordinate stretching the whole exterior and interior flow field is
mapped to a rectangular domain in which the full potential equation is solved using type-dependent line-
relaxation. The second one is the Dornier-developed finite volume method for calculating axisymmetric and
plane pitot-type inlet flow fields at supersonic free stream Mach numbers [20]. This second order accurate
time dependent method solves the Euler equations in integral conservation-law form. The equations are
written with respect to a cartesian coordinate system in which a body and bow shock fitted mesh adjusts
in time to the motion of the bow shock that is automatically captured as part of the weak solution. At
the compressor entrance plare Inside the cowl static pressure is prescribed as subsonic boundary condition.
The method can treat arbitrary lip shapes and is presently being extended to a threedimensional version.
The integration of the pressure distribution from the inlet throat to the crest will provide valuable data
for the drag estimation as long as no large viscous effects are apparent.

, 7
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Three-Dimensional Iransonic Potential Flow Methods

Several three-dimensional transonic potential flow methods have been developed, by various organizations,
which are able to',nalyze either isolated wing or wing-body combinations [211, [22], [23], (24], [25], [261.
Evaluation of the methods developed at Dornier [221, [241, [26], and a Dornier version of FL022 indicate
that the three-dimensional Dornier TSP-MF method based on the mass flux concept is a useful design tool, in
as much as arbitrary fuselage shapes can be modeled, analysis as well as mixed analys/design problems can
be solved, shock strength as well as positions are well predicted, and the low computer cost in combination
with the highly automated input provide the basis for a method to be used in the engineering environment.
On the other hand the lack of dense mesh spacing in the nose region imply further improvements by use of
grid embedding. FL022 quite often is giving fairly good agreement with experimental results, but it should
be kept in mind that this method is not conservative and neither does give correct drag data nor correct
viscous results if a boundary layer method is coupled. The detailed two-dimensional studies indicated that
the approach of using finite volume techniques to solve either the full potential equation or the Euler
equations are the most promising ones for complex three-dimensional flow computations. Pilot codes on both
approaches have been nearly completed [27], (28].

Three-Dimensional Supersonic Potential Flow Method for Arbitrary Configurations

The computational method of 129] has been modified and improved at Dornier [30] to treat very complex
three-dimensional complete aircraft configurations at supersonic speed. This is a linear method solving
the linear supersonic potential equation satisfying exact boundary conditions on bodies and linearized
boundary conditions on wings. In this approach the velocity potential at any point in a flow field is ex-
pressed in terms of the induced effects of source and vortex sheets distributed on the boundary surfaces.
The configuration surfaces are divided into panels. This method is ideally suited for analyzing complex
aircraft configurations in supersonic flow as long as wing thickness effects can be treated in a linearized
manner.

Three-Dimensional Supersonic Machbox Method for Arbitrary Wings

A method based on supersonic linear potential theory within a Mach-box scheme has been developed at Dornier
that can be applied to the combined analysis, design, and drag optimization for thickness and/or camber
distribution of three-dimensional wings of arbitrary planform [31]. This is a linear method satisfying thin
wing boundary conditions on the wing surface for either camber or thickness, respectively given pressure
distributions. The optimization process [32] utilize the method of Lagrange multipliers for given modes of
camber/twist or thickness. Its ease of use, very high computational speed, and design capability make it
particularly valuable in evaluating design variations, arriving at optimized configurations, and designing
new wing cambersurface shapes.

Aerodynamic Design and Analysis System for Supersonic Aircraft

An improved integrated system of computer programs has been installed at Dornier [33], (34] for the design
and analysis of supersonic configurations. The system uses linearized theory methods for the calculation of
surface pressures and supersonic area rule concepts in combination with linearized theory for calculation
of aerodynamic force coefficients. To complete the supersonic area rule program a near-field (thickness
pressure) wave drag program is included. To end up with realistic wing design, the fuselage is modeled in

*the lifting surface programs and the addition of configuration-dependent loadings in the desin program
allow .for a wing design in the presence of fuselage and nacelle effects. Additional limiting pressure terms
in the lifting pressure programs constrain the linear theory solution. The methods are characterized by
their reliability in use and input simplicity, thus providing an integrated system for supersonic design
and analysis of complete aircraft configurations, with recognition of the need for constraints on linear
theory methods to provide physical realism, and with inclusion of interactive display for increased design
control over optimization cycles.

Three-Dimensional Bondary Layer Method

A three-dimensional boundary layer method has been developed at Dornier that can analyse either laminar or
turbulent compressible flows on finite swept wings and bodies [35], [36]. Three-dimensional laminar or tur-
bulent, compressible, adiabatic boundary layers are computed in curvilinear othogonal or nonorthogonal co-

j ordinates.

The laminar method is not restricted to small cross flows. For the evaluation of the integral thicknesses
one parameter velocity profiles for the main stream direction and two parameter velocity profiles for the
cross-flow direction are used. The one parameter profile family is based on the similar solutions of the
boundary layer equations, the two parameter profile family results from a polynomial expression, where no
boundary conditions of the Pohlhausen type (direct relation to gradients of flow properties at the outer
edge of the boundary layer (compatibility condition)) are applied. The x- und y-momentum and the x- and y-mo-
mert of momentum integral equations are used for the solution. Only for the case of orthogonal cordinates
Ist order moment of momentum equations are introduced. They result from the x- and y-momentum equations,
which are multiplied by the velocity components u and vrespectively before the integration. For non-ortho-
gonal coordinates 1st order moment of momentum equations do not produce solutions even when multiplying the

momentum equations by linear combinations of the velocity components u and v. For curvilinear, non orthogonal
coordinates 2nd order moment of momentum equations are developed, where the multiplication is done by the
square of the resultant velocity L. Since these equations are much more complicated, the 1st order equations,
which concern only the orthogonal case, are used for these problems.
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The turbulent integral method has been developed at Dornier on the basis of [371. The streanwise profiles
are represented by power law profiles, the cross-flow profiles by Mager or Johnston profiles. The Ludwieg-
Tillmann relation is used for the skin friction description. The influence of compressibility is accounted
for by applying Eckert's reference temperature concept. The equations finally solved are the x- and y-mo-
mentum equation and the entrainment equation (equilibrium entrainment). To provide for non-equilibrium en-
trainment lag entrainment has been included. Both methods have been tested extensively against finite dif-
ference methods, other integral methods and experimental results and have proven to be very reliable and
fast tools.

To provide the inviscid outer flow field as output to the boundary layer program, interface programs are
used to transfer the corresponding data from the inviscid method to the boundary layer program and vice
versa. The inclusion of boundary layer technique into the analysis of transport and fighter aircraft de-
sign provides for a better representation of the real flow field for determining wing pressures, but also
enables more accurate drag estimates to be made as well as estimates of maneuver-boundaries.

APPLICATION OF METHODS

Subsonic Panel IHethods

Panel aerodynamic methods have been used at Dornier since 1971. During this time period, the panel method
has been validated as a very reliable tool in predicting the aerodynamic characteristics of airplanes ope-
rating at subcritical Mach numbers. One interesting example of its use has been on the initial design phase
of the Alpha Jet [1]. A typical example showing isobars is depicted in Fig. 1. In this example, main empha-
sis has been given to the design of the channel between the wing lower surface , the body side and the en-
gine inlet.

The panel methods can also be used to study the mutual interference between different components inclu-
ding the engine inlet for different engine conditions. Panel arrangement and results in comparison with
wind tunnel experiments are portrayed in Fig. 2.

Such results provide very accurate information for local design modifications, while only final selected
ones are tested in the wind tunnel to verify predictions.

Vortex Lattice Methods

Vortex lattice methods are very easy to handle and fast tools for design studies not only for simple wing
shapes,but also for winglets, high lift devices, wind tunnel wall interference, shrouded propellers, jet
effects and wing-wing interference problems. They provide not only accurate lift and moment curves, but
also very good induced drag results. This method has been used extensively at Dornier for linear flow pro-
blems, while the use in nonlinear aerodynamics is fairly new. As shown in Fig. 3 the vortex-lattice method
in combination with Polhamus-Analogy is a very reliable tool to predict the nonlinear flow behaviour caused
by leading edge separation [6]. The deviations in the moment curve for small, resp. negative lift is due to
deficiencies in the body description. For modern fighter design with wings of large sweep this method plays
an important role in wing as well as maneuver flap design.

*Multi-Element Airfoil Analysis/iesign

The performance of mechanical high-lift devices is of increasing importance for the overall economy and
operational efficiency of all types of aircraft. The use of such devices for combat aircraft at transonic
speed offers the chance of greatly enhancing maneuvering capabilities without affecting cruise performance.
Climb and turn rates of existing modern fighters at transonic speed are remarkably improved by the use
of slats and flaps, although these configurations have not been optimized as such devices.

At low speed such devices can be efficiently designed by means of numerical methods and a lot of available
experimental data. At transonic speed, however we are lacking experimental data for airfoils with slats
and flaps to establish a data base. Extensive wind tunnel testing on such airfoil systems is highly costly
due to the large number of parameters and at transonic speed no simple interpolation in a data base is pos-
sible. Only since recently transonic viscous analysis/design methods are in use for configuration studies
and improvements. In Fig. 4 results are depicted for an airfoil/slat configuration with upper slat surface
and main airfoil shape plus lower surface slat pressure distribution as input. The results for this mixed
analyses/design mode run agree very well with the experimental data and indicate clearly the large separated
region on the lower slat surfaces. This mode can be used not only to understand the flow field characteristics
of existing slats or flaps, but also to efficiently redesign configurations to avoid separation. Fig. 5
indicates a redesign process for the slat lower surface to a NACA 64A010 airfoil section.

For analysis problems viscous effects have to be included not only by means of laminar and turbulent boun-
dary layers, but also short and long separation bubbles, confluent boundary layers and trailing edge se-
paration. The present system of codes for viscous transonic two-element airfoil analysis has been success-
fully applied to simulate the flow field around the Do-A4 airfoil with a slat or flap. In Fig. 6 and 7
results are compared with the experimental data. The computed pressures agree fairly well with the experi-
mental ones, even for cases with large separated regions where viscous effects completely dominate. Since
such numerical simulations are rather fast and inexpensive, it is obvious that such computational methods
are useful tools for designers looking for efficient high lift and maneuver devices. The design time as well
as cost can be ruch reduced by using such numerical results.
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Transonic Airfoil/Cascade Analysis/Design

The validation of two-dimensional transonic potential flow methods is almost established by numerous super-
critical airfoil designs based on CFO methods. Fig. 8 shows computed versus measured pressure distribu-
tions for the Dornier A-1 12 % thick airfoilviscous as well as wall effects in the computations inclu-
ded [11]. The result clearly indicates the importance of boundary layer effects even in the design region.
Although design as well as analysis of this section have been done using TSP, we are aware of the limita-
tions of TSP-methods. However, as depicted in Fig. 9, the type of numerical method, especially conserva-
tion of mass, can have stronger Influence on the results than the TSP-assumptions. Therefore, more recent
studies led to the development of a two-dimensional flux-finite element method for the full potential equa-
tion which at present only has been verified for the analysis/design of cascades [16], see Fig. 10, and to
a finite volume method to solve the quasi time-dependent Euler equations around airfoils [17] as shown in
Fig. 11. For comparison, also the results of Essers are included (431.

Both methods are very general in their application to arbitrary configuration shapes and nonorthogonal mesh
systems. While the FFEM-method is very fast (0.15 ms per iteration and mesh point IBM 370/158), the finite
volume method (0.8. Ms) is best suited to produce datum solutions and accurate results for strong stocks
which lie beyond the isentropic assumptions. Since transonic flow phenomena do not only play an important
role in aerodynamic design, but also in flutter analysis, the Dornier-TSP method has been extended to treat
harmonically oscillating airfoils [14]. The comparison in Fig. 12 indicates fair agreement with other tran-
sonic methods as well as experimental data. However, more work has to be done here to include viscous effects
and nonlinear effects which imply the use of more complete unsteady equations.

* Transonic Inlet Analysis

The efficiency of modern transonic and supersonic aircraft to quite a large extent depends on the recom-
pression characteristics and the avoidance of separation causing distortion. Experience has
proven pitot-type inlets to be well suited to design criterion at supersonic as well as subsonic and
transonic speed . For the investigation of such types of flow fields with subsonic free stream Mach num-
bers Dornier has adapted Arlinger s method for axisylmetric inlets [19]. A typical result with good agree-
ment is shown in Fig. 13. Although this method gives very accurate results, it lacks the generality for
extensions to threedimensional configurations. Since the study of pitot-inlets at supersonic free stream
raises some questions about the disregard of total pressure losses due to shocks in methods using the po-
tential equation, Dornier decided to develop its own method based on the numerical solution of the full
Euler equations. First results of the plane and axisymmetric version of this finite volume method [20]
are portrayed in Fig. 14. Fair agreement is reached for the fairly low supersonic Mach number with Arlin-
gers supersonic version as well as experimental data. Unfortunately we are lacking experimental data for
a detailed evaluation at higher Mach numbers. For application in realistic aerodynamic design studies for
fighters a three-dimensional version of the finite volume method is in development. For final flow simulations
the corresponding viscous codes will be coupled.

Transonic Wing/Wing-Body Analysis

-The validation of threedimensional transonic potential flow methods has been reported recently in several
papers, e.g. see References 24, 26, 38, 39 and 40, to name a few. During the application of the TSP-WF
method for analysis as well as design case studies it was found, that the method is well suited to meet
the requirements of engineering in as much as the code is fast (0.14 ms per iteration and grid point),
designed for interactive treatment and very general in its use as depicted in Fig. 15.

* For final results the full potential loop can be used to ensure no major errors due to TSP-assumptions. How-
* ever, this code is suffering from its orthogonal grid system in as much as the leading edge representation
Sfor swept wings is poor as long as no extremly fine grid systems are used. The Figures 16-21 show some of

the results for validation of the method for a wide range of configurations. Relatively thick large aspect
ratio wings as well as moderate aspect ratio fighter wings with complex fuselage shape have been designed
or analysed before the wind tunnel test became available.

For fighter configurations with complex bodies the deviations at higher Mach numbers don't seem to be to
TSP assumptions rather than inadequate fuselage modelling. Full potential FLO22 computations for the wing
alone did not improve the agreement.

For transport type configurations in analysis (Fig. 18) as well as mixed analysis/design (Fig. 17) mode
the method proved to be very reliable, but is suffering from the poor leading edge description. However,

* the basic character of the pressure distribution and the shock position and strength is fairly well pre-
dicted. Fig. 19 clearly indicates the Insensitivity of the pressure distribution against mesh spacing ex-
cept in the nose region. The configuration is discussed in detail in (40].

Even for the very coarse 10 % grid (first mesh point on the wing at 10 % chord, five points at the wing
tip section) the pressures indicate the correct distribution. The present development stage of this
method is to include grid-embedding to improve its capabilities in the nose region.

The PT-7 configuration shown on Figure 20 has bn a design case study [241 testing extensively the mixed
mode capabilities of the TSP-method.
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Since two-dimensional experience has indicated the large influence of the viscous effects, also in three-di-
mensional flows the viscous displacement thickness effect of the three-dimensional boundary layer over the
wing has to be taken into account in order to produce accurate performance characteristics. The coupling of
the three-dimensional boundary layer integral methods [35], [36] with inviscid potential flow programs pro-
vides the capability for better wing design, for diagnosis of specific wing design problems, and for evalua-
ting the wing performance beyond the Reynolds number range of present wind tunnels. Since the boundary layer
program allows for arbitrary, even nonorthogonal coordinate systems, no special interface programs are needed
to convert grid systems. Only coiresponding data handling in the inviscid method coordinate system is needed.
Thereby it is possible to cycle several times between viscous and inviscid programs. In Fig. 20 the changes
in pressure distribution corresponding to the number of iteration cycles is portrayed. It has been found
that a number of cycles between the transonic potential flow program and the boundary layer code is neces-
sary to achieve a satisfactory converged solution, i.e., until the pressure distribution and the boundary
layer displacement thickness 6* do not change significantly between cycles. The general trends of the mea-
sured pressure distributions are matched by the theory. However, a finer mesh would improve the agreement
in the nose as well as shock region. In Fig. 21 the corresponding changes in displacement thickness for
section 2 and the variation of the computed separation line are shown. It is clearly indicated that a boun-
dary layer method within this cycle has to be able to treat separated regions since the fully inviscid ini-
tial solution might exhibit relatively large partial separation although the final converged viscous solu-
tion is almost free of separated regions. For completeness, the spanwise lift distribution and the compu-
ted dragrise curve are also included. Measured and calculated dragrise compare reasonably well. The capability
of estimating the spanwise variation of wing drag components, lift distribution and separation, identifies
the critical wing design regions and allows for proper wing modification with reasonable assurance of suc-
cess.

Supersonic Panel Method

Supersonic panel methods based on Woodwards work have been used at hornier since 1968 for quite different pur-
poses. The possibly most complex configuration ever tested using a supersonic panel method has been the DORNIER
fighter configuration "RautenflUgel" depicted in Figure 2?. To evaluate the supersonic performance of such a
configuration interference problems as well as lift, drag and moment behaviour have been studied extensively
[41]. In Fig. 23 some typical results are shown in comparison with windtunnel test data. Measured and calcu-
lated data compare reasonably well in the linear angle of attack range. However, this panel method is suffering
from the thin wing approximation since no separate studies of upper or lower surface effects are possible.

Supersonic Mach-Box Method

This linear supersonic wing method has been initially developed at Dornier in 1967 and has been validated
through extensive computations for wings with and without twist and camber, different thickness distribu-
tions, and for wings with flaps. More recently it has been coupled to a numerical optimization procedure
via Lagrange multipliers [32]. Providing a set of camber/twist distributions, each of which easy to manu-
facture, the program is looking for that combination of the different shape modes which provides minimum
drag for given constraints on lift, moment. Fig. 24 depicts a typical result of su-t an optimization.

A similar procedure can be used for the optimum thickness distribution design with respect to wave drag of
wings.

Supersonic Analysis/Design System

While in the preceeding chapters only the verification of single computer codes has been described, this system
is a set up of a lot of different programs. It provides not only single information on part of the configura-
tion but also total configuration data. Fig. 25 shows the build - up of the system and the different approaches
used. Presently this method is being used at Dornier for extensive supersonic performance studies, an example
of which is portrayed in Fig. 26. This numerical tool is of great value for design engineers since it allows
for modifications and optimizations within very short time cycles.

Three-Dimensional Boundary Layers

The threedimensional boundary layer development greatly Influences the performance of subsonic and transonic
aircraft. While the use of boundary layer method to study wing characteristics has become quite popular, e.g.
(35], [38], [39], only a few items are known for three-dimensional body analysis. Through its validation the
Dornier method [36], [42] has been extensively tested for flows over ellipsoids at angle of attack. Fig. 27
portrayes some of the results for an axis-ratio 8 ellipsoid.

Separation line pattern over the whole range of incidence agree well with those predicted by the finite dif-
ference method of Geissler and even the shear stress at the wall compares very well with that measured by
DFVLR or computed by Cebec's FD method.

However, more work has to be done to combine this method with lnvisoid programs in order to study separation
and vortex shedding from bodies.
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Numerical Wind Tunnel Simulation

Surprisingly only a few contributions are known of studying the implications of present or future wind tunnel
concepts by means of numerical flow simulation, although panel methods and the existing transonic codes are
well suited to such studies. Adaptive wall concepts, incomplete adaption, cryogenic concepts, and even wall
corrections for existing tunnels can be simulated qualitatively with present methods fairly inexpensive.
Fig. 28 and 29 portray two of the different applications being done at Dornier in the past. Fig. 28 is con-
cerned with the complexity of three-dimensional adaptive wall concepts by showing the necessary wall de-
flection or porosity to simulate infinite wall conditions. Fig. 29 depicts the influence of cryogenic nitro-
gen on the shock wave-boundary layer interaction as test case for cryogenic wind tunnels. A lot ot other appli-
cations can be thought of to improve the use of existing wind tunnels.

Concluding Remarks

The significant advances that have been made in computational fluid mechanics are having considerable im-
pact on the aerodynamic design process. Subsonic and supersonic panel methods, when used within their limits
of application, provide valuable insight into complex flow fields, guidance for achieving integrated designs,
and ability to explore innovative configuration designs. The use of these methods can substantially increase
airplane performance capabilities. The integrated computer program systems to analyse transonic, viscous flows
over airfoils, two-element airfoil systems and wings and wing-body combinations for transport as well as fighter
aircraft have emerged as a very important tool to support the wing design process, and to support diagnostic
investigation of the aircraft performance.

Rewarding as the accomplishments in computational aerodynamic design have been, much work remains yet to be
done. The three-dimensional transonic inviscid flow methods need to be generalized to include the complete
configuration and to greatly simplify the user's input and output data manipulation and reduce computer as
well as man costs. The three-dimensional boundary layer method needs to be enhanced to include the fuselage,
to handle surface intersection problems, and to analyse separated flows. Most work has been towards better

* numerical methods at design conditions of modern aircraft. However, off design is limiting the capabilities
of real configurations. A lot of work in CFD and experiments has to be done to understand those phenomena
causing maneuver boundaries. ThIs will imply more work on unsteady time-accurate flow simulations.

However, all integrated systems of computer programs are only operational as design tools within the project
engineering area, if the easy preparation of input data, the visibility of output, the flow time required to
get final results, and the computer costs of running these methods are highly improved. If these enhancements
are not included, we may never experience the use of numerical simulation and reduced reliance on the wind
tunnel in airplane design as many computer experts suggest and the basic capabilities of modern methods pro-

* mise.
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Figure 22: Dornier RautenflUgel Configuration
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MAINTENANCE OF NASTRANR AS A STATE-OF-THE-ART
COMPUTER PROGRAM

by

James L. Rogers, Jr.
Aero-Space Technologist

NASA Langley Research Center
Mail Stop 243

Hampton, VA 23665

SUMMARY

NASTRAN'(NASA STRuctural ANalysis) is a large, general purpose, finite element com-
puter program. Since Level 12, the first public release of the program in 1970, NASTRAN
has been maintained as a state-of-the-art computer program by the NASTRAN Systems Manage-
ment Office (NSMO) at NASA's Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia. NSMO is re-
sponsible for maintaining NASTRAN as state-of-the-art on three computer systems (IBM,
CDC, and UNIVAC) with respect to both finite element and computer technology. There are
four primary areas involved in a good maintenance effort: (1) error correction, (2) in-
corporation of advances in technology, (3) documentation, and (4) new level generation.
The complexity of the maintenance effort is compounded by the sizes of the program (400,
000 lines of code) and the documentation (7000 pages divided into seven manuals). This
paper describes the areas of the maintenance effort in detail and offers some suggestions

for reducing the complexity of maintaining a large computer program.

1. INTRODUCTION

NASTRAN1 (NASA STRuctural ANalysis) is a large, general purpose, finite element struc-
tural analysis computer program. It was developed under NASA sponsorship during the peri-
od 1965-1970, at a cost of about $3.5 million and initially released to the public in 1970
in a form called Level 12. From 1970 through early 1979, NASTRAN was maintained as a state-
of-the-art computer program by a contractor under the guidance of the NASTRAN Systems Man-
agement Office (NSMO) at NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia. The purpose of
this paper is to describe this activity and discuss features of the software maintenance
work. The requirements of the maintenance activity were broad because of the size and gen-
erality of the computer program and its widespread acceptance and use in the U.S. and a-
broad. The primary aspects of this maintenance effort were error correction, addition
of new capabilities, documentation, and quality assurance. New capabilities were added
to keep the program up to the state-of-the-art with advances in structural technology and
computer technology. A dominant factor in the total activity was that the program was
maintained operational on three mainframe computers (CDC, IBM, UNIVAC). Each aspect is
discussed in detail in this paper.

4
, 2. OVERVIEW

Growth in capabilities and size of the NASTRAN program are indicated in tables 1-6
(ref. 1). The term "Level" refers to a release of the program that is significantly
different from previous releases and therefore deserves a separate identification number.
From tables 1-6, it is seen that engineering capabilities grew from 13 to 23 analysis
options between Levels 12 and 17.5 resulting in an increase in the size of the program
from 150,000 to almost 400,000 source statements. Because of efficiency improvements,
however, Level 17.5 shows approximately a 10 x 1 speed increase over Level 12. Documen-
tation has grown with the software-from 3700 pages in four manuals (Level 12) to over
7000 pages in seven manuals (Level 17.5).

The use of NASTRAN has also grown. In 1970, Level 12 was released to approximately
50 organizations and there were less than 900 individual users. When Level 17.5 was re-
leased in early 1979, over 250 organizations and more than 2600 individuals were using
NASTRAN. A map showing the sites where NASTRAN is in use in the U.S. is presented in
figure 1. This increased usage made it imperative to be able to respond promptly when
errors were found or new capabilities were required.

3. ERROR CORRECTION

The main thrusts of the error correction activity were to make the public aware of
all known errors and to make corrections available as soon as possible. NSMO and its

1NASTRAN: Registered trademark of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), Washington, DC 20546.
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maintenance contractor developed an efficient error reporting and correction process dia-
grammed in figure 2.

A problem was reported to NSMO in one of three ways: (1) from in-house users (NSMO
or the maintenance-contractor), (2) by mail, or (3) through the Error Correction Infor-
mation System (ECIS). ECIS is discussed in detail later (also see ref. 2). NSMO deter-
mined (1) if the problem was really an error, (2) if the user had made a mistake, or
(3) if the problem had been previously reported (Previously Reported Bug, PRB). If it
was a user mistake or a PRB, a form letter (see form 1 in Appendix) or a message in ECIS
was sent to the user describing what had been found. If the problem was an error in
NASTRAN, a Software Problem Report (SPR) as shown in form 2 of the Appendix was filled
out. The error was given a number and a priority, and was forwaried to the maintenance
contractor. Priorities ranged from 0.0 to 5.0 in increments of 0.1. In general, priori-
ties were assigned according to the following scheme:

Priority 4-5 - Program gave answers that appeared to be correct, but were not.
Priority 3-4 - A correction to the error was available, or program gave

obviously wrong answers.
Priority 2-3 - An often used capability was not working.
Priority 1-2 - An avoidance procedure was available.
Priority 1-0 - A seldom used capability was not working, or a desired new

improvement was defined.

A priority of 5.0 received the earliest attention. The maintenance contractor first at-
tempted to find a temporary fix; that is, a correction the user could apply without
modifying the code. If one was available, it was included with the letter or message in

qECIS to the user. Additional information such as dumps or listings might also have been
requested from the user. All known information about the error was then entered into
ECIS. An SPR log was also maintained containing a list of all active SPR's and available
corrections. A new log was available from COSMIC every six months at a cost of $15.

Once the maintenance contractor had the prioritized SPR, it was placed into a queue
according to priority. Since 1969, there have been approximately 1500 errors reported.I. Of these, only 212 remained as of January 1979, with 17 having a priority greater than
4.0. When an error reached the top of the queue, the maintenance contractor defined the

general steps, time, and money needed to effect a correction, and finally developed the
subroutine changes needed for the correction. Simultaneously, all required documentation
changes were initiated.

When an error was corrected and verified on all three computers, the maintenance
contractor delivered an alter form (see form 4 in the Appendix) to NSMO along with veri-
fication listings. NSMO then verified that the reported error had been fixed by examining
verification listings and code changes, and by making tests using known solutions. Al-
though this effort duplicated some of that done by the maintenance contractor, it was
deemed necessary to insure the fix was correct. After NSMO approved the correction, the
code changes were placed into the next level of NASTRAN being readied for public release.

Since new levels of NASTRAN were released to the public on the average of once every
18 months, it was sometimes necessary to make a fix more readily available to the public
or a particular user. This more rapid release was accomplished in several ways. If a
user desired a particular correction, a copy of the alter form which contained the neces-
sary code changes was sent to that user. Critical errors and their corrections were listed
in the NASTRAN Newsletter which was published about once every six months.

The description of the error and its correction, when available, were also placed in
ECIS. ECIS was a data base management system consisting of two data bases. The first data
base was used for comments to and from users reporting SPR's. It was accessed (both read
and write) by users as well as NSMO and the maintenance contractor on a daily basis. Re-
sponse time to a user inquiry was usually 1-2 days. The second data base contained all
error information and corrections pertinent to the existing public release level. It could
also be accessed both by users (read only), and by NSMO and the maintenance contractor
(read and write). The data base management system had extensive sorting capabilities.
Thus, a user could query ECIS and receive information concerning only the SPR(s) of inter-
est. Users could see all new errors and copy any fixes that were available. This data
base was updated every 2-4 weeks, depending upon the level of the error reporting and
correction activity.

The computer cost and manpower required to correct an error vary greatly depending on
the error. Some errors involved merely changing one character on one line, while others
required changing several subroutines. Manhours ranged from 1-150 and computer costs
ranged from almost zero to over $2000 for a single correction. It proved to be very diffi-
cult to predict costs and manhours required for a correction.

4. ADDITION OF NEW CAPABILITY

/7

NASTRAN was kept state-of-the-art with respect to structural technology by adding new
capabilities. Many times, new capabilities were added in response to users' needs. Ex-
amples of these additions include heat transfer for NASA Goddard, automated multistage
substructuring for space shuttle contractors, and rigid elements for the helicopter
industry. These new capabilities were developed in-house by NSMO or the maintenance

q , m.
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contractor, or by another contractor. No matter who the developer was, the maintenance
contractor was responsible for incorporating the new code into the level of NASTRAN being
readied for public release. The steps required for adding a new capability are shown in
figure 3. To make the maintenance contractor's job of incorporation as smooth as possible,
a NASTRAN general purpose interface requirements document was written (ref. 3). This docu-
ment aided the new capability contractor in programming in the NASTRAN environment when
developing new code or modifying existing code. It also defined the NASTRAN documentation
format rules including detailed specifications for typists. The new capability development
cycle was broken down into the following six phases:

1. Definition Phase
2. Design Phase
3. Programming Phase
4. System Test Phase
5. Installation Phase
6. Acceptance Phase

The IRD document described what was to be done in each phase and the items that were
to be delivered at the conclusion of each phase. A new phase was generally not begun
until the deliverable items of the preceding phase were accepted. A document of this type
is a valuable cost- and time-saver when working in a multivendor software environment.

5. IMPACT OF ADVANCES IN COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

NASTRAN was kept state-of-the-art on three types of computers: CDC, IBM, and UNIVAC.
These computers were chosen initially because they were being used for scientific work
at the NASA Centers at the time NASTRAN was originally initiated. When first released in
1970, NASTRAN ran on IBM 7094, CDC 6400 or 6600, and UNIVAC 1106. In 1978, NASTRAN ran
on IBM 360/370 series, both CDC 6000 and CYBER series, and UNIVAC 1100 series. There were
many advances in computer teohnology during this time period, and most of them had a di-
rect effect on NASTRAN. The following paragraphs discuss the major problems encountered
and the way these problems were addressed.

IBM periodically upgraded its disks (from 2314 to 3330 to 3330 Mod II to 3350).
NASTRAN writes data blocks out to disk and then reads them back into memory as needed.
Thus NASTRAN is dependent upon the type of disk available at each user's installation.
When the disk would change, the code required to access the disk efficiently would also
have to be modified. Since different users have different disks, it became necessary to
generalize this area of code. As a result, NASTRAN now contains code to query the I/O
supeivisor of the operating system to determine characteristics of the particular disk
device that is being used. The code then automatically accesses that disk efficiently.
This process is transparent to the user and does not have to be changed each time an
organization upgrades its disks.

The introduction of virtual storage (VS) operating systems on IBM computers also
influenced NASTRAN execution. Until VS became available, NASTRAN executed under the OS/
MFT and OS/MVT IBM operating systems. A study (ref. 4) indicated that VSI was similar
to OS/MFT and that VS2 Release 1 was essentially similar to OS/MVT. Thus only two changes
had to be made to NASTRAN to make it operational under these two VS operating systems.

*However, the story was different for VS2 Release 2. NASTRAN uses an "open core" concept
that makes certain assumptions about the way in which the GETMAIN/FREEMAIN operate. These
assumptions broke down in VS2 Release 2 because all GETMAIN requests are satisfied from
the beginning of the address space, which meant open core was fragmented. (More details
can be found in reference 4). A joint effort by Bell Helicopter and Lockheed-California
produced a deck of cards to allow Level 15.5 NASTRAN users to work under an IBM VS2 Re-
lease 2 operating system. This deck was generalized and incorporated into Level 16 by
the maintenance contractor. Now NASTRAN executes under any of the OS IBM operating systems
without having to make changes to the program.

Several problems were also encountered due to advances in CDC software. In 1976,
Langley began conversion to the CDC NOS operating system from SCOPE. Because NSMO used
Langley's computer system as its primary maintenance tool, NASTRAN also had to be converted
to NOS. This conversion required almost a complete rewrite of the NASTRAN Linkage Editor.
This Linkage Editor, which was designed and developed especially for NSMO, had been modeled
after the IBM Linkage Editor to provide flexibility in the overlay structure. This Linkage
Editor was maintained by the contractor as part of the CDC NASTRAN delivery package. A
decision was made after Level 17 was delivered to drop the Linkage Editor and convert to
the CDC Segment Loader, because the Segment Loader was standard CDC software and would be
maintained by CDC. This decision required a complete rewrite of the overlay structure.
Assembly language routines had to be modified because of the different way registers were
passed. All of these modifications were made and released to the public in Level 17.5.

Throughout NSMO's maintenance period the UNIVAC system has been very stable. Most of
the advances that were made were upward compatible and caused very little impact on NASTRAN
maintenance.
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6. DOCUMENTATION

Documentation for NASTRAN consisted of four major manuals containing about 6000 pages.
These manuals were the Theoretical Manual, the User's Manual, the Programmerts manual, and
the Demonstration Problem Manual (refs. 5-8). A User's Guide (ref. 9) was published pri-
marily for beginning users of NASTRAN and periodically reissued to reflect new software
additions. A guide to a Condensed Form of NASTRAN (ref. 10) was published for use by edu-
cational institutions or by organizations not requiring the full range of capabilities.

The four basic manuals were maintained and updated to keep abreast of software enhance-
ments. Whenever a change was needed in a manual, a NASTRAN Documentation Change Report
(DCR) was issued and given a DCR number (see Form 4 in Appendix). This DCR was associated
with that particular change until the documentation review cycle (figure 4) was completed.
A DCR ranged from a single sentence to over 100 new pages. Often, much original writing
was needed. In the review cycle there were two editors for each manual: one in the mainte-
nance contractor's office and one in NSMO. It was found that using two editors in this
fashion produced the best documentation. Each editor got to see the documentation twice:
first in an approval stage and finally after the changes had been typed. This final ap-
proval tended to be iterative. To insure that all manuals were consistent, there were
specific rules for adding to or modifying the documentation. These rules are presented in
the NASTRAN General Purpose Interface Requirements Document (ref. 3).

7. QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR NEW LEVELS

New levels of NASTRAN were released when major new capabilities were added and appro-
* priate error corrections accumulated. When the decision was made to release a new level

of NASTRAN, a deadline was set beyond which no new code (either error correction or new
capability) would be added to the system, unless the code was of such a critical nature

4that the final NASTRAN level would not function within acceptable limits. On this date,Ithe quality assurance (QA) cycle began for the total system. QA was an ongoing process for
separate error corrections, new capabilities, and subsystems, but not on the system as a
whole until a new level release decision was made. The majority of the maintenance effort
was done on CDC computers because they are Langley's primary computers, and NSMO and the
maintenance contractor were located at Langley. NSMO provided the maintenance contractor
with both batch and interactive terminals so the IBM version (using a remote NASA IBM
360/95 computer) and the UNIVAC version (using a remote NASA UNIVAC 1110 computer) were
maintained on an equal basis with the CDC version.

The cutoff date for new code was usually about one month prior to the scheduled de-
livery of the new CDC level to COSMIC. One month after the delivery of the CDC version,
the IBM version was delivered, and in one more month the UNIVAC version.

QA was performed by using a set of standard NASTRAN demonstration problems with the
known results. The set consisted of about 100 problems which test most of the capabilities
and combinations of capabilities. Because of NASTRAN's size and generality, it was im-
possible to remove all errors. Thus the goal was to make sure that at least all of the
demonstration problems ran to completion and produced correct results.

The demonstration problems were first executed on the CDC computer. When they ran
correctly, a weekend trip was made to a NASA IBM facility to test the IBM version. It was
found that on-site testing for a QA effort of this scale was much better than remote testing.
After the IBM version was tested and corrected to allow demonstration problems to run cor-
rectly, corrections were fed back into both the CDC and UNIVAC v rsions. A week's trip was
then taken to a NASA UNIVAC facility to test the UNIVAC version.1 The corrections required
for the UNIVAC were then fed back into the CDC and IBM versions. A subset of the demon-
stration problems was then run on the CDC version to insure that the corrections had no
adverse effects. The CDC version was then released to the public through COSMIC. Wrap up
work was done on the other two versions and they were subsequently released.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

NASTRAN cost about $3.5 million to develop and was first released to the public in
1970. Since that time, approximately $3.5 million more has been spent on improving and
maintaining the system. The program has grown from 150,000 lines of code in 1970 to 400,000
lines of code in 1979. Many new finite element capabilities have been added as well as
changes to remain state-of-the-art with respect to advances in computer technology. Effi-
ciency improvements have resulted in 10 x 1 speed increase in NASTRAN. Because of the main-
tenance effort, of the approximately 1500 errors reported, only 212 remain active and just
17 of those have a high priority. The documentatio, kept pace with the expanding effort of

* iBecause NSMO did not have batch terminal access to the UNIVAC facility, many of the QA
chores done remotely prior to a trip to the IBM facility had to be done on-site for the
UNIVAC, thus requiring a full week rather than a weekend.
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the program and grew from 3700 pages in 1970 to 7000 pages in 1979. The usage of NASTRAN
as a tool increased significantly, In 1970, there were 50 computer sites with about 900
employees using NASTRAN. By 1979, usage had increased to 265 computer sites with 2600
users. This increase was due primarily to general capabilities of the software and the
continued maintenance as a state-of-the-art finite element computer program.
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10. APPENDIX

This appendix shows the four primary forms used in maintaining NASTRAN. The four forms
are:

1. A response letter to a user who had submitted a problem.

2. A NASTRAN software problem re-ort (SPR).
3. A NASTRAN alter form.
4. A NASTRAN documentation change report (DCR).

Each form has been filled out showing a typical example.
*

I



Naltona* Aeroax: an- [ IS

Langley Research Center
Hamoto- Virc
2366--

V #eocv let 0 4 C

Dear Sir:

* The ?KASTRAN Systems Management Office has received vour Software
Problem Report concerning a.% 0V

4
.euip

4 'c, su-, 71-.

MWS 4% -11V.

Your problez has been assigned the folloving number: SPR No. .dlk..
In regards to this SPR

DWe need the following additional informatior.:_________

o The problem is a user misunderstanding of the documentation and
the following approach should be used:_____________

[3The problem has been previously reported (SPPR No. ______

- JWe have submitted the SPR to our contractor f or analysis. In. the
interim period before correction, we feel the following approach
may serve as a teporary f ix: #A X. CEA130 2(o

0~~ CV4 To q
The NSMO thanks you for your interest and assistance in helping remove

the errors in NASTRAN, and hope to be of service to you in the fu:ure.

Sincerely,

James L. Rogers, J.1
Aero-Space Technologist

Form l.- Typical response letter to user.
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VASTRAN SOFTWAR PROLiE REPOlR (SPR)

Originator: UK use ___________

Orgaization: JS4.&.1.R N 1Ao. 7SM ws,
Address Baac A Priority .

goDt* Recd. 637
I -Date Assigned: 9S/1*

nameNo.: O.Z '~' ciI
Level: /7

Materials Submitted: Computer: W )

Outiutz _ Rns Rigid Format: is. D P 3 ot D Aero

B()eck .or -imAP 0" Alters

Plots Error Message."

Letter Nodule: CG#D)"

D(u) mp Subrotine(s). CEAD

- ) Irceback

i) Fx:
( ) Program Listinc

Link Map Listine Avoidance (If know-':

Estimate correction effort (if knon):

it X C*A 0. IZ6

Descripton: 
C,

A Te. +." Irt0xn;e eSS,.. 35. +

RSD Use

Level fixed : 1.0

Test Probler Site tlel f606

Verified by NS!': : (/ 7

Nev 257

Form 2.- Typical NASTRAN software problem report.

/'*
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___________________________________ IP A DATEwm M~ : 12/31/79

P no.: 148L okU: 1l1/7 91F:o

UVEL ~~~~ ~E KCeE: 1.. M o i;1.. : IBM r;dlvA
Inverse I'ower14etnod-does not net used automatical i

DESCRIPTIOF (W P* when insufficient core exists ior Upper hessenoer5.I

W~i ImliPs: 5 UIOIUCCPU COWT: (Sysgen) 04CP CI

SIBM'16II(0): CEA!

Discussion of Problem:

When there is insufficient core to conolete cormutations Usinni the Uooer Hessenoerc
method. the original desion conceot included provision to automati-callv switch to. the

q Inverse Power method after issuino a warnino messace to that-.effect. This switcr.
will be successful if the EIGC card contains sufficient inforrmation to satisfy the
reouirements of the Inverse Pow.-er method since the Utooer Hessenbero method does r.-.t
need as much information. however, since the code did not suooort the actual sWitcr
in methods, the liooer Hessenbero method was attemoDted to be used after tne core test,
resultina in eventual faiiure.

Correction of Problem.:

Followine the issuance of tne warnina nessace. control should be transferred from. the
area of cooe in subroutine CEAD from Looer lessenbera to Inverse Power. On CD:, tniis
transfer is provided by tne following cnance:

1 .CEAD. 126
GO.70 40

*C.CEAD

The necessary correction is obvious. In view of the cost ,eouired to generate a test
case -which exceeds allowable core, no test is included. The correction is noted on
thne attached excerpt fron subroutine CEAD.

* ~ of/)/hr

Form 3.- Typical NASTRAN alter form.
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Cl ho.
(To o asstpm ti the ooW:

NASIUN IOCMENTATION 0 I61 EPOMT (MIR)

organization: WSmO 8/17/8

Origiator: "tLo.. We 9 p1 ,,\aA Pam m.

Mnval lhm-atic_', maw.

User's __________ __

C Programer's ____h s

13 Dom. Pvobler

Reaso for the Cange: Ava loctveor T@ o 09o-

egTofA^T9Z nMbA6. S'fvyTMVZS PAC106Cu.'

Dscription of Cnage:
(Atttc a copy of ti POe(S) to go changed wtt4 corrections t.re:. Use
separate pages if scessary.

See A-rrYac.11eb PA,".

-Comments:

Form 4.- Typical NASTRAN documentation change report (DCR).

Pi

+q. '
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Table 1 - NASTRAN Capabilities Table 2 - NASTRAN Capabilities

Sept. 1970 (Level 12) July 1972 (Level 15)

Engineering Capabilities Engineering Capabilities
Static Stress Level 12 Capabilities +
Buckling Hydroelastic
Vibration Acoustic
Large Deflection Thermal Bending
Piecewise Linear Preliminary Heat Transfer
Transient Response (2 methods) Preliminary Substructuring
Random Response (2 methods) Other Features
Frequency Response (2 methods) Level 12 Features +
Complex Eigensolutions (2 methods) General Machine I/O

Other Features Computer Efficiency Improvements
General Matrix Operations I/O Between Different Machines
Restart Provisions Dummy Element
Generalized Plotting New Elements

Size Matrix Packing
150,000 Source Statements Size

519 Subroutines 225,000 Source Statements
99 Modules 943 Subroutines

3,690 Pages of Documentation 111 Modules
4 Manuals 4,092 Pages of Documentation

4 Manuals

Table 3 - NASTRAN Capabilities Table 4 - NASTRAN Capabilities
Aug. 1973 (Level 15.5) March 1976 (Level 16)

Engineering Capabilities Engineering Capabilities
* Level 15 Capabilities + Level 15.5 Capabilities +

Complete Heat Transfer Fully Stressed Design
(Conduction, Convection, Radiation) Subsonic Aeroelasticity
(Steady State and Transient) Vibration with Prestress

Other Features Automated Multi-Stage Substructuring
Level 15 Features + Cyclic Symmetry
New Matrix Methods Grid Point Forces
Single/Double Precision Options Element Strain Energy
Random Access I/O Other Features
String Data Notation Level 15.5 Features +
New Elements Congruent Elements
Error Information System New Matrix Routines

Size Complex Modal Plots
230,000 Source Statements New Elements

994 Subroutines Size
111 Modules 275,000 Source Statements

4,525 Pages of Documentation 1,356 Subroutines
5 Manuals 152 Modules

6,071 Pages of Documentation
5 Manuals

Table 5 - NASTRAN Capabilities Table 6 - NASTRAN Capabilities
Dec. 1977 (Level 17) Jan. 1979 (Level 17.5)

EnLinrng Capabilities Engineering Capabilities
Level 16 Capabilities + Level 17 Capabilities +
Subsonic Aeroelasticity Extension Automated Modal Synthesis
Supersonic Aeroelasticity Automated Substructuring Improvement

(Including Gust Response) Other Features
New FEER Eigenmethods (Real and Complex) Level 17 Features +

Other Features General Purpose Data Generator
Level 16 Features + Efficiency Improvements
Improved Rigid Rod, Membrane, Plate, Conversion to CDC Segmentation Loader

Shell Elements Size
Matrix Conditioning Checks -- 0,000 Source Statements
ECIS Expansion 1,675 Subroutines
Efficiency Improvements 175 Modules
Plotting Improvements 7,200 Pages of Documentation

Size 7 Manuals
320,000 Source Statements

1,500 Subroutines
170 Modules

7,000 Pages of Documentation
7 Manuals

qP.
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I MPROVEMENTS CODE
rR U N 'Ile /

WRITE VERIFICATION o-
DPROBLEMS > RINTPRELIMINARYSLEVELMANUALS .. / JON CDC

,. / / EXTENSIVE v'
€/TESTING * 4,

.e- T R EV I EW [ ".( - iLAST PUBLIC RELEASE LEVEL
M.C.MAMINTEAN OCORRECT INEXTO

MANAPPROVL

/ / /J[ PREPARE RMATS RELEASE

, TO
ANRN PUBLIC

. INHOUSE "ARCHIVE" LEVEL /-
x NEW PUBLIC RELEASE LEVEL

Fig. 3 Steps in adding a new capability.

HANGE EDITOR EDITOR DOCUMENTATIONREPORT (DCR) APRVLAPPROVAL CHANGES

DCR APPRVAL

NSMO =NASTRAN SYSTEM MANAGEMENT OFFI CEYE
, M.C. = MAINTENANCE CONTRACTOR E

SMANUALS J M.C. APPROVAL

Fig. 4 NASTRAN documentation review cycle.
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A COMPUTER BASED SYSTEM FOR STRUCTURAL DESIGN, ANALYSIS
AND OPTIMISATION

by

A. J. Morris*
P. Bartholomew*

J. Dennis**

SUMMARY

The paper describes a new modular computer program developed by Structures
Department, Royal Aircraft Establishment, for the automated design of optimum structures
subject to a variety of constraints. The program employs several complex optimisation and

*duality techniques linked together by a control module which also provides a mechanism for
* interfacing the program with the commercially available structural analysis systems.

Although this gives rise to a highly sophisticated program structure it is, nevertheless,
made simple to operate by the aid of a convenient command language which provides the
communication link with the design engineer. In addition, new modules and methods can be
incorporated into the program as these become available thereby considerably easing the
update problem.

1 INTRODUCTION

The theme of the Symposium is directed towards bridging the gap between the
specialised research groups producing new computer based techniques and the design engineer
who is familiar with the real problems but has little knowledge of computing. The present
paper sets out to show how a computer program for automated structural design can be
formulated to overcome many of the problems associated with handing over complex programs
to the design community.

The need for an automated design or structural optimisation program has evolved from
the developments which have taken place in computerised structural analysis where a range
of computer programs are now available and routinely uspd i:i the design of major aircraft
assemblies. Although the progress made in this arpa iF satisfactory it does, in many ways,
represent a rather limited application of the power o 's computer - particularly with
regard to the Class 6 or 'supercomputers'. A more ef ective use of this power which has
great potential in rapidly creating efficient structures is to computerise the complete
design cycle. This is essentially a looping operation where the analysis plays a central
role supplying information which permits a redesign of the structure to meet the operational
requirement. At the present time, for aircraft structures, the analysis would be performed
by a large system of the NASTRAN type with the design engineer intervening to make what he
believes are appropriate changes to the structure in order to achieve a satisfactory design.

| However, the task of selecting such changes is not easy and this is particularly true if
an optimum design is to be sought. The solution lies in creating a computer program
which combines analysis with some form of optimum seeking method which can make logical
changes to the structure in a stepwise fashion and thereby achieve the design objective.

Theoretically, the creation of a structural optimisation or automated design program
may appear relatively straightforward btt practical considerations make the task complex.
Over the past two decades a number of individual structural optimisation methods have
been proposed and as we explain in section 2 each is effective for a different class of
problem. A requirement of a comprehensive design program is that it is sufficiently
flexible to accommodate a variety of these optimisation methods each of which can be
easily accessed depending upon the class of problem under consideration. In a similar
manner a general program should in principle also be able to interface with any of the
available structural analysis packages, thereby allowing the user freedom of choice in

* selecting an analysis system appropriate to specific needs or computing power. The result-
ing algorithms achieved by blending optimisation and analysis programs together require
some form of monitoring facility which is best obtained by an effective use of duality
theory. This provides information for checking the performance of an optimisation method
during a given computer run, indicates which constraints are active and also permits
monitoring of the overall convergence of the algorithm. Clearly a computer program
designed tu provide all these features is being asked to control a group of interlocking
individual programs which make up a flexible system able to respond to a range of problems.
The architecture of such a program must be modular and, indeed, the RAE program described
below has this type of structure. Modularity has the additional advantages that new
techniques can be co-joined in the f-rm of new modules when these are developed and the
portability and reliability are also enhanced. In this latter context the RAE system is
now available on ICL, IBM and CDC computers.

Although these concepts are important for an effective structural optimisation
program perhaps the most essential feature from the practical design engineers viewpoint

Structures Department, Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, Hampshire, UK.

" Scicon Consultancy International Ltd, Sanderson House, 49-57 Bemens Street,
London WiP 4AQ, UK
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is that such a powerful and flexible program should be easy to use. The procedures for
loading and sequencing modules, together with the transmissions of information between
modules, should be hidden from the user. Furthermore, the mathematical complexities
associated with the optimisation and duality techniques must be controlled by the user
without a requirement for more than a superficial understanding of the theory. For the
program described herein this is achieved by the use of a control program which is mani-
pulated by the user via a command language. This language is simple and easy to use yet
provides the user with a sophisticated control of the entire modular program. It permits
a selection to be made of the various optimisation and duality methods depending upon the
specific design problem. The language also provides facilities for stopping and
re-starting during an optimisation run and safeguards can be incorporated to recover from
the computer going down before a solution has been achieved.

Having outlined the structure and nature f what is a rather complex computer
program the question arises of how it might be Led in practice. If the system is
regarded as essentially an optimisation program ien, for aeronautical structures, the
designer will probably seek a minimum weight design subject to a range of behavioural
constraints. The flexibility of the system permits a mixture of optimisation algorithms
and the user may commence a solution run using the familiar stress-ratioing method if
stress constraints are present and then ask the program to change to a more rigorous
technique as the solution is approached or when non-stress constraints become important.
Various convergence criteria may be applied or the program suspended en-route to a
solution to allow the user to consider an interim design. An alternative approach is to
regard the program more as an automated design system whose primary function is to provide
the designer with a feasible solution. For example, in a specific design it may be more
important to control vibrational response than to obtain a minimum weight. In such a case
the program would be asked simply to create a design which satisfied the design constraints.

*However, by using the duality theory built into the program the designer would also be
able to obtain an estimate of the optimum weight. A decision could then be made concern-
ing the desirability of proceeding with the computer run to achieve this optimum. If
further progress is necessary to re-start facilities allow for an easy resumption.
Finally, if a new optimisation technique, for example employing an objective function
other than weight, is required or if an alternative analysis is needed these can all be
easily incorporated and the command language enlarged to accommodate such modifications.

A more detailed explanation of the RAE system is given in the remaining sections
starting, in section 2, with an outline of the optimisation and duality modules currently
available detailing their interface requirements. Section 3 describes the actual system
or computer package and the relationship between the modules and indicates how the
information flow is achieved through a common exchange file. This leads to section 4 and
a description of the command language with some simple examples of its operation. More
complex examples are reserved for section 5 where emphasis is placed on the packages'
flexibility. The Appendices list the modules and directive cards and supplements the
information given in the body of the paper.

2 BASIC OPTIMISATION MODULES

2.1 Introduction

Although certain structural design problems give rise to relatively simple optimisa-
tion problems most of the designs encountered with real structures generate highly complex
optimisation problems. Here the real problem is usually too complicated for straight-
forward treatment and if an optimum design is required then some form of approximation,
or simplification, is necessary. For example, approximate forms for the constraints may
be sought or relationships between constraints can be assumed whereby they may be con-
sidered in some cases as acting independently, or on other occasions, all active together.
An alternative or, indeed, additional simplification involves taking approximate forms
for the objective function reducing it to linear or quadratic forms. When an optimum
design is therefore sought for a specific structure then the mathematical form of the
design problem dictates the level of approximation required thus selecting a specific
optimisation method. However, there is no guarantee that a selected optimising procedure,
appropriate at the beginning of an iteration history, will remain appropriate at the end
and at some transition point it may be convenient to supplant the initially selected
method by an alternative. Such a transition cannot be made on an arbitrary basis and it
is our experience that an effective strategy may be developed based on information from
the associated dual problem. The dual has also a part to play in some more sophisticated
algorithms where the dual variables can be used for selecting, from the design constraints,
those which are active at each stage of the iteration history. In addition, the dual
problem has an important role in the termination of optimising algorithms by providing
convergence criteria and bounds on the optimum.

We are, therefore, attempting to set up a general computer program incorporating
several methods for solving the problem:

minimise the structural weight W(x)
subject to the constraints gj(x) - b. j I,...,m

/.)

together with monitoring routines.
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The variables xi  (i 1 1,...,n) are usually taken as simple design variables rep-
resented by a structural dimension such as the thickness or width of individual members

in which case W(x) ixi where wi is a specific weight for a unit of the design

variable xi . Although, in principle, no restriction need be placed on the form for
W(x) and several of the techniques described below can accommodate complex forms for the
objective function a simple weight function is commonly used and is adopted here as the
vehicle for developing the main optimisation arguments. However, based upon arguments
derived from statically determinate structures, the inverse of these variables are usually
employed as design variables so that the structural optimisation problem becomes

minimise W(z) =1 )

(2-1)

subject to gj(z) < b. j 1,...

Our task is now to provide an effective computer based system which can solve this design
problem employing the range of techniques and procedures outlined above. Since each tech-
nique has different requirements the system must be sophisticated enough to accommodate
these without undue dislocation. The method used in the system described here employs a
modular approach where each technique is programmed as a single module which communicates
with the rest of the system through an interface. The remaining part of this section
describes the optimisation and duality methods which make up these modules and outlines
the information which must be supplied to each module through the interface with the rest
of the system.

2.2 Optimality and simple algorithms

In order to establish the optimality conditions for the problem defined by (2-1)
we need the associated Lagrangian which is given by the expression

L(z,A)- (b - gj(z)) (2-2)z1

The Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions are now obtained, in part, by differentiating the
Lagrangian and the complete set is given by

W azg j
(z*) 0 Mi (i 1,2,. .. m)"

zi -2 J az iSj=1

*!(bj - gj(z*)) 0 (ii) (j 1,2,... m) (2-3)

g.(z*) b. ; > 0 (iii)
3 3 3

If the problem is assumed to be convex then these conditions are necessary and sufficient
for the solution vector z*, X" to represent a global optimising point, otherwise they
define a local optimum.

Since we can now describe the conditions which apply at the optimum it is natural
to proceed and ask how these may be exploited to construct optimum seeking algorithms.
We can begin by making some fairly severe assumptions about the nature of the problem
which allow us to exploit parts of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions. For example, it can be
assumed that each design variable zi is associated with a specific constraint g!(z)
Thus the number of constraints must equal the number of design variables, a situation
which can occur when the constraints represent limits on the stress levels in the
individual members of the structure being optimised. If the further assumption is imposed
that all the constraints are active then (2-3(iii)) becomes

gj(z*) = b., X > 0 (j =1,2,..., n)

and we can now look for an algorithm which ignores (2-3(i)) and simply seeks an optimum
on the basis of constraint satisfaction. This leads naturally to the 'stress ratioing'
method where estimates of the optimising values of the design variables zT are obtained
from initial values zi by ratioing with respect to constraint limit, viz,

.4A
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*bzi1 z (i =l,2,...,n)
1 FIz

or (2-4)
k+l) ( bi1i~ 1 =i fi~F (il: ,2.....n)

gi(z'1 )

for an iterative process. If such an algorithm forms a module within a large optimisation
computer program then the basic information it requires can be obtained from the results
of an analysis. Thus the main program supplying information to such an algorithm must
contain an analysis capability.

Assuming that (2-3(ii)&(iii)) apply, has lead to a 'stress-ratioing' type of
algorithm which has traditionally been used in the design of strength critical structures.
If, however, we are interested in stiffness critical designs the number of constraints is
likely to be few in number and it then becomes more appropriate to concentrate solely on
the conditions (2-3(i)) . At this point it is profitable to add the further assump-
tion that only one constraint is active so that equation (2-3(i)) becomes

i + * a(z*) = 0 ( : 1, . .. n) . (2-5)

Taking the constraints to scale linearly in z then

n

S(z) zi b

and estimated values z!, X* which provide the solution to the optimisation problem are
given by

z : bw 1ag(z*)
i n E U Z

az. az
2 p

Normally the values of the constraint derivatives at the optimum are not known and thus the
solution to the optimum design problem is sought through the iteration formulae:

z(k+l) bwi X(k+l) 1 (z(k)

(k n (k) E p (2-6)
ag (z )  ag(z k )  PZ=
zi  P Ip aZ p

algorithms based upon (2-6) are normally referred to as 'optimality criterion'. If more
than one constraint is active then equation (2-5) does not yield the up-date formulae
(2-6) and it is customary to employ some artifice such as the 'envelope method' if the
simplicity of the optimality criterion approach is to be preserved. This general class
of method requires that the derivatives of the constraints ag/az i are supplied by the
main program for each member of the constraint set. In order to describe how these
derivatives are obtained we begin by considering a structure modelled by displacement
finite elements where the stiffness matrix {K} relates the vector of applied loads {P}
by the stiffness matrix {u) to the vector of nodal displacements {K, hence

{P) {lK{u)

If the derivative of a specified nodal displacement uj is required with respect to the

design variable zi, associated with the thickness of the ith element,this is given by
the expression

au.k i

The matrix (ki) is the stiffness matrix of the ith finite element, {u i  is the nodal dis-
placements vector of this element under the application of the structural loads {P), and

Fri} represents element nodal displacements occurring in i when a unit load acts at
the point of application of and along the designated displacement uj . Because we are
dealing with displacement finite elements any other derivatives which may be required,
ie stress derivatives, can be obtained from (2-7) by additional matrix algebra.
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The requirement that derivatives are obtained resolves into a need for the optimisation
module to supply the results of a structural analysis under the action of the applied
loads and, in addition, the results of analysis under the action of unit loads applied in
accordance with the type and number of active constraint. The question of how active con-
straints are selected is left until later.

2.3 Complex algorithms

2.3.1 A Newton-type method

Although the simple algorithms outlined above are extremely effective in certain
design situations and must be included in any comprehensive structural optimisation
program they are, nevertheless, limited in the type of problem they can efficiently handle
and need supplementing by more sophisticated methods. An obvious procedure would be to
construct an algorithm based upon satisfying all the equations (2-3) simultaneously with-
out recourse to the rather special type of assumptions that lead to the 'envelope method'
or other similar algorithms. Because the first and second derivatives of the objective
function are readily available, in the case of the optimisation problem (2-1), a solution
procedure based upon Newton's method can be constructed. We begin with the assumption
that the objective function can be approximated by a quadratic function and the constraints
by linear forms. Taking a feasible point z then the problem can be defined in terms of
finding a steplength h which

minimises W(z + h) = W(z) + {VW(z)} t{h + J{h t{H(z)){h}

(2-8)

subject to the constraints {g(z + h)) = (g(z)} + {G}{h} < (b)

The vector {vW(z)} represents the first derivative of the objective function and {H(z)} is
the Hessian matrix thus

1 2w1

z 7 0
W 2 2w 2

VW(z) = H(z) 3
2~n 2n

0

W 2.

n n

and the matrix (G) contains the derivatives of the constraints ag./az . The solution of

this new sub-problem (2-8) is defined by the vectors h* = (h,
*~~~~~ 2'*2L,.. . .. 9 hn

(Am 1  such that,

{VW(z)i + {H(z)}{h*} - {G(z)it{S * } : (0}

A! (z) + h! b b 0

J 93 )(2-9)

{g(z)i + {G(z)}{h*} 4 (b ,

which represent the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions. In order to obtain a solution we
can exploit the fact that the constraints can be divided into active and inactive sets.
At the optimum the set of Lagrangian multipliers A* associated with inactive constraints
are zero and can be ignored. If we exploit this fact and solve the equations (2-9) by
using a Newton philosophy then

( = I(G(z}i{H(z))-1 ((z)itlf ) - (a(z)){H(z)- 1(VW(z)iI

(h* = {H(z)i G(z)}t(Z *x - (VW(z)i ,

where the tilde denotes vectors and matrices associated with the active constraint set.
These can now be used as the basis of an update formula and, providing that some form of
active set strategy is employed, this leads to the forms

q1L
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+ I(z(k) )n(z(k)))ltvw( (k))I

"(2-l0)lz(k+l) _- Z : I) =-Hz()) l~~~)JJ~~) IVW(z(k))l .

It is normal in the case of the allied subject of mathematical programming to consider the
estimate 1z(k+l) - z(k)I as a direction along which a search is made for a minimising
point. However, in the case of structural optimisation this procedure would require a
sequence of expensive re-analyses and is not normally performed. A module using this
type of update formula would need to transmit active set information to an analysis system

and would require an analysis of a structure with design variable z(k) {zk),z (k) ...

z n) under the action of both the actual applied loads and the unit loads necessary to

generate the constraint derivative matrix IG(z(k))J.

2.3.2 Beale's method

Linearisation is the main concept exploited in the above methods which lead to
immense simplifications and results in the creation of very efficient algorithms. If,
however, the objective function and/or the constraints are non-linear then some alternative
philosophy must be considered. Whilst it would be possible to incorporate the approach of

4f Miele, et al [Ref 11 into the method of (2.3.1) the package described uses the method of
* E.M. Beale [Ref 21. Beale follows the Griffith and Stewart method and defines the objective

function and constraints in terms of linear and non-linear design variables

x = (xlx 2, ..., xn) t, y = (ylY 2, .-.,yp )t such that the design problem becomes find
values x*, y* which minimise

n

W(x,y) : ijxi + gl(yly 2, ... ,

subject to the constraints

n
na~ ijxi +j g(ylJY2 yp) b j m)

Lr < Yr < Ur (r :1,...,k)

x I > 0 (i = 1,...,n)

where the coefficients of x and the bounds are constant. If a generalised linear
programming problem is sought by allowing new coefficients aij and bj to be either
constant or functions of the non-linear variables. Thus we seek x0  which is minimised
subject to the constraints

n
x 0 + a0 ixi  b0  1

(j =1,2,.... m)

aijx i  bi  J

0 <x i < Bi  (i =l..n)

L Lr 4y r < u r (r =1l,...,p).

A local solution to this optimisation problem can then be found by taking a local linear
approximation about the current point in terms of the non-linear variables. Thus

a ao !! (bi O ) + O(e)
a.. . + -uayr, r r 0e

ab.
b bi + i (Yr - y0) + 0(0)

for the range.

,q.
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max y 0 <Yr < min Ur, Yr + rmax s r Yr u r )

where *r represents the tolerances on the variables Yr Beale's method solves the
resulting linear problem in terms of the variables x, y subject to the selected
tolerances and bounds. This solution identifies a set of independent non-linear variables
and the use of derivatives in the construction of the linearised problem are now further
exploited to employ a conjugate gradient method to improve the values of the non-linear
variables.

The full details of the technique are given by Beale but it is clear from the
above outline that structural design problems exhibiting a large measure of linearity are
well suited to this approach. The method is capable of selecting its own active con-
straints but does require that the main program supplies analysis and derivative
information.

2.4 Duality

Associated with each minimum weight design problem there is another problem known
as the dual which requires the maximisation of a dual objective function subject to dual
constraints. For a large and complex optimisation/automated design system of the type
described here the dual has an important role to play in monitoring the progress of the
various algorithms within the package. In particular the dual can be used both to provide
bounds on the optimum and to detect the failure of a specific algorithm to iterate
towards the solution. The importance of the dual lies, therefore, in its capacity to
provide information on the convergence of an algorithm whilst iterating to an optimum.

, We begin by considering the Lagrangian form for the basic problem (2-2) and the dual
problem is defined by looking for a set of Lagrangian multipliers A* and primal values

* z* which maximise (2-2) subject to the constraints

4 m

(z)

1 :l (2-11)

If the problem is assumed to be convex then the optimum values for the dual objective
function and the structural weight are the same. This information of itself is of limited
value since the dual problem is a complex non-linear problem and is equally as difficult to
solve as the original primal problem. However, we can take advantage of the fact that for
convex problems the dual values obtained from any combination for A, z which satisfies
(2-11) represents a lower bound estimate of the optimum structural weight. This is done
here by fixing the values of the design variables z = (zl,z 2, ... , Zn)t which render both

the dual objective function and the dual constraints (2-11) linear. The resulting problem
can then be solved by the application of a standard linear programming algorithm and the
solution will provide a lower bound on the optimum value. If a bound is required at the
end of iteration k (say) for one of the algorithms outlined above then, following
Bartholomew [Ref 31, the linear program requiring a solution is that of finding a vector
A* which maximises

V( ) J~l:A~gJ~(k))

sibject to
j~ ag(z (k)) i

>j zg • k (2-12)
A. z(k)

1

A. > 0J

'..I r,,v,a r that the actual value of the lower bound on the optimum

"'' 'id Thus for feasible values of the design variables

(k1

. ;V ir" {Ikagp for tho implementa-
r " rder to supply con-

- . r-s a rot-ust linear
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2.5 Active set strategy and algorithm selection

As we have already indicated several of the algorithms described above need some
form of active set strategy whereby those constraints which at each point in the iteration
history form equalities, can be identified. There are, however, two distinct phases an
initial active set strategy required by the algorithm on entering the first iteration and
an alternative main strategy which is employed for subsequent iterations.

The initial active set strategy uses the duality routine and solves the dual
problem (2-12) with the design variables set to their initial values. The linear
programming solution provides a set of Lagrangian multipliers and constraints associated
with non-zero multipliers are designated as being members of the active set. The informa-
tion flow for this part of the strategy is clearly the same as that of the duality module
described in section 2.4.

The main active set strategy is more complex and to a limited extent the exact
procedure followed is a question of taste. At the end of each iteration the violated
constraints may be added to the active set whilst those associated with zero or negative
Lagrangian multipliers may be deleted. However, in order to avoid zig-zagging, it is
customary to use a more conservative constraint deletion policy. For example, in the
case of algorithms which develop their own Lagrangian multipliers, such as the Newton
method, one may delete a specific constraint at each iteration identified by the most
negative multiplier. An alternative philosophy used in the RAE system performs a sen-
sitivity analysis on the set of negative multipliers and identifies the constraint to be
deleted through changes in the Lagrangian function. In both cases the information flow
between the module responsible for constraint manipulation and the main system is
identical to that required in the initial active set strategy. This information, in
turn, is then passed onto the optimisation and analysis modules as the automated design
program progresses.

The use of duality theory within the system and, particularly, the availability of
the linear programming duality module provides a technique for logically changing

4algorithms during the course of iterating towards an optimum solution. If we consider
the stress-ratioing method of (2-2) it is well known that this method converges on a non-
optimal solution for those problems with free design variables at the optimum. Neverthe-
less, the method is very effective for strength critical designs and makes rapid, stable
progress in the early phases of a computer run. The point where a transition to a more
secure algorithm should be made, can be detected by examining the Lagrangian multipliers
generated by the dual module. Zero multipliers can be trapped and the system instructed
to employ an alternative method or to suspend and allow user intervention.

3 AUTOMATED DESIGN PACKAGE

As we indicated in section 2 the various types of algorithm, both simple and
complex, have an information flow pattern associated with each of them. All require an
analysis capability and most also require the availability of derivatives and several
demand some form of active set strategy. When we come to assemble these in a unified
system to create an effective computer package the type of program layout which results
is outlined in block diagram Fig 1. Here the initial set strategy and part of the Newton
algorithms of section 2.3 are illustrated and it is immediately clear that these proce-
dures have a large measure of repeated operations. Not only is the information flow
between the optimisation methods and the rest of the system similar, as indicated in
section 2, but the sequence in which operations are required is similar. The optimisa-
tion or automated design process can be broken down into distinct stages which are
implemented in a particular order and in these circumstances it is natural to think in
terms of a modular program where each module corresponds to one of these stages. The
complete automated design process is then recovered by scheduling together the modules
to form the actual optimisation system.

In order to illustrate the precise manner in which the automated design package oper-
ates we consider the simple stress-ratioing algorithm shown in Fig 2 where the up-date
formula and the underlying assumptions are given in section 2.2. The resulting stress-
ratio algorithm has five distinct operations which form separate modules as shown in Fig 2:

STIN - the STructural INput module reads the data defining the structure and includes the
initial values of the design variables;

CONS - the CONStraint module reads the data defining the stress constraints on the
structure;

ANAL - the ANALysis module generates the finite element model corresponding to a given
set of design variables and solves it to give nodal displacements and element
stresses;

CONV - the CONVergence module which tests for convergence of the trial solution to the
optimal solution. In a simple stress ratioing algorithm it performs this operation by
comparing changes in the structural weight and the design variables between two
iterations. These changes are compared with pre-set tolerances;

FULL - the FULLy-stressing module changes the design variables according to the
formula (2-3).
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Fig 2 Stress ratioing algorithm

The last three modules are repeated until design variables changes lie within the
pre-set tolerances and convergence is assumed. This cycling operation requires an inter-
change of information between the modules as the values of the desired variables are
changed. In addition the analysis module requires repeated access to fixed information
related to the configuration of the structure as originally supplied by the structural
input module.

In the RAE package the modules communicate with each other by retrieving data from
preceding modules and storing data for succeeding modules on a direct access data file
called the CXfiZe, the common exchange file. Informationis stored on this file in the
form of arrays and each array is referenced by using its particular eight-character key-
name, an integer sub-key and, in addition, the core location and the number of data words
to be transferred is specified. The actual set of arrays on the CX file will depend on
the particular run and the stage that the run has reached. As each module is called in
transfers are made from the CX file and an opposite flow of information takes place as the
module is deleted. The scheduling of the individual modules is performed by a control
program which interprets instructions given via a command language described later.

The stress-ratioing algorithm is particularly simple but the principles of the
system with regard to the use of the CX file and the control program apply to the most
elabor e configurations of modules. Clearly for the more complex optimisation modules the
information flow between the modules and the CX file is similarly more complex. For
example, the Newton based optimisation requires derivatives and an active set strategy.
In this case the active set strategy identifies the active constraints and a corresponding
set of unit loads are formed and stored on the CX file. These are subsequently pro-
cessed by the analysis program to generatu displacements needed to estimate local
derivatives. In this situation the analysis module is being employed in two modes, a
normal and a derivative mode. In the former mode the module creates the global stiffness
matrix of the structure using a current set of design variables and computes the displace-
ments, etc, for the set of actual specified design loads originally placed on the CX file
by the structural input module. In the latter, derivative mode, the analysis module uses
the established global stiffness matrix to compute the displacements for the unit loads
corresponding to the active constraints. In order to distinguish between these two modes
some form of switching operation is required and this is achieved through the use of
control variables. These variables are also used to perform a variety of other switching
activities to provide a highly flexible program structure.
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CONTRL I

CX file

Fig 3 Schematic of modules and CX file for stress-ratloing

A large number of modules can now operate independently, communicating with each
other through the CX file. Clearly an extensive range of modules can be linked through
this system and the full list for the RAE package is given in Appendix A with a summary in
Fig 4. These fall into several distinct categories; input/output, analysis, derivative
calculation, optimisation, optimisation control, convergence and active set strategy.
Because the optimisation and duality methods can be programmed as independent modules
several of the methods can be used in the solution of a design problem. It might be
advantageous for a problem containing both stress and displacement constraints to begin
the solution process by using the stress-ratioing algorithm and changing to a more complex
method at some stage during the iteration history. Such a blend incorporates the
stability and robustness of the stress-ratioing method with the ability of an algorithm
such as the Newton technique to actually locate the solution. The transition from one
optimisation method to another can be made automatically through the intervention of one of
the optimisation control and convergence modules or can be done by operator intervention.

OptimisationCategory Input/ Analysis Derivative Optimisation Active set control andof module output strategy convergence

In-house RAE PSEU QNEW PNAD CONV

STIN In-house BAe DERV FULL REMO PEAS
-- --- -- (F IE ST A , GE N D IS P, ........ ... . .. ..... ... .. .. . .... ... .... ... .. ....----- --

Module CONS GASP) NLOP SETA ITER
name INSP NASTRAN OPCR LPBO

---- ---- ---- ---- --- --- ---- ---- ------------ ---.

/1'U . DRSR SCAL

OPCN
- ----------..

Fig 4 Summary of package modules
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A further advantage of the inherent flexibility of the automated design package
lies in the ability to change the analysis program forming the analysis module. In its
original form the package uses a simple in-house analysis program developed at RAE for
the solution of small-scale structural analysis problems. Subsequent development has
produced interface programs to allow other analysis systems to communicate with the CX
file. In particular a variety of analysis programs devised and used in the British
Aerospace Industry have been interfaced with the package. A further recent development
allows the use of NASTRAN as the analysis module though not all the facilities of this
analysis system can, at this stage, be exploited by the optimisation modules.

4 COMMAND LANGUAGE

As we indicated in the previous section the scheduling of the modules for a
particular problem is specified by the user at run time via the commnd language. The rules
of the command language have been kept as straightforward as possible so that it is quick
and easy to learn. The input cards specifying the optimisation scheme in terms of the
command language are known as command data cards.

The user may reference a number of control variables within the command language
which were referred to in the last section. These control variables are set by the
package during a run and each variable has been given an appropriate four-character name.
For example, the package sets the control variable called ENDT= YES when the changes in
the trial solutions between two iterations do not exceed a suitable tolerance. A suitable
command data set, therefore, for the stress-ratioing algorithm of Figs 2 and 3 is given by:

START

COMMAND DATA

, DO STIN;

DO CONS;

LO01: DO ANAL;

DO CONV;

IF (ENDT. EQ. YES) GO TO LO02;

DO FULL;

GO TO iO01;

L002: STOP;

END;

This example clearly indicates the simplicity of the command language and ease with
which it can be read, interpreted and understood. In order to enact these commands the
command language first calls the compiZation module to read and interpret the command data
cards.

Although the example given above is particularly simple it does contain many of the
main elements available in the command language and indicates the broad divisions into

* which the language falls. First of all the input consists of a directive card in this
case START which indicates that a completely new problem is being initiated. However,
other alternatives allow a previously saved CX file to be restarted either with the
original command data set or with a new command data set of cards. This is achieved
through the use of RESTORE and RESUME commands either with or without additional commands

* as indicated in Appendix B. With the aid of such directive cards the user can guard
* against the loss of expensively created information should the computer fail during a run

and in this way the optimisation pdckage mimics the procedures used in commercial finite
element systems. However, it has the more important use of permitting a user the privilege
of stopping the program so that intermediate results can be examined and then allowing a
re-start with a new optimisation module.

The directive cards are followed by the remaining statements which constitute the
complete command data set. Within the language being described a statement has the
general form:

label: conditionpr2 f i verb qUalifier1§1 ; comment

where the dotted line denotes that the entry is optional. Thus the statements, forming
the stress-ratioing example, constitute satisfactory statements as described by the above
definition. In that example LOCI is a label, DO and GOTO represent verbs, and
IF (ENDT. EQ. YES) is a conditional prefix where ENDT is a control variable being tested.
In addition to making the condition prefix test a logical expression containing a control
variable it is also possible to use an internal flag and several of these are provided
under user control. A variety of verbs such as DO, SET, SAVE, STOP, etc, are available,
SAVE being especially important. Through SAVE a user can preserve the current information
on the CX file together with all status data necessary for a re-start. Also there exists
a procedure declaration PROC which allows a collection of statements within a command
data set to be defined as a single entity. Thus a sequence of commands which &..e frequently

II *T =.. . . . . =• :
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repeated in a given data set are collected together under a procedure name and then
called from the main command sequence as appropriate, viz

START

DO NAME;

DO NAME;

DO NAME;

PROC NAME;
statements

END NAME;

The command data set is then read in, checked and compiled in the form of a table for
interpretive execution. Once the program has been initiated the following information is
held on the CX file:

the compiled command data set,

the current status of the command data set under execution,

the current status of the control variables and flags.

9 The subsequent movement of information is then controlled by the user through the command
data set.

Once a particular scheme has been developed, which may employ several of the optimi-
* sation modules and convergence techniques, the compiled command data may be stored as a

method on a library file. Such a method must be given an eight-character alphanumeric
name which is used to reference the method in future runs. The difference between this
and the standard approach is that the control program now copies the compiled command data
and the control variable variables from the library file to the CX file before starting
to execute the method. In many ways, therefore, a 'method' is similar in philosophy and
use to the 'rigid format' scheme used in several of the generally employed finite element
analysis systems.

5 EXAMPLES

In order to illustrate how the operation of this structural optimisation package
might be applied in a design situation we turn to the minimum weight of a structure
subject to stress and other constraints. For large scale problems the designer would
now be confronted with a large number of stress constraints and possibly a much smaller
number of (say) displacement constraints. It would be clearly very time-consuming and
thus expensive to immediately employ a complex optimisation method taking account of all
these constraints starting from an arbitrary feasible initial design. Intuitively the
design engineer would want to employ a simple method for initial sorting and traditionally
one uses the stress-ratioing method on the stress constraints until either a fully-
stressed design is reached or the technique becomes inappropriate due to the effect of the
remaining constraints. As we indicated earlier at this point in the iteration history
the designer must change to one of the more comprehensive optimisation methods in order
to converge on the required optimum design.

The optimisation system described has the capability to perform this type of auto-
mated design process and can be commanded to perform this task by a suitable command data
set. In essence such a set augments the rather simple example given earlier and may be
conveniently described as a series of steps:

STEP 1: Input the initial design variables, structural geometry, constraints etc,
and because the problem is large this should be saved,

DO CONS;

DO STIN;

SAVE;

STEP 2: A maximum number of iterations must now be set, the initial structure
analysed and the print option APRT arranged to output the results,

SET MXIT = 10;
SET APRT = YES;

DO ANAL;

PJ STEP 3: The stress ratioing part of the algorithm is now entered and the iteration
*'- counter is updated by ITER. After the stress-ratioing has been performed by the module FULL

and the results examined, two completion tests are performed by the convergence module to

$
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decide if the stress-ratioing algorithm should be abandoned. These check that the number
of iterations have exceeded a set limit of five or that the rate of change of the
structural weight from one iteration to the next has fallen below a pre-set limit. If the
answer to either of these questions is yes the stress-ratioing algorithm is abandoned.
Otherwise the answers so far are output through INSP and we continue stress-ratioing

L10: DO ITER;

DO FULL, ANAL;
DO CONV;

IF (NOIT .GE . 5) GO TO L102;

IF (ENDT .EQ .YES) GO TO L102;

DO INSP;

GO TO L1O

STEP 4: Simplicity is the reason for selecting stress-ratioing as the starting
algorithm and it is clearly inappropriate to add to this the complexity of duality cal-
culations which require expensive derivatives. However, when the simple algorithm is
abandoned the argument no longer applies and we may now turn to the dual before advancing
further along the solution path. This is done by recourse to the procedure OPTX, which
is described later, and because the dual provides information which may cause us to
abandon the run it is convenient to pause at this juncture giving time for thought - this
is achieved through the SUSPEND directive. A flag FLOI is also set to avoid an unwanted
analysis:

L102: ON FLOI;

DO OPTX;

OFF FLO1;

SUSPEND;

SAVE;

STEP 5: If, after having examined the information generated, it is decided that
further progress towards the optimum is required we turn to the quasi-Newton technique
described in section 2. The duality information and analysis data are supplied again
through OPTX and termination occurs if the duality gap is sufficiently small through ENDC
or, if the number of iterations exceed 10, through ENDI.

LO01: DO ITER;

DO QNEW;

DO OPTX;

DO INSP;

IF (ENDC .EQ .YES) GO TO LO02;

IF (ENDI .EQ .YES) GO TO L003;

SAVE;

GO TO L001;

L002: DISPLAY 'CONVERGENCE SATISFIED';

STOP;

L003: DISPLAY 'MAXIMUM ITERATIONS EXCEEDED';

STOP;

END;

STEP 6: In the above the procedure OPTX is used on several occasions and this

performs several operations:

(i) If the flag is set a standard analysis is performed and the results printed.

(ii) The active constraints are selected and hence the appropriate derivatives
which are to be calculated indicated. The corresponding pseudo or unit
loads are set up by PSEU.

(iii) The module ANAL is used to re-analyse the pseudo-load cases by setting

ALOG a DERV ;

(iv) The derivatives are then calculated and the module CONV used to check for
convergence of the solution.

/7 The command data cards to define this procedure are:
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PROC OPTX;

IF (FLOl) GO TO LOl;

SET ALOG = NORM;

SET APRT = YES;

DO ANAL;

LOO: DO PNAD;

DO PSEU;

SET ALOG = DERV;

SET APRT = NO;

DO ANAL;

DO DERV;

DO CONV;

END OPTX;

The input data cards for the control program for this optimisation scheme are given in

Table 1.

Now that we have set up a suitable command set for a mixed optimisation scheme we

can consider specific examples. We begin by looking at the minimum weight design of

the well known 25 bar tower subject, in this case, to twc load cases and constrained by

stress and displacement limits and shown in Fig 5. The loads and constraints are given

in Table 2. The results are shown in Fig 6 which indicates the variation of normalised

structural weight W/W* (where W* represents the optimum weight) with iteration

history. Where appropriate both primal and dual estimates to the optimum weight are

given. The optimum design process starts by employing the stress-ratioing algorithm until

the normalised structural weight attains 0.922 units. At this point the displacement

constraints are incorporated and the associated feasible design generated in the procedureOPTX gives a primal weight estimate of W/W* = 1.055. Following the instructions of the

command data set the program calculates a value for the dual objective function which

gives a lower bound estimate W/W* = 0.993 and constitutes a sufficiently large duality gap

for the SUSPEND command to be overriden by the user issuing a RESUME directive. The quasi-

Newton method then comes into play and progress towards the optimum design resumes with

the associated dual bound being calculated at each iteration.

3 4

ii

f5

: Fig 5 The 25-bar tower configuration

I,
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LTRANSITION ITERATION WHERE A FEAIBLE
WEIGHT IS GENERATED AND COMPARED WITH

A DUAL VALUE AFTER THE COMPLETION OF A

STRESS-RATIOING ITERATION AND BEFORE

1.- [ THE QUASI-NEWTON ALGORITHM IS ENGAGED

1.1- ~
P PRIMAL WEIGHT ESTIMATE

WEIGHT
ESTIMATES 1.0- - - OPTIM

M WEIGHTPRIMAL W - U- W

AND DUAL WEIGHT ESTIMATE

DUAL 0.9-

41 STRESS- RATIOING QUASI-NEWTON ALGORITHM

ALGORITHM WITHOUT WITH DUAL
DUAL

0.7 u,'

1 2 3 4 5 ITERATION NUMBER

0."

Fig 6 Iteration history for ?5-bar tower using both stress-ratioing and quasi-Newton
algorithms to generate an optimum design

A second example which can be used with this command data set is concerned with the
design of structures subject to both stress and displacements constraint under static
and dynamic loads. The structure is shown in Fig 7 and initially the bars are sized to
carry the static loads of 5P horizontally and? as a separate load case, 3P vertically.
After the initial sizing using the stress-rat oing method has been completed a
vibrational load is applied horizontally at node 26 as shown in the figure with a forcing
frequency a chosen to lie between the second and third modes of the structures. In
order to preserve the static strength achieved by the stress-ratioing method appropriate
gauge constraints are involved and the complete solution to our problem achieved by using
the quasi-Newton method. The forcing frequency is just less than the torsional mode and
gives the largest deflections at the top of the tail which is controlled by the computer
program by increasing the torsional rigidity of the structure. This is achieved by
increasing both the thickness of the cross-bracing on the underside near the support and

f1 q , the cross-section of the outer longerons along the entire length of the tail. The primal-
dual values associated with the quasi-Newton iterations are shown in Fig 8. The variation
of natural frequencies before and after the optimisation process are shown in Fig 9.
Other examples of this type of problem involving vibrational responses have been pre-

/7 sented previously by Bartholomew [Ref 51.

0
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Fig 7 Tail boom (static loading)
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6 CONCLUSION

The design engineer wishing to exploit the computer for automated structural design
yet not wanting to become a sophisticated user can achieve this objective by using the
optimisation package outlined in section 2 through 5. A flexible command language allows
the exploitation of a variety of optimisation methods which can be initiated and changed
at the beginning or during a specific solution. Not only are optimum designs sought by
the program but a wide range of monitoring or bounding techniques are available to the
user. The flexibility of the system is further advanced by the interfacing of the basic
program with a selection of important structural analysis computer programs. The complete
system thereby providing an extensive facility which can be regarded as a device for
obtaining optimum structural designs or a convenient technique for creating satisfactory
designs with complex or apparently conflicting requirements.
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Appendix A

PACKAGE MODULES

A.l Input modules

A.l.1 CONS - constraint input

This module reads in, prints and stores on the CX file all data on the constraints

of the problem. The constraints consist of:

(i) Lower and upper bounds on the displacements at specified nodes.
(ii) Lower and upper bounds on the stresses in specified elements.

(iii) Lower and upper bounds on the values of the design variables.

The program allows a sub-set of the constraints to be specified as belonging to
the initial active set.

This module also reads in, prints and stores initial values for all of the design
variables.

The details of the required card input formats are described in Appendix B.

The nodes must be numbered in an unbroken sequence from 1 to number of nodes.
Similarly, the elements must be numbered from 1 to number of elements.

Once the user has specified a constraint on a particular node or element a state-
ment of the form:

LIKE node/element ISARE n - n2 , n3 -n 4 ,

may be used to specify nodes/elements which are similarly constrained.

A.l.2 STIN - structural input

This module reads in, checks, prints and stores on the CX file all the data
required to define a loaded structure of bars in order to perform a structural analysis.

The input data consists of:

(i) node co-ordinates

(ii) element specifications

(iii) material properties

(iv) fixed nodes
(v) loadings for several load cases.

An element may be associated with a material code which in turn has an associated
value of cross-section, elasticity and design variable. Alternatively values of these
may be specified for each element.

This module also computes and stores on the CX file element lengths and direction
cosines. A warning is printed for:

( (i) any node which does not appear in an element specification;

*(ii) any node which appears in only one element, as a check on isolated elements.

Alternative input modules are employed in the case of the other analysis systems
which can be used by the automated design package.

A.2 Structural analysis modules

* A.2.1 ANAL - structural analysis

This analysis module may be used in either of two modes, depending on the value of
the control variable ALOG:

(i) If ALOG = NORM, the module forms the global stiffness matrix of the current
structure and computes the displacements and stresses for the set of load

' cases spenified as part of the structural input.

(ii) If ALOG = DERV, the module uses the established global stiffness matrix and
computes the displacements for a specified set of load cases. This mode is

/: used to calculate pseudo-displacements from pseudo-loads during the calcula-
tion of derivatives.

d

The global stiffness matrix is symmetric large and sparse. However, by a suitable
numbering of the nodes, the non-zero elements can be made to cluster around the main

h.
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diagonal. The matrix can then be stored in a compact form called symmetric banded.
Since the matrix is positive definite, it can be factorised in the form:

K = LLT

and it is, in fact, L which is stored on the CX file for use in the solution for subse-
quent load cases.

The calculated displacements and stresses are stored on the CX file, and are
printed if control variable APRT = YES.

A.3 Optimisation control modules

A.3.1 CONV - convergence test

This module tests for convergence of the trial solution to the optimal solution
as follows:

i) Module FEAS is called to calculate the scale factor, s , which, when
applied to each design variable gives a structure that is just feasible.

(ii) Module LPBO is called to solve the linear programming problem defined in
section 2.4.

(iii) The results from i) and (ii) are used to estimate the primal weight, Ws
and the dual weight, W2 /F . If the difference between these estimates is
less than the tolerance defined by control variable TGAP, the module sets
control variable ENDC = YES.

(iv) If the change in the primal weight is less than the tolerance specified by
control variable TPWT, then the module sets control variable ENDP = YES.
The change in the primal weight is defined as:

4

Ws - W'S'
Ws

where Ws is the current primal weight and W's' is the previous primal
weight.

(v) If the change in the trial solution is less than the tolerance specified by
control variable TTRI, then the module sets control variable ENDT = YES.
The change in the trial solution for a particular design variable is defined
as:

Z - Z
a a

a

where Z is the current value, and Z' the previous value. The change in
the trial solution must be less than the tolerance for alldesign variables,
for the module to set ENDT = YES.

A.3.2 DERV - compute derivatives

This module calculates the derivatives of the constrained values with respect to
changes in the design variables, g./az i , using the results of an analysis with the
pseudo-loads set up by module PSEU. 1

A.3.3 DRSR - directed search optimisation

This module executes a non-linear optimisation algorithm due to Beale. The method
is an approximation programming method and uses series of conjugate gradient search
directions, where possible, for moving towards an optimum point.

Line searches are achieved by analysing the solutions of a series of sub-problems
which approximate the true problem. Linear approximations are made to the true con-
straints and limits are imposed on the extent to which variables may depart from their
trial values. Each sub-problem produces an optimum value of the true objective function,
but with only local validity.

Variables having non-zero reduced costs in a sub-problem are defined as
'independent variables'. The objective function may be regarded as a function of these
independent variables and their reduced costs are th: negative components of tthe obIective
function gradient at the current trial solution. Any gradient based st;udard technique
for unconstrained optimisation can now be used to selct a suitable new trial ;: i fn fr
the next local optimisation. The particular technique used in this impleme "v - .
conjugate gradient method which has good theo:-etical convergence ;r ,er i it W41 I•
requiring the storage of any square matrices.

Sub-problems are solved using module NLOT whict mur, t, ;r v:i-! U
approximations to all constraints. Since iT is ex;-"s. - ..
coefficients before ceach sut-problem s r *!.-. , i ,,
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All constraints are approximated initially, using modules PSEU, ANAL DERV (scheduled
automatically). Subsequently constraints are re-computed, either (a5 when they were
active in the last sub-problem or (b) when they were shown to be active after re-analysis
of the structure at a new trial point.

It is necessary to set control variables initially as follows:

IDSR = YES Flag directed search method.

IFEZ = 2 Initialise the indicator of the feasibility of the previous
local optimisation as 'feasible'.

ISCG = 3 Use unscaled gradients as basis for conjugate directions.

A.3.4 FEAS - compute feasible scale factor

This module calculates the scale factor which when applied to each design variable
gives a structure that is just feasible. The scale factor is defined as:

displacement value stress valuemaximum Idisplacement limit' stress limit

for all constraints in the active set.

A.3.5 FULL - fully stressing

This module scales all the design variables to give a fully stressed structure,
and writes the new design variables to the CX file.

The scale factor for design variable Z is:a

Istress valuelmaximumstress limit

* for all stress constraints on elements with associated design variable Za

If the scaled value of a design variable is less than the lower limit on that
design variable, the new value will be set equal to the lower limit. Similarly, if the
scaled value is greater than the upper limit, the new value will be set equal to the
upper limit.

A.3.6 INSP - optimisation report

This module prints an optimisation report giving the following information:

i) values of the design variables, Za

(ii) actual weight;

(iii) feasible weight (primal weight);

(iv) dual weight;

* (v) values of the dual variables;

(vi) details of the constraints in the active set including lower and upper
bounds, current value, etc.

A.3.7 ITER - iteration count

This module increases the number of iterations by one and tests whether the number
of iterations now equals the maximum number of iterations.

*The number of iterations is stored in control variable NOIT and, if the maximum
number of iterations has been reached, the module sets control variable ENDI = YES.

This module also prints the iteration number so that the iterations may be
*identified.

* A.3.8 LPBO - lower bound on dual weight

This module solves the linear programming problem defined in section 2.4. The new
values for the Lagrange multipliers and the value of the objective function, F , are
stored on the CX file.

A.3.9 OPCN - optimisation control

This module co-ordinates several modules which together control the optimisation
according to the user's specification as follows:

i) If the number of iterations is not equal to zero, module INSP is called to
print an optimisation report.

(ii) Module ITER is called to update the iteration count.
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(iii) If control variable IFSC z YES, module SCAL is called to scale the current
design.

(iv) If control variable DECI = SETA, module SETA is called to set details of the
initial active set. Otherwise, if control variable DECI = PNAD, module
PNAD is called to add constraints that have recently been violated to the
active set.

(v) Module PSEU is called to calculate the pseudo-loads.

(vi) Module ANAL is called to calculate the pseudo-displacements.

(vii) Module DERV is called to calculate the derivatives of the constrained
values with respect to changes in the design variables.

(viii) Module CONV is called to test for convergence of the trial solution to the
optimal solution.

A.3.10 PSEU - computer pseudo-loads

This module sets up the pseudo-loads to be applied to the structure in order to
calculate the derivatives of constrained values with respect to changes of the design
variables.

For displacement constraints, a unit load is applied at the node in the X. Y or Z
direction as appropriate.

For bar elements with stress constraints, a unit load is applied at each end node,

in the direction away from the element, as shown below.

UNIT LOAD

UNIT LOAD

More complicated elements are handled in an analogous manner. However, for any fixed

nodes, the components of the unit loads in the fixed directions will be reset to zero.

A.3.11 SCAL

This module uses the dual variables to compute a scale factor and then scales the
current design accordingly.

The scale factor is defined as sl/2 where

S, = Ldual variable * displacement or stress value

2= dual variable * displacement or stress limit

and the summation is over all constraints in the active set.

A.4 Active set strategy modules

A.4.1 PNAD - add to active set

This module adds constraints that have recently been violated to the active set.

A.4.2 REMO - remove from active set

This module removes constraints from the active set for which the dual variable,
X. , is less than or equal to zero.

A.4.3 SETA - initial active set

This module sets the sense of activity of the constraints in the initial active
set, and so should be called after the normal analysis of the initial structure.

I7
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A.5 Local optimisation modules

A.5.1 FULL - fully stressing

This module was described as an optimisation control module in section 2.2, and
it may also be used as a local optimisation module.

A.5.2 NLOP - non-linear optimisation

This module uses the non-linear optimisation algorithm due to Beale and writesthe new values for the design variables and the dual variables to the CX file.

A.5.3 OPCR - optimality criterion step
A: oThis module carried out an optimality criterion step, as defined in section 2.2.

The new values for the design variables are stored on the CX file. If control variable
IFEV = YES, this module uses Berke's envelope method to accelerate convergence to the
optimum solution. The exponential factor is set by the user in control variable ENVF.

A.5.4 QNEW - Newton step

This module carries out a Newton step as defined in section 2.3, and writes the
new values for the design variables and the dual variables to the CX file. Module REMO
is then called to remove constraints from the active set for which the dual variable,
Aj , is now less than or equal to zero.

q

q

I
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Appendix B

DIRECTIVE CARDS

The directive cards define the type of run, as described in the table below.

Directive cards Type of run

1 START Start a problem from scratch, using the
COMMAND DATA command data given on the cards that follow.

2 RESTORE Restore the CX file, ie copy the CX save file
to the CX file, and continue from the save
point, using the existing command data.

3 RESUME Run with the current CX file and continue from
the suspend point, using the existing command
data.

4 RESTORE Restore the CX file and run using the new
, COMMAND DATA command data given on the cards that follow.

5 RESUME Run with the current CX file using the new
COMMAND DATA command data given on the cards that follow.

6 START Start a problem from scratch using the method
METHOD xxxxxxxx called xxxxxxxx.

7 RESTORE Restore the CX file and run using the method
METHOD xxxxxxxx called xxxxxxxx.

8 RESUME Run with the current CX file using the method
METHOD xxxxxxxx called xxxxxxxx.

9 INSERT Insert the method called xxxxxxxx, as defined
METHOD xxxxxxxx by the command data cards that follow, on the

library file.

10 REPLACE Replace the method called xxxxxxxx on the
METHOD library file. The new version of this method

is defined by the command data cards that
follow.

I
f.



Table 1

COMMAND DATA FOR STRESS-RATIOING AND QUASI-NEWTON METHODS

START
COMMAND DATA SET

SET PRCX =YES;
DO STIN;

DO CONS;

SAVE;

SET MXIT =10;

SET APRT =YES;

L101: DO ITER;

9DO FULL, ANAL;)DO CONV;
IF (ENDT. EQ. YES) GO TO L102;

IF (NOIT. GE. 3) GO TO L102;

DO INSP;

GO TO L101;

L102: ON FL0l;

DO OPTX;

DO INSP;

OFF P1.01;

SUSPEND;

SAVE;

L001: DO ITER;

DO QNEW;

DO OPTX;

DO INSP;IF(NC Q LS OT 02
IF (ENDC. EQ. YES) GO TO L02;

* SAVE;

GO TO LOOI;

L002: DISPLAY ENDC;

STOP;

L003: DISPLAY ENDI;

STOP;

END;

PROC OPTX;

J IF (P1.01) GO TO L.010;

SET ALOG NORM;
SET APRT m YES;
DO ANAL;

L010: DO PNAD;

DO PSEU;

/*~.~%~.SET ALOG =DERV;

SET APRT aNO;

DO ANAL;

A DO DERV;

DO CONY;

END OPTX;
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Table 2

DESIGN DATA FOR 25-BAR TOWER

Load Node X-load Y-load Z-load
case Newtons Newtons Newtons

1 4448.00 44480.00 -22240.00
2 0.00 44480.00 -22240.00
3 2224.00 0.00 0.00
6 2224.00 0.00 0.00

2 1 0.00 888960.00 -22240.00
2 0.00 888960.00 -22240.00

Young's modulus: 99.64 GN/m2

Yield stress: 275.76 MN/m2

Displacement limits: ±5.08 cm at all nodes in all
directions

j

0!
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STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION WITH STATIC
AND ABROELASTIC CONSTRUNTS

D. Mathias, Structural Engineer (Analysis)
H. Rbhrle, Head of Structural Dynamics Department

J. Artman, Head of Aeroelastics Department
Dornier GmbH
Postfach 1420

D-7990 Friedrichshafen 1Germany

SUMARY

This publication presents an optimization method according to which wing structures
can be designed with the minimum weight. The constraints which have to be satisfied in
these minimization processes require that the permissible stresses in the wing components
are not exceeded. Furthermore the flutter speed must be higher than a given speed. The
design variables of the structure are the cross-sectional areas or the thicknesses of the
skin panels. The geometry of the calculation model remains unchanged.

This task is solved by iteration. Starting from estimated values for the cross-sec-4 tions the structural design is improved from iteration step to iteration step until the
optimum is obtained with the desired accuracy.

Here the DYNOPT optimization program is presented. It is based on the Finite-Ele-
ment-Method and, within the actual optimization step, works according to the gradient me-
thod. The program sequence is automatic and does not require any intervention by the user.

The DYNOPT computer program was applied to a clamped straight wing. The wing is sta-
tically loaded and has eccentric masses and rotational inertias representing rudders and
actuators. These eccentricities ensure the coupling between the bending and torsional de-
formations. The minimum weight of the structure is obtained after 15 iteration steps while
all boundary conditions are observed.

*1. INTRODUCTION

Regarding the selection of an optimization method for a certain task it has to be
taken into account that there are two kinds of optimization methods in principle:

a) Methods, based on optimality criteria
b) Mathematical methods

71: The selection of a method from the two mentioned groups depends among others on the fol-
lowing aspects:

a) Is the finally designed structure the real optimum?
* b) Rapidity and safety of the convergence

c) Amount of the calculation costs
d) Possibilities to extend the method to additional boundary conditions and design variables

If those methods which are based on optimality criteria are considered it can be said
that it is possible that they lead not necessarily to the real optimum. In most cases, how-
ever, the result will be satisfactory. The best known optimality criterion is the fully
stressed design which is applied especially for the stress design of statically and dy-
namically loaded structures. It is presupposed that the structural weight reaches its mi-
nimum when the stresses in the components are as close as possible to the permissible va-
lues (1).

i 1 For the fulfilment of a flutter speed restriction with respect to the weight minimum
a further criterion has to be found. This means, however, that the adherence to different
boundary conditions requires a sequence of different iteration processes. This may adver-
sely affect the quality of the convergence.

The gradient method is a mathematical procedure working with a system of real boun-
dary conditions. Furthermore, the function which shall become the minimum is directly in-
cluded in the calculation. This means that the optimization problem is described in a ma-
thematically exact way and that, in this form, the solution in each iteration step is
done. The system of the boundary conditions may be composed of the most different re-

/ *A quirements and is not restricted to one type as is the case with the optimality crite-
ria. In this case the restriction system consists of the constraints for the stresses in
the components and of the boundary condition for the flutter speed. Further boundary con-
ditions may be added, if required, as far as they can be represented as functions of the
design variables (3).

Using the gradient method the number of calculations is higher than for the deter-
mination according to an optimality criterion. The convergence is good, even if the sy-
stem approaches the real optimum (4).
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For the task to design a wing structure with the optimum weight while the static and
aeroelastic boundary conditions are fulfilled the gradient method is suited best. It is
described in detail in the following paragraphs.

2. SYSTEM OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND MINIMAL FUNCTION

Boundary conditions are required for the static stresses in the finite elements and
for the flutter speed. The structures to be optimized are statically loaded by forces and
moments. This load is applied to the knots of the calculation model. The optimization pro-
blem which, in general, is nonlinear is partially linearized if the gradient method is
used. For each improved structural design, i.e. for each iteration step, the system of the
boundary conditions has to be established anew (2).

For this purpose the limited quantities are represented as a function of the design
variables x. In this case these quantities are the cross-sectional areas or the thicknesses
of the flanges and webs for the beam elements and the skin thicknesses for the membranes.

a = 0(x 1 , X2. . . . . . . . . . . Xm)

Sr= r(x 1 , x 2. . . . . . . . . . xm) (1)

vF=VF(xl, x 2 .. . . . . . . . . . xm)

whereby a and T are the maximum normal stresses and shear stresses in the elements and vF
is the flutter speed of the wing.

For the formulation of the minimum condition the structure weight W is expressed as
qa function of the design variables x.

W W = W(xl, x2 1 ... xm) (2)

The application of the V-operator to the limited quantities leads to the gradients.

ax2
V = •(3)

The boundary conditions for the normal stresses, the shear stresses and the flutter

speed can be represented as follows in the form of matrices:

a (v) + ((Va) (v+l)t Ax(v+l) 'K all.

TCv) + ((Vt)(v+1))t Ax (v + l )  Tall. (4)

VF (V)+ ((YvF) (v+l))tAx(V+1) b VFall"

The same applies to the weight function

W W(v) + A(v+1) =W + (VW)tAx(v+1) I Min. (5)

The index (v) stands for the respective iteration step. The quantity AW is the modi-
fication of the structural weight, and Ax is the vector with the modifications of the de-
sign variables.

The stress gradient Va establishes a relation between the modifications of the limi-
ted quantities and the mo~Tfications of the design variables. It is determined via the
equation system of statically loaded structures and the deformation gradient. Starting
from the definition equation system for statically loaded structures (according to the
Deformation-Element-Method)

K 1 -R (6)

the deformation gradient is obtained by derivation of the Eq. (6) with respect to the de-
sign variables. The stiffness matrix K and the deformation vector ! depend on the design
variables, the load vector R is constant. The deformation gradient in the form of a matrix
thus reads as follows:

-1VK (7)

a-- V'
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The stresses a in the element coordinates and the deformations q in the global coor-
dinates are connected with each other via the relation

a_- _ a (8)

The matrix D is obtained from the mathematical statement for the strains in the ele-
ment. The conversion of the deformations q from the basic coordinate system into the ele-
ment coordinate system is done by using the matrix T. For the spring elements and the mem-
brane elements both matrices D and T are independent of the design variables x. The stress
gradient for these elements t~us is given by:

Va- D T _ (9)

*For the membrane element the reference stress is restricted according to an energy
hypothesis. For the bending/torsion bars the matrix D depends on the design variables in
those lines, which contain the terms for the calculation of the shear stresses T.

The stress gradient for these elements can thus be represented as follows:

Va =-D T + VD T (10)

The flutter speed v is computed according to the modified k-method. It is a reference
value for the calculatioh of gradients. The flutter speed gradient can be found by approxi-
mation by determining the differential quotients or, in the case of additional restrictive
assumptions, in a closed form.

•* 3. THE RIGHT-HAND SIDES OF THE RESTRICTION SYSTEM

*The determination of the gradient matrix is described in the paragraph 2. This matrix
* gives some information on the progress direction and the progress speed with which the li-

mited quantities change between two consecutive iterations. To complete the boundary con-
ditions it is necessary to introduce the limit values for the stresses and the flutter
speed.

The limited stresses may result from compression as well as from tensional loads.
Their absolute maximum values are thus to be considered as the upper and lower limits.

-all a all (11)

For the further computation it is necessary to consider the progress direction of the
restricted quantities towards the positive or negative limit.

As shown by Eq. (4) the restrictions are inequality relations. They have to be con-
verted into an equation system by adding further variables A.
With the definition

'i'. f1 fuir a < 0
S', signa= a 0 fur a = 0 (12)

[1 fr a > O

the right-hand sides of the stress restrictions can be written as follows:

Ao - sign o abs oall - S (13)

For the conversion of the boundary conditions into equations two cases have to be
distinguished:

a) The considered stresses are lower than the permissible stresses

In this case the considered boundary conditions with Eq. (12)
and Eq. (13) can be written as follows:

[(Va) t sign (Ao)] , mo (14)

_ b) The considered stresses exceed the permissible stresses

For the respective boundary conditions with Eq. (12) and Eq. (13)
the following applies:

[(Vo)ti.sign a] - Ac_ (15)

For the flutter speed boundary condition the following equation
is valid at any case:

[(lyt 0, 0 . ............ , -11 A - (16)

with AvF VFal - VF (17)
q.
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4. THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM

The restriction system according to Eq. (14), Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) and the minimal
function according to Eq. (5) represent a linear programming problem which has to be so1-
ved in each iteration step by means of the Simplex algorithm. In the following text the
restriction system is written in the form

(G)t Ax - r (18)

whereby G is the gradient matrix and r is the right-hand side vector.

The modifications of the design variables shall be able to become positive as well
as negative values.

Ax11 of Ax a AXAul (19)

The indices 11 and ul stand for "lower limit" and "upper limit".

The conditions for the solvability of the linear programming problem are as follows:

a) The number of the design variables must be higher than that of the definitive equa-
tions.

b) The elements of the solution vector Ax in Eq. (18) must be greater or equal to 0.

Condition a) is always fulfilled for the present problem. It is already given by the
fact that additional variables AN are introduced due to the inequalities. Condition b)
has to be fulfilled by a transformation since the values of the vector Ax11 are generally
negative.

0 ! At e Axu - Ax1 (20)

The solution vector of the linear programming problem then is

tenAR a Ax - Ax (21)

With the converted design variables At the system of the boundary conditions can be writ-:" ten as follows:

(G)t  Ak = k (22)

with

_=r- (G)t Ax11  (23)

For the minimal function this conversion is practically without importance as onlyone constant value of the quantity (VW)t Ax11 is added. The gradients and the sign-de-
pendent progress direction which are decislve for the performance of the Simplex calcu-
lation are not changed by the conversion.

The boundary conditions in the transformed design variables Ail represent limitations
for the space of the admissible solutions (see fig. 1).

This space of the solutions must be closed and convex. The objective function is an
area which is shifted towards the space of the admissible solutions. The progress direc-
tion is determined by the demand for a minimum or maximum for the objective function. The
solution of the linear programming problem is achieved when the objective function touches
the space of the admissible solutions in one corner.

The simplex algorithm is run through once per iteration step. The results are correc-
tion values At for the design variables. According to Eq. (21) the solution vector has to
be retransformed.

Ax = A + AX1 1  (24)

The improved design variables in the (v+1)th iteration step then result in

x (v+I) x +Ax (V+1) (25)

The modified structural weight is obtained from Eq. (5)

w(V+l) . W(v) + VWt Ax(v+l) (26)

The structural design has reached its optimum when the weight curve over the itera-
tions is horizontal and when the modifications of the design variables have become small.

In practice the calculation is stopped when the modifications of the structural weight
and the design variables do not exceed a given percentage.

q" '' m mm ... . l. ..e
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Inadmissible Area Objective Function

AX 2

Fig. 1: Geometric Description of the Simplex Algorithm
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Ax (v+1)7&€x

is fixed as the convergence criterion for the design variables and

Aw(V+1)

W (V) -W

for the structural weight.

In general the structural weight heads monotonously for its minimum. The course of
the design variables can be a little more unsteady. In practice a convergence limit ratio
£
_X of 10 has proved to be suitable.
EW

5. THE CALCULATION PROCESS IN THE DYNOPT PROGRAM SYSTEM

The DYNOPT computer program uses the iteration principle. Fig. 2 shows a flow diagram
of the calculation process in the DYNOPT program. It is composed of two main program parts.
The first part encompasses the organization, the allocation of the initial values, the da-
ta input and processing as well as the program control. The second part represents the ac-
tual optimization loop which is run through once for each new structural design. Here, the
system matrices are established, the stress and flutter calculations are executed, the
stress and flutter speed gradients are determined and the linear programming problem is
solved. At the end of each optimization loop the convergence is checked. Should the linear
programming problem turn out to be unsolvable during an iteration the restriction system
is revised in an intermediate step. When the calculation is terminated a final routine
prints the development of the stresses, the weight, and the flutter speed in the form of
a print plot diagram.
i
6. APPLICATION OF THE DYNOPT PROGRAM TO A MODEL WING

The DYNOPT program system is applied to a firmly clamped wing model. The calculation
model is composed of six beams with two design variables each. The number of the degrees
of freedom is 18. By the application of eccentric masses the coupling of bending and tor-, sional deformations is guaranteed. To establish the system of restriction the limits with
respect to normal stresses and the shear stresses are fixed. Furthermore the flutter speed
shall be greater than 300 m/sec. The calculation model of the wing is laid down in fig. 3.

The bending/torsion beams have a rectangular cross-section with thin walls, a wall
thickness t, and additional stiffening elements ts in the belts. The two wall thicknesses t
and t are varied independently in the course of the calculation run. They are the design
variales of the structure.

Fig. 4 displays the wall thicknesses t plotted against the iterations. The optimiza-
tion process is terminated in the main after eight iterations. The wall thicknesses of
the elements 2 and 3 approach their minimum in six and four iterations respectively,
falling monotonously, while the development of the wall thickness of element 1 shows
slight oscillations. All design variables are reduced within the first eight iterations
to about one third of their original values.

In fig. 5 three of the limited normal stresses a are plotted against the iteration
steps. The stresses in the elements 2 and 3 reach the limit of 20 000 N/cm2 after the
seventh and the fourth iteration step respectively.

The stress in element 1 does not reach the limit and approaches its maximum much
more slowly, too. However, the gain in weight after 15 iterations as compared with the
weight obtained after the first eight iterations is insignificant.

Fig. 6 shows the shear stresses of the three elements under consideration , ?lotted
against the iterations. All stresses are far below the given limit of 10 000 N/cm . An
additional reduction of the cross-section values with the shear stresses being increased
simultaneously is no longer admissible since the structure would then become too soft with
respect to torsion in view of the flutter speed limit.

The lower limit of the flutter speed is 300 m/sec. As the structure was initially
laid out too rigid the model wing is constantly in the flutter-safe range. There is a close
connection between the torsional rigidity and the flutter safety of a structure. In the
present example, the minimum flutter speed is the decisive restriction. It is reached
within the first eight iterations and is then maintained (see fig. 7). Since this point
is, at the same time, the lower limit for the torsional rigidity, the shear stresses, dis-
played in fig. 6, do no longer change.

The weight curve above the iterations is falling monotonously towards the minimum.
The weight reduction within the first eight iteration steps amounts to about 45 % refer-
red to the initial weight of the structure. The further reduction of the structural weight
is unimportant as shown in fig. 8.
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7. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

A general optimization program was presented by means of which statically loaded
structures can be designed optimally with respect to weight. The boundary conditions to
be fulfilled are the upper limits for normal and shear stresses in the elements and for
the minimum flutter speed.

The DYNOPT program system, presented here, is based on the finite-element-method.
For the actual optimization part the gradient method is used. The program contains springs,
beams, and membrane elements. It can, however, be extended to any other type of element.
Also further restrictions can be taken into consideration. The convergence of the descri-

* bed method is good. Numerical difficulties will not occur.
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ABSTRACT

It is shown that a powerful approach to structural optimization has nov emerged,
which consists in replacing the initial problem with a sequence of simple explicit pro-
blems. In the optimality criteria and mathematical programing approaches, the behavior
constraints are approximated using virtual load considerations and linearization withj respect to the reciprocal design variables, respectively. An attractive strategy is to
solve partially each explicit problem, using a primal solution scheme, before reanalyzing
the structure and updating the approximate problem statement. This process facilitates
generation of a sequence of steadily improved feasible designs. This approach can be in-
terpreted as a mixed primal-linearization method and it introduces an interesting possi-
bility of controlling the convergence of the optimization process. An alternative approach
is to recognize that the explicit but approximate problem statement is of such high qua-
lity that it can be solved exactly, using a dual solution scheme. This dual method ap-
proach can be viewed as a rigorous generalization of the conventional optimality criteria

techniques. Examples of applications of the mixed and dual methods to various structures
include cases with stress, displacement or flexibility constraints, as well as frequency
constraints.

INTRODUCTION

The optimum design of any significant structure is the result of a delicate compromi-
se between many complex factors. Some are rational and can be quantified, such as the
strength of the structure some are just as rational but are difficult to quantify, such
as the experience in a given technology ; some others are much less rational, like styling,
but are just as important for the final ;foal of the process, which is the marketing. Na-
turally a good designer considers structural optimization as a technique that should take
into account all possible aspects of the design. Consequently the designers are often
reluctant to the concepts of structural optimization developed in connection with finite
element programs.

However a more detailed examination of the design process allows to isolate a phase

that appears frequently during which the shape of the structure is more or less frozen
and the problem is limited to giving adequate dimensions to the various members. Such
a situation is often the case in the aerospace, naval or automobile industries, where the
external shapes are, to a large extent, dictated by aero-or hydrodynamic considerations,

*or by styling, while internal forms are often determinated by various other non structural
considerations. If the ultimate goal of the designer can be identified as corresponding
to the minimization of an explicit function of the member sizes, and if the limitations

-in the design can be defined as, eventually implicit, functions of the member sizes too,
such as displacements, stresses, eigenfrequencies, etc.... then the problem is tractable
by automatic algorithms. They allow the engineer to speed up significantly this part of

the design process and to explore more systematically the various feasible designs.

The optimization problems, which in fact should be called automatic sizing problems,
are especially crucial when composite materials such as reinforced resins are employed,
and when complex structural forms are involved. In both cases it becomes difficult, if

not impossible, for the designer to have an intuitive understanding of the structural
mechanics that is sufficient to lead to optimum sizing of the various members. Further-
more the designer is most of the time unable to take into account global constraints in

the structure , like global flexibility, restriction on displacements, frequencies of vi-
bration, global buckling modes, etc... It is only possible to verify a posteriori that
such constraints are satisfied. Again these global constraints become more important
in the context of highly complex, indeterminate structures made of composite materials.
In the aerospace industry, the rapid extension of the use of composite materials has mo-
tivated significant research efforts to derive algorithms permitting a rapid and systems-
tic exploration of the.design space to determine the optimum material utilization.

It is worth pointing out that optimization methods should be considered as especially
useful in the preliminary design phase. Using them when the design is practically frozen,
with the hope of an ultimate improvement, is often disappointing. This is due to the fact
that the optimization of a detailed design implies the formulation of a large number of
constraints, some of which are not easily quantified. At the preliminary design stage
however the constraints are usually more global and therefore more easily handled by the

"W" available formulations.

The structural optimization problem considered in this paper consists of the weight
minimization of a finite element model with fixed geometry and material properties. The

tradtsverse sizes of the structural members (i.e. cross-sectional areas of bar elements ;

thicknesses of shear panel and membrane elements) are the design variables. For presenting

(1) Professor ; (2) Aspirant FNRS ; (3) Chercheur fuslifig FNRS
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the fundamental concepts used in the formulation, we restrict the optimization problem to
the mathematical form

minimize W(a) - =Ian (I)

subject to ha(a) > o j -Im (2)

a > a. > a. i - 1,n (3)
1 1 -1

where a. denotes the n design variables which correspond to member sizes of either a gi-
ven finite element or, more often, of a given group of finite elements. In this latter
case the number of design variables, n, is smaller than the number of finite elements
(design variables linking). The objective function to be minimized is the structural
weight. It is a linear function of the design variables a1 . In Eq.(1) 1i denotes the
weight of the ith member when ai-l (i.e. specific weight times length of a bar truss mem-
ber ; specific weight times area of a membrane element).

The inequalities expressed in Eq.(2) represent behavior constraints, which impose li-
mitations on quantities describing the structural response, for example : the stresses
and the displacements under multiple static loading cases, the natural frequencies, the
buckling loads, etc... The design variables are also subjected to the side constraints
(3), where ai and ai are lower and upper limits that reflect fabrication and analysis va-
lidity considerations.

The structural optimization problem embodied in Eqs(I) through (3) is a nonlinear ma-
thematical programming problem to which standard minimization techniques can be applied.
However this problem exhibits some characteristics that make it complicated when practi-
cal structural design applications are considered. The main difficulty arises from the
fact that the behavior constraints (2) are in general implicit functions of the design
variables and their precise numerical evaluation for a particular design requires a com-
plete finite element analysis. Since the solution scheme is essentially iterative, it
involves a large number of structural reanalyses. Therefore the computational cost often
becomes prohibitive when large structural systems are dealt with.

The well known necessary KUHN-TUCKER conditions characterize any local minimum of the
nonlinear programming problem (1-3) [1 I ]. They are written as follows for each design va-
riable

aw -M - v. + t i - o i = In (4)
a J ! ri as'

with the complementarity conditions :

r.h. o r. o j I ,m (5)J 3 J

vi(a i - a.) = o v. o i I.,n (6)

ti(a. - a.) = o t. o i = ;,n (7)

-- The quantities (r., j= l,m), associated with the behavioral constraints (2), and (v.,t.,
i-,n), associatel with the side constraints (3), are called dual variables as opposad
to the primal variables, which are the ai . They have the meaning of lagrangian multi-

0 pliers conjugated to the constraints. Depending upon whether a given constraint becomes
an equality or not at the optimum (i.e. is active or inactive), the corresponding dual
variable is positive or equal to zero (see Eqs. 5-7). The KUHN-TUCKER conditions are in
general only necessary. In the special case of a convex problem, they become also suffi-
cient and characterize a global optimum. They can then be used to relate the primal va-
riables - i.e. design variables ai - to the dual variables - i.e. lagrangian multipliers,
r. -

In the last decade essentially two main approaches have been used to solve the pro-
blem (1-3). One is based on the many rigorous numerical methods of non linear mathema-
tical programming. The other uses the more intuitive concepts of optimality criteria.
These approaches have often been opposed in the past and two corresponding schools deve-
loped. The advantages claimed for the mathematical programming methods are their sound
foundations, their convergence properties which can most often be guarantied and their
generality which permits consideration of any type of constraints. Their essential dis-
advantage lies in the computing time which increases rapidly with the size of the problem,
leading to unacceptable cost even for relatively simple problems.

The optimality criteria are based on explicit approximations of the behavior cons-
traints which are exact in special cases, most of the time in statically determinate ca-
ses. These approximations are supposed, on intuitive basis, to hold in the general case.
Then the statement of the problem (1-3) often desappears since redesign formulas can be

i A derived by various means, like, tor instance, the KUHN-TUCKER conditions (4-7) in which
the explicit approximations are introduced. The advantages of using the optimality cri-
teria are the computing cost which is low and the intuitive basis, which is often appea-
ling to the engineer. In fact the number of reanalysis cycles does not increase with the

- - complexity of the structure, nor with the number of design variables. As a consequence
of this property, until recently, large scale examples of structural optimization have
only been solved by optimality criteria. The essential disadvantages of the optimality
criteria approach are its lack generality and of sound mathematical foundations, which
explains the often unpredictable convergence properties and even the convergence to non
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optimal solutions.

It has been shown in a recent work 12,3,4 1 that these two approaches are in fact
related to each other and that the optimality criteria can be viewed as special mathema-
tical programming methods using approximations for the constraint surfaces.

THE LINEARIZED PROBLEM

Most of the optimality criteria approaches deal with problems involving constraints
on static stresses and displacements, in which case the behavior constraints (2) can be
written

h.(a) C u. - u.(a) )' o (8)

where u. denotes an upper bound to a response quantity u.(a) (stress, nodal displacement,
relativi displacement, etc...). Using virtual load consideration, explicit approximations
of the behavior constraints (2) can be generatedjne > aj- ci (9)

h j(a) =

where the coefficients ci- are related to virtual energy densities in the structural mem-
bers [5,6 ). At each stage in the optimization process, the cij's are assumed to be
constant coefficients, which leads to using simple redesign formulas. After new values
have been obtained for the design variables, a structural reanalysis is performed and the
cij's are updated. The whole process is repeated until convergence is achieved.

-0 It is essential to note that in the case of a statically determinate structure, the
cij's are really constant quantities and Eq.(9) represents the exact explicit form of
the behavior constraints (8). Therefore, in this case only one structural analysis is

* sufficient for generating the optimal design. In the case of a statically indeterminate
structure the cl's depend implicitly on the design variables, since structural redundan-
cy leads to redistribution of the internal forces when the member sizes are modified.

On the other hand the mathematical programming approach, after a period of uneffici-
ency, has finally evolved into a powerful and now well established design procedure ba-
sed on explicit approximations of the constraints. This approach was developed indepen-

* dently by SCHMIT [7,8,9,10 1 as the "approximation concepts approach" and by FLEURY [ 11,
12,13 1 as the "mixed method". Both methods proceeds by constructing a high quality ex-
plicit approximation of the initial problem and solving it partially, using a primal ma-
thematical programming algorithm, before reanalyzing the structure and updating the ap-

* proximate problem statement. This process facilitates generation of a sequence of stea-
dily improved feasible designs, which is an attractive feature for practical design pur-
poses.

The key idea in both the approximation concepts approach 17-10 1 and mixed method
[ 11-13 1 is to linearize the behavior constraints with respect to the reciprocal design
variables

x a.

In the reciprocal design space, the constraint surfaces are very shallow and close to
planes in a moderatelyhyperstatic case. It is then possible, in a method of projected
gradient, to progress with much larger steps along tangent planes without seriously vio-
lating the constraints. Moreover the shallowness of the constraint surfaces implies that
their linearized forms are usually very good approximations and therefore the structure
does not need to be reanalyzed after each iteration in a mathematical programming algo-
rithm. The linearized behavior constraints are obtained using a first order Taylor series
expansion in terms of the reciprocal variables xi :

n au.
hj(x) C u - [u; + l( . (x - x )] P o (1l)

J J i

where the upperscript 0 denotes quantities evaluated at the actual design point x , where
the structural reanalysis is performed. Note that the finite element analysis must in-
clude auxiliary sensitivity analyses, which evaluate first partial derivatives of the res-
ponse quantities. Most often the well known pseudo-loads technique is employed 114 1.
This procedure requires that a certain number of additional loading cases be treated in
the structural analysis phase.

Mow it can be shown (see Refs. [3,4 1) that the explicit approximations of the beha-
vior constraints used in both the optimality criteria and mathematical programming ap-proaches (Eqs 9 and II, respectively) are identical. Indeed the virtual energy densities

ci, employed in the optimality criteria approaches are nothing else that the gradients
o0 the response quantities with respect to the reciprocal variables

au.
1ci i  (12)

Furthermore the definition of the cij's following from the virtual load technique clearly
indicates that

uj I cij x i  (13)

Therefore Eq(lI) can be written
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_ n0
- , ~h(x W uS I c?. x. > o (4

J J iJ 1

which is equivalent to Eq(9).

In conclusion a unified structural optimization approach has emerged, which consists
in replacing the initial problem (1-3) with a sequence of explicit approximate - or line-
arized - problems. Each linearized problem exhibits the following form when written in
terms of the reciprocal variables

n E

minimize W = E - (15)
i-l x i

subject to n
u.- c.. x. > o j- I, (16)
J i-I I] 1

X.x. x i I,n (17)

where 1 =/i and xi - I/a are the new side constraints.
Various solution scheme are available to treat the explicit problem embodied in Eqs(15-
17). Depending upon their primal or dual character the convergence properties of the
whole optimization process will be different.

PRIMAL SOLUTION SCHEME (MIXED METHOD)

The linearized problem (15-17) is still a non-'linear programming problem (because the
objective function keeps its nonlinear character), however it is now explicit and easily
treated by standard minimization techniques. In order to maintain a primal philosophy
(sequence of steadily improved feasible designs), the approximation concepts approach,
as initially proposed in Ref [9 1, employed either a feasible direction method or an in-
terior penalty function method to solve partially the linearized problem. In this way
it is possible to preserve, at each stage of the process, the feasibility of the design
point with respect to the primary problem (1-3). Later the interior penalty function me-'. thod (called NEWSUMT) only was retained [10,15 ). So the NEWSUMT optimizer of the ACCESS
3 program [15,16 1 tends to generate a sequence of design points that "funnels down the
middle" of the feasible region. This represents an attractive feature from an engineering

* point of view since it provides the designer with acceptable non critical designs at each
stage of the process. Furthermore the convergence properties of the method can be con-
trolled by modifying the number of response surfaces (typically I or 2) and the response
factor decrease ratio (typically 0.5 through 0.1).

On the other hand, starting from an optimality criteria approach, a method similar to
the approximation concepts approach was independently developed in Refs.[ 11,13 1. This
mixed method uses virtual load considerations to generate a first order approximate pro-
blem which is identical to the linearized proolem posed by Eq.(15-17). This problem is
also solved partially using a primal solution scheme, with the aim of preserving the de-
sign feasibility as in the approximation concepts approach. Each iteration in the mixed
method is made up of a restitution phase and a minimization phase.

The restitution phase consists in bringing the design point back to the boundary of
the feasible region. It is based upon the concept of scaling, which is classical in the
optimality criteria approaches. Scaling does not introduce any redistribution of the in-
ternal forces in the structure and therefore it permits generation of a feasible bounda-
ry point without any additional structural analysis. In the design space scaling corres-
ponds to a move along a straight line joining the origin to the current design point,
where the structural analysis is made (see Fig. 1).
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Along the scaling line the coefficients cij (see Eq.9) remain constant and the explicit
approximations lead to the exact values of the constraints and their gradients [13 .
As a result the linearized problem statement is not affected by scaling. Geometrically
each real restraint surface is approximated, in the space of the reciprocal variables,
by its tangent plane at its point of intersection with the scaling line (see Fig.l).

*Starting from a feasible boundary point, the minimization phase in the mixed method
consists in reducing the objective function in the subspace defined by the tangent planes

* to the constraint surfaces. This is achieved by solving the linearized problem (15-17)
using a projection algorithm, but stopping the minimization after a limited number of
steps, denoted k, before reaching the minimum of the linearized problem. After E one di-
mensional minimizations have been accomplished, the structure is reanalyzed, scaling is
performed, the linearized problem is reformed and again solved partially.

That optimization process is illustrated on Fig.2 in a hypothetical 2-dimensional
space. When i is limited to one step, the method is a strict application of a gradient
projection type of algorithm to the original problem (I-1). The method then exhibits
all the properties of the primal mathematical programming approaches, that is high cost
but guarantied convergence. When k is not limited, the linearized problem is solved com-
pletely before reanalyzing the structure and updating the linearized problem statement.
The method then becomes an optimality criteria approach (see next section). The corres-
Eonding properties of fast but uncertain convergence are to be expected. Finally, when
k is limited to a given finite number, the method is mixed. This leads to considering
the number of steps K as a convergence control parameter that should be assigned high
values for economy and reduced when divergence occurs. As implemented in the SANCEF pro-
gram ( 19,20 1, the minimization algorithms used in the mixed method are based either on
the conjugate gradient method with an orthogonal projection operator or on the generalized
Newton's method with a weighed projection operator. This latter method has also been in-

* troduced in the ACCESS 3 program 115,16 1.

From a mathematical programming point of view, the approximation concepts approach
and the mixed method can be classified as mixed primal-linearization methods. The initial
problem is transformed into a sequence of linearized problems, which is classical in the
linearization methods of mathematical programming. However each subproblem is solved
only partially using a primal solution scheme that insures feasibility of the intermediate
designs at each stage.

DUAL SOLUTION SCHEME (CENERALIZED OVTIMALITY CRITERION)

In the previous section a primal philosophy has been adopted that leads to partial
solution of the linearized problem (15-17) using an interior penalty function formulation
with a small number of response surfaces or a projection algorithm with a small number of
one dimensional minimizations. This primal solution scheme produces a sequence of feasible
designs with decreasing values of the objective function. An alternative viewpoint is to
recognize that the approximation made by linearizing the constraints with respect to the
reciprocal design variables is of such high quality that the current explicit problem
(15-17) can be solved exactly, rather than partially, after each structural reanalysis.
This idea leads to abandoning the primal philosophy in favor of a pure linearization ap-
proach in mathematical programming, but it can also be viewed as adopting an optimality

- criteria strategy.

Since only the final exact solution of each linearized problem needs to be known at
* each redesign stage, any minimization algorithm can be chosen to solve it. In order to

improve the computational efficiency, it is advisable to select a specialized nonlinear
programming algorithm, well suited to the particular mathematical structure of the expli-
cit problem (15-17). The objective function is Strictly convex and the constraints are

* linear, so that the problem (15-17) is a convex programming problem. Moreover all the
functions defining this problem are explicit and separable. In such a case at least two
kinds of methods seem to he efficient % the second order primal projection methods and
the dual methods (see next section).

The dual method formulation is especially attractive, because the dual problem pre-
sents a much simpler form than the primal problem. Indeed, for a convex problem, the
lagrangian multipliers associated with the constraints have the meaning of dual variables
in terms of which an auxiliary and equivalent problem can be stated. Under some unres-
trictive conditions, this dual problem can be reduced to the maximization of the lagran-
gian functional with simple nonnegativity requirements on the dual variables. Since, in
addition, the explicit problem (15-17) is of separable form, the dual formulation leads
to a very efficient solution scheme because each primal variable can be analytically ex-
pressed in terms of the dual variables. Furthermore the dimensionality of the dual pro-
blem is equal to the number of linearized behavior constraints (16), which is most often
small when compared to the number of design variables. Therefore the dual problem exhi-
bits a simpler form and a lower dimensionality than the primal problem.

* 1 The dual methods are thus likely to provide the most efficient solution scheme to the
linearized problem (15-17), provided this problem can be solved exactly at each stage,
rather than partially using a primal method. This demands that the original behavior
constraints exhibit a moderate nonlinearity with respect to the reciprocal variables,
which is actually true for most problems involving stress, displacement, frequency and
buckling constraints 12 1. Another significant advantage of the dual methods is that
they can take into consideration discrete design variables without weakening the effici-
ency of the optimization process 1 15,18 1. Discrete variables are useful for representing
commercially available gage sizes of sheet metal, the numbers of plies in a laminated com-

,dS~.
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posits skin, etc...

Turning now to an optimality criteria strategy, the simple form of the linearized
problem (15-17) suggests to make use of its explicit character in order to derive rede-
sign formulas for the design variables. In fact, as shown in Ref. 16 1, the whole pro-
cess of combining the linearization of the behavior constraints with respect to the reci-
procal design variables and a dual solution scheme can be viewed as a generalization of
the optimality criteria approaches. This process consists in solving exactly, after each
structural reanalysis, the linearized problem (15-17), which can be recast as follows in
terms of the direct design variables :

n
minimize W - I l.a. (18)

i-1 ' •
subject to n c..

U- -1 o j - In (19)' i-I a.

a > a. • a. i = In (20)1 1 -1

Instead of employing primal or dual mathematical programming methods, an alternative
approach, which is typical of the optimality criteria philosophy, is to use the explicit
character of the approximate problem (18-20) in order to express analytically the optimal
design variables. This can be achieved using the KUHN-TUCKER conditions (4-7) which, in
view of the convexity of the problem, are sufficient for global optimality. These condi-
tions lead to a generalized optimality criterion yielding explicitly the design variables

active design variables :

9 a. -I E cijrj)1 / 2  if l.o? < E c. .r. < 1.; (21)
1 1 . i31 j 133 12.

passive design variables

a - a. if E c. r. < LO? (22)1l -1 j 133 1-1

a.- a if I c..r. > I.a. (23)
i i j 13 11

In these expressions, the lagrangian multipliers r. are associated with the linearized
behavior constraints (19). They must satisfy the gomplementary conditions (5), namely

active constraint :
c.,

r. > o if u.-.i "- (24)
3 i i

inactive constrair~t
C..

r = o if i -- < (25)rj 
i i

The equations (21-23) relating the design variables a. to the lagrangian multipliers r.
provide a basis for separating the design variables in two groups. The passive variables
are those that are fixed to a lover or an upper limit (see Eqs 22 and 23 respectively)
while the active variables are explicitly given in terms of the lagraegian multipliers
using Eq.(21). This subdivision of the design variables into active and passive groups
is classical in. the optimality criteria approaches [5,21-27 .

When the lagrangian multipliers satisfying (24,25) are known, the optimal design va-
riables can be easily computed using the explicit optimality criterion (21-23). There-
fore the problem has been replaced with a new one, which is defined in terms of the 1&-
grangian multipliers only. To solve this new problem, the conventional optimality cri-
teria techniques usually make the assumption that the set of active constraints is known
in advance, avoiding thus the inequality constraints on the lagrangian multipliers appea-
ring in Eqs (24,25). An update procedure for the retained lagrangian multipliers is then
employed, so that the optimal design variables can be sought iteratively by coupling the
update procedure and the explicit optimality criterion (21-23). The essential difficul-
ties involved in applying these optimality criteria methods are those associated with i-
dentifying the correct set of active constraints and the proper corresponding set of pas-
sive members [5,25 1. These difficulties were recognized and addressed with varying de-

* grees of success in studies such as those reported in Refs. (26,27 1. However it was
only with the dual formulation set forth in Refs f3,28 I that these obstacles were con-
clusively overcome.

The dual method approach consists in maximizing the lagrangian function subject to
nonnegativity constraints on the lagrangian multipliers. This approach can therefore be
viewed as using an update procedure for the lagrangian multipliers, exactly like the con-
ventional optimality criteria techniques. After the update procedure is completed, the
design variables can be evaluated using the optimality criteria equations (21-23). Since
the dual maximization problem exhibits a remarkably simple form, its exact solution can
be generated at a low computational cost, which is comparable to that required by the
recursive techniques of conventional optimality criteria approaches. The dual algorithms
can handle a large number of inequality constraints and they intrinsically contain a ra-
tional scheme for identifying the active constraints through the non-negativity constraints

• = N-sgm . . .. d ' -- = . . . r.. ,
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on the lagrangian multipliers (or dual variables). They also automatically sort out the
active and passive design variable groups using the explicit relationships between pri-
mal and dual variables.

Two maximization algorithms are available in the SANCEF program to solve the dual
problem : a first order conjugate gradient type of algorithm and a second order Newton
type of algorithm 13,20 ]. Recently these dual algorithms were implemented in the ACCESS
3 program, which is based on the approximation concepts approach [ 15-18 1 . The second
order algorithm was improved by employing a simple but efficient one dimensional maximi-
zation scheme. The first order algorithm was deeply modified and it is now capable of
treating problems involving discrete design variables. Indeed it can be shown (see Refs
1 15 1 and [18 ) that the optimality criteria equations (21-23) must read as follows for
a discrete variable

• : k k -!. k k~la. - a. if t.aa. 1 < E cijr j < Laia (26)

where it is understood that {a , k-1,2...) denotes the set of available discrete values
for the ith design variable.

In summary a generalized optimality criteria approach can be defined in the mathema-
tical programming terminology as a special form of the linearization methods. It amounts
to replacing the original problem with a sequence of linearized problems and applying a
dual solution scheme to each subproblem. It should be noted however that only the beha-
vior constraints are linearized with respect to the reciprocal design variables, while in
classical linearization methods, the objective function is also linearized. This is not
the case in the present approach because the structural weight is an exact explicit func-
tion of the reciprocal variables.

OPTIMIZATION ALCORITHYS

The explicit problem to be solved in each redesign stage (see Eqs. 15-17) is strictly
convex and separable. Because of its special simple structure, this problem can be sol-
ved efficiently in either its primal or dual form by employing second order algorithms
(derived from the well known Newton's method). It should be again emphasized that the
primal algorithm can be used to solve only partially the approximate problem (15-17),
while the dual algorithm cannot, because intermediate points in the dual space usually
correspond to highly infeasible points in the primal space. Therefore the possibility
of controlling the convergence of the overall optimization process is available in the
SAMCEF [ 19,20 1 and ACCESS 3 [ 15,16 1 programs only when a primal optimizer is selected. On
the other hand, it is important to remember that using a dual algorithm yields results

* and convergence equivalent to that obtained using optimality criteria. The same is truefor the primal algorithms if the approximate problems are solved completely.

Second order primal algorithm (PRIMAL 2)

When the Newton's method is extended to take linear constraints into account, the
following weighed projection operator must be used 1 29 1 :

P - I - F-IN (NTF-IN)-INT (27)

where N is a rectangular matrix made up of the gradients of the currently active cons-
traints (16) and F is the hessian matrix of the objective function (15). Since the ob-
jective function is separable it follows that the matrix F is diagonal, which makes the
second order algorithm no more complicated than the well known (first order) gradient
vrojection method 130 J.

At each iteration the Newton search direction, projected on the intersection of the
active constraints, is computed as follows

z -P F-Ig F-I(g - Nr) (28)

where g is the gradient of the objective function and r denotes the vector of the second

order estimates for the lagrangian multipliers (or dual varaibles)

r - (NTF IN) - 1 N T-1g (29)

They can be used to decide whether the current active constraints must remain active or
not in the subsequent iterations. At the optimum, each active constraint must be associ-
ated to a positive dual variable.

They next design point is given by

. x + Tz (30)

where T is the step length determined so that the objective function attains its minimum
along the direction a (one dimensional minimization). At x a new search direction can
be computed using (28) and this minimization process is repeated until the optimum is
reached.

In view of Eqs (27) and (29) this second order primal algorithm requires inversion of
a matrix at each iteration. This matrix is explicitly given by
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(N TFNjk c icik '  (31)

It is worth mentioning that the algorithm can easily be modified so that only the main
linear constraints (16) have to be introduced via the projection relations. The side
constraints (17) can indeed be treated separately (see Ref [2 1 for more details).

Second order dual algorithm (DUAL 2)

The minimization problem (15-17) [or the equivalent problem (18-20) recast in the
direct variables I can also be solved efficiently as an auxiliary maximization problem
in the m lagrangian multipliers rj associated with the linearized behavior constraints
(19). This dual problem reads as follows (3,17,281 :

n m
maximize y(r) = I ta(r) + ; (r) (32)i - Ja j~ Jgj

subject to rj > 0 j - I'm (33)

where g.(r) denotes the components of the dual function gradient, which are equal to the
values 6f the primal constraints :

C.o
gj(r) m -- r) - u (34)

ar J i

The primal variables ai(r) are explicitly given in terms of the dual variables by the
relations (21-23), previously interpreted as defining a generalized optimality criterion.
Therefore the dual function (32) is formulated in terms of the dual variables only.

The dual problem (32,33) exhibits an attractive feature, mamely it is a quasi-uncons-
trained problem [taking care of the nonnegativity requirements (33) is straightforward .
riven some positive dual variables the corresponding primal variables are computed from
(21-23) and the primal constraints are then evaluated using (34). The dual function (32)
and its gradient (34) are directly known and a feasible direction can therefore be deter-
mined.

In a second order algorithm the hessian matrix of the dual function has to be evalua-
ted

H. 2y '9k c i j c (35)
jk 3r r ar.

Knowing the gradient (34) and the hessian matrix (35) furnishes the Newton search direc-
tion

z H1 (36)

The next dual point is then given by

r r + rz (37)

where T is the step length determined so that the dual function attains its maximum along
the direction z [3 1. In a more recent version of the algorithm the one dimensional maxi-
mization scheme is considerably simplified and most often a regular Newton unit step is
taken [15,17 ].

The DUAL 2 optimizer implemented in SANCEF [19 land ACCESS 3 [16 1 has been especial-
ly devised so that it seeks the maximum of the dual function by operating in a sequence
of dual subspaces with gradually increasing dimension, such that the effective dimensio-
nality of the maximization problem never exceeds the number of active behavior constraints.
This number has been found to be relatively small in practice, which explains the remar-
kable efficiency of the dual method approach.

To conclude this section, it is interesting to notice that in both primal and dual
second order algorithms, precisily the same matrix must be inverted at each iteration
[see Eqs.(31) and (35) 1. This matrix seems to play an important role in structural op-
timization, since it is also involved in many conventional optimality criteria techniques
[ 31 1.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section numerical results for several structural optimization problems are
presented in brief summary form. Attention is focused on the comparison of various primal
and dual optimizers available in the SAMCEF [19,20 1 and ACCESS 3 [15,16 1 computer pro-
grams, including the second order algorithms previously described (PRIMAL 2 and DUAL 2).
Detailed tabular input data and results can be found for all examples in Refs. 12,3,15).

72-bar truss

The first example is the widely used 72-bar four level tower represented in Fig.3.
In addition to stress and minimum size constraints, displacement limits are imposed on
the four uppermost nodes in the X and Y directions. By symmetry the problem involves 16

L-
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*independent design variables after linking. In an interesting computational experience
reported in Ref. (15 1 , this problem was solved using the NEWSUNT option of ACCESS 3,
with three different couples of values for the response factor decrease ratio and the
number of response surfaces (0.5 x 1), (0.3 x 2) and (0.1 x 3). Thus increasingly exact
solutions are generated for each linearized problem (see Eqs. 15-17) and the approximation
concepts approach gradually changes from a pure primal method (with partial solution of
each explicit problem) to a pure linearization technique (with complete solution of each
explicit problem). The convergence curves of the weight with respect to the number of
structural reanalyses are represented in Fig.3. They clearly demonstrate that the more
precise solutions of the linearized problems lead to faster convergence. In the limiting
case where the explicit problems are solved exactly at each stage, the NEWSUNT optimizer
would of course generate the same sequence of design points as the DUAL 2 optimizer.

In fact the iteration history data produced by SAMCEF (generalized optimality crite-
rion), by ACCESS 3 (approximation concepts) and by the conventional optimality criteria
techniques of Refs (5,24,27 1 are identical (see Fig.3). These results numerically con-
firm that a unified approach to structural optimization has now emerged, which can be in-
terpreted as a linearization method in mathematical programming or as a generalized op-
timality criteria approach.

No WING CARRY THROUGH BOX

SNEWSUMT (03 N 2 tSW 1V NEWSUMT (01 3 c,

V 1 DUAL 2 J

SA s e~ l t[]1 o. . t e ['J 1 rte
4AL-' 17

'NSAM,". C 1 ...o........

NIUMN, CF 1W
i ANALYSES

2 4 5 5
AN

Fig. 3 ITERATION HISTORY FOR 72-BAR TRUSS Fig. 4 63-BAR TRUSS
63-bar truss

The second example involves a 63-bar truss idealization of the wing carry through box
for a large swing wing aircraft. finimum weight design is sought considering stress and
minimum size constraints, as well as a torsional rotation limit on the relative displa-
cement of the tip nodes in the X direction (see Fig.4). The iteration history data re-
ported in Refs. [3,5,15 ] are compared in Table 1.

weight (lbs)
* ACCESS 3 [ 15 ] SAMCEP Conventional

DUAL 2 3 ] optimality
Analysis NEWSUMT NEWSUMT PRIMAL 2 criterion
number (0.5 x I) (0.5 x 2) unscaled scaled [5 ]

I 66628 66628 66628 30214 30214 30214
2 16914 12543 6706 7573 7680 7577
3 11137 8667 6316 6546 6591 6884
4 9338 7293 6195 6733 6398 6928
5 8305 6697 6157 6292 6270 6801
6 7620 6402 6138 6243 6246 6609
7 7154 6259 6129 6201 6199 6473
8 6836 6189 6124 6161 6159 6388
9 6620 6154 6121 6132 6126 6333

10 6467 6137 6120 6123 6123 6293
I1 6362 6128 6119 6121 6121 6263
12 6289 6123 6118 6120 6120 6241
13 6238 6121 6118 6119 6119 6231
14 6203 6120 6118 6216
15 6178 6119 6118 6220

50 6159
p

1
.. CPU time (sec)

total 108 163 60
analysis 44 46 41

optimization 59 113 14

Table I Iteration history data for 63-bar truss
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The NEWSUMT option of ACCESS 3 [15 1 leads to a sequence of non critical feasible designs
with monotonically decreasing weight, which corresponds well to the primal philosophy of
this solution scheme. Once again, when the linearized problem is solved with more accu-
racy, the convergence of the weight becomes faster, but the computational cost increases
substantially. Solving exactly each linearized problem using the DUAL 2 optimizer yields
a sequence of infeasible designs (unscaled weights in Table 1). Consequently scaling
produces feasible critical designs with an occasional increase in the feasible weight
from one iteration to the next (scaled weights in Table 1). It can be seen that DUAL 2
furnishes an optimal design after a smaller number of structural reanalyses than NEWSUMT,
and at a much lower computational cost (60 sec for DUAL 2 and 163 sec for NEWSUNT on
IBM 360-91 at CCN, UCLA). It is worthwhile noticing that the computer time expended in
the optimizer portion of the program remains small when DUAL 2 is employed, despite the
relatively large dimensionality of the dual problem (15 active behavior constraints at
the optimum design).

The PRIMAL 2 option of SAMCEF [3 1 yields also excellent results for this problem.
This is not surprising, since the optimality criteria method used in SAMCEF consists in
solving exactly each linearized problem generated in sequence, just as ACCESS 3 does when
the DUAL 2 optimizer is selected. As a result, the iteration histories produced by both
computer programs are about the same. The small differences are due to the fact that the
SAMCEF results were obtained by using zero order approximations for some of the stress
constraints, instead of first order ones (hybrid optimality criterion ; see Refs [3,6 ).

Finally the conventional optimality criteria technique of Ref. [5 1 does not lead to
very good results for this example, mainly because it employs zero order approximations
for all the stress constraints (fully stressed design criterion). Consequently 50 struc-
tural reanalyses do not suffice to achieve convergence, while methods based on first or-
der approximation of the stress constraints generate an optimum design after less than
15 stages.

I-beam

Attention is now directed to the I-beam structure depicted in Fig.5. The purpose of
this example is to show that the generalized optimality criterion set forth in Ref.[ 2 I
remains valid when natural frequency constraints are considered. The problem consists
in minimizing the weight of the I-beam while controlling the frequencies of its three
first eigenmodes : flange flexion, torsion, and web flexion. The analysis model involves
35 second degree displacement elements, among which the 10 diaphragms are fictitious
(witliout mass). These dummy members are introduced to obtain a good representation of
the torsional mode.

i WIGHT thlSmS I
WEISO4 1kg)

- mde

2 _ _ .r= . made 

~~~mode 3 l ,

I I iiin ,wam i w

tml admt emskuCrts mldtly asi sd
CASE A CASE 8

Fig. 5 I-BEAM MODEL Fig. 6 ITERATION HISTORY FOR I-BEAM1

In a first optimization exercise lower and upper bounds were imposed on each three
eigenfrequencies. The curves represented in Fig.6 reproduce the variation of the weight
and frequencies with the number of structural reanalyses. Only 5 analyses are sufficient
to generate an optimum design. The fundamental frequency does not reach the prescribed
lower bound, nor the upper bound. The two next frequencies are equal to their respecti-
ve minimal allawable value.

Next, equality constraints were assigned to each three frequencies, in order to re-
duce the fundamental frequency to I Hz, while keeping the two other frequencies at 1.2Hz
and 2.5 Hz, respectively. The iteration history presented in Fig.6.B again demonstrates
the remarkable efficiency of the generalized optimality criterion. The increase in the
weight after the first redesign stage is due to the equality constraint which is now im-
posed on the first frequency. Note that only six structural reanalyses are required to
achieve convergence.

4 I 
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Delta wing

Consideration is now given to a thin delta wing structure with fiber composite skins
* and metallic webs (see Pig.7). Several more and more realistic versions of the problem

were studied in Refs. [8,9,10,15 ] using the ACCESS code. In the final version the skins
are assumed to be made up of 0% , ± 45 ° and 90* high strength graphite epoxy laminates.
The laminates are required to be balanced and symmetric and they are represented by sta-
cking four constant strain orthotropic elements in each triangular region shown in Fig.7.
Therefore the upper half of the delta wing is modeled using 252 orthotropic membrane ele-
ments to represent the skin and 70 symmetric shear panel elements for the vertical webs.
However, after design variable linking the number of independent variables is reduced to
60. The wing is subject to a single static loading acting in combination with a tempe-
rature change condition. Static deflection constraints are imposed at the wing tip nodes
and the strength requirements are based on the maximum strain failure criterion. In addi-
tion, a lower bound is assigned to the fundamental natural frequency while fixed masses
simulate fuel in the wing. Minimum gage sizes are also specified.

NEWSUNT (continuous) DUAL 2 (continuous) DUAL I (mixed)

analysis we ght frequency weight frequency weight frequency
number (xIO ibs) (cps) (XlO Ibs) (cps) (xIO Ibs) (cps)

I 86.82 2.829 86.82 2.829 86.82 2.829
2 70.26 2.650 21.39 2.016 20.83 2.009
3 58.11 2.516 16.75 1.961 17.17 2.000
4 49.16 2.196 14.34 1.937 15.40 1.974
5 42.64 2.293 14.85 2.007 14.99 2.000
6 38.04 2.209 13.98 1.987 14.40 1.994
.7 33.93 2.127 13.81 2.003 14.08 1.996
8 29.86 2.042 13.62 2.007 13.92 2.003
9 26 78 2.010 13.41 2.005 13.52 1.998

to 24.56 2.009 13.24 2.004 13.41 2.003
II 22.64 2.010 13.10 2.002 13.37 2.009
12 20.95 2.010 12.99 2.001 13.29 2.003
1 3 19.48 2.010 12.91 2.001 13.29 2.000
14 18.21 2.010 12.85 2.000
15 17.12 2.009 12.81 2.000

20 14.06 2.003
25 13.56 2.002
29 13.47 2.002

CPU time (sec)
total 719 261 253

analysis 564 252 234
optimization 145 2 12

Table 2 Iteration history data for delta wing

Iteration history data presented in Table 2 were obtained using the NEWSUIT, DUAL 2
and DUAL I optimizers available in ACCESS 3 115 1. Since the fundamental natural fre-
quency constraint is the main design driver in this example , its 'value as well as the

, weight for each design in the sequence is given. Initially the problem was treated using
a continuous representation for all the design variables, although the fiber composite
skins must in fact be described by discrete variables (number of plies). The aim was
simply to compare the efficiency of the NEWSUNT and DUAL 2 optimizers. It can be seen
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that the advantages of using the dual method approach are significant for the delta wing
example (see Table 2). Not only is the computational effort expended in the optimizer
portion of the program reduced dramatically (from 145 sec for NEWSU14T to 2 see for DUAL 2),
but the number of structural reanalyses required for convergence is also considerably de-
creased (29 and 15 stages for NEWSUMT and DUAL 2, respectively). Note that the NENSUNT
optimizer again produces feasible improved designs (primal solution scheme), while some
of the designs in the DUAL 2 sequence are slightly infeasible with respect to the fre-
quency constraint.

Attention is now focused on the results obtained in the mixed continuous-discrete va-
riable case, where the metallic web thicknesses are still taken as continuous design va-
riables while the variables describing the laminated fiber composite skin are discrete
(more precisely, integer variables representing the number of plies). The DUAL I option
of ACCESS 3 must therefore be employed (see Ref. [15 1). Iteration history data are gi-
ven in Table 2 and illustrated in Fig.8. It should be emphasized that DUAL I obtains a
solution to the mixed variable problem in fewer stages (and less time) than DUAL 2 requi-
res to obtain the pure continuous variable solution.

Aircraft spoiler

The spoiler represented in Fig. 9 has been analyzed in detail in an optimization ex-
ercise using the mixed method available in SANCEF [3 1 . The structure is classically de-
signed in light aluminum alloy sheet. The front spar and the secondary spar are joined
by twelve ribs and covered by two skins reinforced by stringers. The spoiler is hinged
at three points and activated at one, in the midspan. The loads consist in pressure dis-
tribution on both faces, corresponding to two flight configurations. In one of them a
flexibility constraint is imposed, which stipulates that the trailing edge has to remain
straight within a tolerance e = 0.5 mm, in order to elimate contact with the flap. In
the initial design this requirement was achieved by precambering the spoiler (see Fig.9).
This costly procedure had to be avoided in the final optimized design. So differential
flexibility constraints are introduced which assign an upper limit • - 0.5 mm to the ab-
solute value of the difference between any two deflections along the trailing edge (see
Fig.I1). In addition maximum allowable stresses and minimum thicknesses are imposed,
which differ from places to places depending on the material used and manufacturing con-
siderations.

.41N
Fig. 9 AIRCRAFT SPOILER Fig. 10 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF THE

SPOILER

Several final element models of the struc-
a .fiture were investigated, made up of 27,64,125

II SPOILER |1627 smme WdsI) and 627 elements (see Ref. 12)). The final mo-

del is illustrated in Fig. 10. It involves
627 second degree displacement elements and
2300 degrees of freedom. Based upon experi-

Soo\ ence accumulated from the study of the sim-
pler models, it was concluded that the mixed
method had to be used for solving the spoiler

J-' iI problem. So a first order projection algorithm
. . was employed and it was necessary to limit the

P I '-number of minimization steps K to avoid diver-
IFLC1-N (i-il g ( Bence of the process (note that the second or-" der primal algorithm previously described was

not available at the time of the investiga-

--- -45 tion). This means that any method based on
optimality criteria, (including dual algo-

ii rithms) would not succeed in solving this...... ......... .... .... .p o l
I ...:z ss problem.

Iri 611109 Results are presented in Fig.1. As ex-

pected from the experience gained with the
Fig. II ITERATION HISTORY FOR AIRCRAFT simplified problems, a good convergence was

SPOILER obtained with the mixed method by setting

E - 500, that is, slightly below the number
of design variables. Note that the initial scale up of the weight is due to the fact
that the original design of the spoiler did not satisfy the differential flexibility cons-
traints when precambering was suppressed. Hence after scaling up the member sizes to
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* obtain a feasible design the weight jumps from 10 to 40 kg. After 13 structural reana-
lyses, the original weight of 10 kg is recovered, but it corresponds of course to a very
different design (see Ref. 12 1).

CONCLUSIONS

A powerful and rather general approach to structural optimization is achieved by re-
placing the original problem with a sequence of explicit approximate problems and solving
them using either primal or dual algorithms. A primal solution scheme yields a mixed me-
thod, with properties lying between those of the optimality criteria techniques and those
of pure mathematical programming methods. A dual solution scheme leads to generalization
of the optimality criteria approaches, with a rational procedure for identifying the
strictly critical constraints (including the classical subdivision of the design variables
into passive and active groups).

The advantages and drawback of both mixed and dual methods can be outlined as follows

• dual methods are usually efficient and computationally economical but they are
subject to instability in the convergence of the structural weight ; on the other
hand mixed (primal) methods facilitate better control over convergence of the
entire optimization process, at the price of a higher computational cost ;

* mixed methods can be applied to objective functions that are more complex than
the structural weight, or to problems requiring non separable approximation of
the behavior constraints, while dual methods cannot ; on the other hand dual me-
thods are readily extendable to problems involving discrete design variables
(see Refs.[15 ,181, while known primal methods appear to be cumbersome and com-
putationally expensive for such problems ;

finally, because the dual problem exhibits a much simpler form than the primal
problem, the computer implementation of the structural optimization method seems
to be more reliable with dual algorithms than with primal ones.
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SON4AIRE

Nous prisentons la m~thode d'optimisation sur mod~le d'6llmento fijnis utiliage co'aient
aux AND-BA pour minimiser la masse structurale I d~velopple avec Is support de I& DRET

Les paramAtres dem l'optimisation goat des facteure multiplicatifs de l'Ichantillonnage. de
4 groups. d'61lments finis.

qLes contraintes d'optimisation Boat de diverges natures

- Minimum technologique. loi d'usiaage simple.
- Limitation des d~formations, des contraintes 6iastiques, d'efforte gindraux, par critdres de

rupture complexes.
- Limitation des coefficients agrodlastiquss, des efficacitfis de gouverne.
- Limitation dynamique ; frdquence propre, vitesse de Flutter, riponse transitoire et forcde.

Le processus d'optimisatitn eat itfiratif. Chaque itiration comprend trois 6tapea

- Analyse :statique, dynamique at agrodlastique.
- Calcul des dirivies partielles des contraintes par rapport aux paraumatres.
- Optimisation non lindaire avec une formulation explicit. approchie des contraintes.

La convergence est obtenus pratiquement en 3 A 4 itdrations. Le codt de l'optimisation
eat de 6 A 10 fois celui d'unesSimple analyse.

* Nous prisentons 2 exempleed'applications pratiques

-Optimisatio~n d'une voilers A~
- SI -Optimisation d'un empennage en matfiriaux composites.

SUMM4ARY

The optimization method used at AN! -BA for iminimising weight by a finite element model

is described.

Now, this method is a routine process in our new designs.

The optimization parameters are multiplicative factors of the stiffness of linked finite.
element.

The optimization constraints can be of different types

- Tcnlgclminimum thickenesses, simple tooling rules, etc...
- imited displacements, stresses and strains, miscellaneous failing under tensile stress and local
buckling

- Static aeroelastic limitations on aeroelastic coefficients and control efficiencies.
- Limitation. on flutter speed and dynamic responses.

The optimixation process is iterative, each iteration including three steps

- Analysis :static, dynamic and seroelastic
- Computation of partial derivatives of the constraints relative to the parameters
- Explicit non-linear optimization

Convergence is obtained after 3 to 4 iterations, the global cost of an optimization reach
from 8 to 12 times the cost of a simple analysis.

Two practical examples are presented

- optimization of a A~ wing

- optimization 
of a carbon 

epoxy empennage.
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* I - EVOLUJTIONUK NIOTRE ITHODE

Traditionnellmnt. le dessinateur optimise urn. structure vis-a-vis des contriintes Alastiques
par Ia nfithode du "fully stress design" (F.S.D.) ; on pose que 1. "cheminement des efforts" eat peu sen-
sible aux variations d'6chantillonnage, ce qui conduit pour alldger. A multiplier lea sections, lee
Spaissurs Cu lea inerties, par 1e rapport de la contrainte calculI. (ou mesurle) A is contrainte admis-
sible. C. procesaus converge plus ou moins bien, il a des difauts majeurs:

- Subjectiviti des hypothhoes sur le 'chemin des efforts" dens lea structures hyperstatiques.

- Le point do convergence n'est pas forcmnt optimum at, de plus, il amine A faire travailler
partout la structure A sa contrainte =&xIal admissible, ce qui n'est pas le cas A l'optimum
riel trouv6 par notremfithode.

- on ne tient pam compte de fagon. rationnelle des contraintes de rigidit&. airoglasticits,
flutter...

La nlcessiti d'utiliser un processus plum eff icace m'est accentule avec nos derniers projeto
d'avion militaire a structure trio hyperstatique, sensible a l'ahrodistorsion et comportant de nombreux
sous-enseables en matdriaux composites.

La mime au point de l'outil d'optimisation s'ast faite par phases successives.

a) Mis. au point d'un outil d'analyse performant

L'optimisation n'est envisageable qu'apris la mime au point d'un outil d'analyse muff imasment
efficace pour pouvoir itfirer sans co(It prohibitif. Le module d'optimimation eat construit autour do notre
code ELFINI qui regroup. autour d'un noyau filfuents finis los grandes branches de l'analyse des structures
slironautiques (planche 1).

- Calcul des contraintem statiques lingaires et non lingaires.

- Adrollasticitfi statique, calcul et gestion des charges.

- Riduction dynamique, flutter, rdponse transitoire at forcfie.

- Transfert de chaleur, calcul des carte. de tempgrature.

- Propagation de fissures.

Cat outil est utilis6 pour le calcul de tous nos "vions dapuis 1970, citone parmi see caract~ristiques
la plum importantes pour l'optimisation

-Rdsolution des 6quations d'fiquilibre par une variant. tram performante de la mfithode de
Gauss Frontal. qui fournit Is matrice de rigiditA factorisfie, A partir do laquelle la risolutions
avec de nombreux chargements mont faitea en difffdrf, A bon compte ; cein sdquences de risolution
font l'esmentiel du temps de calcul des grandes branches du programme, en particulier de l'opti-
mimation pour le calcul des 'dirivies partielles" des contraintes.

-Elaboration et maniement des maillages en mode intiractif ou en batch par la "Indthode topolgique"
(rfif. 5 ) qui permet de dicrire les noeuds et la 6lduents par "pavi" de propridtf constants

- danm un empace d'jndices.

-Gestion automatique et quasi-transparente par l'utilisateur de la banque des donnies ginliries
par chaque module sur urn fichier unique.

-Un motkiteur glre l'appel des modules en allouant dynamiquement la ulimoire, permettant d'introduire
tram aisiment lea itirations sur les modules et lea branches du programms.

b) Dfirivies partielles

La premiere phase de l'optimisation a fitf le calcul direct des dlrivlies partielles des contraintes
d'optimisation par rapport aux param&tres >~.qui mont des facteurm multiplicatifa de l'6chantillonnage
do groupes d'616ments finis.

Nous disposons de Ia dfirivation

- des diformations,

- des contraintes 6lastiques, contraintes principales, contraintes fiquivalentem et critbres de
flambage locaux,

- des efforts locaux, des rfiactions entre sous-ensemblem,

- des coefficients adrodlastiques, deavitesses de divergence et d'invermion de gouverne,

- des frdquences propres,

- des vitesses do Flutter,

-A - des riponses dynamiques transitoires.
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c) introduction d'aigorithmes d'optimicstion

cl - Optimication linlaire

A partir des dirivdes partielles des contraintes, il eat tentant do calculer automatiquamant
I. rldchantillonnage optimal minimisant I& meane at satiafaisant aux contraintes d'optiaidatiou,
en utilisaut tine mithode d'optimisation linlaire at d'itirer. Nous avon* pond que lea contraintes
soot des formas lindaires des paramitres. la masse de I& structure 6tant all* aussi mine fonction
linlaire des paramitrec. Ifoua avons rdcolu ce problime de prograsation lingaire par I& mithode
du simplex. Maihaureucement, ce procescus no converge pas directement, ii n'est praticable qu'en
rajoutant A chaque itiration des contraintes our l'sisplitude de la variation des paramitres qui
en readent 1. co~t probibitif.

c2 - Optimization non lingaire

Pour palier A cot inconv~nient, noun avons fait l'hypoth~se (exacte pour lea structures
icostatiquec) que lee contraintes Stajent dec fonctions lingairec da l'inverse dec paramatrec.
La masse devenant homographique, le problims A traiter deviant non linfaire. Nouc avona ucilisfi
des m~thodes de linlarination pac A pac combinfies A un gradient projet6, puis de gradient conjugu6
projet6. Coc algorithmac qui traitent le cas des contraintes admiccibles fonctiona des paramatres
(flambage local), convergent en 3 A 4 rdfichantillonnagec.

Nouc perfectionnons et algorithme en programant diverses lois approchfiec d'fivolution des
contraintes en fonction des paraisltres, loic dfifiniec A partir de valeur de Is contraince et de
see dirivies au point d'analyse ; l'utilisateur fait con choix en fonction de Is contrainte d'opti-
micetion sdlectionnie.

c3 - Maximication des marges de cicuritfi

Dans le problime habitual d'optinication do structure, la fonction minimiadie eat Is ma
* done un certain nombre de cas, nouc commes amendc .4 minimiser le rapport "contrainte/contrainte

admissible" le plus ddfavorable,tout en ne ddpaccant pas une masse donnfie. Le caractAlre non lingaire
de ce problame eat plus accantug qua celui de Ia minimisation de In masse.

2 -DESCRIPTION DE LA NETlODE

2.1I - Orianigramme gfin~ral (Pl. 2)

2.2 - Calcul dec dirivdies partiellac des contraintec d'optimisation

C'est is phase du calcul Ia plus inportante en tempa ordinataur, la facon de calculer difffirant
notablement entra la problines statique et dynamique.

2.21 -Contrainte fonction lindaire des ddplacemnts statiguas (d~placement, contrainte
glactigue. effort local, r~action, etc...)

La ddplacements X sont obtenus par Is r~solution dui syst~ms

F =forces extfirieures

[K]-mIatrice de rgdt

La matrice de rigidit6 [K] sat inversE, implicitemett par Ia m~thode de Gauss
Prontale dana l'analyse E.P.; s forms en fonction des paramltrec A at

contitsotLes matrices [bK/3kil~ coot Is come dec matrices de rigiditd dec 616mants

En difffdrenciant 1, il vient la relation fondamantale

a0 A [K] [AK] X

enchant que

A~~~ ~ .~/X] x
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il viont

[K] Stant symitrique, 4 peut so tranaformer en

Done lee relations 4 et 5, lea sOuls calculs couteux en ordinateur sont leg
r~solution.

x pour la formula 4

[K]-' [Q/bX]t pour la formula 5.

La formule 4 coflte le prix de iXhre paramitres X Nbre do chargementa seconds membrea

9 L formule 5 cofite le prix do Nbre contraintesexaminfieaseconds menibrea au systame 1.

La pratique guide le choix entre ces 2 formules A partir des considfrations suivantes

- 1. nombre de contraintes glastiques examin~es eat en gfinfral de 2 A 3 fois celui
de paramitres,

- si il y a plusieura cas de charges, lee contraintes aenaibles no sont pas nfices-
sairefent aux m~mos points, ce qui entraine que Ia mfithod. 5 n'est rentable quo
ai nous avona plus do 3 ou 4 chargements dimensionnanta.

2.22 -Contrainte fonction non lin~are dea d~placoe nt atatiguas (contrainte principale,
contrainte 6quivalente. critere do rupture, e tc..

On as ramine aux formulas 4 at 5 pr~cidentea, l'opgrateur [30/t)X] Stant lmngariag
u oisnge de X (A)

2.23 -D~rivica des contraintes aro~lastiques atatiguos

L'expos6 do lour calcul at do lour d~rivation oat assez complexe. Il oat dfitaillfi dana
la rffrence I et brilvement r~sum6 dans l'annexe 1. 1l faut retonir qu'elles aont calculhes

- exactefent par un procesaus isau do la formule 5 at qua leur cofit eat celui do I second membre
au syatime I par contrainte.

2.3 - Contraintea dynamigues

Coupar~es au calcul statique oil lea formulas do d~rivation sont exactos, lea d~rivation. dea
contraintes dynamiquos no aont qu'approch~es ; ce ph~nouane vient du fasit quo lea calculi dynamiquea

* a'effectumnt our tine baao rlduite par rapport aux El6cments finia (en g~n~ral. un. base de modes
proprea). et il et nlcessaire que lea chargemmnta intorvenant dana le calcul dea d~riv~es puissant
s ddcomposer dona Is base rdduite.

Cott* condition Stint remplie, lea calculi do d~rivation sont stoma chars qu'en statique car
lea manipulationa out lieu done Ia base r~duite.

2.31 - Dirives d'une friguence propre

4Ces d~rivE.. sont d'un coOt insignifiant, en offet, si V oat mode propre at W

valeur propre du syat~m

[M] x + [K] X 0

Ie quotient de Rayleigh 3 (X) on Xt [K] X/ Xt [M] X

~ *2

eat atationnaire et &gal a w pour

x =v
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antrainant In nullit& des ddrivaas per rapport a X soit

A W2 U VJ AK] V/VL [M] V-W' Vt [AMl] V/Vt [M] V

2.32 - Dfiriviead'u extra==m d'une rponse traflaitoire

ilous avona dana I& base E.F. l'&quation de Ia oficanique lingariadie

[M] X- +[K] X F (t)

supposie rfiaolue dana la base riduite X - [v]

par intfigration de [in] =-* + [k] F (t)

evc [i] airt[M]V [k]amVL[K]V F(g) mVt F (t)

line contrainte dynamique q s'6crivant

q~ [~~~x . [,)a/ax] [V] ~ ~/x

La rdponae dirivie de l'6quation 6 s'dcrit

qui ne difidre de 6 que par le second membre, si on pose quo ce derilier se ddcoupose

dana Vy] . il viont : ~ * [k
[in] Az.[k] A= - [AM] [k

[AVOC [ .Vt [AM] v [Ak ] asVt [AK] V

0 i'intigration de 9 conduit aux rdponsea dirivfes

A (r) -

Formule valable pour Ia variation des extremum deq

car

q q(1, t) A /A A] d X +>tdt

0 2.33 - DgrivgucI'une fonction de transfort d'une rdponse forch.e d'une rfiponse A une
excitation alfiatoire

Elle a'effectue par dfirivation exacto dana Is base riduite (caicul ditaillg rfif. 1).

2.34 - Contrainte de vitesse do flutter

Son calcul oat complex., ii s'apparente A celui de la variation d'une frhquence

g propro. On trouvera Ie dfitail dana la rffrence 1, nous Ie rdaumons dana l'annexe 2.

3 - NDULE D'OPTIHISATION EXPLICITE] L'iddie directrice eat do remplacer Is couporteisent exact dea contraintes qui n'est connu
qu'implicitement au cravens de l'anslyae 3.?. par une formulation atplicite Qr(A) approchfie
peruottant toutes lee tabulations ndceaaaires A baa prix.t eat choisie tells quo pour - analyse

q0()- q E.,. aq (A)/)a - E./a
a'()doit Itre exacts pour lea structures isoatatiques

a'()doit avoir un bon comportaisant quand e--Ga t
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Nous avonsaessay& pluuieurs types do comportemant q)(Rff. 1). Celui qui sesile, le
plus efficace, juaqu'41 nouvel ordre, ot do poser qua les contraintep sont linSaires par rapport A
1'inverse des paramitres (exact en isostatique).

Soit avec OCc - /j -1/0(1 2 3q- E.F./tA i

(c~(c) M GOj + X aj Og t -a qE. i I aui (act-oct.)

Le problame d'optimiaation deviant- Xmi/ac i minimal

Oj+ azj eqi 4 41: ad (C)
en satisfaisant aux indquations { J

La valeur admissible des contraintes (rd (A6) U'est pas constante dona lee cas do
contraintegde flambage local ; nous la prenons alors comme fonction d'un soul de. parauo-tres~obtenue
par lea critares do flambage local clasaiquos.

Nous utilisons 2 types do m~thode; pour risoudre ce problame d'optimiaation emplicite

q- cas gfingral:

seiquences de progranhnatioxu linfiairesavec introduction do contraintes suppluentairo.
do lindariti.

- cas ofi les contraintes admissibles sont constants

gradient conjugufi projetfi avec normalisation adiquate.

L'algorichme du gradient conjugug projetfi, dfitaillfi dan. la rfif. I minimise la fonction de
coflt par gradient conjugu6 non lindaire (rif. 3) et cela dans Ie sous-eapace des contraintes
touchios (gradient remplaci par s projection dans le sous-espace des contraintes touch~es).
La condition d'abandon des contraintes est cello du simplex (composante positive de Ia projec-
tion du gradient sur lea contraintes touchdes). Le coflt de cet algoritbme eat de l'ordre do
grandeur dequelques foislinversion d'une matrice de rang N param~tres.

L'algorithme eat accfilirfi en effectuant ume miss A l'Achelle rendant unitaire le Hiessian
tangent do la fonction do co~t a cortairspas du calcul.

4- SOUS-ITERATION

-Le coat du calcul d'optimiaation sous certainos contraintes, contraints dynamique, Flutter,
critire de flambage, etc..., itant relativement peu 6lev6 par rapport au coft do l'analyso, il eat

0 ~ quelquefois avantageux pour am~liorer la convergence do procider A des sous-itfirations solon le

Dfrvdse matrie ci-dessoust

Analyse dynamaique

D~riv~e contrainto dynamique

I Diriv~e crithre do f!asag. lca

O0ptimiestion non linlairel
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Cette, option oat trio utile on pratique. Elie permat da voir issfdiatement, en conversa-
tionnel A 1'&cran, l'effet do petite. mdifications des paramitres our lea contraintes s6lectionnges,
A partir du tableau des d~riv~e. partielles. On prend sinsi en comt trio facilement lea petite. dif-
firencea infivitables entra, Ise dessin rfiel at Is rfisultat do I'optimisation.

6 - MAXMISATION DES MARCKS

Nous venona de mettre au point ricenmant cette option. Ell. permat pour tine masse limitse de
minimiser le mtaxium des rapports contrainte/contrainte admissible.

Pour traiter ce can, en s'inspirant do Is r~ffirence 6, on introduit tin paramatre nupplimen-
taire AL reprimentant 1s rapport contrainte/contrainte admissible msaximun. L~e problifts d'optimisation

nnlinfisire s'icrit A minimale

%1j(A) q £L Jad ()

~mi ki Mass@ admissible
Ce problime est rapidement riaalu par steps d'optimisation lindaire avec des contraintes

supplimsntaires do lingariti sur lea X~ (voir planche 6 )

7 -EIMMPLES D'OPTIMISATIONS

q Nous prisentons 2 axmple. caractdristiques parni la calculs qua nous avons effectuas.

7. 1 - Voilure A avac contrainte d'sirogiasticitg

L'idgalination de Is structtire A optimiser eat reprfisentie stir is Pl. 3 ; elle comporte
4269 degris do libertfi, sans compter ceux du fuiselage dont i'infiuence est introduite par is mithode
des super-6l6ments (r~f. 4).

Notia avons 88 psramatres d'optimisatioa (Epsissetir de mailla at section de semiles do longeron,

voir pl. 3 )

Noun asvona 198 contraintas d'optimisstion

-Contrsintea ilastiqzea souis 2 chargements (ressourceaet roulis)

*contrainta principals dans lea parties do revitement an traction.
*contrainte normale dona lea semeiles do longerons.
*critA-ra do flambaga, plastique dans lea parties do revitement en compression.

- Bactionsustx attaches fusaelage limitfies pour avoir des oeils identiqies (contrainte technologique).

t Contraintes d'sirofilastjcitfi.

*avancie do foyer limitde.
.pertas stir la efficacitgo de braquage iimitfies.

3. La convergence a fit6 acquise an 3 itfirstiona.

Nous prisentons i'6volutiou do Is nass. stir ta Pl. 3 ,In gain de masse a EitA de 41 kg stir
254 kg de strticture paramftrfie par dani-voilure, A partir d'ui Schantilionnage initial raisonnable.

Nous prisentons stir Ia Pl. 3 I'Eivolution des contraintes lee pilus significatives.

On trotive stir Is P1. 3 l'6voltition des paramitrea. On constate qtie le prograws a tendanco A
transffirer Is masse vera l'empiantire arriiro, CO qtii n'ost pas la tendanco qu' on aurait eti en 6chantil-
lonnago ciassique ; ce fait eat essentiellement dO stix contraintos agrodlastiqiaa ; tin rolichament do
ces contraintes (P1. 3) conduit A tin alligersent aupplfimentaire de 24 kg par demi-voiiure.

7.2 - Empennage an fibres de carbone

Cot empennage A revItemont en fibres do carbons at nid d'aboilles traversant oat iddalisi par
tin maillago A 5500 degrfia do libertfi (planche 4 ) couportant do. Sifimenta do membrane ot do plaque
anisotropoaasinsai que des Elfments tridimensionnels isoparamitriques anisotropes pour 10 nid d'abeilies.

Lo domain de 1'amponnage oat conditionnfi par 2 aspects:

- Tentro statiqie, on partictuier, Evitor loes atrcontraintaa r~sultant do l'effet d'entaillo dane
1. zone de Il'mpianture (94 contraintea typo critire de rupttire fibre).

-Repousser en dohors Eu domains do vol tin fltitter natural A cotta formula.
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on a choisi 135 paramatres d'optimisation reprfispntant l'6paisseur de fibre dans chacune
des 4 directions 0% 45% 90* et - 450 sur Ia zone structurale representle aur I& planche 4

La solution optimale ott seule Is contrainte de flutter eat en but6e a 6tfi obtente en
4 analyses, A partir de I 'gchantillonnage r~oultant de 1' optimisation statique ; elle fait passer
A Mach 0,9 la vitesse de flutter de 310 m/s A 360 rn/s ; cette performance eat obtenuc par un
renforcement important des couches A - 45* (voir pl. 4 et 5).

Recargue :le problim. d'optimisation explicite de Is premiire itgration n' syant pas de domaine
faiaable, ii a fit6 nficessire de relaxer ls contrainte de Flutter entre leg itsstions.

8 - TEMPS DE CALCIJL ET TAILLES DE PROBLENE TRAITABLE

Dana lea probllmes que nous avons traitfis jusqu'l pr~sent, le co~t eat fait en gros de
30 % par les analyses, 60 % par les d~rivations, Is part de l'optimisation non linfiaire fitant de l'ordre
de 10 Z ; le coilt global de l'optimisation eat de 8 i 12 fois celui d'une simple analyse.

Du point de vue de Is taille du problime Eliments finis, la limitation est celle de l'analyse
(au-delA de 15000 degrfis de libert6 en une aous-structure).

La limitation la plus siv~re eat le nombre des param~tres pour le module d'optimisation dout
le coat croit entre la puissance 31me et 4ame du nombre de paramttres, alors que celui de Ia dfirivation
eat quasi linfiaire. Les algorithmes que nous utilisons devront donc 0-tre sensiblement amfiliorfis pour
passer aux problames de la class. des 1000 paramiltres.

9 -DEVELOPPEMENT

Nous dfiveloppons notre outil d'optimisation sur les voles suivantes

- facilitS d'emploi :d~finition en conversationnel avec contr~le par visualisation sur ficran des
dones de l'optimisation (param~trage, contraintes et valeur admissible des contraintes).

4- calcul approchS des d~rivdes des contraintes glastiques A partir de Ia r~duction modale qui
4 ~aboutit 4 un co~t intermfidiaire entre celui du F.S.D. et de la d~rivation exacte actuelle.

- intfigration de l'optimisation du dessin local avec l'optimisstion ginfirale ; en particulier pour
Ia d~finition des raidissages optimaux.

- am~lioration de l'algorithme d'optimisation non lingaire, pour faire face A une augmentation
du nombre de paramitres et de contraintes Sinai qu'A une plus grande non lin~ariti des contraintesg

* pour faire face A ce problame nous utilisons ia propriftfi de "creusittE" du tableau des contraintes
en fonction des paraniftres 06dA Iis non d~pendance de chaque contrainte de tous lea psramatrea).

Sur le plan thfiorique, noua essayona d'approfondir lea ragles de Is convergence globale de
l'algorithme sans limitation sur l'amplitude des variations de paramatres dans les it~rations ext6-
rieurea ; cette convergence eat lige au choix de la formulation explicite approchfie des contraintes.

10 - CONCLUSION

Notre approche de i'optimisation repr~sente une Evolution radicale par rapport aux mfithodes
prficonialies jusqu'l ces dernilres annfies, notamment sur lea mithodes de crit~res d'optimalitfi (r~f. 8);
ce progras se concritise sur 3 points fondamentaux

- possibilitg d'introduire des contraintes de toutes naturea.et sans crainte de redondances.
- conditions d'optimalit6 virifiges au point de convergence.

- temps de calcul acceptablesindustriellement.

Un autre avantage de notre proceasus eat s simplicitfi thfiorique apparente qui rend lea
grandes lignes de l'algorithme comprihensibiespar des non spdcialiates.

Dana notre approche, analyse et optimisation Bont fitroitement imbriqufies; pratiquement
elleadoivent itre prograzanfegsparia m~eme 6quipe ; ainsi, la dfirivation exacte des contraintes, qui
eat le point principal de notre proceasus, a rebutfi nombre de nos pr~dficesseurs, alors que si sa
progranmmation eat intfigrge A ceile de l'anaiyse, cette sfiquence devient praticable.

La m~thode a rencontrd imidiatement un vif succEs aupras de notre bureau d'fitudes ; sel

eat appliqufie syst6rnsciquemant pour tous noa projeta sprig avoir fit6 inaugurfe sur le Mirage 2000 et
* he Mirage 4000.

Sang insister sur lea avantages fividents de l'Echantilhonnage automatique, ii faut souligner
que Ia mfithode renforce h'emprise du Chef de projet, bien loin de diluer *sa reapnsabilitfi vera une
informatique lointaine at mystdrieuse, i'application de Ia mfithode exigeant une vision synthfitique
pr~alable dui probl~m. trait&

- pour le choix des param&trea qui int~gre en partie lea contraintes de fabrication.

- pour I* choix des contraintes contr8l~es.

- pour lea r~gs de contrainte admissible qui doivent atre explicitdes prfiableisnt.
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ANNEXE I

PRINCIPE DE LA DERIVATION DES COEFFICIENTS
AEROELASTIQUES STATIQIJES

I -RAPPEL DES RELATIONS DE BASE DE L'AEROELASTICITE STATIQUE AVEC ELEMNENTS FINIS

-Champ de pression discrdtis6

Kp m[.)p/aqr] Ir + [.)Kp/0)qS] 43

qr =effet afirodynamique rigide (incidence, braquage gouvernes, etc...)

qs d~formation de Ia surface portante discrfitisde dens une base de monome.

-Equation de vol

FC.D.G. . 1/2 eV2(I Cr] qr + [C3] IS)

torseur rfisultant de JX/ r])[K Os (coefficient
161, t S1adrodynamiques)

-Charges sur E.F.[F/q] [ [K /q]

F =1/2PV' [R] Kp[~)/q]-[ [. Kp qs

*-Ddformde E.F. r , ,qr (K]-'
X~/~r = [K] F. -- go-'

*[X3. x- KY [K -L[iJ I LI

* -Lissage passage E.F. -a- S - [L]JX

9S - 1/2 pv2 ([Ai] qr + [A2] IS;)] []~X ~r

-Elimination effet souple

* q~~S - 1/2 PVY' [)L] qr , [4pU] - [)] 1  [A]1[]= 1-/p'A J
-Coefficients adrodynamiques souples

(~ C] -[Cr] + 1/2 PY2 [CS] [,U.]
2 - DERIVATION PAR RAPPORT AUX PARANETRES STRUCTURA1JX

- Diffirenciatiuit de I sachant que A ([K-' F) - K]'l [AK] X

- en Iliminant IS par 2

aI~S __,/, pV2[D]l [L] [Ki'l [,&K ([40 1~r] + [bx/bqs] [L]) Ir - AA] qr
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-Diffdrencjation de 3 [A C] 1/2 p V2  Cs] [AIL

[AC]m1/2PV' [Cs] [D]1' [L] [K]-' [4K][[aX/aqr] + [aX/ bqS] [,u.]

-Prfgrable sous les formes

*[AC]_ 1/2 pV2(K '[s[J L)) .K[~ /q)(Xiq)/]

qui demands la rdsolutioi de l'6quilibre sous un seul chargement par coefficient

afirodynamique A I Mach et une pression dynamique donn~e.

[,&C]=. 1/2 pV2(C S ] [D]- ([K]-'[]b)t J&K [(X/.qr) +(OX/3s) [IL]]

qui demande le ring de qs rdsolutions(quelques dizaines), qui s'ainortissent pour tous
lea Mach et pressions dynamiques.

ANNEXE 2

Derivation de la vitesse de Flutter Me-thode de, J.P. BREVAN)

I -ANALYSE

-on pose rdsalu 1'6quation de Flutter A un Mach don

K (X) - PV'A (A)]

[K] matrice de rigidit6 r~duite

M~ matrice de masse r~duite
W pulsation de la solution

* 9 amortissement =0 9 mAlFlutter)

Vvitesse
[A) -trice des forces afirodynamiques

p solution droite

9solution gauche

-Soit sous forme simplifide

avec 9-0 (ou donn6)

II -DIFFERENTIATION

*~ _ _ ([D]) - [AD] q+ [D] Aq

en multipliant par P

Pt [AID] 9 + Pt Aq

par ft [ ILD ] Aq9 0

Soit si on fixe I'amortissement9

Pt a 0D /a ]~ 9 + P [4D/ 3W] 9 + Pt [D/ VJ 9

Equation complexe dont la rdsolutinn donae lea deriv~es de I& pulsation de 1a solution et de Is
vitesbo de Flutter.
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Planche I
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Planche 2

ORGANIGRAMHE GMIRAhL DE L OPtThISATION

AnalYse : .F.- Agroflastct

Siliction des parmatres ~
* (Groupes d'6llments finis variant

proportionnel lement A eux-caies)
(interactif I

M0 asse unitaire des paramatres mh

* Minimum technologique mini.

*Sdlection des contraintes d'optiaisation!
1

* * ~Velour admissible des coutraintes ji( )
4~I Forma approchfie des contraintes Ij*

* 4 I* ContrainteT'
D~ie partelles b LJ/bkr rsf

Z Fau-1tatif)

Opt imisat ion non lingaire

Uanalyse E.F.q r bt~ mn
Agrodlastici t; rj* , '(Xr di n c n

ltfiration

Coup do poucs final
(Interact if)

* Phase interactive
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VOILURE DELTA TRILONGERON

4269 - DEGRES DR LIBERTE

88 - PMRMETRES D'OPTIMISATION

198 - CONTRAINTES D'OPTIISATION
(Statiques et a~rodlastiques)

EVOLUTION DE -LA MASSE TO'rALE ET DIE DIVERS TYPES DIE CONTRAINTES

4Evolution de 1& 34 ------

malsse totale

136 31 14/f Intradom - Reasource A H , rdo RuiRev. avant du Lg. 06Exao,-Rui226 3 - I Rev. entre Lg. I et Lg.2
I Contrainte principal. ax (avec flambage)

216 30 1

4i 3 4

T%

106 g contraintes calculles

/ ~ - / ---- contraintes eatimiesI Meet on -Ressourco

en YcurLg.Pert* en Call global

* I EXTRADOS
CARACTERISTIQUES COMPAREES DES PARAMETRES

- AVANT OPTIMISATION

- APRES OPTMhISATION AEROELASTICITt BLOQUEI

- ESTIMATION AEROELASTICITE LIBEREE 3

- GAIN DE MASSE 25 Kg

3 t-

LoI
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Planche 5 EHPENNAGE EN FIBRE DE CARBONE
EVOLUTION DlU FLUTTER
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Planche 6 MAXIMISATION DE IA MARGE SUR UN TROU BORDE
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NEW COMPUTER APPLICATIONS FOR SPECIAL STRUCTURAL PROB"MES

by

Dipl.-Ing. Jftrgen Malaann

Industrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft mbH
Einsteinstrafe 20, 8012 Ottobrunn, Germany

Summary

Characteristic properties of both the Finite-Element and Finite Difference method
are discussed concerning their efficient applicability for nonlinear dynamic
structural analysis and design. Then a mixed Finite Element / Finite Difference
method is pointed out which combines the advantageous parts of the respective
approaches. Special features of the code are explained and their relevance is
demonstrated in several examples concerning penetration and perforation problems,
pressure distribution resulting from explosions in fluids, blast loading and
shock wave propagation. Further research is indicated to complete the experimental
data and to improve the codes, e.g. concerning the pre- and post processing
capabilities.
Moreover the need for more efficient hardware configurations is confirmed.

1. Introduction

In many spheres of engineering solutions of stress distributions are required, taking
into consideration elastic-plastic flow, large displacements and dynamic response. Special
cases of such problems may range from two dimensional plane stress or strain distributions,
axisymmetrical configurations, plate bending and shells to fully three dimensional high
velocity impact calculations and fluid-structure interaction. In many cases parametric
tests on structures or parts are unfeasible so that appropriate calculation iethods
have to be applied. The Finite-Element method (FE-method) as well as the Finite-Difference
method (FD-method) rendered to Be efficient tools in solving a wide range-of structural
problems.
The subject of this paper is first to give a short summary of the different methods and
their efficient application and second to show a new approach which takes advantage of
the benefits of both the FE- and the FD-method. Special characteristics of the approach
are shown too. The relevance will be demonstrated in several applications. Finally the
necessity for further development in this field is indicated.

- 2. Comparison of the Finite-Element and Finite-Difference method

* Most of the present problems of the analysis and design of complex structures cannot
be solved using traditional methods. However, the FE- and FD-method is appropriate to
determine the structural behavior including nonlinear and dynamic response. To show the
differences between both methods, a short description of the essential parts of the methods
will be given first.

2.1 FE-method

The Finite-Element method is essentially based on the following concept: The continuum
which should be analysed is separated into a number of "Finite Elements" of almost arbit-

*rary shape.

Special functions define the state of strain within an element in terms of the nodal
* point displacements with high accuracy. These strains together with any initial strains

and the constitutive properties of the material will define the state of stresses through-
out the element and the nodal point forces. Equilibrium of these nodal point forces, of

*loading and - in case of a dynamic response - the forces of inertia and damping lead
together with the compatibility criteria to the well known stiffness matrix approach.

This assembly process:is fundamental for the Finite-Element method. Once the solution
of the unknown displacements has been obtained the stresses and internal forces of each
element can be computed. In case of nonlinear constitutive relationships a solution can
be achieved using a tangential stiffness matrix with either the initial strain or the
initial stress method.

Large deformations are taken into account by continuously updating the nodal point
co-ordinates and thus by using actual stiffness-relationships; to involve large strains
special procedures are applied. However, to perform any kind of nonlinear analysis the
piecewise linear solution process shown above has to be done repeatedly.
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2.2 FD-method

As distinguished from the FE-method the basic idea of the FD-method is to approx-
imate the differential equations of the problem by the corresponding difference equations.
For all points of the solution field the 'finite' equations can be defined in a system
of uncoupled algebraic equations for the unknown parameters. Consequently the equations
of motion can be solved by performing an explicite integration.

The quality of the results depends much on the size of the quadrilateral zones
which represent the discretization scheme widely used in the FD-application. The finite
time steps are achieved by a partition of the time axis whereby the single time step may
not exceed the upper bound governed by some convergence criteria to ensure stability of
the difference integration scheme.

Since the solution algorithm embraces the uncoupled equations of motion and the
actual nodal point locations and forces the FD-method allows the adding of nonlinear
effects during each time step without significant increase of computing time.

Both the FD- and FE-method offer the ability to handle the problem in a Lagrangian
co-ordinate system in which the co-ordinates move with the material. In addition the
FD-method contains also an Eulerian co-ordinate system where the material flows through
a fixed grid. This formulation is extremely useful for fluid flow problems. A further
feature is the coupling of the Lagrangrian and the Eulerian co-ordinate system.

2.3 Valuation of the FE- and FD-formulation

The basic statements of both the FE- and FD-method show the FE-method to be the more
flexible approach as to the discretization of complex structures. The FE-method does not

* require a sequential arrangement of nodes and elements compared to the FD-method. In
addition the FE-method allows to use different types of elements which lead to high
accuracy of the stress and strain fields in the structure depending on the complexity of
the shape functions. As a consequence the accuracy of the FD-method in general will be
exceeded by a Finite-Element approach using at least a quadratic polynomial formulation
for the shape function.

Moreover the FE-method allows an unconstraint consideration of arbitrary structural

configurations with any boundary conditions. In fact most of the FD-methods only use a
constant approximation of the stress fields within the zones; however, related to the
investigation of dynamic problems involving elastic plastic flow with large displace-
ments and large strains the FD-method based on the direct integration of the equations
of motion yields an acceptable solution at significant lower costs than the FE-formulation
does. In addition to this the FD-method includes the ability to consider the effects of
shockwave propagation and the use of Lagrangian and Eulerian co-ordinate systems and
their coupling.

2.4 Applidation of the FE- and FD-method

As shown before, linear static and dynamic problems will be solved efficiently using
the FE-method, especially for the three dimensional analysis of structures this approach
proved to be the most appropriate method due to the accurate idealization of the
structure's geometry and the boundary conditions. As a result of its general validity
which for instance are appropriate to solve stability-, temperature- or fracture mechanics
problems. Concerning nonlinear dynamic problems however, a more economic solution will
be achieved by the use of the FD-method. In contrast to the FE-method which requires the
permanent updating of the stiffness- and mass matrix and hence the recalculation of Eigen-
values and Eigenvectors, the FD-method with its straight forward integration scheme
enables for instance the inclusion of nonlinear material behavior, crack formation, con-
tact problems as well as hydro-mechanical problems at acceptable costs. Especially short
term effects can be handled adequately with the FD-method.

2.5 Mixed Finite-Element / Finite-Difference formulation

* Accounting for all the profits of both, the FE- and FD-method a mixed Finite Element/
Finite-Difference method has been established which not only makes use of the higher
order Finite-Elements and of the ability to idealize even more complex structures but
also takes advantage of the explicite integration procedure of the FD-method in order
to deal with any nonlinearity. As the Lagrangian co-ordinate system is better suited to
handle the plastic flow of materials and to perform large deformation analysis with large
strains, here the Eulerian formulations are mainly used to investigate fluid flow problems.
The coupling of both the Lagrangian and the Eulerian co-ordinate systems allows the
efficient treating of fluid/structure interaction.

In this section a review is given concerning this mixed FE/FD-method and some of its
special features. As to the idealization of the structure and the description of its

f7 boundary conditions the same procedure is used as it is known from the FE-method. Then
the initial conditions of the problem are established in assigning starting values for

q.,
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the displacements, velocities and the loading to corresponding element nodes. At theme
nodes also the distributed mass is proportionately concentrated (lumped masses). This
information is sufficient to calculate in a first step the nodo point's displacements
and velocities; these, are used in a further step to obtain thelDorresponding strains
and strain-rates within the elements. With the adopted model of the material's behavior
the resulting stress and nodal point forces are computed within the element. The nodal
point forces in conjunction with the corresponding masses are the information used to
perform the integration scheme. As a result the nodal point displacements, velocities
and accelerations of the actual integration cycle are achieved. These results are supplied
by the actual boundary conditions and by possibly enforced displacements in order to get
the actual element stresses and hence the element nodal forces. After adding an approp-
riate time-increment the whole integration- and updating process is repeated until the
time of interest has elapsed. To prevent numerical instability during computation the
time-increment is controlled. Depending on element's characteristic length d and on the
material's sound speed c the time-increment At should be less than x • d/c whereby the
safety factor x ranges between 0.5 and 0.7. The flow chart in Figure I shows the over-
view of the algorithm covering the Lagrangian part of the formulation.

This consideration of the motion of material points is essentially the Lagrangian
formulation; hereby the conservation of mass is achieved automatically and the variation
of an element's volume is adjusted by the respective variation of the material's density.
In contrast to this in the Eulerian formulation, the material flows through a fixed
co-ordinate system, and due to the fact that the conservation of mass is not obvious, the
balance of momentum obtains an additional term concerning the mass transportation.

After the establishment of initial values of the problem, the loop on the cycles is
opened starting the calculation of the strain rates, the pressures and the appropriate

q time-increment. The resulting deviator stresses are used to update the momenta and the
energy of the cells. To update the cell-masses, momenta and energy due to the effects of
transport, the volumes of material leaving the cells are computed. Finally if conservation
of energy is ensured the whole procedure can be performed adding the corresponding in-
crements of time until the projected period of time has elapsed. The flow chart of an
Eulerian code is shown in Figure 2.

Coupling the Eulerian- and Langrangian formulations, the pressure of the Eulerian
cells at the interfaces is transferred to the Lagrangian part and the velocities of the
Lagrangian elements at the interfaces are transmitted to the Eulerian part of the code
respectively.

To make use of the described advantages a code has been developed to handle the
dynamics of structures with multiple material behavior and arbitrary shapes (DYSMAS).
This code includes one, two and three dimensional FE/FD-formulation in both a Lagrangian
and Eulerian co-ordinate system.

2.6 Special features of the mixed FE/FD-method

Some special features are mentioned which effect this approach to be an efficient
tool for the analysis of dynamic response of structures, fluid problems and fluid-structure
interaction.

*2.6.1 Material behavior

Preliminary to a plastic flow problem is the adoption of a reasonable yield criterion.
Figure 3 shows the linear and parabolic Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion which for example
can be used to model rock behavior. For structures made of steel and aluminium alloy the
well-known von Mises yield criterion has proved to be a good approximation. Figure 4 con-
tains a comparison between the test results and calculated values using the von Mises
criterion. The flow rule defines the plastic strain increment in relation to the yield
surface. For steel and aluminium alloy the flow rule according to Prandtl-Reusz (assoc-
iated flow rule) gives best results as compared to the test data whereas the non-assoc-
iated flow rule according to Henckey supplies an approximation of the plastic flow with
significantly lower computing time. These rules are applied to ideal elastic-plastic
materials. To realize arbitrary stress-strain relationships the so-called sublayer model
or Mrosz plasticity is used which results from a special superimposition of several ideal
elastic-plastic stress-strain curves. Figure 5 shows schematicly the principle of the
Sublayer Model. To demonstrate the accuracy of the Sublayer Model Figure 6 shows the

tcalculated stresses and strains for loading and unloading conditions.I'
This example illustrates the ability of the Sublayer Model to describe the hyster-

esis effects in the material (Bauschinger effect) and to perform a closed loop for cyclic
loading. Furthermore experiments and calculation have been performed in parallel to
check the accuracy of this model. In Figure 7 is shown a half of a notched specimen which
is loaded with a bending moment and in Figure 8 the measured and calculated strains are
compared. As a result, the Sublayer Model provides an accurate description of the
elastic-plastic strain field.
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2.6.2 Cracking

In most Lagrangian Fcodes failure within a cell is handled by modifying the stress
tensor, e.g., if the presWre is negative all stress components are set to zero and for
positive pressure only the deviatoric stress components are set to zero. The mesh will
not be changed. Therefore the idealization of cracks in the structure is not taken into
consideration properly. However, the modification of the mesh is essential for some cal-
culations, e.g. for the penetration process.

This is the reason why a cracking procedure has been adopted to modify also the
idealization of the structure. If a user-defined failure criterion is exceeded in an
element this element will be separated from the surrounding elements by defining new
nodal points and their physical properties, initial conditions etc. Figure 9 shows a
flow chart of the principle process. It is possible with this procedure to start with
one structure consisting of n-FE-elements and st,p the calculation having n structures
with one FE-element in an extreme case.
To demonstrate this feature a test case is shown in Figure 10. The crack direction was
found by the code itself.

To take into account closing of the crack properly the contact problem has to be
solved by using masterplanes, -lines and slave points. Some details are described in the
following (see also Figure 9).

2.6.3 Contact problem

The contact problem occurs, when two or more structures or parts of a structure come
q into contact at predefined surfaces, e.g. in the case of impact or crack closing.

Following the contact of surfaces three main parts have to be performed after each time
step. First, coordinates of overlapping parts of the structure have to be modified to ful-
fill the geometric conditions of contact. Second, the velocities of the points in contact
must be corrected due to the conservation of momentum with respect to the direction of
impact and third, the contact forces caused by impact and friction have to be generated.
The definition of the contact surfaces has been done by the use of so-called masterplanes,
-lines and slave points with the condition that slave points are not allowed to penetrate.
a masterplane or -line.

This procedure becomes complicated if there are more than two structures in contact
which especially occurs when the cracking option is applied. Figure 11 shows an example
of a structure with 4 opened cracks and in addition, the new position of the nodal points
before the contact processor is used. The above described rule - which stops the movement
of the slave points at the masterplane - does not define a definite solution. It is
necessary to take into account some additional considerations to solve this problem, e.g.
to stop the movement of a masterplane or -line if a slave point will be overrun.
Figure 12 shows a precracked structure under compression after certain time steps. It is
shown that the applied procedure is able to handle the multiple contact problem.

2.6.4 Automatic subcycling

In general fully three dimensional calculation as is required for instance to process
striking and penetration problems is time consuming and hence expensive. This fact has
induced the implementation of procedures checking special parameters for their exceedance
of user-defined bounds. If there is not significant change in the resulting physical
properties of an element, then this element will be skipped for further considerations
within the respective cycle. This procedure results in a considerable reduction of
computing-time.

2.6.5 Switch from simple to complex element types

The reduction of computing time requires the application of complex types of elements
with higher order functions for the strains and stresses only in those structural regions
where it is necessary. A practical solution for this problem is obtained by a procedure
which automatically changes a simple element type into a more sophisticated one if a
special criterion is satisfied, e.g. if the bending strain in a constant strain element
exceeds a defined level.

P 2.6.6 Solution of static problems

If special damping coefficients are established the mixed FE/FD-method is also
applicable for the solution of statical problems. In this case the solution scheme is
similar to the 'dynamic relaxation' approach. Optimal damping results in a fast conver-
gence to the state of equilibrium. This procedure can be applied efficiently for highly
nonlinear problems, e.g. large deformation, contact, friction and nearly incompressible
material behavior.
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3. Special applications of the FE/FD-codes

To show the relevance of the methods described above and to illustrate their
applicability some special structural problems are discussed.

*3.1 Penetration and perforation problems

The description of the penetration and perforation process of a projectile through
a target is a relevant question in the field of the design of armour and projectiles.
The needed result is the ballistic limit velocity for different impact angles which

*requires a fully three dimensional analysis. Figure 13 shows a cylindrical fragment
striking a thin plate (only a quarter of the total structure is idealized). The deformation
of the fragment can be seen. In this case the residual velocity is zero which agrees with
test results very well. In Figure 14 a long rod projectile penetrates a plate. The pre-
sented view indicates the formation of a plug. Further applications of the FE/FD-method
have been performed to investigate the structural behavior of warheads.

3.2 Pressure distribution resulting from an explosion in a fluid

The FE/FD-method (Eulerian formulation) allows the calculation of pressure distrib-
utions as a function of time caused by a detonation in a fluid. As an example some results
of an underwater explosion are shown. In Figure 15 the idealization of the problem is demon-

*strated. Figure 16 reveals the size of the gas bubble and deformed shape of the water sur-
face. Figure 17 presents contours of equal pressure.

As a further example calculated and measured results of an explosion in a test tube
will be compared. Figure 18 contains the geometry of the test case. Figures 19 and 20 show
the measured and calculated pressure as a function of time. Not only the maximum pressure
(see Tab. 1) but also the subsequent peaks are in good agreement.

3.3 Blast loading

A critical loading of a structure can be the blast loading induced by a detonation
of explosives.To analyse the response of the structure analytical solutions, FE-, FD-
and FE/FD-methods can be applied. Figure 21 points out the results of these different
methods. The comparison shows a good agreement of the results of the respective methods.
The deformation of the structure as function of time is illustrated in Figure 22. The
formation of different shapes of the deformed structure can be seen. This effect is
demonstrated best by the FE- and FE/FD-methods. However, the calculation time differs
significantly. In this case including large deformations, nonlinear material behavior
and dynamic response the FE/FD-method requires by a factor of 50 less computing time
than the FE-method does. This example shows the advantages of the explicit integration

-procedure of the FE/FD-method.

For another example of a blast loaded structure the boundary conditions and the
loading are shown in Figures 23 and 24. For this shell structure special consideration
is given to the following nonlinearities

- large displacements and strains
- nonlinear material behavior
- different boundary conditions along the edges
- instabilities like snap buckling of the dynamically loaded shell.

Figures 25, 26 and 27 show at different times the deformation which finally results in
the buckling of the shell. This behavior is in good agreement with test results.

3.4 Shockwave propagation in a structure

The shock induced loading of some components can be the most critical strength con-
cerning the functionality. Therefore field tests and calculations of the highly dynamic
loaded structure have been performed to obtain the occurring accelerations as a function
of time or shock spectra respectively to determine the most important.design parameters.
Figure 28 shows a comparison between measured and calculated results for different
design parameters. Due to the good agreement the investigated structure has been optimized
using the calculation method. Only a few field tests have been performed to check the
recommended solution.

/j
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Conclusion

The discussion of the current FE- and PD-methods for structural analysis and design
proved the mixed FE/FD-formulation to be highly qualified to perform nonlinear dynamic
structural response. This is not only due to the comprehensive abilities concerning the
handling of most different structural problems but also to the fact that it's solution
algorithm yields the structural response consuming less computer time than the FE-method
but keeping the accuracy of the solution.
Concerning the idealization of complex structural configurations, the FE/FD-method turned
out to be the more flexible approach compared to the FD-method. This valuation is con-
firmed with regard to the realization of advanced features and their implementation into
the code. These improvements of the FE/FD-code should be referred to an extension and
completion of the physical models. Moreover advanced cavitation models should be implemented
to improve the description of the fluid structure interaction. Further refinement should
be applied to the failure models in order to improve the prediction of crack occurrence and
direction. To reduce the processing time an advanced subcycling as well as an appropriate
coupling of one and two dimensional or two and three dimensional formulations may contrib-
ute. In addition the coupled application of analytical methods is supposed to reduce the
computing time considerably.

Furthermore pre- and postprocessors should be refined in order to reduce the costs
for the idealization of the structure and the interpretation of the results. Faster com-
puters allow a more detailed investigation of these problems within a reasonable computing
time. Also an enlarged memory should be applied to handle most of the problems in core.
In addition parallel processing may reduce the computation time significantly. However, the
compiler should support the program or the organization of the program itself has to be
adjusted.

q Condition to improve the calculation method and to verify the results data from para-
metric tests are necessary. These data can be used to find out more sophisticated
physical formulations and validate the calculation results in detail.

i
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TABLE 1

Comparison of Calculated and Measured Maximum Pressure

TEST CALCULATION
(BAR) (BAR)

CASE 1 11 12

*CASE 2 28 29. 5
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Fig.23 Elastic boundary conditions of the shell

Fig.24 Loading of the shell
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COMPUTER PROGRAMMES FOR THE DESIGN AND
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF NACELLES

FOR HIGH BYPASS-RATIO ENGINES
by

Richard Smyth
VFW-Fokker GmbH

Propulsion
D 2800 Bremen

Germany

SUMMARY

High bypass ratio engines offer a variety of significant design options towards
achieving an crtimum combination of engine and airframe for specific applications. These
design optio's are mainly bypass-ratio, length of fan-cowl, use of mixing or non-mixing
nozzles, accessory arrangement and noise suppression methods. All these features influence
the size of the engine nacelle and therefore also weight and drag, which finally deter-
mine the e zonomics of the aircraft under consideration. Computer-aided methods for the
design anC performance evaluation of such engine nacelles taking into account the different
variationi possible and also constraints provide a very useful tool in determining the
best nace-le design for a given application. Effective use of such computerized methods
require rcliable prediction of nacelle drag and realistic bookkeeping techniques for the
installed iacelle compatible with wind tunnel and engine manufacturers data.

LIST OF SYMiILS

A - area L - inlet length, afterbody length
Ac - inlet apture area LDN - Lcm Duct Nacelle
A - inlet troat area M - freestreun Mah numberthM.* - critical Mach number for sonic velocity
A. - area of - ilet stream tube In freestream at inlet external contour- total teaperature at engine/inletC - pressure cag of afterbody Pt 2  total pae

I? ~connction plane
CDpZ - pressure diag of afterbody with nozzle R - radial coordinate

pressure ratio 1 : 1 SDN - Short Duct Nacelle
, p - pressure coefficient based on freestream T - gross thrust

ccmditicn T t 2  - total temperature at engine/inlet
CDSp - spillage d.ag coefficient based on Ac and onnection plane

ill freestrear, ccxdticns Vc - mean velocity in inlet capture area
d - afterbody exit diameter V0 - freestream velocity
D - afterbod maximum diameter, drag W - engine mass flow
Df ifrictiol dAT - W Vt2/Pt2 engine flow parameter
DNac - nacelle drag x - axial coordinate

D - p'essure drag 4C - angle of attack
- ntt th- boattail angle

La- x/lR (IR = length of paraboloid)

1. INTRODUCTION

Fuel-efficient high bypass-ratio engines constitute the state of the art of today's
powerplants for modern subsonic transport aircraft. Figs. 1 and 2 show typical powerplant
variants for a twin-engined wide-body transport. The nacelles are characterized by the
relatively large dimensions with different types of primary nozzle shapes. A comparison
of dimensions between the previous generation of low bypass-ratio engines and present-day
engines with bypass-ratios of 4 to 6 is shown in Fig. 3.

The purpose of this paper is to identify the main factors which determine the basic
dimensions of the engines for today's and future transport aircraft and to demonstrate
how the computer can be used in the design and evaluation of the nacelle. Trends in
propulsion system development and methods of calculation suitable for computerized work
with nacelles will be discussed.

Typical trends of specific fuel consumption and engine dimensions with increasing bypass-
ratio is shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that going from bypass-ratio 1 to 8 reduces
cruise fuel consumption by the order of 30 % but also doubles the external dimensions of
the engine, mainly due to the large fan.

Further improvements in turbofan engine technology, especially in the face of rapidly in-
creasing fuel pices and more stringent emission requirements will be towards even higher
bypass-ratios, e.g. NASA QCEE (Quiet Clean Efficient Engine) programme with bypass-ratio
of 10 : 1. Fig. 5 shows a comparison of today's typical turbofan with bypass-ratio 5 : I
and a future engine of the OCEE type. Thus even larger engine dimensions than today are
to be expected.I.-
Since the final form of installation of these engines is with a nacelle attached to the
aircraft (mainly the wing) in a given position by means of a pylon, the installed per-
formance of the propulsion system will be determined by the design of the nacelle and the

q-now-
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resulting interaction with the airframe. It is thus obvious that
- careful design of the isolated nacelle and
- correct integration with the airframe

arerequired to achive maximum overall benefits with respect to
- performance
- operating cost
- life-cycle cost.

The modern digital computer is a very useful tool in different stages of nacelle develop-
ment and performance evaluation, because it can handle the large number of parameters
involved - even in the design of the isolated nacelle - very efficiently. A step-by-step
method of nacelle synthesis starting from the bare engine and a method of optimization
for overall performance evaluation in preliminary desiqn work will be shown. The main
object will be the isolated nacelle.

Integration with the airframe requires taking account of local flow fields induced by the
presence of the airframe (e.g. wing in high-speed flight or at high angles of attack).
There is no simple solution for this complex flow problem, except the use of generalized
empirical data from wind-tunnel tests or the application of extensive advanced computational
methods for detailed analysis of specific problems.

2. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

The problem of nacelle design consists mainly of 2 tasks:
1) Design and performance evaluation of the isolated nacelle,

either for a given engine or together with an engine cycle
variation for an optimum combination of engine and nacelle.

2) Integration of the nacelle with the airframe
(wing mounted, fuselage-mounted).

These different steps are explained in schematic form in Fig. 6.

Correct synthesis of the isolated nacelle is the initial step in nacelle development and
has to takeaccount of a larger number of requirements with respect to the internal andexternal flow. It defines the baseline for further work especially with respect to theintegration with the airframe and for trade-offs concerning weight and cost.

The flow problem to be handled is shown in Fig. 7. This consists of high subsonic Mach
number flow conditions and even supersonic flow in the nozzles at cruise Mach numbers
of 0,78 to 0,82.

3. SYNTHESIS PROGRAMME FOR NACELLE DESIGN

3.1 Description of the Programme

The starting point of a Synthesis Programme is the bare engine in it& basic dimensions
as defined by the engine manufacturer during tested development. For development of the
engine, a simplified ideal inlet (normally a Bellmouth-Type for good flow measurement)
and some sort of a calibrated exit nozzle system are used, which with exception of the
primary nozzle in many cases do not correspond to the final geometry of nacelle in the
aircraft. In Fig. 8 the position of engine mountings and the gear-box fur the accessories
(pumps, etc.) should also be noted. Positioning of the gear-box either on the fan-casing
or directly to the core engine has a significant influence on the nacelle design.

The main elements of nacelle synthesis are shown in Fig. 9. This component breakdown forms
the working structure in the application of computers for the design and performance
evaluation of nacelles for high bypass-ratio engines.

A Computer Programme for Nacelle Synthesis has been developed [8] which consists of a
Main Executive Programme using programme modules based on the component breakdown as
shown in Fig. 9. The most important programme modules are:

- Geometrical Requirements
- Inlet Defintion
- Nozzle and Afterbody Definition
- Flow Calculation.

The programme can be run on CDC 6600 and IBM 360 computers.

3.2 Geometrical Requirements

Apart from the fixed dimensions of the bare engine as already described the length of
the fan duct relative to, the overall nacelle length is a major parameter influencing the
design of a high bypass-ratio engine nacelle.

Two extreme solutions are possible
- Long Duct Nacelle (LDN) and
- Short Duct Nacelle (SDN)
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as shown in Fig. 10. It is evident that intermediate duct lengths may in some cases pre-
sent an overall optimum solution.

Minimum length for the Short Duct Nacelle (SND) is determined by the following internal
and external flow requirements:

- distribution of cross-sectional area in fan duct
- duct curvature
- engine front mounts and pylon
- volumetric requirements of gas-generator and its

surrounding systems. This determines the inner
diameter of the fan nozzle.

- blockages in fan exit
- required internal area for noise absorbing linings
- integration with the inlet geometry with respect to

a) Fan Cowl afterbody design
b) Transition length between inlet and fan-cowl

afterbody. In the simplest case is a cylindrical piece.
c) Provision of potential increase in fan area

for further development.

Design requirements taking into account the influence of cross-flow around the fan cowl
at high angles of attack and the integration with the wing present a complex flow problem
which is not handled in this synthesis programme. One exception here is the possiblity of
defining inlet droop based on local upflow conditions at the inlet.

3.3 Inlet Design

The inlet is defined as shown in Fig. 11 and determines the cross-sectional area of
the nacelle to a large extent. Requirements for good inlet design are:

- low internal pressure loss at take-off, climb
and cruise conditions.

- minimum spillage drag at cruise.

The synthesis programme thus divides the inlet design into an internal and external flow
problem. The internal flow problem determines

- lip thickness and throat area
- diffusor design up to the engine/inlet

connection flange.

* Throat Mach number is an important parameter here and can be computed from the engine flow
parameter WAT, where

WAT = W- = f (flight conditions, power setting)
Pt2

W = mass flow

Tt2 = total temperature at the engine entry plane

Pt2  = total pressure at the engine entry plane.

The data base for the generalized experimental data consists of curves for total-pressure
0 loss for different lip-thicknesses and throat Mach numbers Mth at a given freestream

Mach number Mo as shown in Fig. 12.

Date is available for
lip-thickness Ac/Ath = 1,0 - 1,33

Mth = 0,3 - 1,0

M = 0 - 0,4

where A = inlet capture areac
A = throat area

Mth = throat Mach number
th

M 0 = freestream Mach number

The result of the internal flow computation is to define the shape of the inlet from the
capture area A up to the engine/inlet connection at the engine front flange.c

Typical requirements are
a) Total pressure loss at take-off 0,3 %
b) Maximum Throat Mach number 0,75

From the capture area Ac and the mass-flow parameter WAT the external flow problem can be
solved for given flight condtions. The main requirement is to avoid spillage drag at
specified points. Spillage drag arises due to flow separation on the external inlet
contour and is a function of mass-flow ratio A,/Ac, freestream Mach number Mo and inlet
shape. Spillage drag normally occurs at A./Ac -='1,O when the engine demands less mass

-. . flow than the inlet would ideally deliver. Fig. 13 shows an example of spillage drag.
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The synthesis programme uses an enpirical approach based on the NACA- 1 family of high-
speed inlet contours [4] , [7] . The relationship between freestream Mach number for
spillage-drag rise, inlet dimensions and mass-flow ratio is shown in Fig. 14. The drag-
rise Mach number ip this diagramme is defined by the occurance of sonic velocity at the
inlet surface. Inlets designed by this method generally show a reasonable margin up to
actual drag rise. Drag rise can occur either by an increase in freestream Mach number or
a reduction of inlet mass flow. Other classes of inlets can also be used.

The results of the external flow programe are
- external inlet length
- maximum inlet diameter, which is equal to the first

estimation of maximum fan-cowl diameter
- external shape
- flow parameters (mass-flow ratio, pressure recovery).

For nacelles with gear-boxes on the fan-casing (see Fig. 10) an increase in external
inlet contour with a resulting enlargening of the local maximum diameter in the section
of the gear-box may be necessary. This leads to a "bump", which is normally in the lower
section of the fan-cowl.

Inlet droop and inclinination of inlet front plane can be accomodated in the computer
programme.

3.4 Nozzle and Afterbody Definition

% The definition of the nozzles and their surrounding afterbodies for the fan and gas
generator are required for the final design of the complete nacelle.

The first step is to complete the fan cowl by integrating the fan nozzle into the inlet
geometry. Here the requirements of good fan-cowl afterbody shaping must be taken into
account. These are mainly~- boattail angle (max. 12")

- even distribution of curvature along the cowl.

The fan nozzle can be either convergent or convergent/divergent.

The next step ist to handle the gas generator problem by defining the primary nozzle,
which is mainly a simple convergent-type of nozzle with or without a centre-body. The
computer programme can take care of both cases. The gas generator afterbody or core cowl
must be of a low drag design (boattail and friction drag) and can be designed to fulfil
the following alternative requirements for a given contour (circular arc, parabola):

- boattail angle fixed
- core cowl length fixed.

Regarding the core cowl as a section of a rotational paraboloid the basic relationships
for boattail angle, length and surface can be solved by a set of simple equations as
shown in Fig. 15. Other forms of core cowl surface currature, i.e. even straight line,
are also possible. The shape of the centre-body is normally taken as a cone, with a given
taper-radius.

3.5 Demonstration of Results

Results of the Synthesis Programme for the design of a short duct type of nacelle
with a bare engine as defined in Fig. 16 and with the following variations are shown in
Figs. 17 to 19:

- axisymmetrical nacelle
- nacelle with inlet droop of 4*
- nacelle with asymmetric core cowl.

3.6 Flow Calculation

Following the geometric definition of the nacelle by means of the synthesis programme
defined above a check of flow conditions can be done by applying the Method of Streamtube

pCurvature (STC) for the calculation of internal and external pressures. This method
assumes axisymmetric flow and is described in [3) . It has been developed to handle flow
problems associated with engine nacelles. A typical result is shown in Fig. 20.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

4.1 Performance Requirements

, eThe internal losses in the inlet and nozzles and the external drag of isolated naaelles
can amount to about 7 - 10 % of equivalent thrust loss of the installed engine for a
given fuel consumption. This alternatively leads to an increase in fuel consumption of the
same order for a constant thrust of the engine. The above figure assumes no spillage drag,
i.e. the inlet operating at optimum conditions. Changes in operating conditions can easily
lead to a rise in spillage drag which due to the very large size of the inlets for the
nacelle of high bypass-ratio engines can mean an appreciable increase in overall drag.
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In addition to the drag of the isolated nacelle, drag of the pylon and interference drag
due to the presence of the nacelle near the wing must be taken into account. Depending
on the configuration of nacelle, wing and pylon the interference drag can even be
favourable.

Performance evaluation of nacelles playsan important role in aircraft design work, both
in the development of new configurations and in the case of nacelle comparisons when e.g.
reengineing anexisting aircraft. This requires a method of calculating all internal and
external losses due to the nacelle using a suitable bookkeeping of individual items.

4.2 Nacelle Drag and Internal Losses

After definition of the nacelle geometry the performance loss due to the isolated nacelle
(i.e. without influence of wing or pylon) for a given flight Mach number and given con-
ditions of inlet and nozzle flow can be calculated. This is a first estimation of the
performance penalty due to the engine installation.

Experience shows that careful bookkeeping of thrust and drag is necessary in order to
take account of different definitions of inflight thrust by the leading engine manufacturers.
The following cases are possible:

1) Ideal nozzles (thrust coefficient = 1,0)
and no core cowl drag

2) Real nozzles and core cowl drag assuming
- isolated nacelle
- no freestream flow!
-nozzle pressure ratios corresponding to a

given flight condtion.
* Result of a simple static force measurement with

a blowing nozzle system.
3) Real installation with influence of the airframe,K i.e. pylon (can be cambered) and wing.

Without a bookkeeping system for accounting all the possible internal and external losses
due to the nacelle the drag estimation of a given engine/nacelle combination or the drag
comparison of different engine installations can be misleading. The following definitions
based on Thrust minus Drag of the nacelle/engine combination are recommended.

(Thrust-Drag) of the isolated nacelle is defined as

(T-D)is FN id A FN INTAKE A FNNOZZLES- DfF Dfc - DfPlug - DSPILL - DPFR  D PC.

friction pressure
Individual terms are explained in Fig. 21 and below.

F N id = ideal nett-thrust of the engine

* A F N = thrust loss due to inlet pressure lossi INTAKE

A FNOZZLE = thrust loss due to nozzle pressure loss

D f = friction drag of fan cowl

Dfc = friction drag of core cowl

D f = friction drag of core nozzle centre body
~Plug

DSPILL = spillage drag

DPF = pressure drag of fan afterbody
FR

DP = pressure drag of core cowl
C

I-solated Nacelle Drag D Nac is D DfF 
+ D fC 

+ D fPlug + D Spill + D PFR + D PC

Installed Nacelle Drag DNac inst = D Nac is + A DNac inst
ADNac inst to be determined from wind tunnel tests.

Pressure losses in the inlet and in the fan duct (duct length variation) can be estimated
by standard methods. The corresponding thrust lnsses J1 FINTAKE  and FNINTAKNNOZZLES
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can be calculated from knowledge of the engine cycle and are mainly a function of the
nozzle pressure ratios.

Calculation of individual drag terms have been developed in the form of programme modules
which can either be used individually or as subprogrammes in a larger programe. The use
of programme modules facilitates updating and refinement of each individual subprogramme.

For preliminary design purposes simplified assumptions for turbulent flow (e.g. flat plate
friction) can be used for the individual friction drag coefficient.

In the case of the core cowl DfC fan nozzle exit conditions are assumed in order to give
a realistic estimate of the "Scrubbing Drag" on that surface.

There are several methods of calculating the drag of afterbodies with jets. Quite a number
have been developed for the determination of rear-end drag of fighter-type aircraft. One
method suitable for the Mach number range of 0,6 to 0,9 uses correlated experimental data
and is based on the following equation:

CD = CD + / CD
p PZ p

C0  = pressure drag with jet

CD  = pressure drag of body with zero jet defined as
pZ nozzle pressure ratio 1 : 1

t /CD = correction term for noz7le pressure ratio 1,0.

* Fig. 22 shows CD ,which was found to be a function mainly of boattail angle and diameter
ratio d/D of thePZafterbody in I5]

The correction term for jet interference A CD is a function of

- nozzle pressure ratio
- temperature
- boattail angle and
- diameter ratio d/D.

Spillage drag 5 411 can be calculated by etpirical methods making use of constant-pressure
inlet theory [4] or a method proposed by Mount [6] . A typical result is shown in
Fig. 23. Alternatively experimental deta can be used if the inlet under consideration has
already been tested at a sufficient number of mass flow ratios A o /Ac and freestream
Mach numbers Mo to provide input data for a computer programme.

4.3 Power Unit Optimization

a The Power Unit is the complete propulsion system consisting of nacelle and bare engine

as attached to the pylon of the aircraft. Thrust minus drag of this unit is the nett force
acting on the rest of the aircraft in flight direction.

Optimization of the Power Unit by variation of
- engine cycle parameters e.g. bypass-ratio, overall

pressure ratio and turbine temperature
- nacelle design. i.e. either short duct nacelle (SDN)

or long duct nacelle (LDN)
can lead to an indication of the best combination of engine cycle and nacelle design to
fulfil a given mission with respect to

- maximum take-off weight and
- operating cost.

Fig. 24 shows the optimization process, which is best done by computer due to the large
number of variable parameters. The computation of internal and external nacelle losses
as already described is part of the computing process.

The result of this overall optimization of the Power Unit with respect to the best nacelle
design for a twin-engined short-haul aircraft with

- bypass-ratio variation between I and 7
- turbine entry temperature of 1373*K and 15730K
- total pressure ratio of 18 : I

is shown in Fig. 25. This diagramme shows where SDN and LDN should be used depending on
bypass-ratio. The use of more efficient mixing nozzles in the LDN-versions will extend
the range of applicability to higher bypass-ratios. The final result for the optimum
engine cycle based on minimum weight is shown in Fig. 26.

This example shows a typical application of modern computers for solving an overall air-
craft design task with the nacelle performance as one of the key subprogrammes.
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4.4 Interference of Nacelle on Wing

The effect of the nacelle on the wing can be calculated using panel methodsbased.the
singularity method of Smith and Hess. The surface of the investigated configuration is
panelled, alloting a constant source distribution to each panel. Suction and displacement
effect of the jet can be simulated by solid-body panels with the exception that the source
strength is obtained by prescribing non-vanishing normal velocities.

The panel model of an aircraft with an overwing nacelle is shown in Fig. 27. Comparison
of test and calculation for the case of a faired inlet at low speed conditions are in
good agreement.

5. FURTHER WORK

Further work is desirable in developing computerized methods for determining the
impact of the nacelle integration on the overall aerodynamic, structural and stability
characteristics of a given aircraft. Since the development of the first generation of
wide-body jets (Lockheed C-5A, Boeing 747, DC-10, Airbus A 300 B) using high bypass-ratio
engines a data base already exists, which can be used for first-order results and even
well qualified predictions in the case of aircraft families. Efficient use of available
data and automatic updating can be facilitated by a computerized "Nacelle Installation
Data Bank". Fig. 28 shows a schematic proposal with respect to the different aspects of
nacelle influence on the overall aircraft. Main inputs into the data bank will be from
wind tunnel and actual flight tests results. Such a data bank also provides a means for
making better use of the large amount of measured data available from modern wind tunnel
test facilities and aircraft flight test nrgrammes.

9The need to efficiently install high bypass-ratio engines closer to the wing in order to
achieve the same ground clearance as on previous aircraft requires the use of improved
computational methods which take account of the effect of the non-axisymmetrical fan
efflux on the local flow field and overall drag as it emerges on both sides of the pylon
into the corner between pylon and wing.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The use of the computer as a design tool for the different stages of nacelle develop-
ment and integration with the airframe has been demonstrated. Results were shown of
practical applications, typical of work in a preliminary design phase. Further require-
ments of the individual solutions are possible using more detailed analytical methods.
These will be characterized by longer computing times and higher costs. Future progress
in computer technology and the use of appropriate higher-order languages will prove very
useful for these purposes.

Although the work described here has centered mainly an aerodynamic shaping and perfor-
mance similar computational approaches can be applied to other disciplines of nacelle
design, e.g. weight bookkeeping, moments of inertia, structures and acoustics.

A computerized "Nacelle Installation Data Bank" will provide a useful tool in making
efficient use of the increasing amount of data already being generated from wind tunnel
and flight-test programmes, especially for aircraft families.

Further application to design and analysis should include the effect of three-dimensional
jets on future wing, nacelle and pylon combinations.

Increased effectiveness of application and better acceptance of the computer as a
design tool can be achieved by improving the man/machine relationship in the design pro-
cess. This can be facilitated by using graphical displays, especially the new generation
of colour graphics.I
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Fig.: 2 Nacelle with Sinple
Short Primary Nozzle
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Comparison of Dimensions
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Second generation Advanced turbofan
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Fig.: 7 Flow Conditions around Nacelle

Connection.

Fig.: 8 Typical Bare Engine
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Fig.: 10 Installation of Bypass-Engines in Long-Duct or Short-Duct-Nacelles
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WAT = 2engine flow parameter
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Fig.: 14 Design Parameters for NACA-1 Inlet Family
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Fig.: 21 Nacelle Drag and Internal Losses
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Fig.t 26 Optimization of Engine Cycle
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COMPUTERIZED SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION OF AIRCRAFT
ENGINE PERFORMANCE, WEIGHT, AND LIFE CYCLE COSTS

by
Laurence H. Fishbach'

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio
44135
USA

SUMMARY

Availability of a suitable propulsion system is generally acknowledged to be a key
requirement for the successful development of a new airplane. This paper describes the
computational techniques utilized at Lewis Research Center to determine the optimum pro-
pulsion systems for future aircraft applications and to identify system tradeoffs and
technology requirements.

Over the last five years, the NASA Lewis Research Center has obtained a greatly in-
creased capability of performing detailed studies of engine cycles on the computer. Many
more parameters can now be accounted for in the engine selection process. We can calcu-
late cycle performance, engine weight, predict costs and account for installation effects
as opposed to fuel consumption alone. Almost any conceivable turbine engine cycle can be
studied since we do not rely on preconfigured simulation codes but can input the engine
cycle externally to the codes. Most of this capability has come through the joint ef-
forts of the Naval Air Development Center, The Boeing Company and NASA Lewis.

These computer codes are:

NNEP - a very general cycle analysis code that can assemble and arbitrary matrix of
fans, turbines, ducts, shafts, etc., into a complete gas turbine engine and compute on-
and off-design thermodynamic performance

WATE - a preliminary design procedure for calculating engine weight using the com-
ponent characteristics determined by NNEP

LIFCYC - a computer code presently being developed in conjunction with the Navy to
calculate life cycle costs of engines based on the output from WATE

INSTAL - a computer code presently being developed under contract to calculate in-
stallation effects, inlet performance and inlet weight

POD DRG - a table look-up program to calculate wave and friction drag of nacelles

Examples will be given to illustrate how these computer techniques can be applied to
analyze and optimize propulsion system fuel consumption, weight and cost for representa-
tive types of aircraft and missions.

INTRODUCTION

The airplanes, engines and missions of today are far more complicated than those of
just a few years ago. The ability to determine the optimum combination of airplane and
engine is of paramount importance. But what is the optimum combination. Is it the en-
gine that burns the least fuel?; Costs the least to operate?; Can minimize installation
penalties?; Minimizes fuel plus engine weight?; A combination of the above?

Each airplane/engine system probably has its own criteria of optimization. It is
therefore necessary to develop the analytical tools capable of calculating all the fac-
tors which enter into the selection process. This paper discusses the computer tech-
niques employed at the NASA Lewis Research Center to perform these calculations. The
process by which almost any conceivable turbine engine can be evaluated as to fuel con-
sumption, engine weight, cost and installation effects is described. Examples are shown
as to the benefits of variable geometry and of the tradeoff of fuel burned versus engine
weight. Future plans for further improvements in the analytical modeling of engine sys-
tems are also described.i
HANDMATCHING

In order to determine engine operating cha.,acteristics at specified flight condi-
tions, methods were developed in the 1940's for 6tperimposing engine component matching

/ -: maps for simple engines such as turbojets and turhoprops. These methods involved labori-
ous hand calculations and performance map transformations to determine at what operating
conditions of the engine components continuity of mass and energy, and mechanical speed
relationships were satisfied. Needless to say, especially whenmethods were developed

S/' for a two spool engine, hours and even days were required to determine an operating line
for an engine. A thorough discussion of these methods can be found in reference 1. Fig-
ure I illustrates the time frame and capabilities that existed.

'Head, Flight Performance Section, Mission Analysis Branch, V/STOL and Noise Division.
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EARLY COMPUTER BASED MATCHING CODES

With the advent of high speed computers, the task of matching of the engine compo-
nents could not only be solved faster but more complex engines such as two-spool engines
with a bypass flow (turbofan) could be simulated. Many companies, universities, and
government installations developed computerized methods. One of the earliest of these
matching computer codes was called SMOTE and was developed at Wright Patterson Air Force
Base (ref. 2). SMOTE was capable of matching two spool turbofan engines. This capabil-
ity was expanded by the development of GENENG and GENENG II at NASA's Lewis Research
Center. The GENENG codes (refs. 3 and 4) were capable of matching one, two or three
spool engines with as many as three nozzles. Turbofans with booster or supercharger
stages on the compressors could be simulated as well as aft-fan engines. GENENG served
as the main simulation code in NASA and was adopted for use by over 20 Government agen-
cies, companies, and universities. A version of GENENG called DYNGEN was developed at
Lewis to simulate transient behavior of turbofan engines (ref. 5) for use in control sys-
tem studies.

THE NAVY/NASA ENGINE PROGRAM (NNEP)

Since 1973, the NASA Lewis Research Center has been conducting studies of advanced
supersonic engines including Variable Cycle Engines or VCE's. These engines take advan-
tage of the use of variable geometry components and in-flight flow switching capabilities
such as from mixed flow to separate flow to attempt to deliver good engine performance at
supersonic conditions as well as subsonic. By optimizing the exhaust profile during take-
off significant decreases in jet noise can also be achieved. It became apparent that
GENENG and similar codes could not simulate some of the concepts coming out of the stud-
ies. The new cycles did not fit into any of the engine concepts already built into the
codes.

Two options were available. A new specific code could be developed for each new
engine concept, or a general code capable of simulating any engine could be developed.
The second alternative was chosen as being more time efficient in the long run and more
responsive to any immediate need. We, therefore, decided to develop a new computer code
in which an arbitrary engine configuration consisting of selected combinations of compo-
nents could be described at input time. It was also necessary to allow changes in engine
configuration while running the code to simulate the operation of various VCE concepts.
Furthermore, because of the large number of variables, it was highly desirable to opti-
mize the settings of variable components such as nozzle or turbine areas (e.g., to mini-
mize SFC for a given thrust).

Contact with the Naval Air Development Center, Warminster, PA, revealed that they
had a computer code, NEPCOMP (ref. 6), which already contained some of the features de-
sired and whose structure was flexible enough to permit the addition of others. This
code lacked optimization capability and the ability to operate with "stacked" maps which
would represent variable component performance. However, it already had the capability
for processing arbitrary engine configurations. NASA-Lewis therefore contracted with the
Naval Air Development Center for the joint development of an improved computer code. The
objective of the joint effort was to obtain a code capable of: simulating any turbine
engine the user could conceive, simulating variable component performance, changing air-
flow paths while running, and optimizing variable-geometry settings to minimize the spe-
cific fuel consumption or maximize the thrust.

An interim version of this new code given the acronym NNEP (Navy NASA Engine Program)
became operational in May of 1974 and has been continuously refined since then to include
all of the desired capabilities.

NNEP contains almost all of the subroutines and incorporates the philosophy of con-
struction of NEPCOMP as described in reference 6. The major improvements incorporated in
NNEP relative to NEPCOMP are the addition of: (1) a performance optimization capability,
(2) processing of stacked component maps for VCE operation, (3) multiconfiguration (modes)
to simulate flowpath switching, (4) a computer generated engine configuration schematic,

* (5) throttle dependent inlet and boattail drag calculations, and (6) a simpler input data
format.

As previously mentioned, the engine is configured at input time in running NNEP.
First, the user draws a schematic of the engine he wishes to study, for example, a simple
turbofan as shown in figure 2. He assigns a flow station number 1 at the entrance to the
inlet and labels the inlet as component number 1. After this he is free to assign any
number at the other flow stations in the engine and to label each of the components with
any component number. One problem that does arise is that is not possible at all times
to label the flow stations in accordance with the Aerospace Recommended Practice ARP 753A.

The components that can be simulated in NNEP are as follows:

Flow components - falling under this classification are

(1) Inlets

(2) Ducts/burners

(3) Compressors
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(4) Turbines

(5) Mixers

(6) Heat exchangers

(7) Splitters

(8) Nozzles

(9) Water injectors

Mechanical components -

(1) Shafts

(2) Loads

Control and optimization components -

(1) Controls

(2) Optimization variables

(3) Limit variables

There is a limit of a total of 60 components (including all of the flow, mechanical,
control and optimization variables) allowed within the code. The maximum number of any

* one type of flow or mechanical components is 24 and the maximum number of controls +
*optimization variables is 20. A KONFIG input card is then generated by the user for each

component as shown in figure 3. This figure is for the compressor in figure 2. The com-
ponent is identified as component number 4, that it is a compressor and that its primary
upstream flow station number is 4, there is no secondary upstream flow; that the primaryr -.downstream flow station is number 5; and the secondary downstream flow station is number
13 (bleed flow). After all the components have been "configured," NNEP generates its own
flow path logic by joining components by the station numbers.

Each component has associated with it up to 15 required inputs describing the com-
ponent. These inputs are usually design values such as pressure rise or map numbers
corresponding to prestored performance maps for the component. An illustration of the
specifications for the compressor in figure 3 is shown in figure 4.

Control information is also entered as input identifying both the independent and
dependent variable as shown in figure 5. Optimization variables are entered similarly as
shown in figure 6.

NNEP has proven to be a powerful analytical tool. Its primary purpose is to gener-
ate engine performance data for mission analysis studies. A typical use is shown in fig-

- ure 7. This figure illustrates the specific fuel consumption of a supersonic turbofan
engine as a function of engine thrust when the supersonic engine is operated at a subson-
ic cruise condition Mach 0.9 at 11 000 meters (36 089 ft). Shown on the figure are three

*curves. The bottom curve represents the engine performance on an uninstalled basis, that
is, a pure thermodynamic cycle calculation. None of the variable-geometry features of
the engine have been utilized.

An engine and inlet which are sized for supersonic cruise can suffer significant in-
stallation losses subsonicly. At the reduced power settings the inlet will be capable
of swallowing more air than the engine requires resulting in inlet spillage drag. The
boattail aft of the engine will not be filled with engine air resulting in additional
drag. Installed performance for the fixed-geometry engine is represented by the upper-
most curve. As can be seen the difference between installed and uninstalled performance
increases as engine thrust is reduced. The engine specific fuel consumption increases
rapidly at the lower power settings.

The introduction of variable geometry features into the engine can greatly change
the shape of the installed performance curve. The performance of the engine with a vari-
able geometry nozzle and variable area low pressure turbine is shown on the remaining
curve. The optimization capability of NNEP has been used to determine the optimum values
of the two independent variables. As can be seen, the curve is essentially flat. The
components have varied to maintain as high an airflow as possible through the engine to
reduce the spillage and boattail drag. NNEP has proven to be a very versatile engine
cycle computer code and is now in use at approximately 30 government installations, com-
panies and universities.

WEIGHT ANALYSIS OF TURBINE ENGINES - WATE

With NNEP we are capable of simulating almost any turbine engine cycle the user can
conceive of. Being able to calculate engine performance and hence the fuel consumed on
a mission is an important part of calculating the vehicle performance. It is also neces-
sary to be able to calculate the engine weight, length and diameter. The engine weight
represents a significant part of the empty weight of an airplane. The length and diame-
ter of the engine are Important in calculating friction and boattail drags. In order to
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develop the capability, NASA Lewis awarded a contract to the Boeing Military Airplane
Development Division of the Boeing Company to develop an engine weight estimation code.

The first version of this code WATE-l (ref. 8) was completed in 1977. It used a
preliminary design approach where stress level, maximum temperature, material, geometry,
stage loading, hub-tip ratio and shaft mechanical overspeed are used tc determine individ-
ual component weights. The total engine weight was then calculated as the sum of the in-
dividual components. The contract required that the code predict both individual compo-
nent and total engine weight within ±10 percent accuracy.

A relatively high level of detail was found necessary in order to obtain the re-
quired accuracy. Component weight data for 29 different engines were used as a data base.
This data base is shown in the figure 8. The list of engines includes military and com-
mercial, turbofans and turbojets, augmented and dry, hardware engines and proposed en-
gines, and supersonic and subsonic engines.

WATE 1 was constructed to operate as an adjunct to NNEP. After running a cycle
point on NNEP the thermodynamic properties were fed to the WATE-I set of subroutines
along with inputs representing the design features of the components. The engine weight,
length, and dimensions were then calculated. At the same time, parts counts are gener-
ated for the engine such as number of blades, size of discs, etc.

In 1978, NASA Lewis awarded a follow-on contract to the Boeing Company to extend the
capabilities of WATE 1. This new version, WATE 2 (ref. 9) was completed in 1979 and has
added many desirable features. Weight determination is done for each component at its
critical operating point as follows: NNEP is now used to "fly" the engine throughout the
flight envelope of the aircraft and the maximum values of the flow, temperature, pressure
and engine speed stored for use in sizing the components. Based upon these critical con-
ditions, the weight is determined. The capability to calculate the weight of radial flow

, components and of small engines was added in conjunction with a subcontract to the
Garrett Division of AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona. The engine center of
gravity and moments of inertia are also now calculated.

The accuracy of the code is shown in figure 9. As can be seen, all of the engines
fall within the ±10 percent band and, in most cases, approach ±5 percent or better espe-
cially in terms of engine weight.

WATE has built-in default values for most of the inputs. If the user does not enter
values, these default values are automatically used. Many of these were used in the cal-
culation of these weights. If more information was available to us, especially in terms
of geometry inputs of the rotating components, these already small errors could probably
be reduced even further.

The combination of WATE and NNEP is a very powerful analytical tool. As an example,
a recent study considered the question of optimum cycle parameters for a duct burning
turbofan for a supersonic cruise airplane (ref. 10). Some of the results of this study
are duplicated here. The fuel mass and bare engine mass for 88 950 newton (20 000 lb)
thrust engines flying 6440 kilometers (4000 mile) operating at Mach 2.4, 16460 meters
(54 000 ft) initial atitude are shown in figure 10. These masses are shown as functions
of Bypass Ratio and Overall Pressure Ratio (OPR) with and without duct burning. The
cycle analyst looking only at the fuel mass in figure 10 would conclude that the optimum
engine would operate dry and have an OPR of about 16 at a Bypass Ratio of 1.8 or more.
However, when the mission analyst adds the fuel and engine masses as shown in figure 11,
the optimum engine operates with the ductburner on, an OPR of 12 and a BPR of 0.8.

LIFE CYCLE COSTING - COST/LIFCYC

The question of cost is entering more and more into Lhe selection process for opti-
mum engines. The initial cost is not the only criteria for selection. Total life cycle
cost including maintenance, spares, operating costs, etc. must be considered for many
applications. In order to develop the capability of calculating Life Cycle Cost, NASA
Lewis contracted with the Naval Air Development Center (NADC) in 1978 to receive their
costing model. NADC in turn subcontracted with Boeing to supply them with the production
cost of the engine. As previously mentioned the weight code WATE calculates parts counts
and weights as well as total component and total engine weight. These weights are trans-
ferred to cost estimating routines which are based on correlations developed by NADC and
Naval Air Systems Command. This proce,!ire is flow diagramed in figure 12. The correla-
tion parameter is based on a system o Tassifying materials by similarity of applica-
tions in engines (ref. 11). In this procedure, materials used in jet engines are placed
in one of a total of six relative cost categories having to do with a combination of
manufacturing cost and raw materials cost. Carbon steel and aluminum are assigned the
lowest classification and used as a reference. High-strength high-temperature nickel
cobalt alloys which are costly and difficult to machine are placed in the highest (fifth)
classification. Because of peculiar differences in cost and machinability, titanium
alloys are assigned a separate (sixth) classification. Two induces are developed for
each material class, namely

(1) Relative material cost

(2) Relative machining cost

The product of these two induces is called the "relative weighing factor."
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In the cost estimation procedure, the estimated weight of each engine component is
first converted to raw material weight. A raw material weight to finished material
weight scaling factor, referred to as "Buy/Fly" ratio, has Leen estimated for each com-
ponent for state-of-the-art and for advanced production methods. Raw material weight is
then multiplied by the relative weighing factor, and the sum of all such component prod-
ucts is formed. The summation for all engine components is called the "Maurer factor"
in honor of its originator, R. J. Maurer. The production cost of the engine is estimated
by the linear correlation (fig. 13) between engine manufacturing cost and the Maurer fac-
tor (ref. 11).

This code is just becoming operational at NASA Lewis and no results have as yet been
generated except for isolated check cases in which predicted corts have been compared to
the actual and appear reasonable. A final report should be published sometime during the
summer of 1979.

Having determined the engine cost, it is now possible to determine the Life Cycle
Cost based upon the NADC Life Cycle Costing Mcdel. The interrela:.lonship of COST with
LIFCYC is shown in figure 14. NADC will supply the inputs and models to calculate all
the parts of the pie other than manufacturing costs. It is anticipated that this work
will be performed in the fall of 1979.

IMPROVED INSTALLATION EFFECTS MODEL - INSTAL

The previous example (fig. 7) of varying engine flow by the use of variable geometry
to reduce installation effects showed the importance of inlet and nozzle component per-
formance, external as well as internal. That figure was generated with a simplified
model for inlet and boattail drag that is built into the NNEP program.

It was decided that NASA Lewis should obtain a more sophisticated method for these
calculations. Consequently, a contract was awarded to Boeing in 1978 to provide a broad
subsidiary program for determining power-dependent inlet and afterbody installation ef-
fects and also inlet/nacelle weights (presently not in the WATE code). Nozzle weights
are already calculated within WATE. In addition to generating the component performance
maps for NNEP, the code can be interactive with the cycle and hence a tradeoff of inlet,
afterbody, and cycle can be utilized in the design process.

The types of performance maps to be generated are shown in figures 15 and 16 for in-
lets and nozzles respectively. The necessary maps are obtained from either a data base
or theoretical calculations (ref. 13). The data base contains performance data (usually
experimental) for a spectrum of inlet (axisymetric, 2D, pitot, mixed compression) or noz-
zle (axisymetric, 2D, twin, etc.) types. A derivative procedure (ref. 13) can be used to
adjust the data base for changes in design Mach number, sideplate shape, subsonic dif-
fuser loss, cowl lip bluntness, takeoff door area, external cowl initial angle, bleed
system design, and bypass system exit design. Items not lrcl,-ded in the data are deter-
mined analytically. Nozzle/afterbody data are treated in a similar manner. The data
base, being primarily experimental, offers increased confidence in areas that are diffi-
cult to treat theoretically such as viscous effects.

After selecting the inlet size or sizing Mach number, the inlet and nozzle are
matched to the NNEP cycle data and the installed performance calculated as well as the
respective weights. Trade off studies can now be made of such effects as the best com-
bination of bypass and spillage for minimum specific fuel consumption.

The final report for the work being performed under this study contract is scheduled
to be published in the early fall of 1979.

WAVE AND FRICTION DRAG - PODDRG

Under contract to NASA Langley Research Center, Rockwell International developed a
method of evaluating the effects of nacelle shape on drag and weight of a supersonic
cruising aircraft (ref. 14). Under this contract, Rockwell determined wave and friction
drag increments for a range of parametric shapes. As part of a follow-on contract with
NASA Lcwis Research Center, Rr'kwell developed a computer code (PODDRG) capable of inter-
rogating the data points generated under the previous contract in order to determine
drag increments for any nacelle shape of interest (ref. 15).

These nacelle incremental drags are only applicable to the NASA arrow-wing superson-
ic transport configuration (ref. 16). The program yields the incremental wave and fric-
tion drags of nacelles as functions of nacelle geometry variables and airplane Mach num-
ber. The drag increments are for the total vehicle relative to the vehicle with nacclles
removed. That is, all interference effects with the airframe are accounted for. The
nacelle shape parameters used as inputs to the program arc:

(1) Ac  Inlet capture area

/7 (2) AMAX Nacelle maximum cross-sectional area

(3) A Nozzle exit area (supersonic cruise position)
n

(4) XMAX Distance from inlet cowl leading edge to maximum cross-sectional area

q . ...
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(5) 2 Nacelle total length

(6) SREF Reference wing area

The output of this program includes, for the nacelle of interest:

(1) The aforementioned input data

(2) Drag coefficients at Mach 1.2, Mach 2.32, and the input Mach number for fric-
tion (CDF), wave (CDW), and total (CDO) drags

(3) The nondimensional parameters of position of maximum cross-sectional area
(XAMAX/t), nozzle-to-capture area ration (An/Ac), maximum-to-capture area
ration (AmAX/Ac), and fineness ration (1/dc)

In addition, incremental drag coefficients of the reference airplane nacelle
(ref. 16) are printed.

Typical nacelle incremental wave drag variations are shown in figure 17. Note that
a properly shaped nacelle can produce a lower total airplane drag than that of the air-
frame alone (ACw < 0). The nacelle drags thus calculated are fed into mission flight
computer codes in evaluating systems performance.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

NASA Lewis Research Center with a combination of in-house, joint, and contracted ef-
forts has been and is continuing to develop the capability to determine the engines for
optimum mission performance. In the selection process we can account for cycle perfor-
mance, engine weight, life cycle costs, and installation effects. Future efforts will be
directed towards improvement in the current capabilities, mainly in the areas of develop-
ing better optimization methods to reduce computer time and analytically determining per-
formance maps for rotating machinery. For example, we are about to award a contract for
turbine map generation, to be used for new cycles in which simple scaling of pre-existing
maps is not sufficient. We believe that all of these methods will greatly reduce the ef-
fort expended in performing mission analysis by narrowing in more quickly on the engine
cycles of greatest interest.
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1940 HAND MATCHING
* 1 SPOOL GAS GENERATOR

1950
* TURBOPROP
* 2 SPOOL GAS GENERATORS
* DYNAMICS 1 SPOOL GAS GENERATOR

*1960 0 2 SPOOL TURBOFAN (BYPASS ENGINE)

COMPUTER IZED MATCI ING
* TURBOJETS
0 2 SPOOL TURBOFANS
40 2/3 SPOOLS TURBOJETS, TURBOFANS, AFTFANS, ETC.

1970
* ARBITRARY ENGINES

198D

- Fig. I Approximate history of methods of matching turbine engines

62

Fig.2 Simple 2 spool turbofan with cooled turbines
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KONFIG 1 4)- 'COW', 4 0, 5. 13

FLOW STATION NUMBERS

Fig.3 Define component type and location in tlowstream

SPECQ 4)- L 0. 036, 1, 3707, 1, 3708, 1, 3709, 10, 0, 0. 88 4. 1, L 0. 0,
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)(11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

(1) "Rt" VALUE ON MAP - L I
(2) BLEED FLOWITOTAL FLOW - 0. 036
(34) ()1, AND (9) SCALE FACTORS ON N 1A~ WAI6. 11, AND PR ON MAPS.

THESE ARE INITIALLY SET-I1 AND ARE INTERNALLY COMPUTED
(4) MAP REFERENCE NUMBER OF Wvj/6 VERSUS 'I"- 3707
(6) MAP REFERENCE NUMBER OF qi VERSUS 1111 - 3708
(8) MAP REFERENCE NUMBER OF PR VERSUS "Rt"- 3709

(10) 3rd DIME[NSIONAL ARGUMENT ON "STACKED MAPS' STATOR ANGLE - 0
-(111 FRACTIONAL HORSEPOWER LOSS DUE TO INFERSTAGE BLEED - 0

(12) DESIRED ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY 71 AT DESIGN POINT ON MAP - 0.88
*(13) DESIRED PRESSURE RATIO PR AT DESIGN POINTON MAP- 4.1

(14) DESIGN POINT CORRECTED SPEED N/V9 - 1.0
(15) NOT USED

Fig.4 Defining component characteristics (for a compressor)

KONIG (L 3)- 'CNTL'
S PCNTL (1, 30)- 1, 4 'STAP', 4 10, 0 00k1 1,2.2Z

4. I -

Fig.5 Defining controls
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fTHE COMPONENT NUMBER
/WHICH HAS THE
/ FREE VARIABLE

KONIIG (k 37) - 'OPTV". 0. 12,0.

SPEC (k 37) -0. 248. W2 k 1 40. 0.1X,

V2I 4 q
4VC'

4~4

Fig.6 Defining optimization variables

.12-

1.2-

Z.11

:e "j-VARIABLE GEOMETRY
L INSTALLED

V) 10-
S1. 0 FIXED GEOMETRYU NT r

* UNINSTALLED-%

. 740 50 60 70 8D 90x103

THRUST, N

10 12 14 16 18 abclO
THRUST. lb

/U Fig.7 Engine specific fuel consumption as a function of engine thrust
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ENGINE MANtJVAC- MANUFAV- TYPE C)t AUG, PR 1MA7 Y
TURER TUR I NGL CYCLE' TAT ION US~

STATUS

GE41.J4C GE P TJ AB C
GE41JJ GE X TJ AS C
GE9/F2B GE x TV AS M
JT11F P&WA P TJ AS M
TJ70 WE S TJ AS CIGE41J6G GE S TJ AS C
GE4IJSI12 GE S TJ - C
JTBD-15 P&WA P TV - C
JT9D P&WA P TV - C
TF34 GE P TV - M
VSCE-502 P&WA S TV DHI C
VCE-2DIA P&WA S VCE -- C
VCE-2D1B P&WA S VCE -- C
VCE302A P&WA S VCE -- C
VSCE-502B P&WA S TV DH C
VCE-112B P&WA S VCE -- C
VSCE-501 P&WA S TV DH C
VCE-11OS1 P&WA S VCE -- C
AIS TF-2 P&WA S TF AS C

*DJH TF-2 P&WA S TV OH C
DJH TF-12 P&WA S TV DH C
JT10D P&WA X TIF - C
CFN56 GEISNECMA P TV - C
CF6-50 GE P TF -- C
CF6 GE P TF -- C
JTSD P&WA P TF -- C
CJSO5-23 GE P TF -- C
YJ93 GE P TJ AS M

*J13D P&WA P TV - C

IMANUFACTURING STATUS P - PRODUCTION, S- STUDY PROPOSAL,
X *EXPER I MENTAL

2TJ- TURBOJET, iF - TURBOFAN, VCE * VAR IABLE CYCLE ENGINE
3AUGMENTATION TYPE AB - AFTERBURNER, DH - DUCTHEATER
4C- COMMERCIALV, M- MILITARY

*Fig.8 Data base engines

10 3WiH

5 0 IAIEE

SAP&WA PI.WA GE P&WA GE P&WA GE R. R GARRETT
FX1 50 CF-6-50 JT9D-? GE9F2B0 DHTF26 GE21-Jll R9211 176

*ENGINE MANUFACTURERS PROPOSAL ENGINES

Fig.9 Program results compared to manufacturers quotations
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2142

210

44

tA.

198 12
2016

2D 112

~2392

U.j

.6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
BYPASS RATIO

Fig. 10 ulmasn oar enginefe mass, 88 950 N (20 000 lb) thrust engines
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MANUACTUEG OST-WT ROGACPREICITION +MTRA

MAER AWL AEILTADIP

Fig. 14 Engine life cycle cost

TABLE ?A RECOVERY
TABLE 1 LOCAL VS. MASS FLOW

MACH NMBER

W PT2 ftT

TABLE3 MBATCHED

*TABLE 2C MATCHED TABLE 20 BUZZ-LIMIT I NLET RECOVER Y

A1 MASS FLOW fA T/O

(BUZZ
LIMIT) M

M6 N6TABLEX DISTORTION
LIMIT

TABLE 3 SPILLAGE TABLE 4 BOUNDARY A(/AC
*DRAG LAYER BLEED DRAG (DISTOR-

N6 TION
LIMIT)

AO/cABLC/AC TABLE 5 BYPASS DRAG

TABLE 6A BOUNDARY TABLE 66 MATCHED Ce
LAYER BLEED BOUNDARY LAYER BLEED

A 0BLC/ACACBLC/ ACL..%P/A

TABLE? BYPASS

MMASS FLOW

TABLE 3A REFERENCE AqjjAc AOBP/Ac A
C SPILLAGE DRAG (R.)O

(REF.) I e \\

Fig. 15 Format for inlet performance characteristics maps
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.24-

.500

.8 DRAG. 3.2

~Y Ib) DATA FORAT FORON NOZZLE GRTOSS DRG.

COEFFICIENT.---_

----- _IMAX AIBI

0T

Wc DATA FORMVAT FOR NOZZLE GROSS THRUST CO-

EFFICIENT FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL NOZZLES.

Fig. 16 Format for nozzle/afterbody drag and CFG Maps
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Fig. 17 Typical nacelle incremental wave drag variations with
Mach number AC 2.79 sq m (30 sq ft), Ildc 5.5
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MNAM!MMICAL MODEL IN IGZTAM A AIM4TY
WEAPON SYSTEM DEIGN

by
N. Mitchell

British Aerospace
Aircraft Group

Varton Division
warton Aerodrome, Preston, Lancashire P u lAX

Modern aircraft weapon system are increasing in complexity and performance and require detailed
assessment to define their capabilities and limitations. One of the main tools used in weapon system
design and analysis is the mathematical model, ie a complete mathematical representation of the aircraft
weapon system, programed for running on a digital computer. The main elements of a model are described
and the use of models is discussed in the chronological phases of weapon system design and development,
including trials planning and analysis, with the associated model matching. Examples of the use of models
to investigate and resolve design problems are given, including integrated modelling between several
companies. There is a rapid growth in number and use of digital computers in aircraft weapon systems and
soe typical modelling input to the software of these airborne computers is discussed.

IVMR)TION

The subject of this paper is Mathematical Modelling and its use in the design and analysis of aircraft
weapon systems. It is particularly appropriate for presentation at this symposium on the use of computers
in design, because modelling didn't really take off until the appearance of more powerful digital computers
in the early sixties, and modelling activity has grown in parallel with computer developments since then.
The purpose of the paper is to describe the main features and uses of models and then go on to describe
some particular applications, as examples of the way they are used in the design process. Although the paper
deals with mathematical modelling of aircraft weapon system, similar modelling techniques are applicable
over a very wide range of technical and commercial activities.

THE FUNCTION OF MILITARY AIRCRAFT

Much attention is rightly paid to particular key aspects of weapon system design, eg aerodynamics,
structures, engines etc., but it should not be forgotten that the main function of military aircraft
weapon systems is to kill and destroy. The need for national air forces and the NATO alliance is generally
accepted and, therefore, they must be given the best equipment possible if they are to do the job well.

The aim of a weapon system design organisation is to produce weapon systems which will deliver the
weapon warhead to the target as accurately, efficiently, reliably and cheaply as possible. Often in the
past the aircraft was built as a sleek high speed flying machine and the weapons and aiming systems added
on as an afterthought. The modern weapon system concept involves early integration of all elements of the
weapon system, including aircraft, crew, avionics and weapons. This is more necessary nowadays, because
of the increasing cost and complexity of weapon systems.

The two main offensive roles of military aircraft are air attack and ground attack, ie the engagement
of airborne and ground (or maritime) targets respectively. A modern trend in military aircraft design is
to have a capability in both areas (multi role), but most specialise in one. The British Aerospace
Lightning was initially designed to intercept high altitude bombers threatening th4 UK, but later it was
given a ground attack capability. The current versions of Jaguar and Tornado (IDS) are primarily ground
attack aircraft but both have an air combat capability also. The air defence variant (ADV) of Tornado has
switched the major role to air attack by the installation of new avionics and weapons.

WEAPON SYSTEMS ANALYSIS - MATHEATICAL MODELLING

Modern weapon systems are continually increasing in complexity and performance and need detailed
assessment to define their capabilities and limitations and to assess the benefits of any modifications.
In the old days guns were the main armament in air combat, speeds were slow and the fighter was in close
visual contact with the target throughout the attack. Modern supersonic interceptors using Al radars and

*air-to-air missiles can attack supersonic targets head-on. This involves closing speeds of 2000 mph and
the target ay be destroyed without the fighter pilot ever seeing it. The rapid advances in computer
technology during the last two decades have provided the facility for detailed evaluation of such weapon
systems.

One of the main tools used in weapon systems analysis is the mathematical model, ie a complete digital
simulation of the aircraft weapon system for running on a digital computer. The advantages and potential
of such modelling work have become increasingly apparent now that reliable and powerful soputers are avail-
able. There are many different levels of modelling, from individual pieces of equipmer-40in one aircraft
through to a full model of the whole of a battle sequence containing many aircraft and other forces. Most
of the modelling discussed in this paper concerns the operation of a particular air~kft attacking particular
targets.

Several aircraft weapon system models have been developed by British Aerosvce at Warton, including
both air attack and ground attack models. These models simulate the aircraft and weapon dynamics and
include the pilot and avionics representation. Using the models it is possible to "fly" many different
types of attack and so assess the weapon system capability. A simplified block diagram of a model is shown
in Figure 1, where it can be seen that aerodynamic data (lift, drag) and engine data (thrust, fuel flow) are
used in the equations of motion to produce aircraft and weapon trajectories, ie time histories of position,
velocity, acceleration and attitude. The pilot block controls the aircraft flight path by applying bank
angle and g and throttle according to the particular requirements at the time. All of the relevant
aerodynamic, structural and pilot limitations are respected. The targets are represented and the full
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attack geometry in computed and used to simulate the displays seen by the crew. In the tracking phase of
an attack the pilot will be applying control demands to reduce the errors on his veapon aiming display.

SE Or MODEL

Mathematical models enable the design engineer to examine the performance of a weapon ystem and so
obtain a better undertstanding of its capability. The information provided by the models can be used for
many purposes, depending on the type of weapon system and the stage in its design or development.

Som of the main areas of modelling activity are:-

S Early project work to assess and refine design concepts.

* Prediction of overall weapon system performance and limitations.

* Development of optimum attack techiques to achieve maximum effectiveness.

. Provision of detailed attack profiles for use in flight trials and ground tests.

Driving of ground rigs (dynamic testing) and flight simulators.

Analysis of test results.

* Definition of software requirements for airborne computers.

Evaluation of new requirements and modifications (eg new weapons, sensors, aiming system,
q attack manoeuvres).

. Provision of tactical/operational data to the user.

The use of models is particularly attractive, because of the small cost of a 'flight' on the computer
(10) compared with an actual flight trial (L10,000). Many modern weapon systems are designed to be used
in a wide variety of threat situations and can deal with the threat in many different ways. It is much

. cheaper and quicker to "fly" a large number of attacks on the computer in order to assess the optimum
methods of attack, which can then be tested in flight trials.

One of the essential items in any modelling programme is model 'matching' or validation. This is done
by comparing model predictions with what actually happens when the real system hardware is tested on the
ground or in flight. If necessary, appropriate changes can be made to the model to 'match' it to the real
system, is make it represent the real system more accurately. If, however, a malfunction has occurred
during the teat, then the model can be made to 'malfunction' in the same way and this affords a very useful
facility for investigation and correction of the real system; clearly such malfunction modifications to
the model are not part of the 'matching' process, in that they are not retained.

AIR ATTACK

The air attack role is concerned with the destruction of enemy aircraft. These airborne targets have
a number of characteristics which strongly influence the design of an air attack weapon system and hence
the nature of the computer modelling work. Some of the main characteristics of airborne targets are
discussed below, and their influence on air,attack requirements is shown in Figure 2.

. Target size

Compared with most ground targets, airborne targets are very small and one of the principal requirements
in an air attack weapon system is the ability to detect targets. This places emphasis on good
visibility from the cockpit and the need for airborne intercept (A) radar.

Target speed and manoeuvrability

Most modern aircraft have transonic or supersonic speed capability and a good level of manoeuvrability.
In order to destroy such targets it is essential for the aircraft and/or the weapon to have good speed
and manoeuvre performance. With unguided air-to-air weapons, eg guns, the aircraft alone has to have
sufficient speed to catch the target and sufficient turn capability to bring the guns to bear on it.
With air-to-air guided missiles, some of these demands on the aircraft are taken over by the missile,
but the attack aircraft must still have sufficient performance to get into a missile firing position
or to evade the enemy when necessary.

T Target vulnerability

In general airborne targets are relatively 'soft', such that small warheads when delivered with
sufficient accuracy will inflict the necessary damage. A 30mm cannon shell typically weighs about
I lb and contains about 1J oz of high explosive. A direct hit is essential. An air-to-air missile
warhead, usually fragmentation or continuous rod type, typically weighs about 50 lbs. In addition
to contact fuses, the missile is usually proximity fused and with a lethal radius of about 30 feet it
can take out any sall miss distance an the missile passes the target.

The above three target characteristics are reflected in the weapon system modelling work which examines
target detection and evaluation, target tracking, steering courses towards the target, weapon aiming, weapon
firing, weapon performance, and hit probability or miss distance. Air attack may be subdivided into two
main categories, interception and close combat.
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Interception

Interception is primarily a defensive task, as the name suggests, the object being to detect enem
aircraft and to intercept and destroy them before they inflict any damage on friendly positions. It is
essential that such interceptor defences are highly organised if they are to achieve the rapid response and
accurate interception demanded in many cases.

A typical air defence scenario is shown in Figure 3. The defending aircraft will normally operate under
close ground control,but under degraded circumstances may operate autonomously. They may operate from base,
using quick reaction alert (QUA), or fly combat air patrol CAP to give a more rapid response to an incoming
threat. They may be supported by air refuelling tankers and airborne early warning aircraft (AEW) an well
as surface forces such as ships. They will be called upon to engage a wide variety of targets who can be
expected to employ defensive manoeuvres and EOM, if not active aggressive retaliation.

The main battle scenario variables could include such parameters am:

* number of targets single, multiple

* type of target slow/fast, high/low

* raid disposition width, depth, track

target behaviour fly straight, turn

. number of defending aircraft single, multiple

. defending bases single, multiple

warning range short, medium, long

environment clear, jamming

The attack features used by the defending aircraft might include:

level, climb, dive

front, rear

cruise, dash, energy manoeuvre

collision, pursuit

MAAM, SRAAH, gun

radar CW, pulse, visual

track-while-scan, lock-on, kinematic ranging

Even with only a few different values of each variable one quickly reaches many thousands of attack
situations. For each of these situations the attack can be carried out in many different ways. With such
scope to its operations, careful consideration has to be given to the way in which the weapon system
performance is to be predicted and demonstrated. It is here that mathematical modelling can be used, being
fast and relatively cheap.

The best method of attacking any given threat is not obvious and in order to use the weapon system to
maximum effect a detailed evaluation of its performance is necessary. In Figure 4 is shown a hypothetical
multiple target attack. By running several attacks on the model, the optimum way of killing the four targets
can be assessed. In addition, the model run affords full time histories of key parameters such as target

* range and closing rate, sightline angles and angle rates, aircraft acceleration, speed, height, attitude.
It is, therefore, possible to examine in detail the performance of any element of the weapon system through-
out this attack profile. By co-ordinating the modelling activity of the main contractor and the major
subcontractors (eg radar, missile) a full suite of models can be applied to the task. Having agreed the
most likely threat situations and assessed the optimum method of attack, the attack profiles can then form
a co-ordinated basis for weapon system assessment, development and test.

In Figure 5 are illustrated some modelling results used in the optimisation of nose radome shape. Here
the two primary considerations were aircraft aerodynamic performance and radar performance. As both are
very important in achieving overall aircraft effectiveness, the best method of determining the optimum
solution is to oxamine their effects on the attack profiles. The radar performance can be studied for the
complete attack profile, which defines aircraft speed, height, attitude, sightline angles range, range rate
etc., to see whether any adverse clutter or detection problems occur. The effect of radome shape on
aircraft acceleration, maximum speed, manoeuvrability or fuel consumption can be assessed on an aircraft
performance model. The final solution will maximise the combined aerodynamic and radar performance.

Another example of computer modelling, this time to optimise aircraft and missile performance, is
illustrated in Figure 6. When attacking very high altitude targets the interceptor may have to zoom above
its sustained flight domain. The optimum point to launch the missile to achieve maximum success can be

--determined by computer runs on the aircraft and missile models. Unlike aircraft, missiles cannot be used
again and again, so that the prediction of missile performance is very strongly based on computer modelling,
suitably validated by a limited number of firing trials. A set of runs on the missile mathematical model
will define a particular launch success zone, examples of which are shown in Figure 7. These launch
success zones show areas from which the missile may be successfully fired against the specified target.
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The major boundary limitations and the effects of target manoeuvre can also be determined.

The results of the aircraft and missile modelling work may feed directly into the airborne software,
ie into the programs used by the aircraft computers. Such things as missile launch indication, aircraft
performance data, optimum steering direction, weapon aiming can be computed and displayed to the crew.
These have usually taken the form of data or algorithms, but the increasing power of airborne computers
ia nov making it possible to run 'models' in the airborne software.

Close combat

Unlike the highly organised interception discussed earlier, close combat very often results from
chance encounter between aircraft of opposing forces. They may both be air superiority (fighter) aircraft
or one a ground attack intruder or perhaps on occasions both ground attack aircraft. In general the
fighter aircraft will be seeking to engage the enemy, whereas the ground attack aircraft will have a main
mission to attack ground targets and would not normally seek to engage in air combat. As mentioned earlier,
many modern aircraft have a multi-role capability, such that ground attack aircraft have significant
performance and manoeuvre levels and are usually fitted with short range air combat weapons for self defence.
Close combat differs from interception in that it is a close range, highly manoeuvring environment, usually
subsonic, in which both aircraft may be using aggressive tactics. The three main factors which influence
the outcome of a particular close combat are:

* aircraft characteristics

* weapon characteristics

. tactics

A deficiency in any one of these three can seriously affect the combat performance of the total. The
'right' characteristics for a close combat aircraft are the subject of considerable debateand combat
modelling is giving a deeper insight into the significance of such parameters as thrust/weight ratio, wing
loading, maximum speed, maximum g etc. The combat model simulates on a computer the combat between two
aircraft and is of particular use in the early project phase where there is a need to translate a particular
aircraft parameter change into effectiveness terms. Combat models used to drive simulators and rigs are
currently yielding much new information on weapon system design and optimisation. By having men in the loop,
a more realistic assessment of tactics and weapon system performance is possible. A typical close combat
engagement is shown in Figure 8, where after a couple of initial 'scissors' manoeuvres the two aircraft
get locked into a series of head-on passes.

GROUID ATTACK

This second major role of military aircraft weapon sytems is concerned with the attack and destruction
of ground or maritime targets. These targets are usually stationary or move at very slow speed compared
with aircraft speed. Target types vary over a wide spectrum from relatively 'soft' (eg troop concentrations,
parked aircraft) to much harder targets (eg armoured vehicles, building, bridges, runways). Target size
also varies from small point targets (eg a tank) to large targets (eg an airfield). Because of the variety
of possible ground targets, several different types of weapon have been developed to destroy them and
several attack manoeuvres are used to deliver these weapons. In general much bigger warheads are required
to destroy ground targets and they must be accurately delivered in order to achieve their maximum effect.
Many ground targets will be defended, some very well defended, so weapons have been developed which can be
delivered onto the target without exposing the attacking aircraft to enemy retaliation. Computer modelling
of the ground attack weapon systems is used to investigate the optimum delivery techniques for this variety
of weapons and targets taking due account of accuracy and safety.

Dive Attacks

When anti aircraft defences were less effective, level attacks from medium altitude were widely used.
However, the considerable improvement in ground and ship defences in more recent times have led to the
adoption of low level penetration tactics by modern ground attack aircraft; at low level the ground attack
aircraft has less chance of being detected and is more difficult to shoot down. However, low level attacks
expose the attacking aircraft to new hazards, namely being damaged by its own weapons and colliding with the
ground. These hazards are illustrated in Figure 9 where it can be seen that risk from bomb fragments is the
limiting factor for lower dive angles and risk of ground collision is limiting at higher dive angles. In
general the pilot will wish to get as close to the target as possible before releasing the weapon to achieve
maximum accuracy. Computer modelling of the aircraft trajectory, bomb trajectory, and fragmentation pattern
enables the minimum safe release condition to be determined. This will of course vary with speed, dive
angle, pull out g etc. This minimum release condition can be programmed into the software and displayed to
the crew as part of the aiming picture.

Dive attacks with guns place particular emphasis on getting as close to the target as possible in order
to achieve the required number of hits. Explosive shells may be used, but they do not present a significant
fragment risk, although ricochet may occur. The main limiting factor is ground avoidance, and by modelling
the pullout behaviour of the aircraft and the shell ballistic trajectory, a plot of minimum firing range can
be produced as shown in Figure 10. This shows that minimum firing range occurs at shallow dive angles.

Level Attacks

Similar studies can be carried out for retarded bomb delivery, which is usually done straight and level
at extremely low altitude. The retarder on the bomb causes it to rapidly fall behind the delivery aircraft
after release, so that a safe separation distance exists when the bomb explodes. Modelling studies enable
the minimum safe release heights to be determined as shown in Figure 11.

A
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Loft Attacks

A typical loft attack is shown in Figure 12. The aircraft pulls up from a high speed low level entry
to release the bomb in the climb and then rapidly returns to low level so as to avoid enemy defences. The
main use of the loft attack is to achieve stand off range from the target. By computer modelling of the
aircraft and bomb trajectories, plots can be produced as shown in Figure 13, which is a typical plot of
pullup range from bomb impact as a function of release angle. As expected maximum range occurs around 450
release angle, but it is not possible to design for release at 450, because variations in aircraft weight
and performance, pilot execution of the manoeuvre and the weather will vary the maximum forward throw of
the bomb and could preclude release. Computer modelling analysis of these effects enable the optimum
re3ease angles to be defined which will accommodate the likely variations in attack parameters. Typically
300 and 600 are suitable low loft and high loft release angles and they still give 80% of the maximum
forward throw.

Guided Weapons

An increasing number of guided air-to-ground weapons are being developed and these, like the air-to-
air missiles, require detailed modelling to predict their performance capability. They are clearly more
complex, and, therefore, more expensive than bombs, and the justification for the expenditure is their
ability to provide long stand-off range and high accuracy. Into this category of weapons come electro-
optically guided bombs, air to surface missiles, anti ship missiles etc. Modelling can determine how
tolerant the missiles are in their requirement for accurate target information at release, what their
maximum and minimum firing ranges are, how they deal with target motion etc.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
a

In addition to the aircraft and weapon modelling discussed so far, there are other related areas of
9 computer modelling to study system performance. One is the detailed modelling of weapon separation from

the aircraft, which involves a definition of the airflow around and close to the aircraft. The effects of
* these local flows on the weapon behaviour as it leaves the aircraft can have a critical effect on the

weapon's success. A full understanding of this phase of the weapon trajectory enables the system to be
optimised to give maximum capability. Computer programs are also used to assess system accuracy, based on
specified tolerances on equipment performance. This is done by modelling the effect of tolerances on
performance. Another area is the assessment of gun lethality based on the main parameters: target size,
firing range, muzzle velocity, rate of fire, shell lethality, shell ballistics, calibre, aiming accuracy.
This is particularly useful in comparing different gun installations.

The use of computers in the design process is growing daily and will continue to do so in the
foreseeable future. Computer models, particularly when linked to general purpose hardware facilities
(controls, displays), will improve in their representation of real life and eventually enable a full
definitive system to be designed and "proved" on the ground before deciding on the particular hardware
solution to be implemented.
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This paper describes the formulation and performance of a computerised
opponent used at British Aerospace, Vrton Division, for air combat simula-
tion. Over a period of seven years BACTAC has progressed from its initial
state as a digital computer model of close combat without the man in the
loop, to a versatile and tenacious interactive opponent for use in a single-
dome, piloted, air combat simulator.

The process of matching the mathematical model against fighter pilots
in the simulator in described, together with an account of the learning which
took place on both sides of the fight, and adjustment of tactics to the
radically different performance of a new generation of aircraft and missiles.

It is only in the combat simulator that fighter pilots and designers
can investigate future generations of fighter aircraft. In this environment
BACTAC in proving its value to scientific research as a combat-worthy

* adversary, capable of exploiting the higher levels of performance and pro-
viding a kmown datum against which to rank pilots, competing aircraft and
their weapon systems.

BACAC

The BAC mathematical model of Tactical Air Combat (BACTAC) mas written in 1970-71 to assist in the
systematic examination of all stages of one-on-one combat (Figure 1):-

. long range interception

. 1st pass attack

. penetration, pursuit and evasion
. dog-fight
. break-off and escape

The tactical rules have their origin in pilot training manuals and prolonged discussion (and
argument) between fighter pilots.

The opportunity to include the pilot in the loop emerged several years later when the computer model
ws already considerably developed and in daily use to support operational analysis of aircraft and their
weapon systems at arton.

When the single-dome simulator ws built in 1975 it was clear that considerable cost saving could be
achieved by using one half of BAZTAC as the combat opponent.

The task then was to adapt and develop the mathematical model to provide interactive, realistic and

cometitive combat against the pilot.

Let us examine in some detail the ingredients of a one-on-one combat system (Figures 2 & 3). It
*consists of the following basic elements:-

(a) A line of sight linking the two aircraft in space which provides most of the information
available to each pilot about his opponent, e.g. position, speed, orientation, manoeuvre
and weapon state.

(b) Tactical rules against which the pilot compares his view of the fight in order to decide
his best monoeuvre.

(c) Control inputs by which the pilot attempts to make the aircraft fly his chosen manoeuvre.

(d) The performance of the aircraft is limited by aerodynamic lift and drag, the thrust of
its engines and the structural 'g' limits to which it in designed. (Figure 4).

(e) Hanoeuvres must also be within the pilot's own physiological ability to withstand
prolonged 'g'.

(f) The aircraft then responds to these competing forces to produce its flight path through
- the gravitational field and air mess of the combat arena.

(g) The weapon system in also an integral but intermittent part of the combat system,
operating only when the pilot succeeds in manoeuvring his aircraft into a firing position.

m~o ,
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The opponent aircraft constitutes a 'mirror img.' of this system. As the two aircraft manoeuvre in
apace the line of sight continually changes, and so the system loop of tactical appraisal, decision,
manouvre demand and aircraft response starts again.

TACTICAL DEIBION PEOSS

The pilot's tactical decisions are governed by an overall philosopb which gives highest priority to
survival. Hs objectives can be listed in the following order:-

(i) stay alive

(ii) prevent the opponent achieving a threat position

(iii) achieve an offensive position behind the onem

(iv) kill him.

In line with this philosophy the pilot continuously re-assesses his view of the fight (Figure 5).
This process has been mechanised within BACTAC by collecting together in an ordered fashion a sot of vital
questions, as shown in Figure 6. In effect these questions partition the state apace surrounding the
BACTC aircraft by determining whether the enemy in:-

* ahead or behind
. pointing towards or away
* at what range
. closing or opening range

If the answers to these questions indicate that the enemy is behind, pointing at the BACTAC aircraft
and within weapon range, then a highly dangerous situation exists. BACTAC must perform a last ditch
manoeuvre, such as a max-rate break, in order to survive.

If, however, the roles are reversed and the BACTAC aircraft is behind the enemy then the priority is
to attack and fire at him.

Between these two extremes a gradation of defensive, neutral and offensive positions exists in which
less extreme manoeuvres of an energy-conserving nature can be performed. These include loops, barrel rolls,
wing.avers and stall turns all of which involve the interchange of potential and kinetic energy.

A sample view of a combat between two agile aircraft flown by the computer model is shown in Figure 7.
An attempted evasive penetration run is shown in Figure 8.
THE COMAT S0NLAO

Many combat simulators have been constructed in the present decade, both in the US and in Europe.
They usually consist of two aircraft cockpits each surrounded by a large diameter sphere containing
equipment for projecting an image of the opposing aircraft, the ground and the sky on the inner surface of
the dome. At least one three-dome simulator exists (at McDonnell Douglas) for investigation of two-on-one
combat. The Warton simulator is almost unique in having only one dome (Figure 9). The pilot, therefore,
fights against an opponent whose logic is generated entirely within a computer using one half of the
BACTAC model. The computer opponent is fed continuously with line of sight information about the manned
aircraft and the correct image of the BACTAC aircraft is displayed to the pilot on the surface of the dose
as they mnoeuvre against each other in combat. Both aircraft are driven through similar control,
performance and response calculations so that neither pilot nor BACTAC has any computational advantage.

DCV[OrW o OCNWI OPPONDW

From the outset it was clear that pilots regarded it an a point of honour not to be beaten by the
computer opponent. BACTAC was recognised as a tenacious opponent which never gave up, and would exploit
th-ir slightest mistakes without mercy. But it was not infallible.

The first hole which pilots found in the computer logic was in its turn-reversal logic. They were
able to force the NCTWC aircraft to change its direction of turn when defending, which gave them an easy
shot. The second flay ws its limited use of vertical manoeuvres. By zooming upwards in the opening
-anoeures the pilot could eventually dominate the fight from above. Then diving down on top of BACAC
(Figure 10) the pilot could change his plane of manoeuvre very easily by rolling whilst in a vertical
attitude to emerge in a firing position behind the BACOAC aircraft.

Both of these faults were soon rectified in the tactical logic, and with pilot and BACTAC both using
vertical manoeuvres to a similar extent the fights reverted to stalemate.

The introduction of very high performance aircraft into the arena revealed a now and interesting
phenomenon which has been nick-named the 'black-hole'. Pilots entering combat at high speeds could not
tolerate the 'g' level which their aircraft were now able to deliver. To represent pilot black-out the
illumination in the simulator is progressively reduced until eventually the pilot is left in darkness.
If he chooses to pull continuously on the edge of black-out using full throttle, these aircraft have an
excess of power over drag (Figure 11) and will accelerate,mving along the boundary 3OD an the agility
plot. The consequence of this increased speed however, is to reduce the angular rate of turn of the
aircraft, whilst greatly increasing the turn radius. fteverjSM had been programed to seek a desired

/7 fighting speed (corner point speed A on the agility plot) and would throttle back briefly in order to
decelerate to this speed. In so doing the angular turn rate of the A aircraft was maximised and pilots
suffered many defeats until they learned to do likewise. The doctrine of using maximum power to increase
energy, especially in the opening manoeuvre. of combat, is firmly implanted in the minds of present day
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fighter pilots and they are extremely reluctant to adopt a fundamentally different piloting technique.
This is still the first traumatic lesson which visiting pilots to the Warton simulator have to learn.

However, those pilots who made the change and throttled back long enough to achieve the correct
fighting speed eventually discovered they could tip the balance yet again by exploiting the 'wind-up turn'
to gain an early shot (Figure 12). This consists of pulling 'g' right up to the attainable limit (A on
the agility plot) in order to achieve a very high transient turn rate. The consequence of this manoeuvre
is a rapid lose of speed as the aircraft tracks down the lift limited boundary AE of the agility plot.
The only defence against such an attack is a similar wind-up turn.

And so the pendulum of success has swung from pilot to BACTAC and back to pilot several, times as both
sides learned new tactics and adjusted to the performance of the new generation of aircraft.

Perhaps the most frequent mistake of pilots who are unfamiliar with such aircraft is their belief that
they can still fight 'fast-and-loose', or 'hit-and-run'. This is a technique much favoured by Phantom and
Lightning pilots, of accelerating into combat at transonic speeds for a fast slashing attack (Figure 13),
followed imediately by a dash out of the combat arena. With the new agility of opponent aircraft and
their weapons, this has become a hazardous procedure. Firstly, the escaping attacker himself becomes the
target for a snap shot, as the defender (or his wing-man) now has sufficient agility to turn and shoot
before the hit-and-run aircraft can escape beyond missile range. Secondly, if the escaping pilot wishes
to turn back into the fight it is unlikely he can open the range from his pursuers sufficiently to executethis turn safely without again being shot at.

We may, therefore, be approaching a time when 'hit-and-run' or 'slashing' attacks are no longer a safe

and viable mode of attack.

•PILT FIGHS COMPUTER

From time to time BACTAC is checked out in combat against the pilot by a validation experiment, to
ensure as nearly as possible an equal fight with equal aircraft and weapons on both sides. In one such
experiment seven highly skilled combat and test pilots participated, an account of which follows. It is
believed there has been only one previous successful pilot-versue-computer experiment, that conducted in
the NASA Dual Manoeuvring Simulator (Reference 1).

The Warton experiment was conducted in three phases, as follows:-

BACTAC Piloted
Phase Aircraft Aircraft

I A A

2 A B
3 B A

The aircraft simulated were agile light-weight fighters such as might appear in the 1990's. Aircraft
B was significantly more agile than Aircraft A. Each carried short range dog-fighting missiles. Eagage-
ments started from neutral head-on positions at O.8N/i1OOO' and lasted for three minutes. The seven pilots
each flew at least three practice fights before each phase of the experiment, followed by between three and
five scored engagements. The results are presented in Figure 15.

Phase I

With both sides flying identical aircraft the average scores for and against individual pilots were
*mostly small. Two pilots defeated BACTAC, whilst BACTAC beat three others and drew with the remaining two.

The overall average result for all pilots taken together was very close to a draw with BACTAC.

Phase 2

When the pilots flew the superior aircraft (B) they all defeated BACT&C flying Aircraft A. But again
there was significant variation in their individual scores, with one pilot only achieving a draw and that
with a very low score on both sides.

Phase 3

In the third part of the experiment aircraft A and B were interchanged, BACTAC now flying the
superior Aircraft B against six of the pilots in Aircraft A (One pilot was unavailable to complete the
experiment). In this phase BACTAC won decisively against four pilots, lost marginally to another, and lost
sore heavily to the remaining pilot. However, the overall average score for BACTAC in Aircraft B almost
exactly balances the average pilot score from Phase 2.

It is concluded, therefore, that the combat capability of the developed BACTAC computer opponent lies
/ ' well within the spectrum of pilot performance, and close to the median. BACTAC is one of the family of

pilots.

APPLICATIONS

In practice the simulator application of BACTAC has been used to evaluate the combat performance of
future aircraft and weapon system point designs. Pilots have been able to ease" and experiment with
several radical design innovations, including vectored thrust and poet stall manoeuvring. The tactics
which they employ are carefully monitored and where appropriate they are incorporated into the logic of

" . . ,-- - ,won
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the computer model. This process exploits to advantage thepilot's natural flair for innovation, to seek
out the beat piloting techniques and tactics, a procem which would be extremely protracted on the model
alone.

In off-line form without the pilot in the loop, BACTAC versus BACTAC combats can be computed
10-20 times faster than real time, enabling many parametric variations of aircraft and weapon system
designs to be studied quickly and cheaply, and ranked in order of effectiveness. Figures 16, 17 illustrate
the results of one such experiment in which aircraft design parameters were varied about a datum design to
assess their sensitivity. The results are found to correlate extremely well with a combination of familiar
aircraft design variables such as T ratio, span loading and wing loading, and in another form with a
combination of aircraft performanc criteria such as sustained and attained turn rates and specific
excess power. These Combat Correlation Parameters enable preliminary rankings to be made of close combat
capability of alternative configurations at an early conceptual stage of military aircraft design.
Similar experimenta in which missile aspect and acquisition limits have been varied have yielded useful
results (Figure 18). Experiments such as this give the Project Office insight into the interaction of
the major aircraft and weapon system desiguvariables, and assist the process of configuration and weapon
selection for future aircraft.

PROS AND CONS OF COMPUTER OPPONDT

In making an impartial appraisal of the computerised opponent the following points for and against
can be listed:-

FOR: fearless, tireless, merciless
adapts to aircraft and weapons on both sides
never exceeds manoeuvre limits

* provides a datum pilot of known capability
q * can be tuned up or down

has great training potential
* takes only one pilot out of the flying programme

cost effective simulation

AGAINST: . has continuous, perfect information
.. lacks flair for innovation

. deterministic, repeatable, predictable

. only as clever as the program
• requires modification for new tactics
* cannot learn

CONCLUSION

The achievements of the BACTAC computerised combat opponent have been considerable and have surprised
many pilots.

(a) It provides an evenly balanced fight against the human pilot when both sides fly similar
aircraft.

(b) If dissimilar aircraft are used, BACTAC and the human pilot achieve a similar scoring advantage
with the superior aircraft.

(c) BACTAC performs realistically and aggressively, ranking in ability close to the average
fighter pilot.

It can, therfore, be fairly claimed that the computerised model BACTAC is a combat-worthy opponent.

This high level of validity and competitiveness has only been achieved after concerted and dedicated
team effort lasting many months by a trio consisting of:-

. a highly proficient combat pilot

. a first class simulation engineer/programmer.

. a weapon system analyst/aerodynamicist.

Without this combination of expertise and experience it is doubtful if such a result could have been
achieved.

The aide by side locaction on the same site of the piloted combat simulator and the computer model has
enabled BACTAC to "learn" from the pilot's natural flair for tactical innovation in exploiting new
performance features, and then to be applied off-line many times faster than real-time to parametric
studies of future aircraft and their weapon systems. This combination of model and simulator represents a
uniquely powerful operations research facility. They complement each other.
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FIGURE 3. BACTAC FLOW DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 5. P:LOT'S VIEW OF THE FIGHT
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FIGURE 7. BACTAC DOG-FIGHT
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FIGURE 9. COMBAT SIMULATOR INTERACTIVE
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FIGURE 11. MANOEUVRE LI MITATIONS
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FIGURE 13. HIT-AND-RUN ATTACK. ESCAPE DENIED
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FIGURE 15. COMBAT SIMULATOR SCORES
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FIGURE 17 BACTAC 7 CORRELATION OF PERFORMANCE TERMS
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FIGURE 19. PROS & CONS OF COMPUTERISED OPPONENT
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INTERACTIVE AIDED DESIGN SYSTEM

FOR AIRCRAFT DYNAMIC CONTROL PROBLEMS

by

Dr. Wolfgang J. Kubbat
Dr. G. Oesterhelt

U. Korte
Messerschmitt, Bblkow, Blohn GmbH

Ottobrunn bei MUnchen
Federal Republic of Germany

SUMMARY

The paper describes a computer aided design system for control law design and system
synthesis. A short description of the available methods (continuous - discrete, time
domain-frequency domain) is followed by an illustration of the practical work. The
designer has access to the huge program system via a graphical CRT display and a keyboard.

*1 Selection of method (i.e. discrete vs.continuous complete vs. incomplete state feedback,
optimal control vs. pole-placement etc.) is followed by a dialogue designer-computer with
immediate results presented in numerical and graphical form (plots, print-outs).

Each result is stored and can be compared with any other one via dual plots. The system
also allows for the input of disturbances like white or coloured noise,ramps, steps,
sine-and cosine-combinations. No practical restriction for the number of state variables
is present.

The paper concludes with an illustrating example for aircraft application.

PREFACE
With the advent of powerful digital computers, new tools have become available to the
designer of feedback control system. Not only that the computing speed has increased un-
believably but new methods such as multivariable control and optimal control have become
applicable.

At the same time, a new desease was caused among the control system engineers

AMOK - Computing

Since it was so easy to do some more computer runs, the engineers (and others tool) got
excited and did many, many more computer runs.

But the excitement was followed by a hang over. Huge piles of printed results had to be
evaluated, thousands of results to be stored in the engineers' brain and then the "BEST"
to be selected.

Since not all conditions and especially experience can be formulated into mathematical
and numerical criteria, the human being has to stay in the design loop. On the other
hand, the piles of printed matter do not offer a satifactory solution.

Our solution is a dialogue between the system engineer and the computer via an inter-
active graphic display, a Computer Aided Design (CAD) for feedback control system. This,
in most cases, cures also the amok-computing desease.

1. INTRODUCTION TO THE DIALOGUE : DESIGNER - COMPUTER GRAPHICS

* In order to enable the engineer more than ever to gain access to the computer through
programming languages, to express and modulate problems for the computer, the visual
display with its high standard of information was chosen as an essential means of
communication.

The centre of this engineer-computer process is therefore a graphical interactive dig-
play unit which is connected via a regenerating buffer to the main computer - at MBB
we use for this an IBM 2250 station, - which is coupled via a channel to the IBM 370/165.
A similar system with a MBB graphic 7 and a DEC VAX 11/780 is on the way. The designers'
decision is inputted into the calculation and driving programs through an alphanumerical
keyboard or via a light stick, by the touching and selection of graphical displayed
elements. The computer puts out its result either graphically on the display screen or

* alternatively in the usual way on the lineprinter.

The graphical display serves here various purposes namely

.W
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Computer Aided Design for Feedback Control Systems Design

program control

o method selection

o parameter input
o influence on the computing process in the case

of optimization programs for convergence improvements

o compression of optical information in the form of
diagrams, lists and notifications, which enables the
comparison of results from different decisions

o simulation of calculation results i.e. representation
of the time histories of the state variables

o control and selection of simultaneous documentation
programs

o instant indication of input errors and their correction

The designer can switch from one function of the graphical display unit, without delay
to another significant one where optical aids can be used as a guide. The computer will
check the validity of his decision, execute it and then through simulation the designer
will receive a display instantly interpretable which enables further decisions.

The objections, that this process may lead to playing with the display and this in turn
leads to unneccessary costs, can be countered by the following points :
o the design process will be speeded up remarkably as extensive use at MBB proves

o the grade of optimization is, depending on the designer's opinion of optimality - in
many cases - greatly increased

0 variation on purpose is one of the elements which increases the human capability
of optimization

o only through compressed (optical) information display can decisions be arrived at,
which not only result in permissible but optimal results

o the decision for a digital or analogue controller solution, which are realized
through different pieces of hardware, and hence give a difference in cost, can be
arrived at by direct comparison

o the gap between the control system designer, the mathematician and the data processing
people is getting smaller.

2. AVAILABLE METHODS

On implementation of the various design methods for multi-variable control systems, a
linear state description has been taken as a basis. Its relation to the frequency range
is given via the standard operations: Calculation of the Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors of
the system matrix.

For this the standard methods of the QR-algorithms after Francis were used with various
shift techniques as well as the inverse power-method after Wielandt. In case of non-
convergence other methods are available, but non-convergence usually is a signal of an
unsuitable formulation of the problem. Almost all methods have been formulated so that
from the Eigenvalue - Eigenvector analysis the best possible use can be made which leads
to a considerable speed up of the computing.

The techniques for the control system design have been prepared in such a way that they
can also be used for the observer design.

In principal there are 3 classes of programs to be differentiated which support the
control design

2.1 SERVICE PROGRAMS
Besides the self evident existing program variations from the sphere of linear Algebra,

such as

matrix inversion (symmetric, assymmetric, complex) or

o solution of linear equations (symmetric, real, complex) etc.,
to which also the above mentioned Eigenvaluc/vector determination
programs(hermitic, real, complex) belongs, can be added

/ transition-/control matrix calculation which is being done via
Eigenvalue analysis as well as via integration of matrix equations

q~e
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0 controllability checks, whereby partly, because of the considerably
large systems the explicit setting up of the controllability matrix
is avoided
calculation of the observability index as well as checking on
observability without setting up of the matrices concerned as
above

o pole-zero calculation of any matri* transfer function of the
open and closed loop system

* o optimization of non-linear functions under non-linear constraints
(Davidon, Fletcher-Powell)

These programs can be controlled by the individual user as well as automatically inte-
grated into certain design programs.

2.2 FEEDBACK CONTROL LAW AND OBSERVER DESIGN

A chief distinction between digital (time discrete) and analogue (continuous) control
systems can be made. Also a simulation of hybrid systems is possible with the availability
of all the usual methods from both areas. On the design, one differentiates between
control processes with limited control time and unlimited control time.

In the control process with limited control time, the control law is usually time
dependent.

For digital systems the following control law design methods are available
o minimization of a quadratic performance index

("energy minimization")

00 with time dependent control and limited control time
00 with time independent control

000 without convergence acceleration for unlimited
control time

0oo with convergence acceleration utilising suitable
*E-function weighting of the time behaviour for

limited control time

o Dead-Beat-Control with pre- specification of the transient behaviour by minimization
of a quadratic performance criterion ("time minimization")

o pole-zero assignment for matrix transfer functions of the feedback system through
minimization of rational vector functions

o incomplete state feedback through

00 introduction of a compensator system and minimization of a quadratic criterion
*respectively pole-zero assignment for the controlled system

oo introduction of a minimum compensator system for the optimal simulation of
complete state feedback systems by the use of previous information or state
variable derivatives

0 Model-Following-nesign via minimization of a quadratic performance criterion. This
method of desi is also well suited for the analysis and the design of

o parameter insensitive control systems

o observer design for incomplete state measurement

o optimization of state variables and controller design for deterministic disturbances
(ramp, oscillations)

o optimization of state variables for stochastic disturbances (prescribed auto-
correlation function)

The same design systems apply to analogue control systems with the exception of Dead-
*Beat-Control, whereby integral criterion replaces the summation criterion. Therefore,

a direct comparison is possible. Some of these methods such as the design of a minimum
compensator system with incomplete state feedback with respect to maintaining a similar
transient behaviour as with the complete state variable feedback have been
Oeveloped at MBB and published.

2.3 SIMULATION PROGRAMS

In order to analyse the controlled and uncontrolled systems several simulation analysis
programs habe been developed which analyse the state and control behaviour for deter-
ministic systems as well as for systems with stochastic disturbances. The "Kalman-Buzy-
Filtering" belongs under this heading although it could be considered as a control system
design method as well.



Individually available are
o Calculation of state and control variables

00 precisely through analytical integration and display of the Eigenforms with
the support of the Eigenvalue/vector analysis

a* through numerical integration of differential equations
o generation of arbitrary coloured stationary noise from an autocorrelation function

or its spectrum through the establishment of a set of differential equations with
white noise as input

o trajectories of the state and control variables under coloured noise for controlled
and uncontrolled systems

0 Kalman-Buzy-Filtering and variance analysis of stationary disturbed linear processes
0 interactive change of controller coefficients

A suitable combination of these programs with the service programs of chapter 2.1
enables an aimed analysis of the control system.

The list of the available methods given here cannot, because of the possibilities of
variations, be complete. It, however, shows the variety of possibilities available.

3. ORGANISATION OF HANDLING

Here, two main points have to be differentiated

On the one hand the handling of a complex program by the user requires an easily under-
* stood computing language formulated to support in a simple and flexible way all sensible

operations required by a control engineer without the need for the designer to have
* special knowledge of data processing

On the other hand a complicated program structure requires data administration as well
as the usage of dialogue languages.

Both problem areas shall be just shortly dealt with.

3.1 MBB's GRAPHIC MONITOR SYSTEM

The composition of the overall program system is based on the MBB developed Graphic
Monitor System, a dialogue extension of the IBM-Operating System OS/MVS, resrectively,
with the aid of a graphic interactive program language GSP. The monitor peru _s an inter-
active way of working, in the approach to most operating functions such as compile, link,
copy, update, file construction etc. and as well as the execution of several loading
modules in sequence in one step. That means that many individual programs are put-on a
disc library and only connected - linked - at the time of the execution of the
computing operation, a process which happens in the classical way of programming once
before every calculation, and then always in a pre-determined way.

The consequence, however, is that any thinkable combination and sequence of processes
and simulation in one computing program have to be tested and programmed thoroughly - i
while with the help of the monitor during the work period only those programs which are
to be used at that time are automatically linked.

In order to transfer data and information from one part of the program to the next, a
data communication regime is established in the memory of the computer, and a data file
with a flexible structure is built on a disc for every design example.
The file retains and archives all the necessary data for a design example, as well as
all the controllers gained through application of the design processes and analysis
techniques, state variables and a storage name.

In case one likes to continue a design example at a later date the calling up of the
program through its storage name will be sufficient. Per run, that means per work session,
design examples of any number you choose can be dealt with in parallel, within every
example any combination of design processes and analyses, every example with a maximum of
60 state variables and control inputs. The speeding up of the disc-computer-operation
during the run was achieved by the development of access routines without the necessity
of an intermediate buffer.

3.2 OPERATING CONTROLS

The user of the system referred to here as the design engineer, controls the computer
run through 3 types of pictures which appear on the screen and which are :

o the control picture for the control of data transmission and selection of method
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the input picture for the input of parameter values

the display picture for analysis, simulation, comparison and documentation

3.2.1 THE CONTROL DISPLAY

At the beginning of a workphase and at any other period of time, the control picture can
be redisplayed in order to take in the system data and produce the associated data files,
in case an example has been handled for the first time.
Later the storage name will be enough for identiffcation purposes.
Individually the following options can be accessed (picture 1 ).

PROGRAM CONTROL

storage name
catalogue - file erase
generate a file
read data off cards according to file
check observability
check controllability
control design : time dependent, constant
calculation of transition-and control matrix
punching of time dependent - constant controller
calculation of poles and zeros
optimal control for incomplete continuous feedback
optimal control for incomplete discrete feedback
model - following
time histories of state variables and control inputs
input and display of a deterministic disturbance

* display of Y = CA* X + DA* U ? YES/NO
transfer function - continuous - discrete

4
Program end Normal version

After choosing the individually required option, the picture appropriate to the control
command appears, whereby some are for the purpose of data input (picture 2,3) and
others for the selection of methods (picture 4,5 ).

If a required option cannot be executed or if the execution generates an information for
the user a certain notification on the situation at that moment, will appear on the
picture concerned.

?icture 2

The generation of a file necessitates the information of whether it is a time con tant
or time dependent control design, which storage name has been attributed to it and how
many state variables define the system. This information enables the setting up of an
optimum structure for the data file.

Picture 3

Calculation of transition-and control matrix necessitates the input of the sampling time T
as well as the method selection :
Eigenvalue/vector analysis or integration.

Picture 4

'Constant controller design' shows the choice of methods available.

Constant controller design

Control system design with pole placement
Control system design with quadratic performance index discrete/continuous
Control system design with pole and zero placement
Control system design with pole placement for incomplete state feedback : DISCRETE
Control system design with pole placement for incomplete state feedback : CONTINUOUS

Quadratic performance index for incomplete state feedback - DISCRETE
/'. Quadratic performance index for incomplete state feedback - CONTINUOUS

For the first 3 methods a decision of a discrete or continuous synthesis is to be made
only on the input picture.
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Picture 5

TIME DEPENDENT controller design allows the execution of the following processes:
o DEAD BEAT

o Control system design with finite performance index

oo discrete

00 continuous

As well as the above, there also belongs, from the practical point of view, the design
of compensator systems, however, the system analyst will include them directly as a
constant controller design, into the control picture to show that the controller of
the system is constant.

If certain methods have been selected via the light stick, the control program calls up
the necessary computing programs fran a disc, links them together and presents them for
data input in the computer.

The Input Picture

Dependent on the chosen design method, one of the 16 input pictures appears. Not all
are shown here (picture 6-15).

By means of these pictures the parameters necessary for the control synthesis can be
displayed (DISPLAY). In case, the data has been transmitted earlier it can be cleared
(CLEAR) or new data can be entered via the keyboard (UPDATE) by choosing the paramter
name with the light stick. All paramter names have been taken from the vocabulary of the
design engineer to whom the method concerned is known. Input redundancy i.e. with the
symmetric weighting matrices has been taken into consideration.

Through touching the option PRINT the inputted data together with the system data will
be printed on the lineprinter.

The touching of (RECHNEN) CALCULATION initiates the computer programs which control the
synthesis. If no notification of error is indicated, the display appears immediately.

The touching of CONTROL DISPLAY enables a jump back to method selection.

3.2.3 THE DISPLAY

After the controller has been designed by means of the chosen procedures and parameters,
the state variables and controls will be determined and their trajectories or a linear
combination will be displayed graphically after touching of the variable number (pictures
16-18). The scaling is done automatically, the limits of the data being written
numerically, as well as the control error at the end of a pre-specified period of time.

One option enables, for constant control design to look at the time histories within
the following period of time. Another option enables the labelling of the design result
as "Optimal" and storage through touching of "NEW TRAJECTORY OPTIMUM". If at a later
date however, the optimum behaviour for reasons of comparison is required it can be
called up through the option of "OPTIMUM TRAJECTORY" •

A documentation option which,of course, also appears on all the other pictures allows the
print out of all the information gained so far. Apart from that, the picture, the
diagrams and the text can be plotted automatically.

After the display, the input picture can be recalled (automatically the right one will
appear) for the variation of the parameters or the control picture can be recalled for
the purpose of varying the method and or the cessation of the method.

The illustrated organisation shows that the design engineer if he possesses knowledge
*of the possible methods, does not require further training, as all contact possibilities

are feedback control orientated. He does not need any extensive documentation and he can
find 'his' optimum method with optimum parameters in one way.

In the following some of the applied examples will be described.

4. APPLICATIONS

Since the CAD has been introduced many applications were found.

- Fighter Aircraft

CCV F 104

TKF
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* - IRPV

- Helicopter

S- Flutter Supression

- Vibration Isolation

- Missile Control

The number of users is still growing and on the other hand any new method coming up will
be integrated in to the computer aided design system. It should be mentioned that
successful flight tests, with control systems being designed as described, have already
been conducted.

5.1 EXAMPLE

Out of many applications one example for an optimization of a multi-variable control
system has been selected.

The control plant is a helicopter BO 105. The vehicle is characterized by the following
main features.
O Non-linear behaviour

o Eight strongly coupled state variables, four controls with influence in several degrees
of freedom

The control system design has been split into 2 parts. Part 1, is a non-linear trim
. * computation.

Several trim points dependent on velocity and altitude have been defined. The system
description (differential equations ) has been linearised around the trim points. Different
controllers have been designed each one optimized for one trim point. During practical
flight tests a continuous interpolation between the different control laws takes place.

In order to illustrate our CAD the design of a controller for the BO 105 at an altitude
of 1500 m and a flight speed of 27,8 m/s is given as an example.

At the given flight speed initial disturbances of 5 m/s in Vx and -5 m/s in Vz should
be decreased quickly without any possible overshoot (limit at 10%) and with permissible
control inputs (small feedback gains).

The results finally gained are shown in pictures 16-18. For comparison the behaviour
of the uncontrolled plant is given within the pictures as well (starred lines). The
respective state variables and controls are as follows.

xI = vx  = forward velocity in x - direction

x2 = vy = lateral velocity in y - direction

x3 = vz  = vertical velocity in z - direction

x4 = wx  = roll rate around x - axis

x5 = wy = pitch rate around y - axis

x6 = wz = yaw rate around z - axis

x7  = = bank angle

x8  = pitch angle

u1= t = collective pitch (mutual adjustment of all main rotor blades)

u2 .= c = cyclic blade adjustment roll

u3 = P s = cyclic blade (rotation) adjustment pitch

= 4 Hr = blade angle of tail rotorHr

The result v is quickly brought to zero as it is controlled directly via collective
pitch.

vx is slower, as the thrust vector has to be rotated first. (The helicopter
. pitches up to large attitudes) in order to reduce the speed via an

enlargement of the thrust component in negative x-direction.
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There are only small coupling effects in lateral movement
as can be seen : vm = -0.092 m/sYmax

= 0.48* respectivelySmax
The control variables remain far below the permissible limits.

Since for the pictures direct photographs from the CAD screen have been taken
the re-production contains the original German text as well as translation into English.

I

1

/72

qi
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Storage Name

catalogue - erase file

generate a file

read data off cards according to file

check observab Ilty

check controllability

control design : time deoendent, constant

calculation of transition- and control matrix

ounching of time deoendent - constant controller

calculation of noles and zeros

optimal control for Incomolete continuous feedback

optimal control for Incomolete discrete feedback

model following

time histories of state variables and control inputs

input and display of a deterministic disturbance

display of Y = CA* X + DA* U ? YES/NO

* "transfer functions - continuous - discrete

Program End Normal Version

Picture 1 CAD Control

Generation of file for constant - time deoendent controller

Number of File 3

Blocksize 0

Number of state variables 4

Control olcture

* Picture 2

Calculation of transition- and control matrix

for samoling time T -

transition- and control matrix via Intearation? Yes No

Integration Intervall DT

Picture 3
it
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Control system design with oole olacement

Control s-stem design with iuadratIc oerfornance Index
discrete/continuous

Control system design with Dole and zero nlacement

Control system design with oole olace-nent for Incomolete
feedback :DISCRETE

Control system esign wit )ole zlaceme-t for i-comnlete
state feedback :CONJTI"IUOUS

4 q~uadratic oerformance index 'or 1-co-nlete state 'e~a--:ISCR.ETE

Duadratic "erlor-a~ce I-lex "cr i.-co-:Iete state eta<-TI CS

Picture 4: Constant Controller Design

DEAD BEAT

Control system design with finite Derforinance index

discrete

continuous

Picture 5 Time Dependent Controller Desinn
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Time Dependent Controller Design
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Control System Desirin with Pole - Zero Placement
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Constant Controller Design
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Constant Controller Desigan - Discrete
Aucinented System - Ontlual Control
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Picture 12
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Constant Controller Design

Picture 114

With Disturbance Without Disturbance

Picture 15
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State Variable
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input control variable opt. trajectory print
progr. control pict. initial=final value new traj. optimal punch

Picture 16: BO 105 Discrete Ontimal Control
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state Variable

input control variable opt. trajectory print
progr. control pict. initial=final value new traj. optimal punch

Picture 17: BO 105 Discrete Optimal Control
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r7 Control Variable

input state variable opt. trajectory print
prog. control pict. initial=final value new traj. optimal punch

Picture 18: BO 105 Discrete Ontimal Control
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THE USE OF ADVANCED COMPUTER TECHNIQUES IN FLIGHT TEST EVALUATIONS

by
Captain David P. Maunder

and
Mr. Robert E. Lee
6510 Test Wing/TEEEP

Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC)
Edwards AFB, California 93523

ABSTRACT

tAdvances in technology have completely restructured the flight test process. There
have been marked improvements in test aircraft data acquisition systems, telemetry systems,
test range capabilities, and data processing systems. Computers have played the major role
in many of these advances.

The past decade has seen explosive growth in the capability to monitor and control
flight testing. Much of this increase in capability stems from widespread use of digital

* computers to assimilate enormous quantities of data and quickly display results to the test
* team. Ground-based computer systems now provide the capability of processing large amounts

of flight test data in real time, and near real time analytical calculations are common-
place.

, An essential accessory of the flight test engineer of the past was the two-foot slide
rule. Today, the slide rule has been replaced by the calculator and on-line access to large

* scale computers for flight test data processing. Test techniques and computer software
have been developed to determine mathematical models of aircraft behavior and to determine
compliance with performance, flying qualities and control system specification requirements.

Advances in digital circuitry and applications of airborne digital computers have
resulted in dramatic changes in airborne instrumentation as well as in production aircraft
subsystems. The airborne computer is being employed as both a primary control system and
as a powerful test tool.

This paper examines the uses of advanced computer techniques in flight test evaluations
at the AFFTC. Uses of the computer for real time mission control, integrated systems
development, flutter testing, and postflight data analysis are emphasized.

INTRODUCTION

The large scale use of the digital computer in flight test evaluations of aircraft
systems and subsystems has progressed rapidly over the past decade. Indeed, in today's
world of complex, sophisticated, high performance aircraft much in the way of the design
and implementation of a test program is centered around the capabilities of the computer.
During the earlier days of flight testing, data processing and analysis by hand computation
was the rule. This complemented the manual nature of data gathering via stopwatch and hand
recorded information. Even with more automated recording devices such as the oscillograph
and time correlated photographic records of flight instruments, test data for processing
by a computer was, to a large extent, input manually. It remained for the development of
high speed digital recording techniques to enable the flight test engineer to effectively
utilize the tremendous mathematical processing capabilities of the computer.

L The advent of Large Scale Integrated Circuitry and the microprocessor led to the
development of lightweight, compact, flight-qualified data recording systems capable of
recording hundreds of measurements at high sample rates. With this development, the data
analyst was provided with an overwhelming quantity of data but not always with the neces-
sary computational tools to analyze it efficiently. Test results were often analyzed uti-
lizing only a fraction of the data available. A great deal of effort has been expended
over the past decade in developing test techniques and analytical software to advance the
state of the art in flight test evaluations. This development process continues today and
the AFFTC employs state of the art computer techniques on all major test programs.

Today computers are found in a wide range of applications at the AFFTC: in ground
tests, engineering simulations, preflight checkouts, airborne mission control, postflight
and second generation data processing and analysis, and onboard the test aircraft as a
tool for developing and evaluating new applications of digital technology in aircraft sub-
systems. This paper presents a broad overview of some of the present and planned applica-
tions of the computer in the developmental test and evaluation process at the AFFTC.

REAL TIME MISSION CONTROL

-,.The key elements of a real time mission control capability are the airborne telemetry
. system, an extensive test range net linked via a microwave system, a ground-based computer

S.- system capable of processing large quantities of data, and displays which present critical
information to the test engineer. Data from a variety of airborne and range instrumenta-
tion sources are now available at the AFFTC. This capability makes it practical to use
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real time data for reasons other than safety-of-flight. Systems are now in use which
markedly increase the efficiency of the test process. These improvements are brought about
by real time answer-oriented software which allows an immediate assessment of significant
test results (reference 1).

Real time answers are a necessity to accomplish a program safely in a reasonable time,
especially for testing high performance aircraft where rapid decision-response time is
critical ard flight time is at a premium. An additional benefit of having answers at the
conclusion of the flight is the enhanced interpretation of results during the postflight
debrief when the events of the flight are fresh in the minds of the flightcrew and engi-
neers. Final analysis is expedited when much of the data manipulation and working plot
generation are accomplished during and immediately following the flight. Real time appli-
cations currently in use to support various test disciplines at the AFFTC are summarized
below. A detailed functional description of the AFFTC system may be found in reference 2.

Avionic Systems Testing:

A unique and complex application of the real time system was used to evaluate the B-1
in the terrain following environment (reference 3). The test engineer was provided with
displays showing the terrain profile of a test course at Edwards AFB and the aircraft flight
profile above that course, as well as deviation from predictions. This application merges
onboard telemetry data with range data from a number of sources. The flight test range
space positioning and onboard navigation and control systems data are merged in the central
computer to provide real time results. This analysis package is being expanded and addi-
tional test range instrumentation has been installed to support terrain following tests of

* the air launched cruise missile.

Flutter:

Flutter test engineers have been analyzing time histories of data for many years by
using analog techniques during postflight analysis sessions. In flight analysis was often
limited to strip chart recorder observations. Often the aircraft was equipped with an
excitation system, and frequency sweeps were conducted to identify modal frequencies. The
sweeps were followed by multiple frequency dwell/quick stop points to obtain damping. This
method was often time consuming. If pilot induced control surface impulses were used, it
was not uncommon for the engineer to observe a record in which closely spaced modes made
it impossible to determine the modal characteristics of the single modes in real time.

The potential for flutter analysis capability in near real time resulted from the
availability of spectral analyzers which used minicomputer technology to perform the fast
Fourier transform. For the first time, flight test engineers had access to a dedicated
system which could be used to make accurate real time analyses.

In 1972 the AFFTC acquired, and has subsequently developed a real time flutter analysis
system (reference 4). A minicomputer-based time series analyzer and the associated analysis
software are the heart of the system, which is used to apply digital time series analysisjtechniques to structural response data.

The AFFTC flutter test capability is designed to meet a broad range of requirements
and is applicable during the testing of most types of aircraft. Further, since onboard
excitation systems may or may not be installed, the system has an analysis capability for
those cases where the input forcing function may not be measurable. Current test vehicles
utilizing the AFFTC flutter facility span a range from the small air launched cruise missile
to the KC-135 winglet test aircraft.

Aircraft Performance:

Achieving high quality airplane performance test results requires close attention to
accurate engine thrust determination procedures, proper bookkeeping of secondary thrust
and drags, incorporation of data from supporting wind tunnel and engine tests, accurate
instrumentation, and the use of special maneuver techniques. These ingredients have been
meshed together and are used with real time dynamic performance techniques to generate lift
and drag with a significant reduction in test time. The methodology has proven particu-
larly useful in obtaining drag at maneuvering lift conditions and at supersonic speeds
where it is now possible to obtain data over a sufficiently large lift range to develop
polar and lift curve slopes. Turnaround of final data is expedited for performance testing
with much of the time-consuming data manipulations accomplished in real time. Real time
analysis was utilized extensively during the F-16 and B-1 flight test programs.

Propulsion:

Real time techniques have been developed to achieve peak aircraft performance at maxi-
mum Mach number conditions by examining engine gas generator characteristics, inlet per-
formance and variable inlet positions and manually changing variable geometry inlet posi-
tions to achieve desired performance. Variable geometry inlet schedule optimization test-
ing is accomplished by monitoring critical inlet parameters. Engine performance is avail-
able in real time to expedite engine as well as airplane evaluation requirements.

* °Stability and Control:

Test techniques and real time software have been developed to determine compliance
with flying qualities and control system specification requirements. Examples include
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the calculation of damping ratios, maneuvering gradient crossplots, and roll performance
parameters such as roll time constant and peak roll rates.

DATA ANALYSIS

There is a computer adage that states that computational requirements will expand to
utilize the available capabilities. This has proven to be true in the area of flight test
data analysis. The tremendous speed of the computer, coupled with the increased data acqui-
sition capabilities have led to rapid delivery of classical test information and never-
before-available analysis tools which are used in parameter identification applications,
statistical analyses, power spectral density calculations, and for the evaluation of aero-
dynamic cross coupling, stall/spin characteristics, compressor face distortion character-
istics and for dynamic performance analysis.

In recent years emphasis has been given to the increased use of modeling to define
flight vehicle characteristics. This type of analysis employs the use of dynamic test
maneuvers to generate the test data over a broad range of problem variables (model param-
eters) thus increasing the amount of data obtaiAed at a particular point in the sky. The
advantages and benefits of developing a mathematical description of an air vehicle's
characteristics have long been recognized by the flight test community. They include:

1. Improved verification of performance criteria.

2. Improved dependability of estimating flight characteristics at untested flight
conditions.

* 3. Enhanced system development and optimization of vehicle performance.

4. More accurately represented engineering and operational simulators, and

5. The reduction of the amount of flight test time required to adequately assess the
flight characteristics of an air vehicle.

In some areas of testing, it is becoming recognized that this type of approach is the only
practical way to obtain analytical results. This is particularly true in the analysis of
complex systems with large numbers of variables. For example, optimizing the integration
of a fire control system into the flight control system on the upcoming Advanced Fighter
Technology Integrator F-16 (AFTI-16) test program will require the computer aided identifi-
cation of numerous transfer functions from among the many flight vehicle and control systemvariables.

Several of the advanced computer oriented analysis tools currently in use and/or under
development at the AFFTC are outlined below.

Parameter Identification:

Parameter identification is a discipline that provides tools for the efficient use of
data in the estimation of constants appearing in mathematical models of physical phenomena.
In general, model parameters may relate to aerodynamic, structural, performance, or other
types of characteristics. The particular parameter identification technique which has been

*widely used at the AFFTC is the Modified Maximum Likelihood Estimator (CMLE). MMLE is a
*digital computer program which estimates the coefficients of a set of differential equations
*describing a dynamic system from recorded observations of its dynamic motion. Our experi-

ence with this method has been restricted to identification of aerodynamic parameters for
linear mathematical models (reference 5).

Over the past several years this method had been applied on nine major test programs;
X-24B, YF-16, YF-17, A-10, YC-14, YC-15, F-15, F-16 and B-1. The uniqueness of application
at the AFFTC has been in its use as a primary analysis tool for developmental flight test-

* ing. The AFFTC has processed more than 1500 maneuvers using parameter identification tech-
niques. Our successes have included the reduction and optimization of flight test require-

*ments, improvement in our ability to verify performance criteria, enhanced system develop-
ment and optimization of vehicle performance, and improvement in the dependability of
measured flight characteristics which has also led to more accurately represented simula-

*tions. We are committed to the continued use and development of parameter identification
*techniques, and expect further improvements in flight testing will occur with the develop-

ment of nonlinear model identification programs and broader applications.

Mission-Oriented Test Techniques:

New pilot-in-the-loop handling qualities test and evaluation techniques are in the
development process at the AFFTC. These techniques are called System Identification From
Tracking (SIFT) test techniques. Pilot-in-the-loop test data are obtained during precision
tracking maneuvers using specially developed piloting techniques (references 6). From these
data, flight control system transfer functions, aerodynamic transfer functions, and overall
system transfer functions (aerodynamics plus flight control system) are identified using
time series analysis computer software. These quantitative results are correlated with
qualitative pilot ratings and comments to provide unique insights into pilot-in-the-loop
handling qualities.

The SIFT techniques have been shown to be an effective tool for testing and evaluating
pilot-in-the-loop handling qualities. These techniques were used during an evaluation of
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a variable stability F-4C aircraft to demonstrate the existence of a previously unsuspected
coupling from the lateral-directional axes into the pitch axis and to analyze data obtained
during pilot-induced oscillations (PiO). Based on our present experience, quantitative re-
sults of the precision tracking data analysis correlate well with the qualitative pilot
comments and ratings. This capability to directly correlate quantitative and qualitative
results from the same test maneuver is a significant advantage of the SIFT techniques over
traditional open-loop techniques.

The AFFTC is continuing the development of the SIFT test and evaluation techniques
and is investigating their versatility as a flight test tool. These techniques will be
expanded to support integrated flight/fire control system testing.

Dynamic Test Techniques:

A research program is underway at the AFFTC to further refine dynamic test techniques.
The program acronym is DyMoTech, which stands for Dynamic Modeling Technique. The overall
objective of DyMoTech is to develop dynamic flight test techniques as a potentially power-
ful tool for defining the performance characteristics of aircraft. Included under this is
the objective to demonstrate the dynamic test techniques' ability to generate accurate air-
craft performance compared with the results of conventional flight test techniques. The
other major objectives are to define related airborne instrumentation system requirements
and calibration and analysis procedures for dynamic maneuvers and to develop performance
models and investigate improved modeling techniques including nonlinear parameter identifi-
cation (reference 7).

Batch Processed Simulation:

9Recently we have implemented a computer program at the AFFTC which provides quick
access to a six degrees of freedom, nonlinear simulation capability. The program is struc-
tured similar to several real time simulation computer languages in that the user constructs
a model by specifying component blocks and their interconnections. Standard components are
available for aircraft equations of motion and most common flight control components. A
great deal of flexibility is provided for entering aerodynamic data and in modeling non-
linear components. The program is engineer rather than programmer oriented so that a com-
plete model may be formulated without the extensive setup time required for most simula-
tions.

In addition to providing a nonreal time engineering simulation, the program can per-
form classical frequency domain analysis. This program is being used extensively to assess
predicted flight characteristics, as an aid in modeling and analyzing nonlinear flight char-
acteristics, to evaluate proposed flight control system changes, and even to generate simu-
lated flight test data to check out other data analysis software. Current test program
applications include evaluating cruise missile performance during terrain following flight
and assessing the validity of simulator data for the B-52/KC-135 Weapon System Trainer.

System and Human Factors Analyses:

In addition to those analysis tools already mentioned, software programs have been
developed at the AFFTC to:

1. Analyze ballistic trajectories from weapon delivery tests. Data from cinetheodo-
lite trackers, gunsight camera and aircraft sensors are merged to analyze accuracy
of the weapons delivery system and identify systematic errors from subsystem com-
ponents.

2. Compile statistical records of maintenance actions for reliability and maintain-
ability analysis and prediction of maintenance related life cycle costs.

3. Analyze and simulate lead computing optical sight performance to predict the accu-
racy and effectiveness of the aircraft/gun combination in air to air and air to
ground roles.

4. Perform statistical analysis of such human responses as heartrate, eye movement,
respiration, and skin response in order to quantify pilot workload during task
oriented test maneuvers.

Interactive Graphics:

In most modeling problems the attainment of an optimum solution requires an iterative
procedure between the human operator and the computer. This can be very time consuming
when intermediate results must be hand manipulated. Generally, analytical results are most
useful in a graphical form. The whole modeling process can be significantly speeded up if
the computer is used to transform the data from the matrix of numbers it requires to the
more useful pictorial form the human understands (and vice versa).

Within the past several years, a number of economical, "smart" graphics oriented com-
puter terminals have appeared on the market. The AFFTC is presently in the process of inte-
grating several graphics oriented terminals into our computer network. Some of these have
significant offline computation and display capabilities. Already we are seeing significant

.* reductions in manipulation of graphical data and we have only begun to utilize the full po-
tential computer graphics has to offer for increasing the efficiency of communication be-
tween the engineer and the computer. Use of interactive graphics on a routine basis

a!
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promises to significantly improve the offectiveness of our present modeling techniques as
well as hastening the introduction of new techniques as they become available

AIRCRAFT SUBSYSTEM DESIGN AND EVALUATION TRENDS

Advances in digital circuit technology are changing the character of aircraft subsystem
design which will, in turn, have a major impact on the flight test process. Theapplication
of digital circuitry and programmable firmware to aircraft subsystems continues to increase.
Some current and future applications to production subsystems and for special test purposes
are described below (reference 8).

Displays:

The ability to solve complex problems in near real time and to generate symbology have
allowed the development of highly sophisticated airborne standard dials and tapes which are
providing information never before available to the pilot. The programmability of these
computers allows the testing of a wide range of display variables before committing them to
production software. Applications include flight directors, fire control/weapons delivery
systems, and energy management systems.

Control Systems/Variable Stability:

The computer is being employed as both a primary control system and as augmentation to
provide variable stability for aircraft. In both cases, the ability to replace hardware
with programmable software allows the relatively easy evaluation of control laws and air-
craft handling qualities. The variable stability concept can be combined with the displaysystems previously discussed to provide a powerful design and evaluation tool. Another
combination is the airborne computer with a groundbased computer to provide remotely aug-
mented capability for remotely piloted vehicles. In this application, the onboard computer

* acts as a system monitor, determining the validity of the signals received from the ground
and as a backup control system in case of signal failure. This type of system is currently
employed on the HiMAT (Highly Maneuverable Aircraft Technology) demonstrator test vehicle.

Integrated Flight/Fire Control Systems:

The potential benefits of subsystem digital integration are especially evident in the
integrated flight/fire control system area. This integration consists of blending informa-
tion from the fire control system with pilot inputs to the flight control system. The
blending covers a spectrum from a manual weapon delivery mode to an automatic mode. In the
latter case, the aircraft is controlled entirely by commands from the fire control system,
within the authority of the flight control system. A high authority, redundant flight con-
trol system can be tailored to meet the varied requirements of different mission flight
phases. It is evident that for such integrated systems, evaluation of the fire control and
flight control systems must be accomplished concurrently.

The complex and interrelated performance characteristics of such a sophisticated sys-
tem will require a parametric optimization that is too extensive to be accomplished solely
through flight test. The practical solution for systems of this type is a flight test pro-
gram complemented by an on-the-scene subsystem integration facility. The AFFTC plans to
construct an integration facility to complement flight testing of digitally integrated sub-
systems. Avionics subsystem component development and integration involves several levels
of simulation supplemented by flight tests, and the facility will support the total effort.
Preliminary estimates indicate that use of the avionics integration facility will permit a
reduction of in flight testing of future avionics systems of 30 percent, a considerable
savings in time and resources.

Propulsion:

The use of digital fuel control systems will permit greater flexibility in determining
airframe/propulsion interactions and in matching test data variables in flight to those
obtained in ground based facilities. This eliminates the interpolation of results to match
these two data sets. Digital engine fuel controls make it possible to greatly improve
engine performance and enhance certain types of flight tests. As an example, software can
be generated which will allow parameters such as fuel flow to be maintained constant during
a maneuver, eliminating it as a variable.

FLIGHT TRAINING SIMULATOR DEVELOPMENT TESTING

Recent concerns over the resources required for flight training and the availability
of petroleum have prompted the Air Force to look for a reduction in flying hours through
the increased use of simulators for training and proficiency. The AFFTC became involved
in the simulator effort to assist Using Commands and procuring agencies in developing and
verifying the accuracy of their training simulators.

In the next several years, numerous (over a dozen identified to date) new simulators
or major simulator modifications are planned. Some of these simulators will be major sys-
tems and will require a level of effort equivalent in some respects to that of a new air-
craft development. As an illustration, two contractors are currently building prototypes
of a B-52/KC-135 mission simulator and a competitive "flyoff" will be conducted.I;

4 The training simulator development and test activity is a logical extension of flighttest desciplines in the areas of performance, flying qualities, systems, and human factors.
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The AFFTC will assist in the development and verification of the simulator performance
and flying qualities mathematical models as well as evaluating controls and displays.

Engineering simulators have long been a valuable adjunct to flight test programs.
Because of the increase of initial developmental testing at the AFFTC, the availability of
onsite piloted simulators for flight test envelope expansion and flight control system
development has become a necessity. To meet the demands of future flight test programs, as
well as the training simulator test requirements mentioned above, the AFFTC test simulator
facility is being expanded and upgraded to an all-digital capability. The completed facil-
ity will be capable of supporting several test programs concurrently.

CONCLUSION

This paper has attempted to overview the numerous ways in which the computer is used
as an aid in flight test evaluations. The computer has become an indispensible require-
ment in nearly all aspects of a test program. The driving factors have been the desire
for a more complete analysis resulting ultimately in a better system for the user and in
a reduction in the total cost of the developmental test and evaluation cycle through a
reduction in program flight hours. Computers are aiding us significantly in achieving
these goals.
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